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AVAILABILITY NOTI

Availability of Reference Materials Cited in NRC Publications

Most documents cited in NRC publications will be available from one of the following
sources:

1. The NRC Public Document Room 2120 L Street, NW, Lower Level, Washington, DC
20555

2. The Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office. P.O. Box 37082,
Washington, DC 20013 7082

3. The National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161

Although the listing that follows represents the majority of documents cited in NRC publica-
tions, it is not intended to be exhaustive.

Referenced documents available for inspection and copying for a fee from the NRC Public
Document Room include NRC correspondence and internal NRC memoranda: NRC Office of
Inspection and Enforcement bulletins, circulars, information notices, inspection and investi-
pation noticea: Licensee Event Reports; vendor reports and correspondence; Commission
paperst ano applicant and licensee documents and correspondence.

The following documents in the NUREG series are available for purchase from the GPO Sales
Program: formal NRC staff and contractor reports, NRC sponsored conference proceed-
ings, and NRC booklets and brochures. Also c.vallable are Regulatory Guides, NRC regula-
tions in the Code of Federal Regulations, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission issuances.

,

Documents available from the National Technical Information Service include NUREG series
reports and technical reports prepared by other federal agencies and reoorts prepared by
the Atomic Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Documents available from public and special technical libraries include all open literature
items, such as books, journal and periodical articles, and transactions. Federal Register
notices, federal and state legislation, and congressional reports can usually be obtained
from these libraries.

Documents such as theses, dissertations, forolon reports, and translations, and non-NRC
conference proceedings are available for purchase from the organization sponsoring the
publication cited.

Single copies of NRC draft reports are available free, to the extent of supply, upon written
request to the Office of Informatie, Resources Management, Distribution Section, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555.

Copies of industry codes and standards used in a substantive manner in the NRC regulatory
prc cess are maintained at the NRC Library, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, and
are available there for reference use by the public. Codes and standards are usually copy-
rigDted and may be purchased from the originating organization or, if they are American
Natonal Standards, from the American National Standards Institute,1430 Broadway,
New fork. NY 10018.
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PREFACE

This DRAFT NUREG presents- the results of the Nuclear Regulatory Comission
(NRC)-staff review of the BWR Owners Group (BWROG) proposed new Standard
Technical Specifications (STS) for the BWR/6-design._ These _new STS were
developed based on the critaria in the interim Comission Policy Statement on
Technical Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors, dated
February 6, 1987.

The new STS will be used as-bases for developing improved plant-specific
technical specifications by individual- nuclear power plant owners that have
BWRs designed-by General Electric. The NRC staff is issuing this. draft new
STS for a 30 working-day coment period. -Following the coment. period, the
NRC staff will analyze comments-received, finalize the new STS, and issue them
for plant-specific implementation,

p Coments should be submitted no later than March 15,:1991, in accordance with

U the following guidance: The exact wording of each proposed change should be-
marked in pen and ink on copies of all the affected pages of DRAFT NUREGJ1434,
" Standard Technical Specifications, General Electric Plants, BWR/6." Each'
proposed change should be numbered. Each proposed change should be

_

accompanied with a seaarate technical justification, cross referenced to the
s

applicable proposed c1ange on the marked up pages.

Submit written coments to: David L. Meyer, Chief, Regulatory' Publications
Branch, Division of Freedom of Information and Publications Services, Office
of Administration, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission, Washington, DC ~ 20555.
Hand deliver coments to: 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, between
7:45 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. on Federal workdays.
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Reactor Core SLs
B-2.1.1-

V B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS

B 2.1.1 Reactor Core Safety limits (SLs)

BASES

BACKGROUND GDC 10'(Ref.1) requires that specified acceptable fuel-
1

design-limits-are not exceeded during steady-state
operation,: normal operational transients, and anticipated

_

operational occurrences (A00s). This is accomplished by
MspecifyingaMINIMUMCRITICALPOWERRATIO

-

^dWat least 99.9% of the fuel rods in the core (MCPR such that-wou d not be
kb expected-to: experience onset of boiling transition.-
hW,/ A W

' iThe*restfNtlohs of this SL prevent everheating of the: fuel
-

-

-
.

and cladding, 'as)well as possible citdding perforation _ that
wouldtesult,inithe release of fission products to the
reactor coblant'. Overheating of the fuel and overstress of
the cladding is prevented by maintaining the steady-state-
peak linear heatijone ation rate (LGHR): below the level at

c?stwhich 1% pl
j%e in of the cladding would. occur.,

.

Overheating el cladding is prevented by restricting
fuel operation tolw9thinothelnucleate boiling re ime, where-

I
the heat-transfe6c'oe kients |large and the c adding( surface temperatur'e si,ight above the coolant saturation
temperature. 4 $P y %g
Operation above the boundary of tilikkleate boiling regime-
could result in excessive-claddipjf temperature because of
the onset of transition boilinreduction in heat-transfer coe@-ficient.and the-resultant sharpInside-the~ steam
film, high-cladding temperatures are reached.:and a
cladding-water (zirconium-water) reaction may take place.
This chemical- reaction results in' oxidation-of the fuel
cladding to a structurally weaker form. This weaker form
may lose its integrity, resulting in an ' uncontrolled release -
of activity to the reactor coolant.

The proper functioning of the Reactor Protection System-
(RPS) prevents violation of the reactor core SLs.

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of
SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation and A00s. . The' reactor core SLs'are

established to preclude violation of the fuel design.

(continued)

BWR/6 STS B 2.0-1 01/04/91 2:58pm
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)
_

APPLICABLE criterion that an MCPR is to be established such that at
SAFETY ANALYSES least 99.9% of the fuel rods in the core would not be

(continued) expected to experience the onset of transition boiling.

The RPS setpoints (Ref. 2), in combination with the LCOs,
are designed to prevent any anticipated combination of
transient conditions for Reactor Coolant System temperature,
pressureriand THERMA. POWER level that would result in
reaching;the1MCPR.

Aut tic e rcement of these reactor core SLs are provided
tiy the trip'setpoints for the follr.: ng functions:y .

.
y sn +

a, 'Averag giower raqge monitor trip;

ReactEve[seljAter level-low level 3 tri;::b.
,a

c. Ma'.n steam'line isolation valve-closure trip;
*b, y,

d. Scram dischargezvolume water level-high trip; andv ,
,w

e. Reactor vessel watsrflevel--high level 8 trip.

2.1.1.la Fuel Claddin ntearity (GeberalElectric
Corporation (GE) Fuelb -

A
GE critical power correlations are applihatile for all
critical power calculations at pressures''2 785 psig or core
flows 210% of rated flow. For operation at low pressures
and low flows another basis is usedi as follows:

Since the pressure drop in the bypass region is
essentially all elevation head, the core pressure drop
at low power and flows will always be > 4.5 psi.
Anglyses (Ref 3) show that with a bundle flow of 28 x
10 lb/ hour bundle pressure drop is nearly independent
of bundle power and has a value of 3.5 psi. .Thus, the
bundle flow with a 4 5 psi driving head will be

3greater than 28 x 10 lb/ hour. Full-scale ATLAS test
data taken at pressures from 14.7 psia to 800 psia
indicate that the fuel assembly critical power at this
flow is approximately 3.35 MW. With.the design
peaking factors, this corresponds to a THERMAL POWER

(continued)

(continued)

O
BWR/6 STS B 2.0-2 01/04/91 2:58pm
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

|
APPLICABLE of more than 50% RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP). Thus, a
SAFETY ANALYSES THERMAL POWER limit of 25% RTP for reactor pressure

(continued) < 785 psig is conservative.

2.1.1.lh Fuel Claddina Inteority ( Advanced Nuclear Fuel j
Corporation (ANF)-Fuel) l

The"use of the XN-3 correlation is valid for critical power

g@4,calculationg at pressur,es > 580 psig and bundle mass fluxesV 0.25 10 lb/ hour-ft (Ref. 4). For operation at low
'pressur)es or low flows, the fuel cladding integrity SL is

A establishedeby a limiting condition un core THERMAL POWER,
ywithithe fellowing basis:ggj %u.-

d"Provided'tRatthewaterlevelinthevesseldowncomeris maintained above the top of the active fuel,
naturalu kculation-is sufficient to ensure a minimumc
bundle flow for+al1 fuel assemblies that have a
relatively, highipower and potentially can approach a
critica For the ANF 9f9 fueldesign',*Rheat flux condition.th minimum bundle-flow is > 30 x 10 lb/ hour.
For the AN(F'' pad' GE 8x8(fuel, the minimum bundle flow

O is > 28 x 10N1b/hourf Fat all designs, the coolant
V - minimum bundle flow ~ and maximum floy area is su,ch that.

the mass flux 'is talwayss> 0125 x 10 lb/ hour-ft.
Full-scale critical power testsstaken at pressures
down to 14.7 psia indicate ghi6ihe fuel assembly2critical power at 0.25 x 10.plb/ hour-ft is 2 3.35 MW.
At 25% RTP, a bundle-power?of 3.35 MW corresponds to a
bundle radial peaking factor of > 3.0, which is
significantly higher than the expected peaking factor.
Thus, a THERMAL POWER limit of 25% RTP for reactor
pressures < 785 psig is conservative.

|
' 2.1.1.2a Minimum Critical Power Ratio (GE Fuel)

The fuel-cladding integrity SL is set such that no
~

significant fuel damage is calculated to occur if the limit-
is not violated. Since the parameters that result in fuel
damage are not directly observable during reactor operation,
the thermal and hydraulic conditions that result in the'

| onset of transition boiling have been used to make the
beginning of the region in which fuel-damage could occur.
Although it is recognized that the onset of transition

(continued)

(continued)

; BWR/6 STS B 2.0-3 01/04/91 2:58pm
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE boiling would not result in damage to BWR fuel rods, the
SAFETY ANALYSES critical power at which boiling transition is calculated to

(continued) occur has been adopted as a convenient limit. However, the
uncertainties in monitoring the core operating state and in
the procedures used to calculate the critical power result
in an uncertainty in the value of the critical power.

Therefore, the fuel-cladding integrity SL is defined as the
critical power ratio in the limiting fuel assembly for which
moretthan 99.9% of the fuel rods in the core are epected to
avbid' boiling transition, considering the power distribution
withingecoreandalluncertainties.
The MCPR SL is determined using a statistical model that
combines all the _ uncertainties in operating parameters and
the procedures used.to< calculate critical power. The
probability of the~ occurrence of boiling transition is
determined using|the approved General Electric Critical
Power correlations., Details of the fuel-cladding integrity-

SL calculation are'given in Reference 3. Reference 3 also
includes a tabulation''of the uncertainties used in the
determination of the MCPR?SL and'ofethe nominal values of
the parameters used in(the MCPR SL'st tistical analysis.3
2.1.1.2b Minimum Critical P bRatihiANFFuel)

A
The MCPR SL ensures sufficient conservat sein the operating
MCPR limit that, in the event of an .A00?froMthe LCO, at
least 99.9% of the fuel rods in theicore would be expected
to avoid boiling transition. The~ margin between calculated
boiling transition (MCPR = 1.00) and the MCPR SL is based on
a detailed statistical procedure which considers the
uncertainties in monitoring the core operating state. One
specific uncertainty included in the SL is the uncertainty
inherent in the XN-3 critical power correlation.
Reference 4 describes the methodology used in determining
the MCPR SL.

The XN-3 critical-power correlation is based on a
significant body of practical test data, providing a high
degree of assurance that the critical power as evaluated by
the correlation is within a small percentage of the actual
critical power being estimated. As long as the core
pressure and flow are within the range of validity of the

(continued)

(continued)

BWR/6 STS B 2.0-4 01/04/91 2:58pm
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

O
V BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE XN-3 correlation, the assumed reactor conditions used in
SAFETY ANALYSES defining the SL introduce conservatism into the liniit

(continued) because SL radial power factors and bounding flat local
peaking distributions are used to estimate the number of
rods in boiling transition. Still further conservatism is
induced by the tendency of the XN-3 correlation to
overpredict the number of rods in boiling transition.
.d6

.These3conservatisms and the inherent accuracy.of the XN-3
qcorrelation arovide a reasonable degree of assurance that

g 7 there hould ye no transition boiling in the core during
,N3 sustained operation at the MCPR St. If boiling transition

T"werento occur, there is reason to;believe that the integrity
of tthe, fuel would not be compromised, Significant test data
accumulated byithe NRC and private organizations indicate
that1the'use.-ofga boiling transition limitation to protect
agaihst cl' adding failure is a very conservative approach.
Much of.theidata indicate that BWR fuel can survive for an
extendedCperiodobtime'inanenvironmentofboiling
transition d rz J &

VVpa/3;/ g
2.1.1.3 Reactor"Wassel unt.c<stevel

During MODES 1 an 2( assu on of water level above
the top of the acti9effueNh in ' nt in the critical power
correlations. Also,' with fuel 'in reactor vessel during
periods when the reactor is shuta consideration n'ust be

given to water level requirement @' drop below the top of theue' li the effect of decayheat. If the water level should
' active irradiated fuel during+this period, the ability to

remove decay heat is reduced. This reduction in cooling
capability could_ lead to elevated cladding temperatures and
clad perforapion in the event that the water level becomes
less than < 3 of the core height. The reactor vessel Water
level Safety Limit has been established at the top of the,

active irradiated fuel to provid a point that can be
monitored and to also provide adeqe te margin for effective
action.

The reactor core SLs represent a design cequirement ior
establishing the RPS trip setpoints identified previously, j
LC0 3.2.1, " Average Planar Linear Heat Generation Rate
(APLHGR)," LC0 3.2.2, " Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR),"
and LC0 3.2.3, " Linear Heat Generation Rate (LHGR)," or the

(continued) |

(continued)

4
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE assumed initial conditions of the safety analyses, as
SAFETY ANALYSES indicated in the FSAR, (Ref. 2), provide more restrictive

(continued) limits to ensure that the reactor core SLs are not exceeded.

SAFETY LIMITS The reactor core SLs are established to protect the
integritfof the fuel clad barrier to the release of
radioactive" materials to the environs. SL 2.1.1.1 and
SL 2';1.-l.2 e_nsure that the core operates within the fuel
design criteria. SL 2.1.1.3 ensures that the reactor vessel
water leveh is > top of the active irradiated fuel, thus

, ,

I maintainingJa coolable geometry.
,9 9+-

: '%$
APPLICABILITY SL 2.1 1.l'is applicable in MODES 1 and 2 with reactor steam

dome pressure f 785 psig,or~ core flow < 10% of rated core
fl ow. As disdussed inf thefApplicable Safety Analyses
section, the limit of f 25% RTP is sufficiently conservative
to preclude boiling transition. , ,

SL 2.1.1.2 is applicabl inMODEShand2withreactorsteam
dome pressure 2 785 psig and core flow 210% of rated core
fl ow. TheMCPRSLensuresthatthefuelfesigncriteriaaresatisfied. n

J ,
.

SL 2.1.1.3 is applicable in all modes;f *

|

SAFETY LIMIT 2.JL1
VIOLATIONS

Exceeding any SL may cause immediate fuel damage or pressure
vessel failure and create a potential for radioactive
releases in excess of 10 CFR 100, " Reactor Site Criteria."
Therefore, it is required to insert all insertable control

| rods and restore compliance with the SL within 2 hours. The
2-hour Completion Time ensures that the operators take

,

prompt remedial action and also ensures that the probability|

of an accident occurring during this period is minimal.

(continued)

(continued)
I

O
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued) -

SAFETY LIMIT 2.2.2
VIOLATIONS

(continued) If any SL is violated, the NRC Operations Center must be
notified within 1 hour. This is in accordance with-
10 CFR 50.72.(Ref. 5).

L 2,3

kSLisviolated,theaprepriateseniormanagementofA
Athe nuclear plant and the uti ity shall be notified within

A(s724 hour $. -The 24-hour period'provides time for plant9 operators and staff to take the appropriate immediate action
%'endf'assessy,he.conditionoftheplantbeforereportingto

the senier' management.
4W21F g %$f

Ifany4L(ggis violatedn.a Licensee Event-Re) ort shall be 4

prepared;and submitted!Within 30 days to tie NRC, the senior
manage aentsofjthe* nuclear plant, and the utility Vice-
Presic'ent--Nuclear!0perations. This requirement is in
accordancewithle,[CFR5003?(pef.6).

-

<h/!
-

(Q
2.2,5

f
If any SL is. violated, res %tkrtioftHe

"

commence until authorized by theJAC$. unit shall notThis
ensures the NRC that all necessary'rebsws,. requirementanalyses,_and-
actions are completed.haforopthe" unit begins its restart to
normal operation. NF

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part.50,
Appendix A, General Design _ Criterion 10, " React"r
Design."

2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ -],"[ Title]."

3. NEDE-240ll-P-A, " General Electric Standard Application
for Reactor _ Fuel," [(latest- approved revision)].

4. XN-NF524(A), " Exxon Nuclear Critical Power Methodology
for Boiling Water Reactors," Revision 1, November
1983.

(continued)
O
U (continued)-
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Reactor Core SLs
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

|

| REFERENCES 5. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.72,
(continued) "Immediate Notification Requirements for Operating;

Nuclear Power Reactors."'

|

6. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.73,
" Licensee Event Report System."

-
_ _ .
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Reactor Stean Dome Pressure'SLs
B 2.1.2'

-

B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS ~
d

B'2.1.2 Reactor Steam Dome Pressure Safety limits ISLs)

BASES

BACKGROUND The SL on reactor steam dome; pressure protects the integr'ity
of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and the recirculation-
p" against overpressurization.- .In the event of fuel
el 9 failure, fission products are released into the

$,7e'act' coolant.- The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) then
,

5

# serves es the primary barrier in preventing the release of -
fissioWpr cts into the atmosphere. Establishing an upper-
listpon ~ or steam dome pressure assures continued RPV
anff're red at$cn piping integrity. _ Per 10 CFR 50,

DA,GDCQ4,"ReactorCoolant'PressureBoundary,"and.
App {elGDO ' %ctorCoolant- System Design" (Ref.1),. the,

reactor coolant" pressure boundary (RCPB) design conditions
are not aacFeded during normal operation and anticipated
Operatio,nal_ Occurrences'(A00s). .Also, per GDC 28,
"ReactivitysLimits"/
including r6d~ ejectio(Ref.1), reactivity accidents, .

.

n, do
greater than limited localh,not result in damage to the RCPB-ieldin

Ayp %
g.,

M,

The design pressl N ,efEt M RCS T s$ limited from exceeding1250 psi. During normal
operation and A00s,4BCS pjM sure<
the design pressure-by more'than I .in accordance with-
Secticn III-of the American Socie echanical Engineers
(ASME) Code:(Ref.-2). ?To ensurebyst ' integrity, all RCS
components are hydrostaticallyftested at 125% of design, per
ASME Code requirements, pribr/to initial operation when .
there is no fuel in the core. Any further hydrostatic
testing with fuel in the~ core is done under LC0 3.10.I',
Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic-(ISLH) Test.

| Overpressurization of the RCS could. result in a breach of
the RCPB. If this occurred in c.onjunction with a fuel
cladding _ failure, fission products could enter the
containment atmosphere, raising concerns relative to limits '

on radioactive releases specified in 10 CFR_100, " Reactor
Site Criteria."

(continued)

,
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Reactor Steam Dome Pressure SLs
B 2.1.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The RCS safety valves and the reactor steam dome pressure-
SAFETY ANALYSES high trip have settings established to ensure that the RCS

pressure SL will not be exceeded.

The reactor steam dome pressure SL has been selected such
that it is at a pressure below which it can be shown that
the integrity of the system is not endangered. The RPV is-
designed.to Section III of the ASME, Boiler and Pressure
Vessel: Codeb 1971 edition, including Addenda through the
winterrof 1972, which permits a maximum pressure transient
of'310%, 1375 psig, of design pressure 1250 psig. The SL of

:asemeasured by the reactor steam dome pressure
1325 psig,his equivalent to 1375 psig at the lowestindicator,
elevation'of,the RCS.1 The RCS is designed to the USAS |

Nuclear PowerDPi ing, Code, Section B31,1, 1969 Edition, I
'

including Addend through July 1, 1970, for the reactor
recirculation pipingT which permits a maximum pressure
transient of 1.10%i f design; pressures of 1250 psig foro
suction pipingiand J500fpsig for discharge piping. The
reactor steam dome: pressure SL is selected to be the lowest
transient overpressure allowed byjhe applicable codes.

TheReactorProtectionhy'stemkRPS)dripsetpoints(Ref.3),
together with the settingrg'offthe RCS safety valves
(Ref. 4), provide pressure $ protection f6hnormal operationand A00s. In particular, he reactor steam dome pressure-
high setpoint is set to provide protection (epainst
overpressurization (Ref 5). The safet r ana yses for both
the reactor steam dome pressure-high" trip and the RCS
safety valves are performed using' conservative assumptions
relative to pressure control devices.

__

SAFETY LIMITS The maximum transient pressure allowable in the RCS p essure
vessel under the ASME Code, Section III, is 110% of design
pressure. The maximum transient pressure allowable in the
RCS piping, valves, and fittingr, under [USAS, Section B31.1,

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Reactor Steam Dome Pressure SLs
B 2.1.2

(
BASES (continued)(
SAFETY LIMITS Ref. 6) is 110% of design pressure of 1250 psig for suction- J

(continued) piping and 1500 psig for discharge pi)ing. The most
limiting of these two allowances is-tie 110% of design-

pressure; therefore, the SL on maximum allowable RCS
pressure is established at 1375 psig.

APPLICABILITY h 2 applies in MODES 1 through 4 because it is
desnce able to approach or exceed this SL in these MODES due

!7to-ova'ryressurizationevents. The SL is not ap)11 cable in

g%g%ifullyttightened, making it impossible to pressurize the RCSMODEzl because the reactor vessel head closure )olts are not
.

' pp;ym. . -

4)g n 4p
SAFETY LIMIT LLI YN
VIOLATIONS 17 W4

Exceedikiny,Styeiisy cause immediate fuel damage or pressure
vessel failure |and cr;eate a potential for radioactive
releases in' excess (of'10 CFR 100, " Reactor Site Criteria."
Therefore, it is'requiredttojinsert all insertable control
rods and restore
The 2-hour Comple[ compliance with the SLs within 2 hours. tion # Times ens ses that the operators takek prompt remedial action'; ' h lij%g-

2.2.2 j;f,Q
i y

If any SL is violated, the NRCI0perations Center must be
notified within 1 hour. ThisH s in accordance with
10 CFR 50.72 (Ref. 7).

2.2,3

If any SL is violated, the appropriate senior management of
the nuclear plant and the utility shall be notified within
24 hours. The 24-hour period provides tima for plant

-

operators and staff to take the appropriate immediate action
and assess the condition of the plant before reporting to
the senior management.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Reactor Steam Dome Pressure SLs
B 2.1.2

BASES (continued)

SAFETY LIMIT 2.2.4
VIOLATIONS

(continued) If any SL is violated, a Licensee Event Re) ort shall be
prepared and submitted within 30 days to tie NRC, the senior
management of the nuclear plant, and the utility Vice-
President-Nuclear Operations. This requirement is in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (Ref. 8).

2.2, j;j, {
ifi [SL iphiolated, restart of the unit shall not
connence until authorized by the NRC. This requirement
ens #ts;th$iNRCit$ist, all necessary reviews, analyses, and
actidhPWe complettbefore the unit begins its restart to

M
normal operhtien. k hYkIV YN:

ew ..

Title 10,kbe,,ofj 1 Regulations, Part 50,REFERENCES 1.
Appendix A,seeneral Qasign Criterion 14, " Reactor

Coolant Pressure towdary"d; Sneral Design Criterion15. " Reactor CoolastrSystt 9esjgn"; and General
Design Criterion $$/ "Reactivl y Limits."

M f%h >

American Society of Mechanidl E gk rs Boiler and2.
Pressure Vessel Code,'Section'III, lear Power
Plant Components," Article NB-7000; tection
Against Overpressure." eTp Vi

shd'

3. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ]P"[ Title)."
|

4. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section [ ), "[ Title)."

5. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Title)."'

6. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, USAS B31.1,
| Standard Code for Pressure Piping, 1969, and Addenda
I through July 1, 1970.

7. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.72,
"Immediate Notification Requirements for Operating
Nuclear Power Reactors."

8. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.73,
" Licensee Event Report System."

O
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

8 3.0- APPLICABILITY

B 3.0 Limitino Conditions for Ooeration (LCO) Aeolicability-

BASES

LCO 3.0.1, LCO 3.0.1, LCO 3.0.2, LCO 3.0.3, LCO 3.0.4, and LCO 3.0.5
LCO 3.0.2, establish the general requirements _ applicable to all
LCO 3,0.3, specifications unless otherwise stated. This includes
LCO 3.0.4, and

$?pecificationsregardingtheprogramsinSection5.7.4,s
LC0 3.0.5 Programs and Manuals," as well as LCOs contained in

gff* Sections'3.1through3.10.
% by ,:s

%@0# A@ A
LCO 3.0.1 LCO 3NI6 establishes the requirement to meet LCOs when the

unitlisintheMODESorotherspecifiedConditionsofthe
Applicabil|ityistatementofeachspecification.

#9 Mk
" g!N ' 8

LCO3.0.2estdblishis'that,upondiscoveryofafailuretoLC0 3.0.2
imeet an LCO, the associated ~ ACTIONS shall be met. The

O CompletionTimeoffeachfReqNiridAction-foranACTIONS
\ Condition is applicabi$from thspoint in time it is

1discovered that an'ineperable situation exists (i.e., that- '

the LC0 is not met) hssociated withNa Condition. Following
this discovery, the associate.d Condition is entered. -The-
Required Actions establish those' remedial measures that
must be taken within specifiedito'mpletion Times when the
requirements of an LC0 are not" met. Concurrent entry into
all applicable ACTIONS Conditions is a requirement to be
followed in each specification. The Required Action (s)'
of each Condition entered must be completed within the
specified Completion Time (s).

There are two basic types of Required Actions. The first
type of Required Action has an associated time limit in
which the entered-Condition must be corrected. This time
limit is the Completion Time to place required equipment in
operation, or to restore an inoperable system or component
to OPERABLE status, or to restore variables-to within
specified limits. If__this type of Required Action is not
completed within the specified Completion Time, a shutdown
may be required to place the facility in a MODE or Condition

(continued)

(continued)
\
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LC0 3.0.2 in which the specification no longer applies. (Whether
(continued) stated as a Required Action or not, correction of the

entered condition is the first action that is to be
considered upon entering ACTIONS.) The second type of
Required Action. specifies the remedial measures that permit
continued o>eration of the facility that is not further
restricted )y the Completion Time. In this case,

conformance, to the Required Actions provides an acceptable
level offsafety for continued operation. This type of
Required Action is common throughout the Technical
Specificatiofis (TS).
w e;.; ,

Th''sTspecifidat16hlestablishes that performance of thei
Required" Actions'within the specified Completion Times
constitutes'compliancehwith the TS. It also establishes,

however, that completing the performance of the Required
Actions is~not required when an LC0 is met within the
associated Completion Time,funless otherwise stated in the
individual specifications-4 This is equivalent to stating.

that correction of0anJACT10NS Condition prior to the
expiration of the'specified Completion Time (s) makes it
unnecessary to continue; or comp 1ete the performance of the
associated Required Acti_on(s),e **

: 'y
This specification is written for'the more general case in
which nore than one of the' stated' Conditions are
concurrently applicable. As each Conditionjis resolved, the
Required Action (s) for that Condition:no longer need be
performed.

' ' '

A Condition once entered or once ap licable is resolved
either by completing corrective measures such that it no

I
longer exists or by placing the facility outside the

' Applicability of the LC0.

The nature of some Required Actions necessitates that,
once begun, their performance must be completed even though
the associated Conditions are resolved. The individual
LCO's ACTIONS specify the Required Actions where this is the
case. An example of this is in LC0 3.8.1, "AC Sources -
Operating."

The above discussion about not having to complete the
performance of Required Actions once the corresponding ,

Conditions have been resolved also applies to the category |

(continued) ;

(continued)

l |
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0L

i
\ BASES (continued) '

._

LCO 3.0.2 of Conditions that state, " Required Actions-and associated
(continued) Completion Times not met.

,,

"Usually, the' Required Action for a Condition of this type
is to go to an inapplicable MODE or other.specified
Condition. -The performance of-such a shutdown Required
Action may be suspended if the LCO Required Action that was
notiperformed is completed or if the LCO is restored. If

.the shutdown had proceeded to the point where a MODE change-
dd *had o'ecurred, however, returning to the previously:applicable _ MODE or specified Condition.is not allowed by

Yw;m&3;0i4,,unless otherwise specified.
LCOs

*1tDis pos|iblein some LCOs'(but unlikely) to enter and exit
:y L

two or more ACT10N's Conditions repeatedly, in such a manner
thatj ficility; operation could continue indefinitely without-
evef having6 restored the LC0 (i.e., the facility is always
in at leastione of.the Conditions). Because of the risk.
associated withsextended. facility operation with certain --

LCOs unmet,7 Specification.l.3. limits such operation to the
longer of the:specified Completion Times for the Conditions
that are concurrently entered.: This limitation does not-
apply t'o Conditions' where:the; associated Required Actions,
if met, permit contjnued; operation for_ an. unlimited period

'

cf time. 9. - % %
_

- 7 %
The Completion Times of the Requ,jred? Actions are also
aoolicable when a system or component'is removed from
service intentionally. The reasons for_ intentionally
relying en the ACTIONS incl 0de', but are not limited to,
performance of surveillances, preventive maintenance,
corrective maintenance, or investigation of operational
problems. Enterir1 ACTIONS-for these reasons must be done
in a manner that Moes not compromise safety. It is not - r

; -intended that intentional entry into ACTIONS be made for;
operational' convenience. Intentional' entry into ACTIONS-
Conditions with-shutdown Required Actions (i.e.. Actions
requiring a change in MODE) is strongly discouraged and
should be considered only in extreme circumstances. This is
to limit routine voluntary removal of redundant equipment
from service in lieu of other alternatives that would not-
result-in redundant equipment being inoperable. Individual
specifications may specify' a time limit. for performing an SR.
when equipment is. removed from service or bypassed for
testing. In such a case, the Completion Times of the

(continued)

V (continued)
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LC0 Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued) ;

LCO 3.0.2 Required Actions are applicable when this time limit
| (continutd) expires, if the SR has not been completed. When a change in
|

MODE or other specified Condition is required to comply with
|

Required Actions, the facility may enter a MODE or other
specified condition in which a new specification becomesi

i applicable. Upon the new specification becoming applicable,
immediately enter all ACTIONS Conditions that a) ply, unless
otherwise1specified. The Completion Times of tie associated

|
RequirediActions would apply from the point in time that the

,

speifi ion became applicable.n

LC03:0:3~h#estdkIs%ssstheRequiredActionsthatmustbe%d 1

hLC0 3.0.3
implemented!when.an LCD is not met; and

W N b ,ReAnasiociated"f'quiredActionandCompletionTimeis
y

a.
t

not met andjno othgCon.dition applies; or
'

! b. The conditionIdf(Obdahility is not specifically
addressed by'th R s'ociated, ACTIONS. This means that
no combination of' ditio6s stated in the ACTIONS can,

; be made that exacdy correspondsito the actual
Sometimes, possible

| condition of the facilityy'are suchtthat going to LC0combinations of Conditionsi

3.0.3 is warranted; in such cases,'the, ACTIONS
'

'

specifically state a Condition correspeeding to such
combinations and also that LC0 343 beYentered

4 ifimmediately.

This specification delineates the time limits for placing
the facility in a safe MODE or other specified condition
when operation cannot be maintained within the limits for
safe operation as defined by the LCO and its ACTIONS. It is

not to be used as an operational convenience that permits
routine voluntary removal of redundant systems or components
from service in lieu of other alternatives that would not
result in redundant systems or components being inoperable.
Intentional entry into LC0 3.0.? for operational convenience

r TS. Under suitableconstitutes noncompliance w ,

circumstances, intentional 4 vo LC0 3.0.3 for
corrective action or repairs c ta justified, but prior
notification of the NRC shouk a considered.

(continued)

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

0
BASES (continued)

LCO _3.0.3 After entering LCO 3.0.3,1 hour is allowed to prepare for
(continued) an orderly shutdown before initiating a change in facility

operation. This includes time to permit the operator to
coordinate the reduction in electrical generation with the
load dispatcher to ensure the stability and availability of
the electrical grid. The time limits specified to reach
higher-numbered MODES of operation permit the shutdown to
pre 6eed in a controlled and orderly manner that is well

gpkdst,tML the specified maximum cool-down rate and within thecapa6111 ties of the facility, assuming that only the minimum
requittid equipment is OPERABLE. This reduces thermal

q/A stresses on> components of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
%iam|ye potential for a plant ~ upset that could challenge

i stfetye ystemsjunder conditions to which this Specifications

complete @the2 actions of LC0 3.0.3 shall be consistent withThe "use and interpretation of specified times to
applies

the' discussion bf Specification 1.3, " Completion. Times."
;jf 6,

A facility shutdowntrequired in accordance with LC0 3.0.3
may be ternifiated~andfLCO 3.0.3 exited if any of the
following obtursp y j

O met [ I ka. The LCO is noQ ur N QRemedial measura[ y mhave? restored the facility to an LC0b.
Condition for which the Required. Actions have now been
performed, where such ACTIONS pensit operation in that
Condition for either a limited of')|0nlimited period of.
time; or

c. Remedial measures have restored the facility to an LC0
Condition'for which the Completion Times of the
Required Action (s) have not expired. For example, if,
while in MODE 1,. one of the two Residual Heat Removal
Suppression Pool Spray subsystems is declared
inoperable. The corresponding ACTIONS Condition of-
the LC0 for one inoperable subsystem is entered and
7 days are' allowed to restore the subsystem to
OPERABLE status. Then, the second subsystem is
declared inoperable at time 24 hours into the
Completion Time. Since no ACTIONS Condition is
provided-for both subsystems being inoperable,
LC0 3.0.3 must be entered. If one of the subsystems
is made OPERABLE while still in MODE 1, for example,

(continued)

| (continued)
1
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.3 at time 30 hours (6 hours into LC0 3.0.3), then the
(continued) shutdown may be halted and operation can continue in

the Condition of one subsystem being inoperable. In
this example, that would mean operation for another
5 days, 18 hours. If the subsystem is restored to
OPERABLE status after going to MODE 2 or 3, operation
could continue only in the MODE that the facility is
in.when LC0 3.0.3 is exited. This is because
LCO'3.0.4 does not permit MOUE changes when the LC0 is

,

not met.-
,

The time lisits of Specification 3.0.3 allow 37 hours for-

the. facility to.'be in MODE 4 when a shutdown is required'

during MODE 1 operation. If the facility is in a higher-
numbered MODE of operation when a shutdown is required, the
time limit for reaching the next higher-numbered MODE
applies. If a higher-numbered MODE is reached in less time
than allowed, however, the. total allowable time to reach
MODE 4, or other applicable' MODE, is not reduced. For
example, if MODE,2.is reached in 2 hours, the time allowed
to reach MODE 3 is'the/next 11 hours, because the total time
to reach MODE 3 is not reduced from the allowable limit of
13 hours. Therafore, if remedial measures are completed
that would permit a return to MODE 1, a, senalty is not
incurred by having to reach a higher-nu'maered MODE of
operation in less than the total time allowed.

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, LC0 3.0.3 prwides Required Actions
for Conditions not stated in other. specifications. The
requirements of LC0 3.0.3 do not apply in MODES 4 and 5
because the facility is already in the most restrictive
Condition in which LC0 3.0.3 would require the facility to
be placed. The requirements of LC0 3.0.3 do not apply in
other specified conditions of the Applicability (unless in
MODE 1, 2, or 3 because the ACTIONS of individual
specifications sufficiently define the remedial measures to
be taken. [This must be verified by review of all LCOs when
finalized.)

The exceptions to LC0 3.0.3 are provided in instances vhere
requiring a facility shutdown, in accordance with LCO 3.0.3
would not provide appropriate remedial measures for the
associated Condition of the facility. These exceptions are
addressed in the individual specifications.

(continued)
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LC0 ' Applicability
B 3.0

A
BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.4 LCO 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in MODES or
other specified conditions in the Applicability when an
LCO is not met. It )recludes placing the facility in a
different MODE or otler specified Condition when the
following exist:

'

The requirements of an LC_0 in the MODE-or other
a.A specified Condition to be entered are not met; and
. nig

d. M
Continued noncompliance with tt.ese requirements would*

'~ eventually result in a shutdown to comply with the
a% 4 equired Actions.R

Q b h Elkh, Required Actions that permit continued -
'

operationlof theifacility for an unlimited period of time in
an_ applicable MODE or other specified Condition provides an
acce' tabletlevel of safety for continued operation.p
Therefor _e hin such cases, entry into a MODE or other
Conditidn specifiedcinLthe Applicability is made.in
accordanceuwithithe provisions of the Required Actions. Thes
provisions 6f thisispecification shou 1d not be interpreted
as endorsing the'failuretto exercise good practice in

O- restoring systemsfor c<sponents4{0 OPutABLE status before,facility startup' g { ]
The provisions of LCO 3.0.4'shall$t prevent changes in
MODES or other specified condition'sainsthe Applicability
that are required:to comply with4 ACTIONS,

ExceptionstoLC03.0.4areitatedintheindividual
specifications. Exceptions may apply to~ all the ACTIONS or
to a specific Required Action of a specification. While
entering or-changing MODES or other specified conditions
during operation of the facility in an_ ACTIONS Condition, as
permitted by LCO 3.0.4 or where an exception to LCO 3.0.4 is
stated, the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that must-
be taken. .Surveillances do not have to be performed on the-
associated-inoperable equipment (or on variables outside the -
specified limits), as permitted by SR 3.0.1, Therefore, a
MODE change in this situation does not violate SR 3.0.4 for-
those_Surveillances that do not have to be_ performed due to
the associatedDinoperable equipment, etc. SRs must,
however, be met to demonstrate-0PERABILITY prior to
declaring the affected equipment OPERABLE (or variable
within limits) and the associated LCOs met.,

|

(continued)
(
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.5 Special tests and operations are required at various times
over the facility's life to demonstrate performance
characteristics, to perform maintenance activities, and to
perform special elevations. Because-TS normally preclude
these tests and operations, special test exceptions (STEs)
allow specified requirements to be changed or suspended
under controlled conditions. STEs are included in
applicabWsections of the specifications. Unless otherwise
speciflet,1 ell other TS requirements remain unchanged and in
effectsa's applicable. This will ensure that all appropriate
requifements"of the MODE or other specified Condition not
direqtly associated with or required to be changed or
suspendedito perfepet the special test or operation will
remainiin effecti %m Q
The Applidbilithof$special operations LC0 represents a
Condition not necessaHly in compliance with the normal
requirements ofithe TS. , Compliance with special operations

G,g$qJLCOs is optioria.1;
my

A special operation' daypbejperformed either under the
provisions of the appropriate special operations LCO or the
other applicable TS requ,irements? 'Ifdt is desired to
perform the special operation"under tWprovisions of the
special operations LCO, the requirements;of the special
operations LC0 shall be followed." This %{udes the SRs
specifiedinthespecialoperationsLC0[;j;i??g..rw
Some of the LCOs for special operations' require that one or
more of the LCOs for normal operation be met (i.e., meeting;

the special operations LC0 requires meeting the specified
normal LCOs). The Applicability,__ ACTIONS, and SRs of the
specified normal LCOs, however, are not required to be met
in order to meet the special operations LC0 when it is in
effect. This means that, upon failure to meet a specified
normal LCO, the associated ACTIONS of the special operations

| LCO apply, in lieu of the ACTIONS of the normal LCO.
| Exceptions to the above do exist. There are instances when
| the Applicability of. the specified normal LC0 must be met,

where its ACTIONS must be taken, where certain of its'

Surveillances must be performed, or where all of these
requirements must be met concurrently with the requirements
of the special operations LCO.

(continued) ]

(continued)
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LCO Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.0.5 b, e the SRs of the specified normal LCOs are suspended
(continued) or - .19ed by the special operationi, LCO, those SRs that

are iecessary to meet the specified normal LCOs must be
met prior to performing the special operation. During the
conduct of the special operation, those Surveillances need
not be performed unless specified by the ACTIONS or SRs of
the special operations LCO.
4.

, ACTitBS for special operations LCOs provide appropriate
ANmedial measures upon failure to meet the special

fNJ"operationsLCO. Upon failure to meet these ACTIONS, suspend
,%, the erformance of the special operations and enter the

M ACTIE for,ial] LCOs that are then not met. Entry into-
"LC0"3.Qi3 mayspossibly be required, but'this determination

should $st be made by considering only the failure to meet
the(ACTION 5?offt,he special operations LCO.

'

p<

- +

|

,t ' ''~ ji|

<.

f
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

h B 3.0 APPLICABILITY .

V :
B 3.0 Surveillance Reouirement (SR) Aeolicab111tv

BASES
'

SR 3.0.1, SR 3.0.1, SR 3.0.2, SR 3.0.3, SR 3.0.4, and SR 3.0.4
SR 3.0.2, establish the general requirements applicable to all
SR 3.0.3, s fications unless otherwise stated. This includes

ications regarding the programs in Section S.7.4,SR 3.0.4, and g
'ro s and Manuals," as well as specifications containedSR 3.0.5 ~.

*g in Se ons 3.1 through 3.10.
Q . A+

%& fynh
dug)i% stab 1hhostherequirementthatSRsmustbemetSR 34SR 3.0.1

tk or other specified Conditions in the
Applicabill "tf the LCO, unless othereise specified in_the
individuak s. Tht
Surveill' epi:es,are[pe# specification ensures thatf4|prmed to verify the OPERABILITY of

systems and!h]nents', and that variables are within
'

specified 11 mitt feilureAo meet an SR within the
constitutesafa%p"in,aoseNancewithSR3.0.2,specified Freque

(A t!sre 14 peet
Systems and compone b are% sen LCO.U) 4 syq *ty .

:Assum440 be OPERABLE when the
associated SRs have been met. Noth in this
specification, however, is to be r . ued as implying that
systems or components are OPERABLE'wh ?

9
Thesystemsorcomponeiksareknownto'beinoperable,a.
although SRs are being met; or

b. The requirements of the Surveillance (s) are known not
to be met between required performances of the
Surveillance (s).

Surveillances do not have te be performed when the facility,

l is in a MODE or other specified Condition fer which the
associated LCO is not applicable, unless otherwise

| specified. The SRs associated with a special operation are
only a)plicable when the special operation is used as an

i allowaale exception to the requirements of a specification.

(continued)

(continued)
:

iv
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)
i

SR 3.0.1 Surveillances, including Surveillances invoked by Required
(continued) Actions, do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment

because the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that apply.
SRs have to be met in accordance with SR 3.0.2 prior to
returning equipment to OPERABLE status.

Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post-maintencnce
testing.(which usually includes Surveillance testing) is
required teldeclare equipment OPERABLE. Post-maintenance
testing'may~ pot be possible in the MODE or Condition that
the facility,is in when the maintenance is completed because
the oecessary facility parameters have not been estab1Wd.V

In these situations 6 3roceeding to the appropriate
applicable MODE;or other specified Condition may be a. s
as an exception'to SR 3.0.4, provided that such an excep ,n
is statedtin the requirements of the affected equipment's
LCO. Such' exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are permitted, provided
that the post-maintenance.atAl Surveillance testing to
demonstrate OPEftABILITY:of the equipment has been
satisfactorily completed to the extent possible and provided
that the equipment is noY otherwise suspected of being
incapable of performing its intended function. Once the
necessary facility parametert,chave been established,
completion of the excepted tests'mustA accomplished to
demonstrate OPERABilll( ofLthe egipment

g

,,

SR 3.0.2 SR 3.0.2 establishes the requirementh for meeting the
specified frequency for SRs, the Required Actions that call
for the performance of a Surveillance, and any Required
Action with a Completior. Time that requires the periodic
performance of an action on a "once per..." interval.

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specified
in the frequency or periodic Completion Time. This provides
flexibility to Surveillance scheduling by providing the
opportunity for consideration of plant operating conditions
that may not be suitable for conducting the Surveillance
(e.g., transient conditions or other ongoing Surveillance or
maintenance activities).

(continued)

(continued)

O
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)
_

SR 3.0.2 The 25% extension does not significantly degrade the
(continued) assurance of reliability obtained by performing the

Surveillance at its specified frequency. This recognizes
that the most probable result of any particular Surveillance
being performed is the verification of conformance with the
SRs. The exceptions to SR 3.0.2 are those Surve111ances for
which the 25% extension of the intervai specified in the
Frequency does not apply. These exceptions are stated in

,the ladividual specifications. An example of where SR 3.0.2
Moes not apply is a Surveillance with a frequency of "in

[4?N exempitens t The requirements of regulations takeqdaccardancewith10CFR50,AppendixJ,andapproved
Tprocedence?ever the Technical Specifications (TS). The TS

"cennot extend Atest interval specified in the regulations.
there1would be a Note in the Frequency stating,

Therefore,i of{$R 3.0.2 are not applicable."
.

' Provision
* i

As statedM, SR ?.0.2,m the 25% extension also does not apply
to the injtia]4pektiei of a periodic Completion Time. 11e
initial perfomence,of'the Required Action, whether it is a
particular Surveillance or.some other remedial action, is
considered a singleractionMth a single Completion Time.
One reason for notfallowing the.25% extension to this

k Completion Time is that?sech an3ction usually verifies that,

no loss of function;has occurred by1 checking the status of
redundant or diverse ~ components or 4ccomplishes the function
of the inoperable equipment in anssiternative manner ta
ensure that specified limits or;ceeidit~ tens of the LC0 are
met. ,p-

j
The previous Standard Technical Specifications (STS) also
contained a specification that permitted the 25% extension,
but restricted the combined time interval for any three
consecutive Surveillance intervals to 3.25 times the
specified interval. Generic Letter 89-14 (Ref. 1)
encouraged licensees to request license amendments to remove
the 3.25 restriction, because the NRC staff concluded that
the removal would result in a greater benefit to safety.
This line-item improvement to the STS did not extend the
Applicability of the 25% extension to intervals associated
with LC0 Required Actions (including Required Actions to
perform Surveillances) specified for periodic performance.
The NRC staff subsequently concluded, however, that

i extending the applicability of the 25% extension to
|

(continued)

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0,

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.2 periodic Completion Times, as SR 3.0.2 does, way also
(continued) justified because the reasons for doing so were essentially

the same as the reasons that originally justified the 25%
extension (i.e., flexibility for scheduling the performance
of Surveillances, etc.). Extending periodic Completion Time
intervals for performing Surve111ances or repetitive
remedial actions specified by ACTIONS can result in a
benefit,to safety when the performance is due et a time that
is notiswitable because of plant operating conditions, for
example: Ni

|';

The' provisions ofrSR 3.0.2 are not intended to be used
repeatedly |merelyf as an operational convenience to extend
Surveillance intervals or perfodic Completion Time intervals
beyond those specifled,

~

y' ,

[

~

t

SR 3.0.3 SR 3.0.3 establishes the option to defer declaring affected
equipment inoperable'or an affected variable outside the

~

specified limits when a Surveillance has not been completed
within the specified frequency.-~A' delay period of up to 24
hours applies from the point in time:that it is discovered
that the Surveillance has not--been performed, in accordance
with SR 3.0.2, and not attthe time that the specified
Frequency was not met. This 24-hour delay; period was
approved by the NRC as a line-item improvement to the STS in
Generic Letter 87-09 (Ref. 2). The leNth 'ofcthe delay
period in SR 3.0.3 differs from the 24-iour allowance in the
generic letter. SR 3.0.3 limits it to 24 hours or the

| specified Surveillance interval, whichever is shorter.
Although the 24-hour allowance is not applicable to all the
cases apparently provided for in the generic letter, the
intent of the generic letter was to only allow the specified
Surveillance interval in which to complete a missed
Surveillance when the frequency is less than 24 hours.

This delay period provides an adequate time limit to
i complete Surveillances that have been missed. This delay
: period provides the opportunity to complete a Surveillance

that otherwise could not be com>1eted before compliance with,

| ACTIONS would be required and w1en compliance with such
ACTIONS would then preclude completion of the Surveillance.

(continued)

(continued)
'
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.3 The basis for this delay period includes consideration of4

(continued) facility conditions, adequate planning, availability of,

personnel, the time required to )erform the Surveillance,
and the safety significance of t1e delay in completing the
Surveillance. The delay pr.'iod is considered-appropriate

,

for balancing the risk asscciated with delaying com)1etion
i of the Surveillance for this period against the ris(

associated with the potential for a plant transient and :

~ challenge to safety systems when the alternative is a
a shutdown to comply with ACTIONS before the Surveillance can

f ''be completed.

JSR'3.0.'3dNfersfromthepositiontakeninGeneric
i 'Lettbr 87-09'in one other res)ect. Unlike the generic

letteriSR 3.0.3 authorizes t1e delay-period option for
3 perfomance'of-missed Surveillances without respect to the
4

duration off the Completion Time associated with the LC0
Conditica that would otherwise be entered.'

j

| When a Surveillance with a Frequency based not on time
intervals, but 'upont specified facility Conditions ori

operational situations, is discovered not to have been

O performed when specifled, SR~3.0.3 allows the full 24-hour
delay period in which 'to perfom the Surveillance,

; ogc

An addition.U application of"SR 3.'023 is to establish a time
: limit for completion of Surveillances!that become applicable

as a consequence of MODE changes: imposed by Required
Actions, when such Surveillances'could not be completed4

'

prior to entering the applicable MODE or other specified
Condition either because there was insufficient time or
because plant conditions were not suitable for performance
of the Surveillance.

The provisions of SR 3.0.3 exist because it is recognized
that the most probable result of the performance of a4

particular Surveillance is the verification of conformance
with the SRs and that a-facility shutdown entails some risk
that ought to be avoided unless a shutdown is actually-

I warranted. Implementation of the provisions of SR 3.0.3,
however, does not imply that a violation of SR 3.0.1 has not
occurred, except in situations where SRs become applicable
as a consequence of MODE changes imposed by Required
Actions, as described above.

| (continued)
_

(continuedj

|
,
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.3 Failure to comply with specified frequencies for SRs is
(continued) expected to be an infrequent occurrence. Use of the delay

period established by SR 3.0.3 is optional and is expected
only under extreme circumstances.

If a Surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay
period, the equipment is considered inoperable or the
variables.is. considered outside the specified limits and the
CompletioniTitnes of the Required Actions for the applicable
LC0 4 WH!itions begin immediately upon expiration of the
deley' period',i;If a Surveillance is failed within the delay,

period, then;the equipment is inoperable, or the variable is
outside thgispecified limits and the Completion Times of the
Required Actions"fodthe applicable LCO Conditions begin
immediately'upon,thef411ureoftheSurveillance,

t; q ; My
Completion'of thd suWeillance within the delay period
allowed by this" specification or within the Completion Time
oftheACTIONS;trestorescompliancewithSR3.0.1.

Wa &
T |' g . ..) %

SR 3.0.4 SR 3.0.4 establisher thALrequifemhntIthat all SRs associated
withanLCOandallapplicableSectio(5.7.4 program
requirements must be met before entry into a MODE or other
specified Condition in the Applicability;et the LCO. Thus,
prior to entry into an applicable MODE or
Condition, all of the SRs associated.with';other specifiedall;of the LCOs
applicable in that MODE or Condition must be met.

'

This specification ensures that requirements on system and
component OPERABILITY and variable limits that are necessary
for safe o)eration of the facility are met before entry into
an applica)1e MODE or other specified Condition to which the
requirements apply. This specification applies to changes
in MODES or other specified Conditions in the Applicability
associated with facility shutdown as well as startup.

The provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in
MODES or other specified Conditions in the Applicability
that are required to comply with ACTIONS.

(continued)

(continued)
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SR Applicability
B 3.0

BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.4 Exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are needed in several situations.
(continued) Because the concerns of each situation are not the same, the'

conditions under which the exceptions are permitted are
different. Briefly, these situations are as follows: :

a. When there is insufficient time to complete a
Surveillance prior to the associated LCO becoming

jfs a)plicable as a result of complying with ACTIONS..i

MgygeprovisionsofSR3.0.3 apply;andQM% ~ , b.
Ingen an individual exception to SR 3.0.4 is stated

sin the individual specifica' ion:

$NI 3,jhtbeSurveillanceisrequiredtobeperformed, *

f Nfterfentry into an a)plicable MODE or other
Of %specified Condition, accause the specified

Surveillance interval expired, and there is no*

sfetherreasonstosuspectthattheaffected
Nj equipman't!(or' variaale) is inoperable (or outside

limits)",' then a Completion Time of 12 hours is
specifteg. 'a.

Unlessfberwiseiteted, performance of the

O SurveillancetisLnot required if the specified
Surveillance interval hat not expired.

3
2. iftheSurveillanceisredvigedbythespecified

Frequency to be performed every time the LCO
becomes applicable,lthen, unless an alternative
Completion Time is;specified, the 12-hour limit

| applies.

3. if the Surveillance must be performed for the
additional purpose of restoring the affected
equipment (or variable) to OPERABLE status (or to

|
within limits), upon entering an applicable MODE

i or other specified Condition,-the associated
ACTIONS of the LC0 must be entered, unless'

specified otherwise in the individual
| specification. The ACTIONS specify the

Completion Time allowed.

A more detailed discussion of these situations follows.

(continued)

(continued)

(
(/
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BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.4 If unable to complete a Surveillance prior te its becoming
(continued) applicable because Required Actions in an LCO affected

c1anges in H0 DES or other specified Conditions, then upon
entering the applicable MODE or other specified Co.'dition,
a delay period within which to complete the Surveillence
is allowed, as specified in SR 3.0.3. This use of the
provisions of SR 3.0.3 is an exception to SR 3.0.4 that
applies only when an exception to SR 3.0.4 is not provid d
in the individual specification, as discussed below. The
exception of SR 3.0.3 is not intended to be used
consecutively.with exceptions to SR 3.0.4 stated in the
individual _ - specifications.

Individuhl'exceptionstoSR3.0.4areusuallystatedwith
the SRs. These cxceptions are provided to permit

.

performance of Surveillance testing that otherwise would be
prevented by compliance with SR 3.0.4. The prerequisite
conditions forcsuch a Surveillance (usually specified in the
Surveillance test procedure) require entry into an
applicable MODE or.specified Condition in order to perform
or complete the Surveillance test. If an exception to SR
3.0.4 is stated in an individual specification, a Completion
Time of 12 hours, which begins upon entering the,

l prerequisite MODE or Condition, is specified by SR 3.0.4 for
,

performing the Surveillance when the specified Surveillance
! interval has expired (including the 25% extension), unless
j otherwise specified. It is expected that the performar.:e of -

such Surveillances will commence soon'after' entry into the
prerequisite MODE or other specified Condition. Use of the
entire 12-hour Completion lime interval is expected to occur
infrequently. The 12 hours provide sufficient operational
flexibility, so the 25% extension allowed by SR 3.0.2 is not
needed and therefore does not apply.

This 12-hour Completion Time applies when there is no reason
to conclude that the affected equipment is inoperable, or
the variable is outside specified limits other than the
expiration of the Surveillance interval specified by the
Frequency. If still within the Surveillance interval, the
Surveillance is still considered to be met and does not have
to be performed solely because its LCO becomes Applicable.
The 12-hour Completion Time also applies to those
Surveillances that are specified to be 3erformed just one
time after the prerequisite conditions lave been established
(i.e., Surveillances that do not have a periodic Frequency

(continued)

(continued)
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i SR Applicability
i B 3.0
i

BASES (continued)

1

SR 3.0.4 specified). If 12 hours is 1.ot an appropriate Completion
(continued) Time for a Surveillance that has an exception to SR 3.0.4-

stateri in the individual specification, then the stated
exception to SR 3.0.4 specifies an alternative Completion
Time, which should be followed, if an alternative
Completion Time is not specified, then the 12-hour:

! Completion Time applies. In the event the Surveillance is
failed, compliance with the ACTIONS of the LCO is required.

-'
; J: %
n AThe 12-hour Completion Time does not apply when performance
'

f Yof the surveillance is necessary to establish the affected,

equipment',s OPERABILITY as follows:s
;"- w

aH'TheM0ipment was declared inoperable for reasons
,other4than the surveillance interval expired.

,
,

.
,, . y

b. -It is|necessary to establish that the affected;

variable is restored-to within limits after the
variable was' known' to be outside limits.

.

Insuchsitbtbns, lor to enterin a MODE or otherspecifiedCondition@inthe~ApplicabiityoftheLCO,

O appropriate measures must be taken to provide reasonable
assurance that the affected equipment or variable is able to
meet the requirements of the: Surveillance. For example,
post-maintenance testing of' equipment may not demonstrate
OPERABILITY of the equipment with;as such assurance as the
Surveillance testing does,-but.it could be an appropriate
measure to provide assurance.that the Surveillance will be
passed. In some cases, appropriate measures could include
partial or complete performance of the Surveillance using
suitably revised acceptance criteria, if necessary.-

It must be emphasized that entry into an applicable MODE or
specified Condition, when the affected equipment is known to
be inoperable or when the-affected variable-is- known to be
outside specified-limits, is not-permitted by any exception-

to SR 3.0.4 that is stated in an individual specification.
There must first be a reasonable expectation that~
performance of the Surveillance will establish that the
equipment is OPERABLE or that the variable is within-
specified limits. At the time the associated LC0 becomes
applicable (because of entry into an applicable MODE or
specified Condition from a non-applicable MODE or
Condition), the ACTION of the LC0 must be entered for the

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SR 3.0.4 Condition corresponding to the affected equipment or
(continued) variable being inoperable or outside spect fied limits. The

SR must be met and the entered Conditions corrected prior to
expiration of the s)ecified Completion Time. Any associated
Required Actions otler than the Action to restore the
equipment to OPERABLE status or to return the variable to
within the specified limits must be accomplished within the
specified-Completion limes until the entered Condition is
corrected. In the event the Surveillance is failed,
compliance 'with the ACTIONS of the LC0 is required. The
Completion Time clock (that began when the LC0 became
applicable and is1 associated with the Required Action to
correct:the entered Condition) does nnt reset upon failure
of the Survejllance.|

:T%

REFERENCES 1. NRCGenert(Letter 89-14,"Line-ItemImprovementsin
Technica1' Specifications - Removal of 3.25 Limit on
Extending Surveillance.. Intervals," August 21, 1989,

u, ; , ,0,w ,

2. NRC Generic letteE $7-09,c."$ections 3.0 and 4.0 of the
Standard Technical!Specificatio6s (STS) on the
Appilcability of Li' iting:Conditjogs for Operation andm

SurveillanceRequire9nts,"TJune4gl987.
N

/ |i *

. ;.p' '
'

y,

O
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SDN. |

B 3.1.1 1

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.1 SHilTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)

BASES

BACKGROUND The reactivity control system must.be redundant and capable
of holding the reactor core subcritical when shut down under
cold conditions (GDC 26, Ref.1). Maintenance of the SDM
ensures that postulated reactivity events will not damage
the fuel.

SDM requirements provide sufficient reactivity margin to
assure that acceptable fuel design limits will not be
exceeded for normal shutdown and anticipated operational
occurrences (A00s). As such, in MODES 1 and 2 the SDM
defines the degree of suberiticality which would be obtained
mmediately following the insertion or scram of all control

rods, assuming the single rod of highest reactivity worth is
fully withdrawn. -In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the SDM specified
continues to provide for adequate shutdown capability and
acceptable fuel design limits for potential accidents
initiated from shutdown conditions.

During power operation, SDN control is ensured by operating
with the control rods within the limits of LC0 3.1.6. When
in the shutdown and refueling MODES,-the SDM requirements
are met by rods being bottomed or during Special Operations
by strict administrative control and equipment interlocks.

APPLICABLE The minimum required SDM is assumed as an initial condition
SAFETY ANALYSES in safety analyses. The safety analysis establishes a SDM

that ensures that specified acceptable fuel design limits
are not' exceeded for normal operation and A00s with the,

assumption of the highest worth rod stuck out on scram.
Specifically, the primary safety analysis-which rely on the
SDM limits in MODES 1 and 2 is the control rod drop accident
(CRDA).

The CRDA analysis (Ref. 2 and 3) assumes the core is
subcritical with the highest worth control rod withdrawn..
Typically, the first control rod withdrawn has a very high
reactivity worth and, should the core be critical during the
withdrawal of the first control rod, the consequences of a

(continued)

(continued)
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B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE CRDA could exceed the fuel damage limits for a CRDA (see
SAFETY ANALYSES Bases for LCO 3.1.6, " Rod Pattern Control"). Also, SDM is

(continued) assumed as an initial condition for the control rod removal
error during refueling (Ref. 4) accidents. The analysis of
this reactivity insertion event assumes the refueling
interlocks are OPERABLE when the reactor is in the refueling
mode of o)eration. These interlocks prevent the withdrawal
of more t1an one control rod from the core during refueling.
(Special consideration and requirements for multiple control
rod withdrawal during refueling are covered in Special
Operations LCO 3.10.6, " Multiple Control Rod
Withdrawal-Refueling * ) The analysis assumes this
condition is acceptable since the core will be shut down
with the highest worth control rod withdrawn, if adequate
SDM has been demonstrated.

Prevention or mitigation of reactivity insertion events is
necessary to limit energy deposition in the fuel to prevent
significant fuel damage which could result in undue release'

of radioactivity (see Bases for LCO 3.1.7). Adequate SDM
ensures inadvertent criticalities and potential CRDAs
involving high worth control rods (namely the first control
rod withdrawn) will not cause significant fuel damage.

SDM satisfies Criterion 2 of the NRC Interim Policy
Statement.

LC0 The accident analysis has shown that the required SDM is
sufficient to avoid unacceptable consequences to the fuel or
Reactor Coolant System as a result of the events addressed
above.

The specified SDM limit accounts for the uncertainty in the
demonstration of SDM by testing. Separate SDH limits are
provided for testing where the highest worth control rod is
determined analytically or by measurement. This is due to
the reduced uncertainty in the SDM test when the highest
worth control rod is determined by measurement (Ref. S).
When SDM is demonstrated by calculations not associated with
a test, additional margin must be added to the specified SDM

t limit to account for uncertainties in the calculation. To
' assure adequate SDM during the design process, a design

(continued)

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LCO margin is included to account for uncertainties in the |
l

(continued) design calculations (Ref. 6).

SDM is a core physics design condition that is evaluated |
during SR 3.1.1.1, and appropriate. actions are taken as ;

necessary when the SDM is not witnin ine required limit. '

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2. SDM must be provided because
subcriticality with the highest worth control rod withdrawn
is assumed in the CRDA analysis Ref.3). Also, the
capability to reach MODE 4 condi ions from any initial state
is required by GDC 26. In MODES 3 and 4, SDM is required to
ensure the reactor will be held suberitical with margin for
single withdrawn control rod. SDM is required in MODE 5 to-
prevent an inadvertent criticality during the withdrawal of
a single control rod from o core cell containing one or more
fuel assemblies.

A note is added to provide clarification that Condition A,
Condition C, Condition D, or Condition E is treated as an
independent entity for this LCO with an independent

O. Completion Time for each condition.

ACTIONS M
With SDM not within the limits of the LCO in MODE 1 or 2,
SDM must be restored within 6 hours. Failure to meet the
specified SDM may be caused by a control rod that cannot be
inserted. The 6-hour Completion time is acceptable
considering that the reactor can still be shut down assuming
no additional failures of control rods to insert, and the
low probability of an event occurring during this interval.

M
If the SDM cannot be restored, the reactor must be in MODE 3
within 12 hours to prevent the potential for further
reductions in available SDM (e.g., additional stuck control
rods). The 12-hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on
operating experience, to reach the required MODE from full
power in an orderly manner end without challenging plant
systems.

(continued)
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SDM
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS L1
(continued)

With SDM not within limits in MODE 3, the operator must
fully insert all insertable control rods within I hour.

This action results in the least reactive condition for the
core. The 1-hour Completion Time is acceptable considering
the reactor can still be shut down assuming no failures of
additional control rods to insert.

D.1. D.2. D.3. and D.4

With SDM not within limits in MODE 4, the operator must
insert all insertable control rods in 1 hour. This action
results in the least reactive condition for the core. The
1-hour Completion Time provides sufficient time to take
corrective action and is acceptable considering the reactor
can still be shut down assuming no failures of additional
control rods to insert. Actions must also be initiated
within I hour to provide means for control of potential
radioactive releases. This includes ensuring secondary
containment is OPERABLE, (LCO 3.6.4.1), at least one Standby
Gas Treatment System (SGTS) (LCO 3.6.4.3) subsystem is
OPERABLE, and at least one secondary containment isolation
valve (LCO 3.6.4.2) and associated instrumentation are
OPERABLE in each associated penetration not isolated. This
it.ay be performed as an administrative check, by examining
logs or other information, to determine if the components
are out of service for maintenance or other reasons. It
does not mean to perform the surveillance requirements
needed to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the components.
If, however, any required component is inoserable, then it
must be restored to OPERABLE status. In t11s case, SRs may
need to be performed to restore the component to OPERABLE
status. Actions must continue until all required components
are OPERABLE.

The 1-hour Completion Time is sufficient time to conduct the
Required Actions.

E.1. E.2. E.3. E.4. and E.5

With SDM not within limits in MODE S, the operator must
immediately suspend CORE ALTERATIONS which could reduce SDM.
The suspensions are on inserting fuel in the core or the
withdrawal of control rods. Suspension of these activities,

!
(centinued)

(continued)
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SDM-
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS shall not preclude completion of movement of a component to
(continued) a safe condition. Inserting control rods or removing fuel

from the core will reduce the total reactivity and are
therefore excluded from the suspended actions.

'

Action must also be immediately initiated to fully insert
all insertable control rods in core cells containing one or
more fuel assemblies. Actions must continue until all
insertable control rods in core cells containing one or more
fuel assemblies have been fully inserted. Control rods in
core cells containing no fuel assemblies do not affect the
reactivity of the core and therefore do not have to be

- inserted.

Actions must also be initiated within 1 hour to provide
- means for control of potential radioactive releases. This
includes ensuring secondary containment is OPERABLE
(LCO 3.6.4.1), at least one SGTS (LC0 2.6.4.3) subsystem is'

OPERABLE, and at least one secondary containment isolation
valve (LCO 3.6.4.2).and associated instrumentation are
OPERABLE in each associated penetration not isolated. This
may be performed as an administrati.e check, by examiningO logs or other information, to determine if the components
are out of service for. maintenance or other reasons. It

does not mean to perform the SRs needed to demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the components. If,: however, any required
component is inoperable, then it must"be restored to.

OPERABLE status. In this case,-SRs may need to be performed
to restore the component to OPERABLE status. Actions must
continue until all required components are OPERABLE.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

Adequate SDM is demonstrated to ensure-the reactor can be
made subcritical from any initial operating Condition.,

'

Adequate SDM must be demonstrated by testing before or
during the first startup after fuel movement, control rod

| replacement, or shuffling within the reactor pressure
vessel. Since core reactivity'will-vary during the cycle as,

a function of fuel depletion and poison burnup, the
i beginning of cycle (B00)-test must also account for changes

in core reactivity during the cycle. Therefore, to obtain
the SDN, the initial measured value must be increased by an

! (continued)

V (continued)
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SDM
B 3.1.1

BASES (cor.tinued)

,

SVRVEILLANCE adder, R, which is the difference between the calculated
REQUIREMENTS value of maximum core reactivity during the operating cycle

(continued) and the calculated BOC core reactivity. If the value of R
is negative (that is BOC is the most reactive point in the
cycle), no correction to the BOC measured value is required.

The SDM may be demonstrated during an in-sequence control
rod withdrawal, in which the highest worth control rod is
analytically determined, or during local criticals, where
the highest worth control rod is determined by testing.
Local critical tests require the withdrawal of out-
of-sequence control rods. This testing would therefore
require bypassing of the Rod Pattern Control System to allow
the out-of-sequence withdrawal, so additional requirements
must be met (see LC0 3.10.7, " Control Rod
Tes ting-Operating") .

Up to 4 hours after reaching criticality is allowed to
provide a reasonable time to perform the required
calculations and appropriate verification.

During MODE 5, adequate SDM is also required to ensure the
reactor does not reach criticality during control rod
withdrawals. An evaluation of each fuel movement during
fuel loading (including shuffling fuel within the core)
shall be performed to ensure adequate SDM is maintained
during refueling. This ensures the intermediate loading
patterns are bounded by the safety analyses for the final
core loading pattern. for example, bounding analyses which
demonstrate adequate SDM for the most reactive
:onfigurations during the refueling may be performed to
demonstrate acce)tability of the entire fuel movement
sequence, for taese SDM demonstrations which rely solely on
calculation, additional margin must be added to the
calculated SDM value to account for uncertainties in the
calculation. Spiral offload or reload sequences inherently
satisfy the SR provided the fuel assemblies are reloaded in
the same configuration analyzed for the new cycle. Removing
fuel from the core will always result in an increase in SDM.

(continued).
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SDM
B 3.1.1i

BASES (contir<ued)

:

! REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 26, ' Reactivity

| Control System Redundancy and Capability.'

2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section (15.4.9.), '[ Title)."
i

{ 3. NED0-21231, " Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence,"
Section 4.1, January 1977.1

!
'

:4. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section (15.4.1.1.), '[ Title)."-

5. : Unit Name) FSAR, Amendment 24, Question 3.6.7,
December 1972.j

, 4

6.. (UnitName)FSAR,Section(4.3.2.4.1.),'[ Title).*-

.<I > . .
'

l

O:

,

i

'

!

!
|

|

|

i

O
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Reactivity Anomalies
B 3.1.2

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.2 Re. activity Anomalies

BASES
.

BACKGROUND Per GDCs 26, 28, and 29 (Ref.1), reactivity shall be
controllable such that subtriticality is maintained under
cold conditions and acceptable fuel design limits are not
exceeded during normal operation and anticipated operational
occcerences. Therefore, reactivity anomaly is used as a
measure of the predicted versus measured core reactivity
during power operation. The continual confirmation of core
reactivity is necessary to ensure that safety analyses of
design basis transients and accidents remain valid. A large
reactivity anomaly could be the result of unanticipated
changes in fuel, control rod worth, or operation at
conditions not consistent with those assumed in the
predictions of core reactivity, and could potentially result
in a loss- of SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) or violation of
acceptable fuel design limits. Comparing predicted versus
measured core reactivity validates the nuclear methods used
in the safety analysis and supports the SDM demonstrations

D (LC0 3.1.1) in assuring the reactor can be brought safely to
( cold, subcritical conditions.

When the reactor core is critical or in normal power
operation, a reactivity balance exists and the not
reactivity is zero. A comparison of predicted and measured
reactivity is convenient under such a balance since
parameters are being maintained relatively stable under
steady-state >ower conditions. The positive reactivity
inherent in tie core design is balanced by the negative
reactivity of the control components, thermal feedback,
neutron leakage, and materials in the core that absorb
neutrons, such as burnable absorbers producing zero net
reactivity,

i

| In order to achieve the required fuel cycle energy output,
i the uranium enrichment in the new fuel loading and the fuel

loaded in the previous cyclo provides excess positive'

| reactivity beyond that required to sustain steady state
| operation at the beginning of cycle (B0C). When the reactor'

is critical at RATED THERMAL POWER
moderator temperature, the excess po(RTP) and operating

_

sitive reactivity is
compensated by burnable absorbers (if any), controi rods,

(continued)

O (continued)V,
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Reactivity Anomalies
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND and whatever neutron poisons (mainly xenon and samarium)
(continued) are present in the fuel.

APPLICABLE Accurate prediction of core reactivity is either an explicit
SAFETY ANALYSES or implicit assumption in the accident analysis evaluations.

Every accident evaluation (Ref. 2) is, therefore, dependent
upon accurate evaluation of core reactivity. In particular,
SDM and reactivity transients, such as control rod
withdrawal accidents or rod drop-accidents, are very
sensitive to accurate prediction of core reactivity. These
accident analysis evaluations rely on computer codes that
have been qualified against available test dr.ta, operating
plant data, and analytical benchmarks. Monitoring
reactivity anomaly provides additional assurance that the
nuclear methods provide an accurate representation of the
core reactivity.

Design calculations and safety analyses are performed for
each fuel cycle for the purpose of predetermining the
reactivity behavior and the requirements for reactivity
control during fuel depletion.'

The comparison between measured and predicted initial core
reactivity provides a normalization for the calculational
models used to predict core reactivity. . _!f the measured and
predicted rod density for identical core conditions at BOC
do not agree, then the assumptions used in the reload cycle
design analysis or the calculation models used to predict
rod censity may not be accurate. If reasonable agreement
between measured and predicted core reactivity exists at
BOC, then the prediction may be normalized to the measured
value. Thereafter, any significant deviations in the
measured rod density from the predicted rod density that
develop during fuel depletion may be an indication that the
calculation model is not adequate for core burnups beyond
BOC, or that an unexpected change in core conditions has
occurred.

Since reactivity anomalies provide an additional assurance
that SDM is maintained within limits, reactivity anomalies
satisfy Criterion 2 of NRC Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)

O
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Reactivity Anomalies
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)v

LCO This specification is provided to ensure that core
reactivity behaves as expected in the long term and to
ensure that significant reactivity anomalies will be
investigated.

The reactivity anomaly limit is established to ensure plant
operation is maintained within the assumptions of the safety
analyses. Large differences between monitored and predicted
core reactivity may indicate that the assumptions of the
design basis transient and accident analyses are no longer

c valid, or that the uncertainties in the nuclear method are
larger than expected. A limit on the difference between the''

monitored core k-effective and the predicted core
= k-effective of i 1% Ak/k has been established based on
engineering judgment. A 1% deviation in reactivity from
that predicted is larger than expected for normal operation
and should therefore be evaluated.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, most of the control rods are withdrawn and
steady-state operation is typically achieved. Under these

O conditions, the comparison between predicted and monitored
"f core reactivity provides an effective measure of thes

reactivity anomaly. In MODE 2, control rods are typically
being withdrawn during a startup. In MODES 3 and 4, all
control rods are fully inserted, and, therefore, the reactor
is in the least reactive state where monitoring core
reactivity is not necessary. In MODE 5 fuel loading
results in a continually changing core reactivity. SDM
requirements (LC0 3.1.1) ensure that fuel movements are
performed within the bounds of the safety analysis, and a
SDM demonstration is required during the first startup
following operations that could have altered core reactivity
(e.g., fuel movement, control rod replacement, control rod
shuffling). The SDM test required by LCO 3.1.1 provides a
direct comparison of the predicted and monitored core
reactivity at cold conditions, and, therefore, reactivity
anomaly is not required during these conditions.

(continued)

,
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Reactivity Anomalies
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS 6.d

Should an anomaly develop between measured and predicted
core reactivity, an evaluation of the core design and safety
analysis is performed. In practice, smaller deviations in
core re ntivity (greater than 0.5% Ak/k) are generally cause
for cor.cern, and evaluation of both core ccaditions and the
core design are performed to determine the cause of the
deviation.-

When a reactivity deviation is noted, the evaluation of core
conditions typically includes the following steps:

a. Core conditions and the input to calculational models
are verified to be consistent;

b. Shutdown capability from both the control rods and the
recirculation pump trip is determined to be adequate;

c. A core power distribution map is obttined to evaluate
peaking factors;-

d. OPERABILITY of all control rods is verified; and

e. Physical changes in the fuel or void coefficient of
the Reactor Coolant System are considered.

An evaluation of the core design and safety analysis
typically includes the following steps:

a. Reactivity worth calculations of recirculation flow,
I the control rods, xenon, and samarium are reviewed;
1

b. The fuel depletion calculations are reviewed to
determine that the calculated core burnup is
appropriate; and

c. The calculation models are reviewed to verify that'

they are adequate for representation of the core
conditions.

Reactivity anomalies are generally investigated when they
are small, so that the evaluations are in progress before
the 1% Ak/k reactivity limit for a deviation is reached and
corrective measures may be defined. The required Completion

(continued)

(continued)
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Reactivity Anomalies
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Time of 72 hours is based on operating experience and takes
(continued) into account the low probability of a Design Basis Accident

occurring turing this interval. Also, it allows sufficient
time to assess the-physical condition of the reactor and to
complete an ovaluation of the core design and safety
analysis.

Following evaluations of the core desig., and safety
analysis, the cause of the reactivity. anomaly may be
resolved. If the cause of the reactivity anomaly is a '

mismatch in core conditions at the time of rod density
comparison, then a recalculation may be performed to
demonstrate that core reactivity is behaving as expected.
If an unexpected physical change in the condition of the
core has occurred, it must be evaluated and corrected, if
possible. If the cause of the reactivity anomaly is in the
calculation technique, then the calculational models must be
revised.to provide more accurate predictions, if any of

these results are demonstrated and it is concluded that the '

reactor core is acceptable for continued operation, then
power operation may continue. If operational restrictions
or additional surveillance requirements are necessary to

- ensure the reactor core'is acceptable for continued
V operation, then they must be iefined.

161

The unit must be placed in a M00Exin which the LC0 does not
a) ply if the core reactivity cannot be restored to within
tie 1% Ak/k limit by the methods discussed in Required
Action A.1 and the associated Completion Time. This is done
by placing the unit in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours. The
allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating
experience related to the time required, to reach the
required MODE from RTP in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

|

| SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.1.2.1
! REQUIREMENTS'

Verifying the reactivity difference between the monitored
and predicted core k-effective is within the limits of the
LCO provides added assurance that plant operation is
maintained within the assumptions of the 6esign basis

(continued)
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Reactivity Anomalies
B 3.1.2

BASES (continued) ,

i

SVRVEILLANCE transient and accident analyses. The core monitoring system
REQUIREMENTS calculates the core k-effective for the reactor conditions

(continued) obtained from plant instrumentation. A comparison of the
monitored core k-effective to the predicted core k-effective
at the same cycle exposure is used to calculate the
reactivity difference. The comparison is required when the

.

core reactivity has potentially changed by a significant
| amount.s This may occur following a refueling in which new
'

fuel assemblies are loaded fuel assemblies are shuffled
within the core, or control rods are replaced or shuffled.
' Also, core reactivity changes during the cycle. The 24-hour
interval'after reaching equilibrium conditions following a
startup was. established based on the need for equilibrium
xenon concentrations in the core such that an accurate
comparison between the monitored and predicted core
k-effective values can be made. The 31 effective full power
days frequency was developed considering the relatively slow
change in core reactivity with exposure and operating
experience related to variations in core reactivity.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code'of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
l Appendix A, Genera 1' Design Criterion 26, ' Reactivity

Control System Redundancy'and Capability"; General
Design Criterion 28, " Reactivity Limits'; General
Design Criterion 29, * Protection Against Anticipated.

Operational Occurrences."!

| 2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Chapter [15), '(Accident Analysis)."

1

O
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Control Rod OPERABILITY
B 3.1.3

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
,

1

B 3.1.3 Control Rod OPERABIll1Y |

BASES

BACKGROUND Control rods are components of the Control Rod Drive (CRD)
System, which is the primary Reactivity Control System for !
the reactor. In conjunction with the Reactor Protection
System (RPS), the CRD System provides the means for the I

reliable control of reactivity changes to ensure that under
conditions of normal operation, including anticipated
operational occurrences, specified acceptable fuel design
limits are not exceeded. In addition, the control rods
provide the capability to hold the reactor core suberitical
under all- conditions and to limit the potential amount and
rate of reactivity increase caused by a me.lfunction in the
CRD System. The CR0 System is designed to satisfy the
requirements of GDC 26, 27, 28, and 29.

The CRD System consists of [193] locking-piston control rod
drive mechanisms (CRDMs) and a hydraulic control unit for
each drive mechanism. The locking-)iston type CRDM is a(q double-acting hydraulic piston whici uses condensate waterV; as the operating fluid. Accumulators provide additional
energy for scram. An index tube and piston, coupled to the
control rod, are locked at fixed increments by a collet
mechanism. The collet fingers engage notches in the index
tube to prevent unintentional withdrawal of the control rod,
but without restricting insertion.

This specification along with LCO 3.1.4 and LC0 3.1.5
ensures that the performance of the control rods in the,

| event of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) or transient meets
the assumptions used in the safety analyses of References 1,

| 2, 3, 4, and 6.

APPLICABLE The analytical methods and assumptions used in the
SAFETY ANALYSES evaluations involving control rods are presented in

References 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6. The control rods provide the
primary means for rapid reactivity control (reactor scram),
for maintaining the reactor suberitical, and for limiting
the potential effects of reactivity insertion events caused
by malfunctions in the CRD System.

(continued)g

(continued)
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Control Rod OPERABILITY
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The capability to insert t'ne control rods ensures that the
SAFETY ANALYSES assumptions for scram reactivity in the design basis

(continued) transient and accident analyses are not violated. Since the
SHVTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) ensures the reactor will be
subcritical with the strongest control rod withdrawn
(assumed single failure), the additional failure of a second
control rod to insert, if required, could invalidate the
demonstrated SDM and potentially limit the ability of the
CRD System to hold the reactor suberitical. If the control
rod is stuck at an inserted position and becomes decoupled
from the CRD, a control rod drop accident (CRDA) can
possibly occur. Therefore, the requirement that all control
rods be OPERABLE ensures the CRD System can perform its
intended function.

The control rods also protect the fuel from damage that
could result in release of radioactivity. The limits
protected are the Safety Limit Minimum Critical Power Ratio
(see Bases for LCO 3.2.2, " Minimum Critical Power Ratio
(MCPR)", the 1% cladding plastic strain fuel design limit
(see Bases for LCO 3.2.3, " LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE
(LHGR)", and the fuel damage limit (see Bases for LCO 3.1.6,
* Rod Pattern Control") dur ng reactivity insertion events.

The negative reactivity insertion (scram) provided by the
CRD System provides the analytical basis for determination
of plant thermal limits and provides protection against fuel
damage limits during a CRDA. Bases for LC0 3.1.4,
LC0 3.1.5, and LCO 3.1.6 discuss in more detail how the
Safety Limits are protected by the CRD System.

Control Rod OPERABILITY satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement.

LCO OPERABILITY of an individual control rod is based on a
combination of factors, primarily the scram insertion times,
the associated control rod accumulator status, the control
rod coupling integrity, and the ability to determine the
control rod oosition. Although not all control rods are
required to 'e OPERABLE to satisfy the intended reactivity>

control requirements, strict control over the number and

(continued)

(continued)
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!

Control Rod OPERABILITY
! B 3.1.3
:

BASES (continued)

| LCO distribution of inoperable control rods is required to
(continued) satisfy the assumptions of the design basis transient and'

accident analyses.
,

For this facility, an OPERABLE control rod constitutes the
?[ollowing:)

i (For this facility, the following support systems ate
. required to be OPERABLE to ensure control rod OPERABILITY:]

(For this facility, those required support systems which,
-

upon their failure, do not require declaring a control rod
inoperable and thair justification are as follows:)

(For this facility, the number of reed switch positions
required to be OPERABLE for the control rod to be OPERABLE
are as follows:)

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, the control rods are assumed to function
during a DBA or transient and are therefore required to be

O OPERABLE in these MODES. In MODES 3 and.4, control rods are
only allowed to be withdrawn under Special Operation
LCO 3.10.3, " Single Control- Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown",
and LCO 3.10.4, " Single Control Rod | Withdrawal-Cold
Shutdown", which provide adequate: requirements for control
rod OPERABILITY during these conditions. Control rod
requirwents in MODE 5 are located in LCO 3.9.5.

A Note is added to provide clarification that all control
rods are treated as an entity for this LCO with a single
Completion Time.

ACTIONS If the required number of reed switch positions per control
rod are found INOPERABLE, the associated control rod must be
de:lared IN0PERABLE.

U
,

With one withdrawn control rod stuck, the control rod must
be rostored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour. A control rod
is considered stuck if it will not insert by either CRD

\

!

(continued)
( _ _ _ .

| | (continued)
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i Control Rod OPERABILITY
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS drive water or scram pressure. The 1-hour Completion Time
(continued) is acceptable considering the reactor can still be shut down

assuming no failure of additional control rods to insert.
With a fully inserted control rod stuck, no actions are
required as long as the control rod remains fully inserted.
The Required Action is modified by a Note that allows a
stuck control rod to be bypassed in the Rod Action Control
System (RACS) to allow continued o)eration. SR 3.1.6.2
provides additional requirements w1en control rods are
bypassed in RACS to ensure compliance with the CRDA
analysis.

Bil. B.2. B.3. and B.4

With one withdrawn control rod stuck for more than I hour
the control rod must be disarmed within I hour. The 1-hour
Completion Time is acceptable considering the reactor can,

still be shut down assuming no additional control rods fail:
t to insert and provides a reasonable time to perform the

Required Action in a orderly manner. Isolating the control
rod from scram prevents damage to the CRDM. The control rod
can be isolated from scram by isolating the hydraulic
control unit from scram and normal insert or withdraw
pressure, yet still maintain cooling water to the CRD.

Out-of-sequence control rods may increase' the potential
reactivity worth of a dropped control rod'during a CRDA.
Below (10]% RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP), the generic banked
position withdrawal sequence (BPWS) analysis requires
inserted control rods not in compliance with BPWS to be
separated by at least two OPERABLE control rods in all
directions, including the diagonal. The separation of
inoperable control rods must be verified to comply with
these requirements within I hour. The 1-hour Completion
Time is acceptable considering the low probability of a CROA
occurr W . [For this facility, the reason that this action
is in effect only when operating at less than (10)% RTP is
as follows:].

Monitoring of the insertion capability for each withdrawn
control rod must also be perfornied within 24 hours.
SR 3.1.3.2 and SR 3.1.3.3 perform periodic tests of the
control rod insertion capability of withdrawn control rods.

| Testing each withdrawn control rod ensures a generic problem
1 does not exist. The 24-hour Completion Time provides a

| (continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod OPERABILITY
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS reasonable time to test the control rods considering the
(continued) potential for a need to reduce power to perform the tests.

The Required Action is modified by a Note that states the
requirement is not applicable when below the actual low
power setpoint (LPSP) of the rod pattern controller (RPC),
since the notch insertions may not be compatible with the
requirements of rod pattern control (LCO 3.1.6) and the RPC
(in LCO 3.3.2.1).

To allow continued operation with a withdrawn control rod
stuck, an evaluation of adequate SDM is also required within
72 hours. Should a design basis transient or accident
require a shutdown, to preserve the single failure criterion
an additional control rod would have to be assumed to have
failed to insert when required. Therefore, the original SDM
demonstration may not be valid. The SDM must therefore be
evaluated (by measurement or analysis) with the stuck
control rod at its stuck position and the highest worth
OPERABLE control rod assumed to be fully withdrawn.

The 72-hour Completion Time to verify SDM is adequate
considering that with a single control rod stuck in a,

[VT withdrawn position, the remaining CPERABLE control rods are;

capable of providing the required scram and shutdown
reactivity. Failure to reach MODE 4 is only likely if an
additional control rod adjacent to the stuck control rod
also fails to insert during a required scram. Even with the
postulated additional single failure of an adjacent control
rod to insert, sufficient reactivity control remains to
reach and maintain MODE 3 conditions. Required Action B.3

: of LCO 3.1.3 performs a notch test on each remaining
| withdrawn control rod to ensure that no additional control
| rods are stuck,

i

l ful
|

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does not
apply if the Required Actions and associated Completion
Times of Condition B cannot be met. This is done by placing
the plant in MODE 3 within 12 hours. Insertion of the
remainder of the control rods eliminates the possibility of

!(contint;ed);

(continued)

O
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Control Rod OPERABILITY
B 3.1.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS an additional failure of a control rod to in;ert. The
(continued) 12-hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating

experience, to reach the required MODE from full power in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

D.l. D.2

With two or more withdrawn control rods stuck, the stuck
control- rods should be isolated from scram pressure withir.
I hour _ and the plant placed in MODE 3 within 12 hours. The
1-hour Completion Time is acceptable consie: *ing the low
probability of a CRDA occurring during this interval. The
occurrence of more than one control rod without insertion
capability may be an indication of a generic problem in the
CRD System that could potentially cause additional failures
of control. rods to insert. The 12-hour Completion Time is
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required MODE from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

L1
With [8 or fewer) control rods inoperable for reasons other
than being stuck, the control rods must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 2 hours. [For this facility, the
other reasons for considering control rods; INOPERABLE, in
addition to centrol rod scram time " slow,0 are as follows:]
The 2-hour Completion Time is sufficient =to cor.ect the
problem commensurata .ith the importance of [8 or fewer]
control rods relative to the available number of OPERABLE
control rods capable of providing the required scram and
shutdown reactivity.

,

l

F.1. F.2. and F.3

| With the inoperable control rods not restored and the
'

associated Ccapletion Time not met, operation may continue
provided the control rods are fully inserted within 1 hour
and disarmed (electrically or hydraulically) within 2 hours.
Inserting a control rod ensures the shutdown and scram
capabilities are not adversely affected. The control rod is
disarmed to prevent inadvertent withdrawal during subsequent

! operations. The control rods can be hydraulically disarmed
| by closing the drive water and exhaust water isolation

valves. Electrically, the control rods can be disarmed by

(continued)
_.

(continued)
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Control Rod OPERABILITY
B 3.1.3

BASE 3 (continued)w)
ACTIONS disconnecting power from all four directional control valve

(continued) solenoids. Required Action F.1 is modified by a Note that
allows control rods to be bypassed in the RACS if required
to allow insertion of the inoperable control rods and
continued operation. SR 3.1.6.2 provides additional
requirements when the control rods are bypassed to ensure
compliance with the CRDA analysis. Inserted out-of-sequence
control rods may increase the potential reactivity worth of
a'_ dropped control rod during a CRDA, and, therefore, the
number, and distribution of inserted inoperable control rod.c
mdst be. verified within 2 hours. Required Action F.3 is
modified by a Note that states the Required Action is not
. applicable when above [10]% RTP. Below (10]% RTP, the
generic BPWS ' analysis requires inserted control rods, not in
canplianr1 with BPWS, to be separated by at least two
OPERA 8LE control' rods in all directions including the
diagonal (Ref. 5).

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable considering the
small number of allowed ino)erable control rods and provides
time te insert and disarm t1e control rods in an orderly >

manner and without challenging plant systems.p '

h 9_d

The plant must be placec' in a MODE!in which the LC0 does not
apply if the Required Actions and associated Completior
Times of Condition F are not met:or' more than 8 inoperable
control rods exist. This is done by placing the plant in
MODE 3 within 12 hours. This ensures all insertable control
rods are inserted and places the reactor in a condition that
does not require the active function (i.e., scram or
insertion) of the. control rods. - The number of control rods

_ permitted to be inoperable when operating above 10% RTP
(i.e., no CRDA considerations) could be more than the value
specified, but the occurrence of a large number of.

| inoperable control rods could be indicative of a generic
problem, and investigation'and resolution of the potential-
problem should be undertaken. The 12-hour Completion Time
is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required MODE in an orderly manner from full power without
challenging plant systems.

_.

(continued)

|
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Control R.:d OPERABILITY
B 3.1.3

BASES (coniinued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.3.1
REQUIREMENTS

Determining the position of each control rod is required to
ensure adequate information on control rod position is
available to the operator for determining CRD OPERABILITY
and controlling rod patterns. Control rod position iray be
determined by the use of OPERABLE position indicators, by
moving control rods to a position with an OPERABLE
indicator, or by the use of other appropriate methods. The
24-hour Frequency of this SR was developed considering
operating experience related to expected changes in control
rod position and the availability of control rod position
indication in the control room.

SR 3.1.3.2 and SR 3.1.3.3

Control rod insertion capability is demonstrated by
inserting each partially or fully withdrawn control rod at
least one notch and observing that the control rod moves.
The control rod may then be returned to its original
position. These surveillances are not required when below
the actual LPSP of the RPC since the notch insertions may
not be compatible with the requirements of rod pattern
control (LC0 3.1.6) and the (RPC) (LCO 3.3.2.1). The 7-day
Frequency of SR 3.1.3.2 was developed considering operating
experience related to changes in CRD performanca and the
case of perfor.ning notch testing for fully withdrawn control
rods. Partially withdrawn control rods are tested with a
31-day Frequency based on the potential power reduction
required to allow the control rod movement and considering
the large testing sample of SR 3.1.3.2. Furthermore, the
31-day Frequency takes into account operating experience
related to changes in CR0 performance.

SR 3.1.3.4

Verifying the scram time for each control rod to notch
position [06] is less than or equal ta [7] seconds ensures
that the control rod will insert when required during a DBA
c' 'ransient, thereby completing its shutdown function
( 6). This SR is performed in conjunction with the
c_ <rol rod scram time testing of SR 3.1.4,2, SR 3.1.4.3,
and SR 3.1.4.4. The associated Frequencies are acceptable
considering the more frequent testing performed to

(continued)

(continued)

|
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Control Rod OPERABILITY
B 3.1.3

t BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE demonstrate other aspects of control rod OPERABILITY and
REQUIREMENTS operating experience, which shows scram times do not

(continued) significantly change over an operating cycle.

SR 3.1.3.5

Coupling verification is performed to ensure the control rod |

is connected to the CRDM and will perform its intended
function when necessary. The surveillance requires

' verifying that a control rod does not go to the overtravel
position when it is fully withdrawn. The overtravel
position feature provides a positive check on the coupling
integrity, since only an uncoupled CRD can reach the
overtravel position. The verification is required to be
performed any time a control rod is withdrawn to the " Full
Out" (notch position 48) position or prior to declaring the
control rod OPERABLE when work on the control rod or CRD
system could affect coupling. This includes control rods
inserted one notch and then returned to the " Full Out"
position during the performance of SR 3.1.2.2. This
frequency is acceptable considering the low probability that
a control rod will become uncoupled when it is not being

O'
moved, and operating experience related to uncoupling
events.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ],"[ Title)."

2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section ( -), "(Title)."
3. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "(Title) ."

4. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ],"(Title)."

! 5. NED0-21231, " Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence,"
| Section 7.2, January 1977.

6. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section (- ],"[ Title)."

| ,

O
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4

- Control Rod Scran Times
8 3.1:.4 :

- B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
'

^

B 3.1.4 Control Rod Scram' Times
,

BASES "

_

q
'

t

BACKGROUND The scram function of the Control Rod. Drive (CRD) System-
controls reactivity changes during abnormal . operational
transients to ensure that specified acceptable fuel' design &

m11mits are not exceeded -(Ref.1).- The control . rods are -
$ scrammed by positive near=. using hydraulic pressure exerted

~ on the CRD piston.-3 ,

OWhen a' scram signal'is-initiated, controllair is vented from
"the" scram valves, allowing them_ to opensby spring action.-
- Opening the exhaust valves reduces the pressure above the
main' drive; piston to atmospheric pressure, and opening _ the : 4

-inlet' valve applies the accumulator or rcactor pressure to
the bottoulof the piston.- Since the notches in the index-

,

tube' are tapered on -the lower' edge, the collet fingers: are '

forced open by cam action, allowing the index tube to move'
upward without restriction because of the high differential
pressure across the piston.D As the. drive moves upward and

O accumulator 1 pressure d:S
ball check valve opeas,"ys below the reactor pressure, atletting;the reactor pressure4

com)1ete the scram u tion..zif the6 reactor pressure is low,
suci as during startupithe' accumulator will fully insert
the control. rod wf thin:tht required;ttee without assistance.
from reactor pressure. M;? P

' 7'

i

APPLICABLE _ The analyti, cal- methods and assumptions used in evaluating
SAFETY ANALYSES the control rod scram function'are presented in-

References 2, 3, _4, and 5. The design basis transient and
accident analyses assume.that all of the control-rods scram
at-a specified41nsertion rate, which is defined by the time:
to fully insert from a'given notch position as specified in
the: scram times in Table 3.1.4-1 -The resulting negative
scram _ reactivity' forms the basis for the determination of-
plant thermal limits (e.g., the-MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO-'
(MCPR)). Other distributions of scram times (e.g.,iseveral.
control rods scramming slower than the average' time, with--

-

several control rods scramming faster than the average time)
can also provide. sufficient scram reactivity. . Surveillance

_

(continued)

(continued) ;
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Control Rod Scran Times
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE of each individual control rod's scram time ensures that the
SAFETY ANALYSES scram reactivity assumed in the design basis transient and

(continued) accident analyses can be met.

The scram function of the CR0 System protects the Safety
Limit MCPR (see Bases for LCO 3.2.2) and the 1% cladding
plastic strain fuel design limit (see Bases for LCO 3.2.1
and LCD 3.2.3) which ensure that no fuel damage will occur
if the A limits are not exceeded. Above (950] psig, the
scram function is designed to insert negative reactivity at
a rate fast enough to prevent the actual MCPR from becoming
less than the Safety Limit MCPR during the analyzed limiting
power transient. Below (9501 psig, the scram function is
assumed to function during tne control rod drop accident
(Ref. 6) and,'therefore, also provides protection against
violating fuel damage limits during reactivity insertion
accidents (see Bases for LCO 3.1.6). For the reactor vessel
overpressure protection analysis, the scram function, along
with the Safety / Relief Valves, ensures that the peak vessel
pressure is maintained within the applicable American
Society for Mechanical Engineers Code limits.

Control Rod Scram Times satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement,

,

LC0 The scram times specified in Table 3.1.4-1 are required to
ensure that the scram reactivity assumed in the design basis
transient and accident analysis is met. To account for
single failure and " slow" scramming control rods, the scram
times specified in Table 3.1.4-1 are faster than those
assumed in the design basis analysis. The scram times have
a margin to allow up to 7.5% of the control rods (e.g.,
(193] x 7.5% = (15]) to have scram times that exceed the
specified limits (i.e., " slow" control rods) and which also
assumes a single stuck control rod (as allowed by LC0 3.1.3)
and an additional control rod failing to scram per the
single failure criterion (Ref. 7). The scram times are
specified as a function of reactor steam dome pressure to
account for the pressure dependence of the scram times. The
scram times are specified relative to measurements based on
reed switch positions, which provide the control rod
position indication. The reed switch closes (" pickup") when

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod' Scram Times
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)%J '

LCO the index tube passes a specific location and then opens
(continued) (" dropout") as the index tube travels upward. Verification

of the specified scram times in Table 3.1.4-1 is i

accomplished through measurement of the " dropout" times.

To ensure that local scram reactivity rates are maintained
within acceptable limits, no more than two of the allowed
" slow" control rods can occupy adjacent locations.

Table 3.1.4-1 is modified by two Notes that state control
rods with scram times not within the limits of the table are
considered " slow" and that control rods with scram times
greater than [7] seconds are considered inoperable, as
required by SR 3.1.3.4.

APPLICABILITY InMODES1(and2,ascramisassumedtofunctionduring
transients and accidents analyzed for these plant
conditions.::These events are assumed to occur during
startup and power operation; therefore, the scram function
of the control rods is required during these MODES. In

f MODES 3 and 4, the_ control rods:are only al' lowed to be
-

x withdrawn under Special Operations LC0 3.10.3, " Single
Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown" and LC0 3.10.4,
" Single Control Rod Withdrawal-ColdvShutdown," which
provide adequate requirements for ~ control rod scram
capability during these conditions. Scram requirements in
MODE 5 are: contained in LC0 3.9.5.

_

ACTIONS eul

When the requirements of this LC0 are not met, the plant
must be placed in a MODE in which the LC0 does not apply.
This is done by placing the plant in MODE 3 within 12 hours.;

This 12-hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on
operating experience with respect to the amount of time

I required, to reach MODE 3 from full power in an orderly'

manner and without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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Control Rod Scran Times
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE All four SRs of this LCO are modified by a Note stating that
REQUIREMENTS during a single control rod scram time test, the CRD pumps

shall be isolated from the associated scram accumulator.
(For this facility, the reason for this is as follows:)

SE_3.1.4.1

The scraa reactivity used in design basis transient and
accident' analyses is based on assumed control rod scram
time. Measurement of the scram times with reactor steam
dome pressure 2 (950) psig demonstrates acceptable scram
times for the transients analyzed in References 4 and 5.

Maximum scram insertion times occur at a reactor steam dome
pressure of:approximately (950) psig because of the
competing effects of reactor steam dome pressure and stored

.

accumulator energy; Therefore, demonstration of adequate
scram times at reactor steam dome pressure greater than
(950] psig ensures that the scram times will be within the
specified limits.at_ higher pressures. Limits are specified
as a function of m actor pressure to account for the
sensitivity of the scram insertion._ times with pressure and
to allow a range of pressures over which scram time testing
can be performed. To ensure ~that scram, time testing is
performed within a reasonable time;following a refueling or
after a shutdown greater than 120 days, all control rods are
required to be tested before exceeding 40% RATED THERMAL-
POWER (RTP) following a shutdown. This Frequency is
acceptable considering the additional surveillances
performed for control rod OPERABILITY, the frequent
verification of adequate accumulator pressure, and the
required testing of control rods af fected by work on control

,

rods or the CRD System.
!

SR 3.1.4.2
i

Additional testing of a sample of control rods is required
to verify the continued performance of the scram function
during-the cycle. A representative sample must contain at
least 10% of the control rods, and no more than 20% of the
control rods in the sample can be " slow" [Ref. 8). If more
than 20% of the sample is declared to be " slow" per the
criteria in Table 3.1.4-1, additional control rods must be
tested until this 20% criterion is satisfied or Required
Action A.1 must be taken. For planned testing, the control

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Scram Times
B 3.1.4

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE rods selected for the sample should be different for each
REQUIREMENTS test. Data from inadvertent scrams should be used whenever

(continued) possible to avoid unnecessary testing :.t power, even if the
control rods with data were previously tested in a sample.
The 120-day Frequency is based on operating _ experience that1

has shown that control rod scram times do not significantly
change over an operating cycle. This frequency is also
reasonable based on the additional Surveillances done on the
control rod drives at more frequent intervals (LC0 3.1.3
and LCO 3.1.5).

SR 3 . I '. 4 . 3 -

| When work.is performed on a control rod or the CRD System
that could affect the scram insertion time, testing must be
done.to demonstrate that each affected control rod retains

'

adequate scram performance over the range of applicable
reactor pressures. For work done while the reactor is at'

less than'-[950]=psig, the scram testing must be performed
before declaring the control rod OPERABLE.

Specific examplosjef work that_ could affect the scram times
( include (but are:not limited to) the following: removal of

any CRD for maintenanceLor modification, replacement of a,

- control rod, and maintenance or modification of a scram
solenoid pilot valve, scram valve, or accumulator or
isolation or check valves in the piping required for scram,

|

The frequency of once prior to declaring the affected
i control rod (s) OPERABLE is acceptable because of the

capability to test the control rods over a range of
operating conditions and the more frequent surveillances on
other aspects of control rod OPERABILITY.

SR 3.1.4,4

| When work is performed on a control rod or CRD System which
could affect the scram insertion time, testing must be done
to demonstrate that each affected control rod is still,

'

within the limits of Table 3.1.4-1 with the reactor steam
dome pressure ;t [950] psig. This testing ensures that the
control rod scram performance is acceptable for operating
reactor pressure conditions prior to withdrawing the control
rod for continued operation. Where work has been performed
at high reactor pressure, the requirements of SR 3.1.4.3 and

(continued)

(continued),
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Control Rod Scra:) Times
B 3.1.4 )

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.4.4 will be satisfied with one test. For a cor. trol |

REQUIREMENTS rod affected by work performed while shut down, however, a
(continued) zero-pressure and a high-pressure test may be required.

Alternatively, a test during hydrostatic pressure testing
could also satisfy both criteria.

The Frequency of once prior to exceeding 40% RTP is
acceptable because of the capability to test the control
rodsiat the different conditions, the more frequent
surveillances on other aspects of control rod OPERABILITY.

REFERENCES 1 " Tit'le 10[ Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 10, " Reactor
De, sign . "

2. (Unit Name] FSAR,ySection (4.3.2.5.5], "[ Title]."

3. [ Unit Name]; FSAR, cSection (4.6.1.1.2.5.3], "[ Title] ."
' ; ;; ;

4. [ Unit Name] FSAR;jsection|[5.2.2.2.2.3], "[ Title)."

(Unit Name] FSkR,,Sec ion,[i5[4,1], "[ Title]."5.
.

.

. %;,s..
6. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section'[15.4.9]h"[ Title]."

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulat'J:g] Part 50,
;'

ion's7.
Appendix A, General Design Criterion 21.

8. (Reference for Sampling Technique].

O
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Control Rod Scraa Accumul'ators- *

B 3.1.5

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.5 Control Rod Scram Accumulators

BASES

BACKGROUND The control rod scram accumulators are part of the Controli
Rod Drive (CRD) System and are provided_to ensure that the

3control rods scram under varying reactor conditions. The
control rod scram accumulators store sufficient energy to

, . fully. insert a control rod at any reactor vessel pressure.,
t - The accumulator is a hydraulic cylinder with a. free-floating'

piston. The piston separates the-water used to scram the
control rods from the nitrogen which provides the required:

,

energy.J The scram accumulators are necessary to scram the 4

control rods within the required-insertion times of
LCO 3.1.4 and SR 3.1.3.4.

<

APPLICABLE The analytical methods ~ and assumptions used in evaluating
SAFETY ANALYSES the control' rod: scram function are presented in

References 1,~2, and 3. The Design _ Basis Accident (DBA) andO the transient analyses assume that all of the control: rods-
scram at a specified insertion rate, which is defined as the
time to fully insert;from a given' notch position.as
specified in the scram times in Table.3.1.4-1. . OPERABILITY
of _ each individual control rod scram accumulator, as
required by LCO 3.1.3 and LCO 3Ll.4, ensures that the scram
reactivity assumed in the design basis transient.and,

: accident analyses can be metc The existence _of an
inoperable accumulator mayL invalidate prior scram time' _

measurements for_ the associated control rod.

= The scram function of the CRD System,_and, therefore, the
OPERABILITY of the accumulators, protects the Safety Limit
MINIMVM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) (see Bases for
LC0 3.2.2) and the 1% cladding plastic strain fuel design
limit (see Bases-for LC0 3.2.1 and LC0 3.2.2), which ensure ~-
that no fuel damage will occur if these limits are not
exceeded (see Bases for LCO 3.1.4). Also, the scram
function at low reactor vessel pressure-(i.e., startup
conditions) provides protection against limits. violations
during reactivity insertion accidents (see Bases for
LCO3.1.6).

(continued)_

(9'

(continued)V|
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Control Rod Scraa Accumulators
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Control rod scram accumulators satisfy Criterion 3 of the
SAFETY ANALYSES the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)

LCO The OPERABILITY of the control rod scram accumulators is
required to ensure that adequate scram insertion capability
exists when needed over the entire range of reactor
)ressures. The OPERABILITY of the scram accumulators is
)ased on maintaining adequate accumulator pressure.

[For this' facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure control rod scram
accumulators OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not require declaring the control rod
scram accumulators inoperable and their justification are as
follows:]

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, the scram function is required for
mitigation of DBAs and transients.and,"therefore, the scram
accumulators must be OPERABLE to support the scram function.
In MODES 3 and 4, control rods are only~ allowed to be
withdrawn under Special Operations LCO 3.10.3'" Single
Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown," and LC0 3.10.4
" Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown," which
provide adequate requirements for control rod scram
accumulator OPERABILITY under these conditions.
Requirements for scram accumulators in MODE 5 are contained
in LC0 3.9.5.

A note is added to indicate that when the pressure in any
one of the accumulators cannot be verified, this LC0 must be
entered and the applicable Required Actions of Conditions A,
B, and C apply.

A second note is added to provide clarification that all
control rod scram accumulators are treated as an entity for
this LCO with a single Completion Time,

i
\

(continued)

O|
|
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Control Rod Scrau Accumulators
B 3.1.5

,

O BASES (continued)
V

ACTIONS A.I. A.2.1. and A.2.2

With one cc,ntrol rod scram accumulator inoperable and the
reactor steam dome pressure 1 [800)-psig, the scram-

,

accumulator must be restored to OPERABLE status within
8 hours. Alternatively, the control rod may be declared
" slow," since the control-rod will still scram at-the:

reactor operating pressure, but may not satisfy the required
; scram times in Table 3.1;4-1. In addition, the associated
econtrol rod can also be declared inoperable, which would
require |the control' to beideclared INOPERABLE and LCO 3.1.3 -
to be~ entered. >

'[Instead of declaring both the associated control rodiscram
time " slow" and inoperable, a facility may-consider.
selecting <either. alternative if the combination.of control
rods' inoperable, scram time "siow" and stuck does' not-
invalidate the NRC staff-approved licensing basis for that
facility as related .to: control rod OPERABILITY.).

The 8-hour Completion Time for both of these last two'is
considered reasonable, based 'on the large number of control '

rods available tocp~rovide;the1 scram function and the. abilityO of the affected controltrod to scram only with reactor-
1

pressure at high reactor pressures (de. l
;

5B.1. B.Pu). B.2.2.1. and 8.2.2.2 m.p ( ;

With two or more control rodgscram accumulators inoperable
and reactor steam dome. pressure 2 [900] psig, it must be-
verified within 20 minutes that-adequate pressure is being-

supplied to the charging water header (i.e., the pressure-
sup) lied to the charging water header-is 2 (940]-)sig).
Witi inadequate charging water pressure, all of tie
accumulators codd become inoperable, resulting-in a

.potentially severe degradation of the scram performance.-
The 20-minute Completion Time is considered a reasonable
time to verify the pressure and place a CRD pump into
service to restore the charging header pressure, if-
required. This Completion Time also recognizes the ability
of the reactor pressure alone to fully insert all control
rods. The scram accumulators-must also be restored to
OPERABLE status within 1-hour. Alternatively, the control-
rod may be declared-" slow," since the control rod will still

; _ scram using'only reactor pressure, but may not satisfy the l
I

i
'

(continued) |

(continued)
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Control Rod Scraa Accumulators
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS times in Table 3.1.4-1. In addition, the associated control
(continued) rod is declared INOPERABLE and LCO 3.1.3 is entered. The

1-hour Completion Time is considered reasonable, based on
the ability of only the reactor pressure to scram the
control rods and the low probability of a DBA'or severe
transient occurring while the affected accumulators are
inoperable.

,

1

(As discussed under the Required Actions of Condition A, a
facility may consider implementing either declaring the
control rod scram times " slow" or declaring the control rod
inoperable if justified in the manner described under the

iRequired Actions of Condition A.]

C.I. C.2.1. and C.2.2

With one or more control rod scram accumulators inoperable
and the reactor steam dome pressure < 900 psig, the pressure
supplied to the charging water header must be immediately
verified to be adequate by checking available control room
indications (i.e., the pressure supplied to the charging ;

'

water header is A [940),psig). With the reactor steam dome
pressure < 900 psig, the function of ~ the accumulators in
providing the scram force becomes much more important since
the scram function could become severely degraded during a
depressurization event or at low reactor pressures. The
associated control rods must also be restored to OPERABLE
status or declared inoperable within I hour. The 1-hour
Completion Time is reasonable for either of these last two
Required Actions considering the low probability of a DBA or
severe transient occurring during the time the accumulator
is inoperable.

Ed

Condition D is entered when the Reruired Actions and
associated Completion Times of Concition A, B, or C are not
met, or reactor steam dome pressure is inoperable, or
changing water header pressure is inoperable, and one or
more control rod scram accumulators are inoperable or one or
more control rod scram times are " slow."

When Condition D is entered, the reactor mode switch must be
immediately placed in the shutdown position. This ensures

(continued)

(continued)

O-
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Control Rod Scraa Accu:ulators
B 3.1.5

BASES (continued).

ACTIONS that all insertable' control-rods are inserted and that the
(continued) reactor is in a condition that does not require the active

function (i.e., scram and insertion) nf the control rods.
This Required Action is modifled by a Note stating that the-
ACTION is not applicable if all control rods associated with
the inoperable scram accumulators are fully inserted.

SURVEILLANCE SR- 3.'1.5.1
REQUIREMENTS.

SR 3.1.5.1 requires that the accumulator pressure be checked
every-7 days to ensure that adequate accumulator pressure
exists.to provide sufficient scram force. The primary.
indicator of accumulator OPERABILITY is the accumulator .

pressure. A. minimum accumulator pressure is specified,
below which the ca) ability of the accumulator to perform -its
intended function >ecomes degraded and the accumulator is
considered inoperable. The minimum accumulator pressure of
(1520] psig is well.below the expected cressure of
(1750 to 2000] psig'(Ref. 2).

Declaring the accumulatorjinoperable when the minimum
O pressure is not maintained ensures that significant-
V degradation in scram times does.not occur. -The 7-day

Frequency has been shown to be acceptable through operating
experience and takes into account'other indications
available in the control room. (For this facility these
other indications constitute:the-following:]

It should be noted that in this surveillance the supported
Control Rod is not declared inoperable when the associated
support scram accumulator is found inoperable. The Required
Actions of LC0 3.1.5 determine when it is appropriate to
declare the associated control rods scram time " slow" and

_

control rods inoperable.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ),"[ Title)."

2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section-( ], "[ Title) ."

3. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section (- ], "(Title]."

|
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Rod Pattern Control
B 3.1.6

A
b B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.I'.6 Rod Pattern Control

BASES
. - _ _ - - - _ _ - . _ _ . - - - . _ . -

BACKGROUND Control rod patterns during startup conditions are
controlled by the ~ operator and the rod pattern controller
(RPC) (LCO 3.3.2.1), so that only specified control rod
. sequences and relative-positions are allowed over the
Loperating range from all control. rods inserted to (l 'imit

10%T
RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP). The sequences effective
the atential amount of reactivity addition that cou d occur

Hn tte event o,f a control rod drop accident (CRDA).

This specification assures that the control rod patterns are
consistent with the assumptions of:the CRDA analyses of
References!1 and 2.

APPLIr'.BLE The analytiAal methods and. assumptions used in evaluating
p SAITiY ANALYSES the CRDA are summarized in References-1 and 2. CRDA

Q analyses assume that theXreactor, operator follows prescribed
withdrawal' sequences. These sequences define the potential
initial conditions for'the CRDA analysis. The RPC
(LCO 3.3.2.1) provides backup to operator control of the
withdrawal sequences to ensure thatithe_ initial conditions
of the CRDA analysis are not violatedM

*

Prevention or mitigation.of poiitive' reactivity insertion
events is necessary tc limit the energy deposition in the.

. fuel, thereby preventing significant fuel-damage which could
result .in undue release.of radioactivity. Since the failure
consequences for UO, have been shown to be insignificant
below fuel' energy depositions of 300 cal /gm (Ref. 4),-the
fuel damage-limit of _280~ cal /gm provides-a margin of safety
from significant core damage,' which would result in release
of radioactivity (Ref 5 and Rev. 6). Generic evaluations
(Ref. I and Rev. 6) of a design basis CRDA (i.e., a CRDA
resulting in a peak fuel energy deposition of 280 cal /gm)
have shown that if- the peak fuel- enthalpy remains below
280 cal /gm, then the maximum reactor pressure will be less
than the required American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Code limits (Ref. 5) and the calculated offsite doses will

'

be well within the required limits-(Ref 7).

|- (continued)
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Rod Pattern Control
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Control rod patterns analyzed in Reference 1 follow the
SAFETY ANALYSES banked position withdrawal sequence (BPWS) described in

(continued) Reference 8. The BPWS is applicable from the condition of
all control rods fully inserted to [10%) RTP (Ref. 2). For
the BPWS, the control rods are required to be moved in
groups, with all control rods assigned to a specific group
required to be within specified banked positions (e.g.,
between notches 08 and 12). The banked positions are
defined.to minimize the maximum incremental control rod
worths without being overly restrictive during normal plant
operation. The generic BPWS analysis (Ref. [ plant-specific
reference]) also evaluated the effect of fully inserted,
inoperable control rods not in compliance with the sequence,
to allow a limited number (i.e., eight) and distribution of
fully inserted, inoperable control rods.

Rod pattern control satisfies the requirements of
Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 Compliance with the prescribed control rod sequences
minimizes the potential consequences of a CRDA by limiting
the initial conditions to those consistent with the BPWS.
This LC0 only applies to OPERABLE control rods. For
inoperable control rods required to be inserted, separate
requirements tre specified in LC0 3.1.2, consistent with the
allowances for inoperable control rods in the BPWS.

APPLICABILITY in MODES 1 and 2, when THERMAL POWER is s [10%) RTP, the
CRDA is a Design Basis Accident (DBA) and, therefore,
compliance with the assumptior.s of the safety analysis is
required. When THERMAL POWER is greater than [10%) RTP,
there is no credible control rod configuration that results
in a control rod worth that could exceed the 280 cal /gm fuel
damage limit during a CRDA (Ref. 2). In MODES 3, 4, and 5,
since the reactor is shut down and only a single control rod
can be withdrawn from a core cell containing fuel
assemblies, adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN ensures that the
consequences of a CRDA are acceptable, ence the reactor
will remain subcritical with a single control rod withdrawn.

(continued)

O
|
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Rod Pattern Control
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS A.1 and-A.2

With eight or fewer OPERABLE control rods not in compliance
with the prescribed control rod sequence, ACTIONS may be
taken to either correct the control roo pattern or declare
the associated control rods inoperable within 8 hours.
Noncompliance with the prescribed sequence may be the_ result
of " double notching," drifting from a control rod drive
cooling water transient,-leaking scram valves, or a power

' reduction to 10% or less-RTP before establishing the correct
control rod pattern.- - The number of OPERABLE control rods
not in compliance with the prescribed seqtence is limited to.
eight to prevent the operator from attempting to correct a-
control rod pattern that-significantly deviates from the
prescribed sequence. When the control .rW pattern is not in

movement should the prescribed sequence,' all control rod
compliance with

be stopped except for moves needed to
correct the controlc rod, pattern, or scram 1f warranted.

Required Action A','1 is modified by a Nota which allows
control rods to be bypassed 'in ~ Rod Action Control System
(RACS)- to allow the;affected! control rods to be returned to

{)\ their correct' position 0|This ensures that the control rods
will be moved to the correct position. A control rod not ins~
compliance with the prescribed sequence is not considered
inoperable except as_ required by Required Action A.2.
OPERABILITY of control rods is determined .by_ compliance with
LC0 3.1.3 through LCO 3.1.5. The-8-hour Completion Time is
reasonable, considering the restrictions on the number of
allowed out-of-sequence control rods and the low probability
of a CRDA occurring during the' time the control rods are out
of sequence.

B.1 and B.2

If nine or more OPERABLE control rods are out of sequence
the control rod pattern significantly deviates from the
prescribed sequence. Control rod withdrawal should be
suspended immediately to prevent the potential for further
deviation from the prescribed sequence. Control rod;

insertion to correct control rods withdrawn beyond their
allowed position is allowed since, in general, insertion of
control rods has less impact-on control rod worths than

i withdrawals. Required Action B.1 is modified by a Note that
allows the affected control rods to be bypassed in RACS in

(continued)

(continued)
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Rod Pattern Control i
B 3.1.6 !

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS accordance with SR 3.1.6.2 to allow insertion only. With
(continued) nine or more OPERABLE control rods not in compliance with

BPWS, the Reactor H0DE Switch must be placed in the shutdown
position within one hour. With the MODE switch in shutdown,
the reactor is shut down and as such does not meet the
applicability requirements of this LCO. The 1-hour
Completion Time is a reasonable time to allow insertion of
controlerods to restore compliance, and is short relative to
theilowlprobability of a CRDA occurring with the control
NMhiiutXof sequence.

DEI L

9%q 'ff f.j
I

SURVEILLANCE SR i3 1.6,11 ''; -

REQUIREMENTS eA 'r
Verification <that.the control rod pattern at a 24-hour
Frequency is in" compliance with the BPWS ensures that the
assumptionsief the CRDAtanalyses are met. The 24-hour
Frequency of|this-Surveillance was developed considering
that the primary ~/ check,of'the control rod pattern compliance
with the BPWS is perfoirmed by the RPC (LC0 3.3.2.1). The
RPC provides controly rod blocksito enforce the required
control rod sequence and is requirej to be OPERABLE when
operating s (10%] RTP. , y

~> a
SR 3.1.6.2 "iW
Should a control rod be bypassed iniR CS',5.the RPC will not

-

block movement of this control rod and therefore the
bypassing and movement of the bypassed control rod must be
verified under these conditions to ensure the bypassed
control rod is returned to its correct position. Requiring
the Surveillance prior to and during the movement of the
bypassed control rod is adequate considering the additional
administrative controls in place when a control rod is
bypassed.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [ ], "[ Current Cycle Safety
Analysis]."

2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [15.4.9], "[ Title]."

(continued)

(continued)
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Rod Pattern Control
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 3. NUREG-0979, "NRC Safety Evaluation Report for
(continued) GESSAR II BWR/6 Nuclear Island Design,

Docket No. 50-447," Section 4.2.1.3.2,- April 1983.

4. NUREG-0800, " Standard Review Plan," Section 15.4- 9,.

" Radiological Consequences of Control Rod Drop
Accident.-(BWR)," Revision 2, July 1981.,

5.- NED0-21778-A,' " Transient Pressure Rises Affected
Fracture Toughness Requirements for Boiling Water
Reactors," December.1978.

: 6. - Title?-10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part- 100.11,
" Determination ~of Exclusion Area low Population Zone
and Population Center Distance."-

i
4

,

1

O
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SLC System-
.8 3.1.7

j B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

B 3.1.7 Standby Liouid Control (SLC) System

BASES
-_

BACKGROVNO The SLC System is designed to provide the capability of;
bringing the reactor, at any time in'a' fuel cycle, from full =
power and' minimum control rod inventory-(which is at the

speak of the xenon transient), to a subcritica1' condition -
w with the reactor in the most reactive xenon-free state

',! without;taking credit for control rod movement,.

iThef5LC System consists of a boron solution storage tank,'.L

two positive displacement pumps, two-explosive valves which
are provided in parallel for redundancy, and associated'
piping ~ and valves used to. transfer borated water from the =
storage tank to the reactor pressure vessel (RPV)- [The-
borated solution is. discharged through the high pressure
core spray system sparger.)

O APPLICABLE (The SLC System is manually 11Mtiated from the main controlD SAFETY ANALYSES room as directed by the'energency; operating procedures if
the operator believes 1 the reactor cannot be shut down, or
kept shut down, with the control rods.] The SLC System is
used in the event that not'enough control: rodsLean be -
inserted to accomplish shutdowniand cooldown in the normal
manner. The SLC System _injectsVborated water into the-,

' reactor core to compensate for all'of the' various reactivity-
effects that could occur'during plant operation. -To meet
this objective, it is necessary to inject a quantity of;,

L boron which produces a concentration of 660 ppm 'of natural-
; boron in the reactor core at 68'F. To allos for potential:
' leakage and imperfect mixing Lin the' reactor system,'an
| additional amount of boron equal to'25% of the amount cited
L above is added (Ref. 1). The' volume versus concentration

limits in Figure 3.1.7-l'and-the temperature versus
concentration limits .in Figure 3.1.7-2 are calculated such
that the required concentration is achieved accounting for.'_
dilction in the RPV with normal water level and -including'
the water volume in one loop' of the' residual, heat removal

L shutdown cooling piping and in the recirculation loop '

piping. This quantity of borated solution is the amount
which is above the pump suction shutoff level in the boron >

(continued) !
,

(continued).
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SLC System
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)
-
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(continued)

(continued)
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SLC Systa
B 3.1.7

O
\ BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) !
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SLC Systea
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE solution storage tank. No credit is taken for the portion
SAFETY ANALYSES of the tank volume which cannot be injected.

(continued)
The SLC System satisfies tl.e requirements of the NRC Interim
Policy Statement because operating experience and
probabilistic risk assessment have generally shown to be
important to public health and safety (Ref. 2).

LCO The OPERABILITY of the SLC System provides backup capability
for reactivity control independent of normal reactivity
control provisions provided by the control rods. The
OPERABILITY of the SLC-System is based on the conditions of
the borated solution in the storage tank and the
availability of a flow path to the RPV, including the
OPERABILITY of the pumps and valves. Two SLC System
subsystems are required to be OPERABLE, each containing an
OPERABLE pump, an explosive valve and associated piping,
valve. *nd instruments and controls to ensure an OPERABLE
flow path.

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE'to ensure SLC-System subsystems
OPEPABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their tallure, do not require declaring -SLC System
subsystems inoperable and their justification are as
follows:)

APPLICABILITY Shutdown capability is required in MODES 1 and 2. In MODES
3 and 4, control rods are only allowed to be withdrawn under
Special Operations LCO 3.10.3, " Single Control Rod
Withdrawal-Hot Shutdown," and LC0 3.10.4, " Single Control
Rod Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown," which provide adequate
controls to ensure the reactor remains subcritical. In
MODE 5, only a single control rod can be withdrawn from a
core cell containing fuel assemblies; demonstration of
adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN (LC0 3.1.1) ensures that the
reactor will not be critical. Therefore, the SLC System is
not required to be OPERABLE during these conditions when
only a single control rod can be withdrawn.

(continued)
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SLC Systen
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS M
If one SLC System subsystem is inoperable, the inoperable
subsystem must be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days.
In this condition, the remaining OPERABLE subsystem is
adequate to perform the shutdown function. The'7-day
Completion Time is based on the availability of an OPERABLE-

subsystem capable of performing the intended SLC System-
function and the low probability of a Design Basis Accident
(DBA) or severe' transient occurring concurrent with the
failure of the Control Rod Drive (CRD) System to shut down
the plant,

M
If both SLC System subsystems are inoperable and there are
less than a total of eight control rods stuck, scram time
" slow" and inoperable, at least one subsystem must be
restored to OPERABLE status within 8 hours. The 8-hour
Completion Time is considered acceptable, given the low-
probability of a'DBA or severe transient occurring

~

concurrent with the failure'of the control rods to shutdownh the reactor.
,

;

O
If both SLC subsystems are inoperable and there are a total
of more than eight control rods stuck, scram time " slow" and
inoperable, it may be indicative ofia generic _ problem with
the CRD system. Thus, the plant must be brought to a MODE

i in which the LCO does not apply,' This is accomplished by
entering LC0 3.0.3 immediately.

.C_d

The plant must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not!

apply if the inoperable SLC System subsystems cannot- be.
restored to OPERABLE status in the associated Completion
Times of Required Actions A.1 and B.I. This is done by
placing the plant in MODE 3 within 12 hours. The 12-hour
Completion Time is reasonable, based on the operating
experience with regard to the amount of time required to
reach MODE 3 from full power in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

(continued)
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SLC Systea
0 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.1.7.1. SR 3.1.7.2. and SR 3.1.7.3
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.1.7.1 through SR 3.1.7.3 are 24-hour surveillances
verifying certain characteristics of the SLC System (e.g.,
the volume and temperature of the borated solution in the
storage tank), thereby ensuring the SLC Sy: tem OPERABILITY
without disturbing normal plant operation. These
surveillances ensure the proper borated solt: tion volume and
temperature, including the temperature ci the pump suction
piping, are maintained. Maintaining . minimum specified
borated solution temperature is imp:,rtant in ensuring that
the boron remains in solution and does not precipitate out
in the storage tank or in the pump suction piping. The
temperature versus concentration curve of Figure 3.1.7-2
ensures that a 10*F margin will be maintained above the
saturation temperature. The 24-hour Frequency of these SRs
was based on operating experience that has shown that there
are relatively slow variations in the measured parameters of
volume and temperatura.-

In the event that the required instrumentation to monitor
volume and temperature'of the borated solution in the SLC

-

System storage tank are found inoperable, the affected SLC
System subsystems are considered inoperable.

Failure to meet SR 3.1.7.1, SR 3.1.7.2, or SR 3.1.7.3 will
make both SLC System subsystems inoperable since the boron
sclution storage tank and the majority of the pump suction
piping is common to both subsystems.

SR 3.1.7.4 and SR 3.1.7.6

SR 3.1.7.4 verifies the continuity of the explosive charges
in the injection valves to ensure proper operation will
occur if required. Other administrative controls, such as
those that limit the shelf life of the explosive charges,
must be followed. The 31-day Frequency is based on
operating experience that has demonstrated the reliability
of the explosive charge continuity.

SR 3.1.7.6 verifies each valve in the system is in its
correct position but does not apply to the squib (i.e.,
explosive) valves. Verifying the correct alignment for
manual, power-operated, and automatic valves in the SLC
System flow path provides assurance that the proper flow

(continued)

(continued)
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SLC System
B 3.1.7

O BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE paths will exist for system o)eration. This Surveillance
REQVIREMENTS does not apply to valves whic; are locked, sealed, or

(continued) otherwise secured in position, since they were verified to
be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing, or
securing. This verification of valve alignment does not
apply to valves which cannot be inadvertently misa11gned,
such as check valves, and does not require any testing or
valve manipulation. Rather, it involves verification that
those valves capable of being mispositioned are in the
correct positions. The 31-day Frequency for SR 3.1.7.6 is
appropriate because the valves are operated under procedural
control and it was chosen to provide added assurance that
the' valves are in the correct positions.

SR 3.1~. 7 ' 5.

This' Surveillance requires an examination of the sodium
pentaborate= solution by using chemical analysis to ensure
the proper concentration of boron exists in the storage
tank. SR 3.l.7.5'must be performed any time boron or water
is added to the' storage tank solution to establish that the
boron solution concentration'is within the specified limits,

p This Surveillance'must be performed any_ time the temperature
Q is restored to within the' limits of Figure 3.1.7-2 to ensure,

no significant boron precipitation occurred. The 31-day
Frequency of this Surveillance is appropriate-because of the
relatively slow variation of boron ' concentration between
surveillances.

.S R 3.1.7.7

| Demonstrating each SLC System pump develops a flow rate
2 [41.2] gpm at a discharge pressure 1 [1300 psig) ensures
that pump performance has not degraded during the fuel
cycle. This minimum pump flow rate requirement ensures
that, when combined with the sodium pentaborate solution
concentration requirements, the rate of negative reactivity
insertion from the SLC System will adequately compensate for
the positive reactivity effects encountered during power
reduction, cooldnwn of the moderator, and xenon decay.. This
test confirms one point on the pump design curve, and is
indicative of overall performance. Such inservice
inspections confirm component OPERABILITY, trend
performance, and detect incipient failures by indicating
abnormal performance. The Frequency of this Surveillance

(continued)

(continued)
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SLC Systea
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE is in accordance with the Inservice Inspection and Testing
F"'LJIREMENTS Program, but the Frequency must not exceed 92 days.

(continued)
SR 3.1.7.8

This Surveillance ensures that there is a functioning flow
path from the boron solution storage tank to the RPV,
including the firing of an explosive valve. The replacement
charge for the ex)1osive valve shall be from the same
manufactured batc1 as the one fired or from another batch
which has been certified by having one of that batch
successfully fired. The pump and explosive valve tested
should be alternated such that both complete flow paths are
tested every 36 Nonths. An acceptable method for verifying
that the suction )iping is unblocked is to aump from the
storage tank to tie test tank. The 18-monti Frequency was
developed considering that it is prudent that many
surveillances only be performed during a plant outage. This
reflects the pk.it conditions needed to perform this
surveillance and the potential for a plant transient if this
surveillance is performed with the reactor at power.

For this facility [ Unit Name), operating experience has
shown those components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed on the 18-month Frequency; therefore, the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable .from a reliability
standpoint.

SR 3.1.7.9

Demonstrating that all heat-traced piping between the boron
solution storage tank aiid the suction inlet to the injection
pumps is unblocked provides assurance that there is a
functioning flow path for injecting the sodium pentaborate
solution. The 18-month Frequency is acceptable since there
is a low probabli;ty that the subject piping will be blocked
due to precipitation of the boron from solution in the heat-
traced piping. This is especially true in light of the
daily verification of the temperature of this piping
required by SR 3.1.7.3. However, if in performing
SR 3.1.7.9 it is determined that the temperature of this
piping has fallen below the specified minimum, this
surveillance must be performed once within 24 hours after
the piping temperature is restored within the limits of
[ Figure 3.1.7-2].

(continued)

(continued)

|
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SLC System
B 3.1.7

BASES (continued)
1

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.7.10
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Enriched sodium pentaborate solution is made by mixing
granular, enriched sodium pentaborate with water. Isotopic
tests on the granular sodium pentaborate to verify the
actual B-10 enrichment must be performed to ensure that the
proper B-10 atom percent is being used. The 18-month
Frequency is acceptable considering the controls on the
granular sodium pentaborate specifications.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( ), "[ Title)."

O

!
|

O
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves
B 3.1.8

[ B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
,

j B 3.1.8 Scram Discharoe Volume (SDV) Vent and Drairt talves

BASES
-

BACKGROUND The SDV vent and drain valves function to limit reactor
coolant loss due.to leakage past the control rod drive (CRD)
seals and to maintain sufficient SDV to accommodate the
water discharge during scram. The SDV consists of header
piping which connects to each hydraulic control unit (HCU)
and drains into an instrument volume. There are two headers
and two instrument volumes, each receiving approximately
one-half of the CRD discharges. The two instrument volumes
are connected to a common drain line with twn valves in
series. 'Each header is connected to a vent line with two
valves in-series for a total of four vent valves. The
header piping is sized to receive and codain all the water
discharged by the CRDs chring a scram. The SDV vent and
drain valves are normally open and discharge ary accumulated
water in the SDV to ensure that sufficient volume is
available at all times to allow a complete scram, During a
scram, the SDV vent and drain valves close to contain

( reactor water. The design and functions of the SDV are
t described in Reference 1.y

APPLICABLE The design basis transient and accident' analyses assume all
SAFETY ANALYSES of the control rods are capable'of scramming. The pM mary

function of the SDV is to limit the amount of reactor
coolant discharged during a scram. Isolation of the SDV can
also be accomplished by manual (control switch) closure of
the SDV valves. Additionally, the discharge of reactor
coolant to the SDV can be terminated by scram reset ort

! closure of the HCU manual isolation valves. For a bounding'

leakage case, the offsite doses are well within the limits
of 10 CFR 100 and adequate core cooling is maintained
(Ref2). The SDV vent and drain valves also allow -

! continuous drainage of the SDV during normal plant operation
to ensure the SDV has sufficient capacity to contain the
reactor coolant discharge during a full core scram. To
automatically ensure this capacity, a reactor scram
(LCO 3.3.1.1) is initiated if the SDV water level exceeds a
specified setpoint.. The setpoint_ is chosen such that all

(continued)

(continued)O
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE control rods are inserted before the SDV has insufficient
SAFETY ANALYSES volume to accept a full scram.

(continued)
SDV vent and drain valves have been assessed as )otentially
risk significant and therefore are retained in t1e Technical
Specifications.

LCO The OPERABILITY of all SDV vent and drain vs1ves ensures
that during a scram the SDV vent and Drain valves will close
to contain reactor water discharged to the SDV siping.
Since the vent and drain lines are provided wit 1 two valves
in series, the single failure of one valve in the open
position will not impair the isolation function of the
system. Additionally, the valves are required to be open to
ensure that a path is available for the SDV piping to drain
freely at all times,

for all SDV vent and drain valves to be operable requires
meeting the SRs of this LCO.

(for this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure SDV vent and drain valve
OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which
upon their failure do not require declaring the SDV vent and
drain valves inoperable and their justification are as
follows:)

APPLICABILITY In MODES I and 2 scram ma.y be required and therefore the SDV
vent and drain valves must be OPERABLE. In MODES 3 and 4,
control rods are only allowed to be withdrawn under Special
Operations LC0 3.10.3, ' Single Control Rod Withdrawal-Hot
Shutdown," and LCO 3.10.4, " Single Control Rod
Withdrawal-Cold Shutdown," which provide adequate controls

| to ensure that only a single control _ rod can be withdrawn.
Also, during MODE 5, only a single control rod can be

. withdrawn from a core cell containing fuel assemblies.
!

Therefore, the SDV vent and drain v.alves are not required to
be OPERABLE in these MODES since the reactor will remain
subcritical under these conditions. Thus, both the water

(continued)

(continued)
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

; APPLICABILITY discharge volume and potential leakage past the CR0 seals
i (continued) during scram are minimal.

A Note is added to provide classification that all SDV vent
and drain valves in this LC0 are treated as an entity with a'

single Completion Time.

i

! ACTIONS > A.1 and A.t

| With any SDV vent or drain valve inoperable (lves must be
i.e., any

t . combination of vent and drain valves), the va
! restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days, and the redundant
' valve in the associated line must be immediately verified to
i be OPERABLE or the line isolated in 8 hours. The Completion

Times are reasonable given the level of redundancy in the
lines and the low probability of a scram occurring during

i the time the valves are inoperable and the lines not
j isolated. The isolation function of the SDV is not impaired -

! if the redendant valve in-the affected line is verified
j OPERIBLE or the line is isolated. The redundant valve may
, be verified OPERABLE as=an administrative check, by
i examining logs or other information, to determine if the
' required SDV vent or drain valves are out of service for
| maintenance or other reasons. It deu not mean to perform
i the SRs needed to demonstrate OPERA 81LITY of the valves.
.

Should a scram be required, the OPERABLE valve in the vent
; and drain path will close and contain the reactor water. If

j both valves in a line are inoperable in the open position,
the line must be isolated to ensure that the reactor coolant,

j leakage past the control rod drive seals during a scram will
i be limited. During these periods the single failure
! criterion will not be preserved, and the potential to allow

reactor water out of the )rimary system during a scram
exists. In addition, wit 1 a line isolated, the potentiale

i for an inadvertent scram due to high SDV level is increased.

) B.l. B.2 and B.3

i If bt . .es in a line are inoperable, the line must be
isolated to limit the reactor coolant leakage past the CR0

; seals during a scram. In addition, when a line is isolated,
the potential for an inadvertent scram due to high SDV level.

i
; (continued)

(continued)
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves
B 3.1.8 ,

1OIBASES (continued)

'
ACTIONS is increased. Recuired Action B.1 is modified by a Note

(continued) that allows periocic draining of the SDV when a line is
isolated. During these periods the valves in the line may
be opened.

Also, Required Action B.2 requires that the SDV Water Level-
.

'

High scram instrumentation of LCO 3.3.1.1 be verified
OPERABLE. With a line isolated in each SDV, the Water i

|level-High trip ensures that a scram is automatically .
initiated while there is still sufficient SDV capacity left
to accept the water discharged on a scram.

The Completion Time of 8 hours to isolate the line and
verify operability of the SDV Water Level-High scram '

instrumentation is based on the low probability of a scram
occurring while the line is not isolated and on the
simultaneous occurrence of significant CR0 seal leakage.

The valves must be restored to OPERABLE status in 7 days.
With the affected.line(s) isolated and the SDV Water
Level-High scram instrumentation verified OPERABLE, both
safety functions of the vent and drain lines are ensured.
However, to limit the risk of inadvertent scram on the SDV
Water Level-High Trip Function, a 7-day Completion Time is
specified to restore valves to OPERABLE status.

Cd ,

The plant must be placed in a Condition in which the LCO
does not apply if the Required Actions and associated
Completion Times are not met. This is done by placing the
plant in MODE 3 within 12 hours. The 12-hour completion
Time is reasonable, based on operating experience relative
to the amount of time required, to reach the required H0DE
from full power in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.PJ
REQUIREMENTS

During normal operation, the SDV vent and drain valves
should be in the open position (except when performing
SR 3.1.8.2) to allow for drainage of the SDV piping.
Verifying that each valve is in the open position ensures

(continued)
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SDV Vent and Drain Valves
B 3.1.8

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE that the SDV vent and drain valves will perform their
REQUIREMENTS intended function during normal operation. This SR does not

(continued) require any testing or valve manipulation. Rather, it ,

involves verification that the valves are in the correct
position. The 31-day Frequency is appropriate because the
valves are operated under procedural control and improper-
valve position (closed) would not affect the isolation
function. The SDV Water level-High scram function will

,still ensure that water buildup will not get to a point
'!where scram capability is lost.

,g,

SR 2.1. 8. 2 ''

.

i~During.a seram . the SDV vent and drain valves should close
to contain the reactor water discharged to the SDV piping.
Cycling each, valve through its complete range of motion
(closed and open) ensures that the valve will function
properlyceuring a scran. The 92-day Frequency is based on
operating > experience and takes into account the level of
redundancy in the system design.

4

SR 3.1.8.3 #,C -L\O SR3.1.8.3isanibteg ted te of the SDV vent and drain
valves to demonstrate total:systes performance. After
receipt of a simulated or actual seres signal, the closure
of the SDV vent and drain valves 31stver;t fied. Similarly,
after receipt of a simulated or" actual < scram reset signal,
the opening of the SDV vent and drain valves is verified.
The 18-month Frequency was developed considering the plant
conditions needed to perform the SR and the potential for an
unplanned plant transient if the SR is performed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience has shown these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed on
the 18-month frequency; therefore, the Frequency was
concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( ), "[ Title)."

2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section ( ), "(Title)."'

____
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APLHGR

] B 3.2.1
n

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

i B 3.2.1 AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (APLHGR)

BASES

BACKGROUND The APLHGR is a measure of the average LINEAR HEAT
I

GENERATION RATE (LHGR) of all the fuel rods in a fuel
assembly at any axial location. Limits on the APLHGR are
specified to assure that the fuel design limits identified
in Reference I will not be exceeded during anticipated

Yoperational occurrences (A00s) and that the peak cladding,

temperature PCT) during the postulated design basis
' less-of-coola(nt accident (LOCA) will not exceed the limits

'

specifiedsin'10 CFR 50.46.

[Foc th"is facility, the instrumentation used for computing
the APLHGR is- as follows:]

>

APPLICABLE The analytica methods and assumptions used in evaluating
SAFETY ANALYSES the fuel design limits are presented in References 1 and 2.

( The analytical methods and assumptions used in evaluating
Design Basis AccidentsL(ORAs), anticipated operational
transients, and nonnal" o)eration-that determine the APLHGR
limits are presented in References;1, 2, and 3.

,,

Fuel design evaluations are performed'to demonstrate that ,

the 1% limit on the fuel cladding plastic strain and other
fuel design limits described in Reference 1 are not exceeded
during A00s for operation with LHGRs up to the operating
limit LHGR. APLHGR limits are equivalent to the LHGR limit
for each fuel rod divided by the local peaking factor of the
fuel assembly.- APLHGR limits are developed as a function of-
exposure and the various operating core flow and power
states to ensure adherence to fuel design limits during the
limiting A00s Refs. 2 and 3 .
are determined (using the thre)e-dimensional BWR simulatorFlow-dependent APLHGR limits
code (Ref. 4) to analyze slow flow runout transients. The

,
'

flow-dependent multiplier, MAPLHGR FACTOR, flow dependent
component (MAPFAC ), is dependent on the maximum core flowf
runout capability. MAPFACf curves are provided based on the
maximum credible flow runout transient for Loop Manual and
Non-Loop Manual operation. The result of a single failure-
or single operator error during loop Manual operation is the

'

(continued)
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APLHGR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)
,

'

APPLICABLE runout of only one loop because both recirculation loops
SAFETY ANALYSES are under independent control. Non-loop Manual operational

(continued) MODES allow simultaneous runout of both loops because a
single controller regulates core flow. |

|

Based on analyses of limiting plant transients (other than'

core flow increases) over a range of power and flow
conditions, power-dependent multipliers, MAPLHGR FACTOR, ;

power dependent factor (MAPFACp), are also generated. Due l

to the sensitivity of the transient response to initial core j

(1w levels at power levels below those at which turbine
t. top, valve closure.and turbine control valve fast-closure !

scram trips are bypassed, both high and low core flow ,

MAPFACn limits;are provided for operation at power levels |

betweek 25%fof AATEDiTHERMAL POWER (RTP) and the previously
mentioned bypass power level. The exposure-dependent APLHGR
linits are reduced by MAPFACp and MAPFACa at various
operating conditions to ensure that all Juel design criteria
are met for norinal operation and A00s. A complete
discussion of the analysis code is provided in References 1
and 3.

I LOCA analyses .re then: performed to ensure that the above
determined APLHGR limits are adequate to meet the PCT and
maximum oxidation limits of 10 CFR 50.46. The analysis is
performed using calculational models that are consistent
with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50,E Appendix K. A
complete discussion of the analysis code'is provided in
Reference 5. The PCT following a postulated LOCA is a
function of the average heat generation rate of all the rods
of a fuel assembly at any axial location and is not strongly
influenced by the rod-to-rod power distribution within an
assembly. The APLHGR limits specified are equivalent to the
LHGR of the highest powered fiel rod assumed in the LOCA
tnalysis divided by its local peaking factor. A
conservative multiplier is applied to the LHGR assumed in
the LOCA analysis to account for the uncertainty associated
with the measurement of the APLHGR.

For single recirculation loop operatio1, the MAPFAC
multiplier is limited to a maximum of L.86 (Ref. 2). This
is due to the conservative analysis assemption of an earlier
departure from nucleate boiling with one recirculation loop
available resulting in a more severe claoiing heatup during
a LOCA.

(continued)

(continued)
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b

APLHGR
B 3.2.1

,

BASES (continued}

APPLICABLE The limits on the APLHGR satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC
SAFETY ANALYSES Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)

LCO The APLHGR limits specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS

R$T (COLR) lyses.are the result of fuel design DBA and
transtant ana Fortworecirculationloops, operating,j

4/,mthe lheit is determined by multiplying the smaller of theMAPF 'and MAPFACo factors times the exposure-dependent
.timits. With only one recirculation loop in

h*y* APLiondle;conformancewiththerequirementsof
~3.((19the Mimit is determined by multiplying the

MAPfWae Ge ndent APLHGR limit times the smaller of either
exposur

i or 0.86, where 0.86 has been determined by,

aspecficQi e recirculation loop analysis (Ref. 2).
a, -

[For thisj facilith y'thw OPERABLE instrumentation for
computing t%APiHGR constitutes the following:)

[ForthisfacilftyN.thefollowingsupportsystemsare
required to be OPERABLE to" ensure instrumentation

i OPERABILITY for APLHGR ]y A

[Forthisfacility,(hoserekuireN'hportsystemswhich.-s
upon their failure, do not require?det aring ino>erable the
instrumentation for determining;the APLHGR and tie
justifications for not declaring'them inoperable are as
follows:)

APPLICABILITY The APLHGR limits are primarily derived from fuel design
evaluations, LOCA, and transient analyses that are assumed
to occur at high power levels. Design calculations (Ref. 4)
and operating experience have shown that as power is
reduced, the margin to the required APLHGR limits increases.
This trend continues down to the power range of 5% to 15%
RTP when entry into MODE 2 occurs. When in MODE 2, the
intermediate range monitor (IRM) scram function will provide
prompt scram initiation during any significant transient,
thereby effectively removing any APLHGR limit compliance -
concern in MODE 2. Therefore, at THERMAL POWER levels s 25%
RTP, the reactor will be operating with substantial margin

(continucd)

[ (continued)
|
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APLHGR
B 3.2.1

BASES (continued)
,

APPLICABillTY to the APLHGR limits and this LCO's requirements are not
(continued) required.

ACTIONS /L1

Should any APLHGR exceed the required limits, an assumption
regarding an. initial condition of the DBA and transient
analyses may not be met. Therefore, prompt action should be
taken to restore the APLHGRs to within the required limits
suchsthat the plant will be operating within analyzed
conditions:and within the design limits of the fuel rods.
;For this facility, the APLHGR is restored to within its
limits by the following actions:] The 2-hour Completion
Time is sufficient to restore the APLHGR to within its
limits and is acceptable based on the low probability of a
transient or DBA occurring simultaneously with APLHGR out of
specification.

1L1

If the APLHGR cannot be restored to within its required
limits within 2 hours or the APLHGR cannot be determined
because the instrumentation for com)uting the APLHGR is
inoperable, the THERMAL POWER must se reduced to < 25% RTP
within the following 4 hours. The 4-hour Completion Time
provides sufficient time to reduce THERMAL POWER to
< 25% RTP in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.2.1.1
REQUIREMENTS

APLHGRs are required to be initially calculated within
12 hours after THERMAL POWER is 1 25% RTP and then every
24 hours thereafter. They are compared to the specified
limits to assure that the reactor is o)erating within the
assumptions of the safety analysis. Tie 24-hour Frequency
is based on both engineering judgment recognizing the slow
changes in power distribution under normal conditions and
the alarms on the process computer if a limit is exceeded.
The 12-hour allowance after THERMAL POWER 125% RTP is

(continued)

(continued)
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APLHGR >

B 3.2.1 i

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE achieved is acceptable given the large inherent margin
REQUIREMENTS to operating limits at low power levels.

|.
(continued)

_

REFERENCES 1. GGNS Current Cycle Safety Analysis.
,

| p, t ,: .[UnitName]FSAR,(Appendix 15C),*[ Title).'
*

h4 ; ," 3. [%itName)FSAR,(Appendix 15D),'[ Title)."
a: 8.

i f4. 1XN-NF-80-19(P)(A), * Exxon Nuclear Methodology for
Boiling Water Reactors,' Volume 1. June 1981.*

; .:n
.

: 5. W XN-NF-80-19(A), ' Exxon Nuclear Methodology for Boiling"

~ Water Reactors: ECCS Evaluation Model,' Volume 2,
Revision 1. June 1981.

-
.

O:

:

.

V
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MCPR-
B 3.2.2

p B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

U
B 3.2.2 MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATla (MCPR)

BASES

BACKGROUND The MCPR is the ratio of the fuel assembly power that would i;

result in the onset of boiling transition to the actual fuel
assembly power. The NCFR Safety Limit (SL) is set such that. ,

9gMof the fuel rods will avoid boiling transition if the
19sttets not violated (refer to the Bases for SL 2.1.2). t

[y. 6,%e operating limit MPP is established to assure that no# fuel desage results during anticipated operational,

j h occurrences >(A00s . Although fuel damage would not
% essessarily occur)if a fuel red actually experienced boiling

'trahsit6en'., Ref.icu) lated to occur has been adopted as a fuel
1 the critical power at which boiling-;

transttlen- s ca
destferiterien!

-

The onsetlef transition. boiling is a phenomenon that is
,

readily detected during the testing of various fuel bundle-
designs. BWaed'on this experimental data, correlations have
been developed that*ere used to predict critical bundle- :

power (i.e., the bundle power level at the onset of

O) transition boiling)'for;a'$ivam; set of plant parameters
' ;

(e.g., reactor coolant pmssurenflow, subcooling, etc.(i

Since plant operating conditions end bundle power levels)._ '

;
'

are
monitored and determ ned relatively easily, monitoring the
MCPR is a convenient way of ensurtag-that fuel failures due '

to inadequate cooling do not occer. Y

(Forthisfacility,theinstYNntationusedforcomputing.
the MCPR is as follows:)

APPLICABLE The analytical methods nd assumptions used in evaluating
SAFETY ANALYSES the A00s to establish ti.e operating limit MCPR are presented

in References 2, 3, 4, and 5. To ensure that the MCPR SL is
not-exceeded during any transient event which occurs with a

- moderate frequency, limiting transients have been analyzed'
to determine the largest reduction in critical power ratio
(rDR). The: types of transients evaluated are loss of flow,
increase in pressure and power, positive reactivity
insertion, and coolant temperature decrease. The limiting _
transient yields the largest ACPR.: When the.

(continued)

p (continued).
.
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'

MCPR
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE largest ACPR is added to the MCPR SL, the required
SAFETY ANALYSES operating limit MCPR is obtained.

(continued)
The MCI'R operating limits derived from the transient
analysis are dependent on the operating core flow and power
state (MCPRt and MCPRn, res)ectively) to ensure adherence to
fuel design limits duFing tie worst transient which occurs
with a moderate frequency (Refs. 3, 4, and 5). Flow-
dependent MCPR limits are determined by steady-state thermal
hydraulic methods using the three-dimensional BWR simulator
code (Ref. 6)<and the multi-channel thermal hydraulic code
(Ref. 7). MCPRt curves are provided based on the maximum
credible flow runout transient for Loop Manual and Non-Loop
Manual' operation. The result of a single failure or single
operator error.during Loo) Manual operation is the runout of
only one loop because bot 1 recirculation loops are under
independent: control.' Non-Loo) Hanual operational modes
allow simultaneous runout of soth loops because a single
controller regulates core flow.

Power-dependent MCPR limits (MCPRn) are determined by the
three-dimensional BWR simulator c5de and the one-dimensional
transient code (Ref. 9). Due to the sensitivity of the
transient response to initial core flow levels at power
levels below those at which the turbine stop valve closure
and turbine control velve fast closure scram trips are
bypassed, a high and low flow operating limit MCPRo is
provided for operating between 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER
(RTP) and the previously mentioned bypass power level.

The limits on the MCPR satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 The MCPR operating limits specified in the CORE OPERATING
LlHITS REPORT are the result of the Design Basis Accident
(DBA) and transient analysis. The operating limit MCPR is
determined by the larger of the MCPRf and MCPRp limits.

[For this facility, the OPERABLE instrumentation for
computing MCPR constitutes the following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure instrnmentation
OPERABILITY for MCPR:]

(continued)

(continued)
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MCPR
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

LC0 (For this facility, those required support systems which,
(continued) upon their failure, do not require declaring inoperable the

instrumentation for determining the MCPR and the
justification for not declaring them inoperable are as
follows:]

APPLICABILITY The MCPR operating limits are primarily derived from
, transient analyses that are assumed to occur at high power
<1evels k Below 25% RTP, the reactor will be operating at a.

(4 ' ' slow recirculation pump speed with the flow control valve inits minimum: position and the mderator void ratio will be
|very:small.b Surveillance of thermal limits below 25% RTP is

tmnecessary due.to the large inherent margin which assures
that the safety limit MCPR will not be exceeded even if a
limiting transtant should occur. Statistical analyses
documentedtin Reference 8 indicate that the nominal value of
the initial MCPR expected at 25% RTP is > 3.5. Studies of
the variation of limiting transient behavior have been
performed over.the range of power and flow conditions.
These studies (Ref.' 5) encompass the range of key actual
plant parameter values important to typically limiting
transients. The results:of these studies demonstrate that a

( margin is expected between performance and the MCPR
requirements, and that margins increase as power is reduced
to 25L RTP. This trend is expected'to continue to the 5% to
15% )ower range when entry into MODE 2 occurs. When in MODE
2, tie intermediate range monitor-(IRM)'provides rapid scram
initiation for any significant power increase transient
which effectively eliminates any MCPR compliance concern.
Therefore, at THERMAL POWER levels < 25% RTP, the reactor
will be operating with substantial margin to the MCPR limits
and this LCO's requirements are not needed.

,

ACTIONS Ad
Should any MCPR be outside the required limits, an
assumption regarding an initial condition of the design
basis transient analyses may not be met. Therefore, prompt
action should be taken to restore the MCPRs to within the
required limits such that the plant will be operating within
analyzed conditions. (For this facility, the MCPR is-
restored to within its limits by the following actions:]

(continued)

(continued)
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MCPR
B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS The 2-hour Completion Time is normally sufficient to
(continued) restore the MCPR to within its limits and is acceptable

based on the low probability of a transient or DBA occurring
simultaneously with the MCPR out of specification.

ILL.

If the MCPR cannot be restored to within the required limits
within 2-hours or the MCPR cannot be determined because the
instrumentation for computing the MCPR is inoperable, the
THERMAL POWER must be reduced to < 25% RTP within the
following 4 hout s. The 4-hour Completion Time provides
sufficient time to reduce THERMAL POWER to < 25% RTP in an
orderly; manner and without challenging plant systems.

,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2,2.1

REQVIREMENTS
The MCPR is required to be initially calculated within
12 hours after THERMAL POWER is 2 25% RTP and then every
24 hours thereafter. It ls compared to the specified limits
to assure that the reactor is operating within the
assumptions of the safety analysis.- The 24-hour Frequency
is based on both engineeririg judgment recognizing the slow
changes in power distribution under nonnal conditions and
the alarms on the )rocess computer if the'MCPR limit is
exceeded. The 12-iour allowance after THElWEL POWER reaches
125% RTP is acceptable given the large inherent margin to
operating limits at low power levels.-

|

REFERENCES 1. NUREG-0562, " Fuel Rod Failure as a Consequence of
: Departure From Nucleate Boiling or Dryout," June 1979.

2. GGNS Current Cycle Safety Analysis.

| 3. (Unit Name), FSAR, Appendix ISB, '(Title).'

. 4. (Unit Name), FSAR, Appendix 150, "(Title)."
l
'

5. (UnitName),FSAR, Appendix 15D,"(Title)."

(continued)

(continued)
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MCPR.

B 3.2.2

BASES (continued)

REFERENCEF 6. XN-NF-80-19(P)(A), " Exxon Nuclear Methodology for
(continued) BWRs: Neutronics Methods for Design and Analysis,"

Volume 1 (as supplemented).

7. XN-NF-80-19(P)(A), " Exxon Nuclear Methodology
for BWRs: THERMEX Themal Limits Methodology Summary
Description," Volume 3 Revision 2, January 1987.

8,/ L."BWR/6 Generic Rod Withdrawal Error Analysis," ,

/ FAppendix 158, General Electric Standard Safety '

F AnalysisReport(GESSAR-II).,,

2: is,

DUt 9. SIN-NF-79-71(P), " Exxon Nuclear Plant Transient
'*q g f Methodology for BWRs," Revision 2, November 1981.
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LHGR |'
B 3.2.3

B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

B 3.2.3 LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE (LHGR) (Acolicable to Non-GE Fuel Oniv)

'

BASES

BACKGROUND The LHGR is a measure of the heat generation rate of a fuel
rod in a fuel assembly at any axial location. Limits on the
LHGit are specified to assure that fuel design limits will
not betexceeded anywhere in the core during normal operation

*; including anticipated operational occurrences (A00s).
# ' Exceeding the LHGR limit could potentially result in fuel

damage:and subsequent release of radioactive materials.
(\ ;Fuelsdesign limits are specified to assure that fuel system

damage,(feel ' rod failure or inability to cool the fuel will
not occur during3the anticipated operating conditions
identified in Reference 1.

:Forthisifabilit"heLHGRiisasfehowst)the instrumentation used for computing
.

g

O APPLICABLE The analytical me h$ds.and ssumptions used in evaluating
SAFETY ANALYSES the fuel system design'are presented in References 1 end 3.

The fuel assembly is designed to'onsure (in conjunction with
the core nuclear and thermal hydraulic design, plant
equipment, instrumentation and protection system) that fuel
damage will not result in the release'ef radioactive
materials in excess of the guidelines of 10 CFR Parts 20,
50, and 100. The mechanisms that could cause fuel damage
during operational transients and that are considered in
fuel evaluations are:

a. Rupture of the fuel rod cladding caused by strain from
, the relative expansion of the VO, pellet; and
1

| b. Severe overheating of the fuel rod cladding caused by
; inadequate cooling,

l A value of 1% plastic strain of the Zircaloy cladding has
| been defined as the limit below which fuel damage caused by

overstraining of-the fuel cladding is not expected to occur!

(Ref. 2). _The Safety Limit MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO
(MCPR)_ ensures that fuel damage caused by severe overheating
of the-fuel rod cladding is avoided.

(continued) !( -

( (continued) i
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LHGR
B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Fuel design evaluations have been performed and demonstrate
SAIETY ANALYSES that the 1% fuel cladding plastic strain design limit is not

(continued) exceeded during continuous operation with LHGRs up to the
operating limit specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS
REPORT (COLR). The analysis also includes allowances for
short-term transient operation above the operating limit to
account for A00s, plus an allowance for densification power
spiking,q

The, limits on the LHGR satisfy Criterion 2 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement.

',u .

.o ,y _

LC0 The LHGR is a basic assumption in the fuel design analysis.
The fuel has'beenLdesigned to operate at rated core power
with sufficient design margin to the LHGR calculated to
cause 1% fuel cladding plastic strain. The operating limit

' to accomplish this objective,is specified in the COLR.

[For this facility, the OPERABLE instrumentation for
computing the LHGR constitutes the following:]

[For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure' instrumentation
OPERABILITY for LHGR:)

.

{For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not reouire declaring instrumentation
inoperable for determining the LHGR and the justification
for not dociaring them inoperable are as follows:)

APPLICABILITY The LHGR limit is derived from fuel design analysis that is
limiting at high power level conditions. At core thermal
power levels less than 25% of RATED THEMAL POWER (RTP), the
reactor will be operating with a substantial margin to the
LHGR limits and, therefore, the specification is only
required when operating at or above 25% RTP.

(continued)

O'
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LHGR ,,

B 3.2.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS M
Should any LHGR exceed the required limits, an initial
condition of the fuel design analysis will not be met. .

Therefore, prompt action should be taken to restore the LHGR
to within its required limits such that the plant will be
o)erating within analyzed conditions. [For this facility,
t i LHGR is restored within its limits by the following

. actions:) The 2-hour Completion Time is normally sufficient
4to restore the LHGR to within its limits and is acceptable

[t% Accident (' based on the low probability of a transient or Design Basis) occurring simultaneously with the LHGR out of
y specjficat. ,on.

uAn%
% :<; w

If the LHGRLeannot be restcred to within its required limits-
within 2 hours or the LHGR cannot be determined because the
instrumentation <for computing the LHGR is inoperable, it is
required to reduce THEP. MAL POWER to < 25% RTP within the
following 4' hours. tThe 4-hour Completion Time provides
sufficient time to reduce: THERMAL POWER to < 25% RTP in an
orderly manner and:without challenging plant systems.

'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.3.1 '
.

REQUIREMENTS
'

'

The LHGR is required to be initially calculated within
12 hours after THERMAL POWER is 1 25% RTP and than every
24 hours thereafter. It is cempared to the specified limitss

to assure that the reactor is operating within the
assumptions of the safety analysis. The 24-hour Frequency
is based on both engineering judgment recognizing the slow
changes in power distribution under normal conditions and

i the alarms on the process computer if a limit is exceeded.'

The 12-hour allowance after THERMAL POWER is 125% RTP is
acceptable given the large inherent margin to operating
limits at lower power levels.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name) (Non-GE Fuel Analysis)
i

(continued)

(continued)
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LHGR
B 3.2.3

,

1

BASES (continued)

| REFERENCES 2. NURG-0300, Standard Review Plan 4.2, ' fuel System
(continued) Desig1,* Section !! A.2(g), Revision 2 July 1981.

3. (UnitName)FSAR, Chapter (4),*[ Title).*

_ _ _ ___

y-

.

O

(
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APRM Setpoints
B 3.2.4

O B 3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
L/

B 3.2.4 Averaae Power Ranae Monitor (APRM) Setoointg

BASES

BACKGROUND The OPERABILITY of the APRM and its setpoints is an
assumption in all safety analyses which assume rod insertion
upon reactor trip or rod block. Applicablo GDCs are 10,

.Noactor. Design; 13. Instrumentation and Control; 20,
,,M Protection System Functions; and 29, Protection against

f6"AnticipatedOperationOccdrrences(Ref.1), This LC0 is
7 provided to required the APRM gain or APRM flow bived scram
Nand red blockttrip setpoints to be adjusted when operding

'under conditions of excessive power peaking so as to
maintain; acceptable margin to the fuel-cladding integrity
Safety Limit ($L) and tie fuel cladding 1% plastic strain
limit.

The condition of excessive power >eaking is determined by
the ratio ofc the actual power peating to the limiting )ower
peaking at RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP) and is equal to t1e
ratio of the core limiting MAXIMUM FRACTION OF LIMITING

p) POWER DENSITY (MFLPD) to the fraction of RATED THERMAL POWER
( (FRTP). Excessive power peaking exisk when this ratio,

"

MFLPD >I ?-FRTP y

indicating that MFPLD is not decreasing proportionately to
the overall power reduction or conversely, that power
peaking is increasing. To maintair margins similar to those
at RTP conditions, the excessive power peaking is
compensated for by either a gain adjustment oa the APRMs, or
adjustment of the APRM setpoints. Either of these
adjustments effectively has the same result as maintaining
MFLPD less than or equal to FRTP and thus maintains RTP
margins for AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE

(APLHRG) and MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR).

The normally selected APRM setpot)1ts position thr. scram trip
and rod block trip above the upper bound of the normal
power / flow operating region which has been considered in the
design of the fuel rods. The setpoints are flow biased with
a slope that approximates the upper flow control line, such
that an approximately constant margin is maintained between

(continued)

') (continued)
1 v
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APQ Setpoints
D 3.2.4

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND the flow biased trip level and the upper operating boundary
(continued) for core flows in excess of about 45% of rated core flow.

core flow,ge of infrequent operations below 45% of rated
In the ran

the margin to scram or rod blocks is reduced
because of the non-linear core flow versus drive flow
relationship. The normally selected APRM setpoints are
supported..by the analyses presented in References 2 and 3
that concentrate on events initiated from rated conditions.
DesigniewpeH ence has shown that minimum deviations occur
within expected margins to operating limits (APLHGR and
McMt); at rated conditions for normal power distributions.
However, 4t' conditions other than rated, control rod
pattoms~can'ba established that significantly reduce the
margin to themel limits. Therefore, the flow biased APRM
scram and redilock setpoints may be reduced during
operationiwhen the cWination of THERMAL POWER and MFLPD
indicates an excessive power peaking distribution.

:Forthisfacdity,theinstrumentationusedforcomputing
; /

"he MFLPD is as foljews Q 2'.

For completeness, it it'also noted"that the APRM neutron
flux signal is also adjusted to;more? closely follow the fuel
cladding heat flux during powerLtransients. The APRM
neutron flux signal is a measure of the cere thermal powers
during steady-state operation. During paper transients, the
APRM signal leads the actual core thermalf power response
because of the fuel thermal time constant. Therefore, on
power increase transients, the APRM signal provides a
conservatively high measure of core thermal power. By
passing the APRM signal through an electronic filter with a
time constant less than, but approximately equal to, that of
the fuel thermal time constant, an APRM transient response
that more closely follows actual fuel cladding heat flux is
obtained, while maintaining a conservative margin. The
delayed response of the filtered APRM signal allows the flow
biased APRM scram and rod block trip levels to be positioned
closer to the upper bound of the normal power and flow
range, without unnecessarily causing reactor scrams or rod
blocks during short duration neutron flux spikes. These
spikes can be caused by insignificant transients such as
main steam line valve surveillance testing or momentary flow
increases of only several percent.

(continued)
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APRM Setpoints
B 3.2.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The acceptance criteria for the APRM gain or setpoint
SAFETY ANALYSES adjustments are that acceptable margins (to APLHGR and MCPR)

be maintained to the fuel cladding integrity Safety Limit
(SL) and the fuel cladding 1% plastic strain limit.

FSAR safety analyses (Refs. 2 and 3) concentrate on the
rated power condition where the minimum expected margin to-
the'eperating limits (APLHGR and MCPR) exist. LC0 3.2.1 and

M 1;t.2 limit the initial margins to these operating-
gimitrat rated conditions so that specified acceptable fuel

47 design limits are met during transients initiated from rated ,

!

% condittens. At initial power levels less than rated, the
tenerytn'depredationofeithertheAPLHGRortheMCPRduringa

transiset can be greater than at the rated condition event.
This, greater margin degradation during the transient is
primarily offset by the larger initial margin to limits at

ithe lower than rated >ower levels. However, power
distributtens can ba g pothesized that would result in '

reduced mergins teithe pre-transient operating limit. When
combined with.the' increased severity of certain transients
at conditions' otherit,han rated, the SLs could be approached.
At substantially reduced power levels, very highly _ peaked

O power distributions could,be obtained which could reduce
thermal margins to the minimum Wyels required for transient ,

events. To prevent #er' mitigate such situations, either the i

APRM gain is adjusted upward by the ratio of the core
limiting MFLPD to the fraction of RTP or the flow biased
APRM scram and rod block level ere required to be reduced by
the ratio of the fraction of RATED THERMAL POWER (FRTP) tothe core limiting MFLPD. Either of these adjustments
effectively counters the increased severity of some events
at conditions other than rated by proportionally increasing
the APRM gain or proportionally lowering the flow biased
APRM scram and rod block setpoints dependent on the
increased peaking that may be encountered, i

lhe APRM gain and its setpoints satisfy Criteria 2 and 3 of
the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LCO When operating under conditions of excessive power peaking,
either the APRM gain must be adjusted upward or the flow
biased neutron flux upscale scram trip and rod block

(continued)

(continued)
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APRM Setpoints
B 3.2.4

BASES (continued)

LC0 setpoints must be reduced to account for the reduction in
(continued) margin to the fuel cladding integrity SL and the fuel

cladding 1% plastic strain limit. This is accomplished by
multiplying the APRM gain or setpoints by a factor that is
representative of the reduction in margin to Sis. This
f actor is } for the gain adjustments or T for the setpoint
adjustments where T is defined as the ratio of the FRTP
divided Iqr the core limiting value of MFLPD. MFLPD is the
ratio efM hs411miting LHGR to the LHGR limit for the
speciffe' bundle type. For design power distributions, at
rpted' power,ELPD is equal to 1.0 and therefore, T - 1.0.
As, power is: reduced, if the design power distribution is
maintainedi'NFLPD,will be reduced in proportion to the
reduction ~in power 6nd T will continue to be ecual to 1.0.
However, if ' power penking increases above the cesign value,
the MFLPD"will not be reduced in proportion to the reduction
in power and T will'be less than 1.0. Under these

' conditions, the APRM gain would be adjusted upward or the
APRM flow biased scram and rod block setpoints would be
reduced accordingly., When the reactor is operating with
peaking less than the' design value, T will always be greater
than 1.0 and it is not necessary to modify the APRM flow

. biased scram or rod block setpoints. Making the APRM gain
| or set)oint adjustmentstis equivalent;to maintaining MFLPD

less tian or equal to FRTP as stated in,the LCO.

(For this facility, the OPERABLE instrument ~ation for
j computing MFLPD constitutes the following:]'
,

(for this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure instrumentation
OPERABILITY for determining MFLPD:)

(for this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not require declaring instrumentation
inoperable for determining the NFLPD and the justification,

are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY The APRM gain adjustment or APRM flow biased scram and rod
block and associated setdowns is provided to ensure that the

i fuel cladding integrity SL and the fuel cladding 1% plastic
strain limit are not violated during design basis

(continued)

(continued)
|
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APRM Setpoints
i B 3.2.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY transients. As discussed in the Bases for LCO 3.2.1 and
(continued) LCO 3.2.2, sufficient margin to these limits exists below

25% of RTP and, therefore, these requirements are only
necessary when operating at or above this power level.

ACTIONS A.f N .2. and A.3

the APRM gain or setpoints are not within limits the-

g *MFLPD may exceed its limit, and it is possible that the
e margin'to the fuel cladding integrity SL and the fuel

s cladding 15 plastic strain limit may be reduced. Therefore,-

" prompt,actionoshould be taken to restore the MFLPD to within
its required limit such that the plant will be operating

~.
within'the assumed margin of the safety analyses. A
CompletionLTime of 6 hours to restore the MFLPD is

acceptable because [ . ) limits by the following actions:)
(For this facility, the MFLPD is.

restored to within.Mt2
,

~

An alternate action 1s to ad.just the APRM se Doints to the
relationship specified in,the; CORE OPERATING .IMITS REPORT

iO (COLR). Another alternate | action is to adjust the APRM gain
such that the APRM readings are E NFLPD, provided that the
adjusted APRM reading does not exceed 100% RTP.
notice of adjustment on the~ reactor _ control panel (may bePosting a
appropriate.) The 6-hour Completion Time for both of these
alternatives is normally sufficient to restore either the
APRM gain or setpoints to within limits and is acceptable
based on the low probability'of a transient or Design Basis
Accident (DBA) occurring simultaneously with the APRM gain
or setpoints out of specification,

fLd

If the APRM gain or set)oints cannot be restored to within
the required limits wit 11n 6 hours or the MFLPD cannot be
rostored or determined because the instrumentation for
computing the MFLPD is inoperable, it is required to reduce
THERMAL POWER to < 25% RTP within the following 4 hours.
Reducing THERMAL POWER to < 25% RTP places the reactor
outside the applicability of the LCO. The 4-hour Completion
Time provides sufficient time to reduce THERMAL POWER to
< 25% RTP in an orderly manner and without challenging plant
systems.

3 (continued)
(O
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APRM Setpoints
B 3.2.4

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.2.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

The APLHGRs are required to be calculated every 24 hours and
compared to their specified limits to assure that the
reactor is o)erating within the assumptions of the safety
analysis. Wien these APLHGRs are determined, The T factor
should also be determined for the operating conditions. T
is the ratio of FRTP to NFLPD. MFLPD is the ratio of the
limiting LONR to the LHGR limit for the specific bundle i
typeG As long as T is 11.0, no changes to the APRM gain or '

fjew biased asutron flux uncale scram or rod block trip
setpoints are required. T11s SR is only required to
determine the appropriate gain or setpoint and is not
intended to be a CHMNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the APRM gain
or flow biased neutron; flux scram circuitry. The 24-hour
Frequency;is chosen te coincide with the determination ofd

s
other thermal limitss specifically the APLHGR (LCO 3.2.1).
The 24-hour Frequency is based on both engineering judgment I
recognizing the, slow, changes in power distribution during I

normal operation and the alarms on the process computer if '

the APRM limit is exceeded. The.12-hour allowance after
THERMAL POWER 2 25% RTP is achievedt is acceptable given the
large inherent margin to operating limits at low power
levels.

,

Title 10 Code of Federal Regulation $, Appendix A,REFERENCES 1.
GDC, 10, 13, 20, and 23,

2. (UnitName)FSAR,Section[),'(Title)."

3. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section ( ), '[ Title)."

O
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION>

B 3.3.1.1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The RPS initiates a reactor shutdown, based upon the values
of pelected plant parameters, to protect against violating'

t " re fuel design limits and Reactor Coolant System (RCS)'
'

e boundary during anticipated operational occurrences
00s,Iland to assist the engineered safety feature (ESF),

4 syste in mitigating accidents.

@J 5t ' and monitoring functions of the RPS have been
- re safe operation of the reactor. This is e

ach spes4fying limiting safety system settings
(L '|ef parameters directly monitored by the RPS,

~

as we 1 ap on other reactor system para:neters and
equipmerW performance?, .

V aqMD
The LSSS, deftand in,this specification as the ALLOWABLE
VALUE, in corijuthstles with,the LCOs, establish the threshold
for protective system actionito prevent exceeding acceptable

CN limits during Detten Basig Accidents (DBAs),
a p.w '

Accidents are evente M at h a%pnalged (Ref.1) even though'

they are not expected to occur dur ag.the plant life. The
acceptable limit during accidertsfissthat the offsite dose
shall be maintained within an acceptable fraction of
10 CFR 100 limits. Different accident cater'1es are
allowed a different fractionsef-these limif .ased on
probability of occurrence. Meetin table dose
limit for an accident category is.g the acccconsidered having
acceptable consequences for that event.

During A00s, which are those events expected to occur one or
more times during the pitnt life, the acceptable limit is:

i

1. The MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) Safety Limit
(SL) value shall be met for high-pressure, high-flow
Conditions;

2. The THERMAL POWER SL value shall be met for low-flow
or low-pressure conditions; and

(continued)

(continued)n
%J
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RPS InstrumentatiCn
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)
_

BACKGROUND 3. The RCS pressure SL of (1325] psia shall not be
(continued) exceeded.

Maintair.ing the SLs within the above values ensures that the
offsite dose will be within the 10 CFR 50 and 10 CFR 100
criteria during A00s.

RPS instr aentation is designed (as shown on
Figure (hbl.1-1)toinclude:

NGi /

1.. j eldtgfsmittersorprocesssensors;
t .de ,

(% gnahpro ess,ing and bistable modules; andSi2.
f%%V o

3. Trip log 1 1W&g
'i

The role o/y'chlin4he$f ea RPS is discussed below.

FieldTransmitf orjyandkSensors
' d!Wby

Field transmitters'+0N$rppsps sensors provide a measurable

electronic signal basedseqythe pigr$y
1 cal characteristics of

theprocessbeingmeaegWf.
For most A00s and DBAs, adstN6 range of@ pendent and
independent parameters are%onitoMd. M kkinput parameters
to the scram logic are electrical signa i
instrumentation that monitor reactor er level,
reactorvesselpressure,neutronflq$yjsains'eamlinehigh

,

raGation, main steam isolai. ion vahr (MS"!? - tion,

turbine contrci valve (TSV) Fast Clbsure acu ..., turbine.

stop valve (TSV) position, drywell pressure, and scram
,

discharge volume (SDV) water level, as well as reactor mode
switch in shutdown position and-manual scram signals.

Typically, four measurement channels with physical
separation are provided for each parameter. These are
typically organized into two trip systems, which are
physically and electrically separated. Exceptions are the

"

reactor mode switch in shutdown position, manual scram
signals used in the direct generation of trip signals, and
neutron flux intermediate range monitor (IRM) and average

(continued)

(continued)
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O BASES (continued)g
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Figure B 3.3.1.1-1 (page 1 of 1)
Reactor Protection System

Ty,ical Figure
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND power range monitor (APRM) channel trips. Four measurement
(continued) channels are necessary to meet the redundancy and

testability of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 21 (Ref. 2), and
to implement the one-out-of-two taken twice logic
arrangement.

Sianal Processina and Bistable Modules

; Each arameter measurew.nt channel includes
ele pment that provides signal conditioning,
c le ut signals for main control board

'
i ument mpi ison of measured input signals with
set by safety analyses, and output to the
trip his output to the trip logic channels
is taken f s device which can ise mechanical
switches f the process sensors or electronic
comparato that e input from the process transmitters
or sensors. I her ca the bistable output contacts
are considered be ,he trip logic channol.

'

Jf_in Loaic. Trip t, t LLOWMLE VALUES

1 rip setpoints are tho . re 4 values of output

currentrelatedtothepr'4
voltage or current aga t ,t h ut voltage or

R process
parameter is compare'. I ;he pr nt ired output value
of the process par exceeds the se , the-

associated bistabl. J.anges state. T tpoints are
the nominal values at which the bi

'

s are set. They are
derived from the limiting values s 10 process parameters
obtained from the accident analyses (analytical limits)
through a process of correction for uncertainties .and errors
set forth in the plant-specific setpoint methodology
(Ref. 3). The analytical limits, corrected for analytic and.

process uncertainties, become the ALLOWABLE VALUES listed in
Table 3.3.1.1-1, which, when further corrected by the
methodology of Reference 3, become the calculated trip,

setpoint values.

The setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate
protection because sensor- and processing-time delays are
accounted for, as well as calibration tolerances,
instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe
environment errors for channels that must function in harsh
environments, as defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref. 4),

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation - *

B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)v

BACKGROUND The actual nominal trip setpoint entered into the bistable
(continued) is usually still more conservative than that calculated by

the plant-specific setpoint methodology. If the setpoint
measured for the bistable by the surveillance test does not
exceed the documented surveillance test acceptance criteria,
the bistable is' considered OPERABLE.

S nts set consistent with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will
hat SLs are not violated during A00s. and the
ces of DBAs will be acceptable, providing the plant

bei operated within the LCOs at the onset of the A00 or
DBA, , t equipment functions as designed.

he process control equipment can be tested
on li e that the signal and setpoint accuracy is
wit t allowance specified in Reference 3.
Once des channel is taken out of service for
testing, mulate nal is injected in place of the
field in m The process equipment for the
channel i tested, verified, and calibrated.

'

The ALLOWABLE VA ist Table 3.3.1.1-1 are basedO upon the methodo d Reference 3, which
incorporates all
each channel. The_

n rtainties applicable for
o . se uncertainties are

factored into the de rmin no trip setpoint. All
field sensors and the signal pro equipment for these
channels are assumed to operate e allowances of
these uncertainty magaitudes

'

Trio Loqj_q

The RPS is-composed of two independent, separately powered
trip systems, "A" and "B," each of which contains two trip
logic channels (see Figure 3.3.1.1-2). Trip system A
combines the bistable outputs of trip logic channels A and C
in a one-out-of-two logic, which will de-energize the "A"
solenoid on the scram pilot valve in each of 177 nydraulic
control units (HCUs) when any one of the bistables in either
trip logic channel A or C changes to the tripped state.
This produces a half-scram condition. For scram to occur, a
similar action must take place in trip system B, which
combines the bistable outputs of trip logic channels B and D
in a one-out-of-two logic, exactly like that described for

(continued)

O (continued)
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RPS Inst ~: mentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)
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Figure B 3.3.1.1-2 (page 1 of 1)
Reactor Protection System Trip Logic Diagram

Typical Figure

1

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation-
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND trip system A. Thus, both trip system A and trip system B
(continued) must trip for a scram to occur. This overall logic is

refet red to as "one-out-of-two taken twice" logic.

For this discussion and the Technical Specifications (TS), a
trip logic channel is the electrical combination of all the
outputs of RPS sensor channel bistables that have the same
ch I designator (e.g., channel A). In a four-channel

nt system, the A sensor channels for each monitored
supply input to trip logic channel A; similarly,

ensor annels B, C, and D supply input to trip logic
chan B, and D, respectively,

r hannel A, 8, C, and D includes operating
bypa ce n RPS '~ips. These bypasses are enabled
aut anuall,f when plant Conditions do not
warr t th fic trip protection. All such operating
bypasses automat ly removed when the enabling bypass
conditio re satisfied.

A trip of e ogi hannel in a trip system trips
that trip system e-e es the associated solenoid of

CJ '" '''" "'' ' ' '" "'" ' ' "''" ' "'' '
rod drive (CRD)

-

erated scram pilot valyc,o
with two solenoids, h controls the air"

,

supply to the pneuma cally erat ram inlet and outlet
valves of the HCV. If either sol f the scram pilot
valve is energized, air pressur e scram valves
closed; therefore, both sole f t e scram pilot valve
must be de-energized to ser e control rod. The scram
valves control the supply and discharge of CRD water to each
rod drive during a scram. Thus, a trip of trip system A in
conjunction with a trip of trip system B de-energizes both
solenoids of the scram pilot valve, air bleeds off,- the
scram inlet and outlet valves open, and the control rods
scram. The backup scram valves are also erargized by the
RPS to dep u surize the scram air header to provide
additional assurance that the rods scram. In addition, the
RPS scram signal causes the SDV vent and drain valves to

| isolate the SDV.

Note that in LC0 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection System (RPS) ,

instrumentation," the ALLOWABLE VALUE of Table 3.3.1.1-1 are !

the LSSS. The ALLOWABLE VALUE is established to prevent
violation of the SLs during normal plant operation and A00s.

1

(continued) |

O
V (continued)
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RPS Instrumenteti M
B 3.3.1."

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND No single failure will prevent protection system actuation,
(continued) and protection channels do not interact with control

channel s . This arrangement meets the requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 21 (Ref. 1), and IEEE-279
(Ref. 5),

t

APPLICABLE The R tions to maintain the SLs during all
SAFETY ANALYSES A00 ' tes the consequences of DBAs in all modes

e cold tdown. Each of the analyzed accidents and
t ients be etected by one or more RPS functions.
Ty hieved by satisfying the requirements
of I th one-out-of-two taken twice logic.
These RPS t functions are as .follows:
1. Intermediat Monitors

la.

The I utr flux levels from the
upper range es ange monitor (SRM) to
the lower ra of subsystems. The IRMs
generate tri i p nt fuel damap
caused by neutt u s from
operational tran ents the rmediate power
range. In this power range, t significant

; source of reactivity chan control rod
withdrawal . For this e eI is diverse
to the rod pattern cont r (RPC), which
monitors and controls the movement of the control
rods at low power. The IRM mitigates neutron
flux excursions by initiating a scram. Generic
analyses of the consequences of control rod
withdrawal events during startup that are
mitigated only by the IRM have been performed to
evaluate the capability of the IRM System to
mitigate these events. This analysis, which
assumes that one IRM channel in each trip system

,

|
1s bypassed, demonstrates that the IRMs provide
protection against local control rod withdrawal|

errors and result in peak fuel energy depositions
|
' below the 170 cal /gm fuel failure threshold

criterion.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

( BASES (continued)
_

APPLICABLE for this facility, the IRM Neutron Flux--High
SAFETY ANALYSES tria provides protection during control rod

(continued) witidrawal and cold-water injection events.

Ib. Inan

The IRM Inop function generates a reactor trip to
prevent fuel damage resulting from significant
reactivity increases by ensuring that required4

IRM channels are OPERABLE. This function must be-

OPERABLE to ensure that the nuclear instrument
y c nnel fails in the tripped condition upon loss

etector voltage and it must be_0PERABLE to
1 the requirements of GDC 23 in 10 CFR 50

Re GDC 23 requires that the RPS fail into,.

tate on loss of power. For this
y, IRM--Inop trip provides protection for

s of.I utron monitor channal events.

2. onitors

2a. --H d Retdown
iv The AP 1 gh, Setdown function

generates t o prevent fuel damage
during si fican eac increases with
power less than 25% of

HERMAL POWER (RTP).
It protects fuel fro ensuring that

; before the reactor witen is placed in the
|

run position, rea power does not exceed the
25% RTP SL when operating at low reactor pressure
and low core flow.

For most operations at low power levels the APRM
Neutron Flux--High, Setdown function will provide
a secondary trip to the IRM Neutron Flux--High

.

function because of the relative setpoints. With
IRMs on Range 9 or 10, however, it is possible
that APRM Neutron--High, Setdown will provide the
primary trip signal for a core-wide increase in

_

,

I power. For this facility, APRM Neutron Flux--
High, Setdown protects against fuel damage for
local power transients in MODE 2 events.

(continued)

(continued)

C'
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

|

APPLICABLE Pb.. Flow Biesed Simulated Thermal Power--Hioh
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The APRM Flow Biased Simulated Thermal Power--
High function provides protection against
transients where thermal power increases slowly,
such as the loss of feedwater heating event to
protect the fuel integrity by ensuring LC0 2.1.2,

CPR Safety Limit," is not exceeded. During
h events, the thermal power increase does not

j$ ficantly lag the neutron flux response and,
,

g;F be se of a lower trip setpoint, will initiate a
b ore the high neutron flux scram. For,s -

id on flux increase events, the thermalV -
,

4 e neutron flux and the APRM Fixedw

F High function will provide a scram
the APRM Flow Biased Simulated

ierma function setpoint is exceeded.

The real e constant of 5 to 7 seconds
is ba e heat transfer dynamics and
provide' rpropo ional to the thermal
power. For ifaci ,the APRM Flow Biased
Thermal Powed ig rip protects against
a loss of fen a ti ' vent.

2c. Eized Neutron F1 x--Hi m

The APRM Fixed Neutron Flux iction
provides the primary ind n of neutron
flux levels and neutron changes in the
core and generates a trip signal to prevent
fuel damage or excessive RCS pressure. For the
overpressurization protection analysis of
Reference 2, the APRM Fixed Neutron Flux--High
function is to terminate-the MSIV closure event
and, together with the safety / relief valves
(S/RVs), limits the peak reactor vessel pressure
to less than the ASME code limits. The control
rod drop. accident (CRDA) analysis (Ref. 2)
assumes the APRM Fixed Neutron Flux--High
function is OPERABLE w terminate the CRDA.

(continued)

(continued) i

i
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1 i

( BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 2d. In22
SAFETY ANALYSES

. . !

(continued) The APRM Inop function generates a reactor trip
signal to' prevent fuel damage from significant-
reactivity increases by ensuring required neutron
channels are OPERABLE. This function must be
OPERABLE to ensure that the nuclear instrument
channel-fails in the tripped condition upon loss i

( =of detector voltage.

R tor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure--Hiah.

ac' team Dome Pressure--High' generates reactor-
rL. s to prevent fuel damage by ensuring that

-

(PR are not exceeded and maintains the-
Lei the RCS pressure boundary by ensuring

Lhat h RCS pressure SL is not exceeded. For-
thi ility, '

ion, in conjunction with the
Reactor Vessel Steam Dome.

Pre re--
S/RV -- s tection against overpressurization
of the' . an V closure event.

_.
4 <

4. Low. Level 3g
i iv The Reactor Ve L Low,: Level.3 function

is assumed in t anal so recirculation line
break (Ref. 2). The reactor reduces.the amount-
of energy required to.be d, along with the
actions of the Emergenc Cooling System (ECCS), ..

ensures that the fuel temperature remains below
the limits of 10 CFR 50. 6. For this facility,

i Reactor Vessel Water level--Low, Level 3 generates a
reactor trip signal to ensure that the fuel cladding,

| peak temperature limits are not exceeded due to the
. loss of reactor vessel inventory for recirculation
line break events.

,

5. Reactor Vessel Water Level--Hiah. Level 8

Reactor Vessel Water Level--High, level 8 initiates a
reactor scram to ensure that the MCPR is maintained
above the MCPR SL. The Reactor Vessel Water Level--
High, Level 8, is directly. assumed in the analysis of
feedwater controller failure, maximum demand event in
Reference 2.

-(continued)

(continued)
d
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 6. Main Steam Isolation Valve--Closure
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) MSIV--Closure generates reactor trip signals to limit
the energy that must be absorbed and, together with
the ECCS, ensures that fuel-cladding peak temperature
limits are not exceeded following loss of the normal
heat sink. For the overpressurization protection
ana is of Reference 2, however, the high neutron
f ' am function along with the S/RVs, limit the

;or vessel pressure to less than the ASME
de li :s. Additionally, MSIV closure is assumed in

the t je (low steam line pressure, manual
. f s, and high steam line flow) analyzed-

r d The reactor scram reduces the amount
of eneg qu to be absorbed and, along with the
actiedeyo , ensures that the fuel peak

,

claddi6g te bre remains below the limits of'

10 CFR 50.. J For this acility, the MSIV--Closure
trip provigel *for turbine trip and loss of!

normal heal [p osure on low steam line
pressure, MS /on hi b steam line flow, and
manual closure ofl$jtys ev T

7. Drywell Pressure-- h

The Drywell Pressure- ighf'dEctio a diverse
reactor trip signal to the i.evel 3 for LOCA
events inside containment A re m is
initiated to minimize the possisf7 tty o fuel damage
and to reduce the amount of egegy being added to the
coolant and to the drywell. For this facility, the

,

| Drywell Pressure--High function provides protection
- for LOCA events inside containment.

8. Scram Discharae Volume Water Level--Hiah

Scram Discharge Volume Water Level--High generates a
scram anticipating the plant condition that the water
level in the SOV is increasing and could, if allowed
to continue, increase to the point where there would
be insufficient volume available to accept water dis-
charged during a scram. This function prevents common

[ cause failure of the CRD System due to high SDV level.
| For this facility, SOV Water Level--High protection is

provided for high SOV water level events.
1

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

h) BASES (continued)
V

'APPLICABLE 9. Turbine Stoo Valve closure. Trio 011- Pressure--Low
SAFETY ANALYSES '

(continued) TSV Closure generates a reactor tri) signal to reduce
the amount of energy that must be assorbed following
the loss of the turbine as a heat sink. The TSV
Closure function is the primary scram signal for the
turbine trip event analyzed in Reference 2. Together
With the ECCS, TSV Closure scram ensures that the fuel

ak cladding temperatures remain below the limits of
FR 50.46 and provides protection for TSV Closure

e ts.
.. . . . $.

ure generates a reactor trip signal to
reve damage from significant reactivity

iner s in t nt of the loss of the turbine as a
hea. nk Fast Closure trip function is the
prim 1 for the generator load rejection
event Refe nce 2. For this facility,
together wi E TCV Fast Closure scram

fG ensures the L is not exceeded by
LU) limiting th en that must be absorbed

for a generato c event.

11. Reactor Mode Switch--Shutdoww '' tion--

7 >
The Reactor Mode Switch own )osition provides
a)propriate protective * tions for the condition in
w11ch the reactor is to be operated. The reactor is
to be shut down with all control rods inserted when
the mode switch is in shutdown. To' enforce the
Condition defined for the shutdown position, placing
the mode switch in the shutdown position initiates a
reactor scram. The scram signal is removed after a
2-second time delay, permitting a scram reset, which
restores the normal valve lineup in the CRD hydraulic
system.

Other reactor mode switch positions are incorporated
into other trip functions. It bypasses the main steam
line isolation scram when in the shutdown, refueling,
or startup position. In the refuel, startup, and run

(continued)

g (continued)
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RPS-Instrumentation
B-3.3.1.1 j

i

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE positions, it bypasses the neutron monitoring trips
SAFETY ANALYSES that would prevent operation in those modes.

(continued) Thereforc, the reactor mode switch is part of the
neutron monitoring and MSIV isolation trip functions
and has a role in mitigating all A00s and DBAs
mitigated by these ft.nctions.

12. Manum 1 Scram
'A

am provides manual reactor trip capability.
'e Man Scram ensures that the control room

operat dan nitiate a reactor trip at any time by ,

ig, pf four reactor trip switches (one in
ri in the control room. A manual

of tl@pf,
reacto ac lishes the same results as any one

the reactor'nt
ip functions. It is to be used byA se

- tor to shut down the reactor whenever
any param; .fis ra trending toward its trip
setpoint.y'

The RPS instrumen g fies . ritorion 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statemen p / g

|iff Ah &
,

'gryThe LC0 requires all RPS in~strume#g VLC0 tatio nnels to be
OPERABLE because all channels OPERABLE- NRC staff-
approved design for the normal operat nfiguration.,

' Typically, this is four channels. tions are referred
to in the discussion of RPS functt 'which follows.
Furthermore, with one channel ino)erable in any function and
not in trip, the RPS cannot meet >oth the redundancy and
testability requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 21,

(Ref. 1).

Violation of the LC0 could allow the plant to reach
conditons during steady-state and transient operation beyond
those evaluated for safe operation. If exceeded, these
conditons could lead to fuel failure.

ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each RPS trip function in
the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the plant-
specific setpoint calculations. The nominal setpoints are
selected to ensure that the setpoint measured by the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST does not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE if the

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

\
\ BASES (continued)

LCO bistable is performing as required. Operation with a trip
(continued) setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip setpoint,

but withia its ALLOWABLE VALUE, is acceptable, provided that
continued operation and testing is consistent with the
assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint calculations.

Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified is more conserative than the
an ical limit assumed in the transient and accident

s in order to account for instrument-uncertainties
te to the trip function. These uncertainties are

fine n the plant-specific setpoint methodology (Ref. 3).

ions specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1 are OPERABLE
,

(1) omponents necessary to provide a reactor
rip are functional and in service;

" uncertainties are known (via test,(2) Cha me

anal - information) to be within the
assump set int calculations;,

Required su ila is current and has(3)
demonstratehe e n each surveillance
test's accepta a

(4) The associated operational b horoperational
interlock (s), if any, is n a except under the
Conditions specified by ECO A licability
statement for the func

The following bases for each trip function will identify
items (1), (2), (3) and (4) above, which are applicable to
establish function OPERABILITY requirements.

It should be noted that LC0 3.3.1.1, " Reactor Protection
System (RPS) Instrumentation" may.need to be augmented with
additional Conditions, if it is determined that the RPS
provides support to other systems included in the Standard
Technical Specifications (STS).

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 1. Intermediate Ranae Monitors
(continued)

la. IRM Neutron Flux--Hiah

The IRMs ensure that fuel damage caused by
neutron flux excursions from operational
trasients in the intermediate power range is

4 prevented. The IRM system is divided into two
j. ps of IRM channels, with four IRM channels

ting to each trip system. The analysis of
Re. ence 2 assumes that one channel in each trip
s ' em by)assed. Therefore, six channels,tqu' h clannels in each trip system, are

Nuh te IRM OPERABILITY. The analysis
of ren has adequate conservatism to

ALLOWABLE VALUE to be set at
20 di. 's on a 125-division scale. (For this

faci]Jtg t b for the ALLOWABLE VALUE is as
folleep:] is active in each of the ten
rangel hich must be selected by the
operat in t neutron flux within the
monitored 1 fa ange.

For this scr p ,b lid, the IRM must be
on the correct ro ek is initiated.

any time the IR s bo own and not on
the most sensitive (lowest) A rod block
is initiated if the IRM de not fully
inserted in the core, uni he reactor mode
switch is in the run post on. The IRM scram
trips and the IRM rod bl k trips are
automatically bypassed when the reactor mode
switch is in the run position.

IRM Neutron Flux--High trip is OPERABLE when it
satisfies OPERABILITY requirement items (1), (2),
(3), and (4).

Ib. Jnga

This signal generates a reactor trip when the
minimum number of IRMs are not OPERABLE. When
the voltage drops below a preset level, when one

(continued)
_

(continued) i

O
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RPS Instrumentation.
B 3.3.1.1

f''NQ BASES (continued)

LC0 of the modules is not plugged in, or when the
(continued) operate / calibrate switch is not in the " operate"

position, an inoperative tri) signal will be
received by the RPS unless tie IRM is bypassed.
Since only one IRH in each RPS trip system may be
bypassed, only one IRM in each RPS trip system
may be taken out of " operate" without resulting
in an RPS trip signal. Six channels of IRM Inop,

/., ' with three channels in each trip system, are '

- required to be OPERABLE. This function is
required to be OPERABLE when the IRM Neutron

.F.ux--High function is required.

uc M{r instrument channel fails in the trippedh unction must be OPERABLE to ensure the

. Jon upon loss of detector high voltage.
lop trip is OPERABLE when it satisfies

RA LI equirement items (1), (2), (3), and

2. Avera 9 - ae Monitors
Tp)

(V 2a. Neutro

For oper
.

i.e., MODE 2), the
APRM Neut Flu igh down function
protects the THERMAL P of [25]% RTP for--

nts"htionsbygeneratinglow-flow or low-pres
a trip signal tha uel damage resulting
from operational ients in this power range.

The APRM systern is divided into two groups of|

| channels with three APRM channel inputs to each'

trip system. The system is designed to allow one
channel in each trip system to be bypassed. Any
one APRM channel in a trip system can cause the
associated trip system to trip. Thus, four
channels of APRM Neutron Flux--High, Setdown,
with two channels in each trip system, are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single
failure will preclude a scram from this function
on a valid signal.

(continued)

(continued) |

0(O
|

|

!
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

LCO In addition, to provide adequate coverage of the
(continued) entire core, at least 11 OPERABLE LPRM inputs are

required for each APRM channel, with at least
2 OPERABLE LPRM inputs from each of the four
axial levels at which the LPRMs are located.

(Fer this facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE
ads as follows:]

W this facility, the APRM Neutron Flux--High,
S wn trip is operationally bypassed as"

owsgq

7d5fs tron Flux--High, Setdown trip is
'

E_ it satisfies OPERABILITY

,y'dG(, tems (1), (2), (3), and (4).
ent'

.

2b. Flow anased Simuwed Thermal Power--Hiah

The d Thermal Power--High function
trip 1 'ed as.a function of
recirculati ve f 'i.e., at lower core
flows, the -s in ed in proportion to-

the reductio ex enced as core flow
is reduced with -con ' L rod pattern) but
is clamped at a upper imit. + ,

k
The APRM system is divided groups of
channels with three APRM s to each trip
system. The system is gned to allow one
channel in each trip system to be bypassed. Any
one APRM channel in a trip system can cause the
associated trip system to trip. Thus, four
channels of APRM Flow Biased Simulated Thermal
Power--High, with two channels in each trip
system, are required to be OPEP.ABLE to ensure
that no single failure will preclude a scram from
this function on a valid signal.

Each APRM channel receives two independent and
redundant total flow signals representative of
total core flow. This arrangement is repeated in
each trip system for a total of four total flow

(continued)

(continued)

O
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

LCO channels. Each signal is provided by summing
(continued) the flow signals from the two recirculation

loops. Each total flow summation receives in)ut
from its own pair of flow sensors, one in eac1
rec'-culation loop. Therefore, no single active
co ent failure can cause more than one of the
total flow signals to read incorrectly. To
obtain the most conservative reference signals,

g the two total flow signals in each trip system
,

- e are routed to a low auction circuit associated
with each APRM in that trip system._ This circuit

ects the lower of the two signals for use ass
^

'

scram trip reference for that particular+, :

Consequently, OPERABILITY of the APRM Flow
ia Simulated Thermal Power--High channel*

#1 s OPERABILITY of the two total flow\ s and four loop flow channels. (Failure
any of se channels renders both APRM Flow

Power--High channels in thea
.ip system inoperable.]

O [ Fort acil he basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE

V is as ow

'

To providt c ge of the entire core,
at least : LPRM uts required to be
OPERABLE for each APRM with at least 2
LPRM inputs from eact ur axial levels at
which the LPRMs ar ted.

The APRM Flow Biase'd Simulated Thermal Power--
High trip is OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERA-
BILITY requirement items (1), (2), (3), and (4).

2c, Fixed Neutron Flux--Hiah

The APRM channels provide the primary indication
of neutron flux within the core and respond
almost instantaneously to neutron flux increases.
The APRM Fixed Neutron Flux--High function
generates trip signals to prevent fuel damage or
excessive RCS pressure. The APRM system is
divided into two groups of channels, with three
APRM channels inputting to each trip system. The

(continued)

(continued)
v

|
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

LCO system is designed to allow one channel in each
(continued) trip system to be bypassed. Any one APRM channel

in a trip system can cause the associated trip
system to trip. Four channels of APRM Fixed
Neutron Flux--High with two channels in each trip
system are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that
no single failure will preclude a scram from this

Afunction on a valid signal. To provide adequate
(f ' erage of the entire core, at leas 6 11 OPERABLE

inputs are required to be OPERABLE for eache

17 AP channel with at least 2 OPERABLE LPRM in)uts
f ea h of the four axial levels at which tie,

h s, 3, located. The APRM Fixed Neutron Flux--
% g# ig s OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERA-

81 rec ements Items (1), (2), (3), and (4).
4@
TFor t cility, the basis for the-ALLOWABLE
VALVEdy as foll )

Qjd 4Qjy
-

2d. Jnon yo v

This signal as minimum number of
APRMs are OP LE an APRM mode switch
is moved to ; no than " operate," or
an APRM module d the electronic
operating volta is 1 an rative signal
will be received by the RPS. hannels of
APRM--Inop with two channel trip system
are required to be OPERAF ens re that no
single failure will predi e a scram from this
function on a valid signa .

The APRM Inop trip is OPERABLE when it satisfies
OPERABILITY requirement items (1), (2), (3),
and (4).

3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure--Hiah

The Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure--High function
initiates a scram for transients that results in a
pressure increase, counteracting the pressure increase
by rapidly reducing core power.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

O
h BASES (continued)

LC0 Four channels of the Reactor Vessel Steam Dome
(continued) Pressure--High function, with two channels in each

trip system, are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1
and 2 when the RCS is pressurized and the potential
for pressure increase exists. To provide adequate
coverage, reactor pressure is measured at two.
locations. A pipe from each location terminates in
the reactor building where two local rack-mounted

essure transmitters monitor the pressure in each
e. Each trip unit provides a high pressure signal

| ne channel. Two trip units provide an input to
. p , stem A and two trip units provide an input to

i em B. Each trip system operates on a one-
trip logic. This ensures that no single

e preclude a scram from this function on a
;

Th tor Ve Steam Dome Pressure--High ALLOWABLE
VA is ghtly above the maximum normal
oper in order to accommodate A00s
witho ga rious scram, yet provide a

i

j sufficient nt LLOWABLE VALUE RCS pressure

j ( limit (107 s
s

i

| The Reactor Vaq J D ressure--High trip is
; OPERABLE when sati es 0 BILITY requirement
i items (1), (2), (3), and (4

| 4. ea to Ves e Wa ow ev

Low reactor vessel water level indicates the
! capability to cool the fuel may be threatened. Should

reactor vessel water level decrease too far, fuel
; damage could result. Therefore, a reactor scram is-
' initiated at level 3 to substantially reduce the heat

generated in the fuel from fission.

Four channels of Reactor Vessel Water level--Low,
Level 3 function, with two channels in each trip
system, are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
single failure will preclude a scram from this
function on a valid signal . Each trip system operates
on a one-out-of-two trip logic. The Reactor Vessel
Water Level--Low, level 3 signal is initiated from
nonindicating-type differential pressure transmitters

(continued) |

O'(/ (continued) l,
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 that sense the difference between the pressure due
(continued) to a constant reference column of water ar<' the

pressure due to the actual water level in ti.e vessel.

Cables from these transmitters are routed to the
associated differential pressure-indicating switches
(trip units) located in the main control room. The
transmitters are arranged on two sets of taps. Two
in rument lines attached to taps on the reactor

one above and one below the water level, are
for the differential pressure measurement for

ch t mitter. The two pairs of lines terminate
outsi e rimary containment and inside the reactor

. - are physically separated from each
J the reactor vessel at widely

separ in : Other systems sense pressure and
lev ame pipes. The physical separation
and gnal ement ensure that no single physical
event ca ent a m due to reactor vessel low
water le f

The Reactor' r Leval--Low, level 3,
.

ALLOWABLE VALUE 11 ecte nsure that, during
normal operation,j se kirts are not
uncovered which peqke ila ' recirculation pumpnet positive suction I) significant
carryunder and, for ansie inv g loss of all
normal feedwater flow, initiation lL ow-pressure
ECCS subsystems at reactor vess | pevelIwill
not be required. -

w
The Reactor Vessel Water Leve -Low, Level 3 trip is
OPERABLE when it satisfies OPERABILITY requirement
items (1), (2), (3), and (4).

5. Reactor Vefsel Water Level--Hich. Level 8

High reactor vessel water level indicates a potential
problem with the feedwater level control system
resulting in the addition of a reactivity associated
with the introduction of a significant amount of
relatively cold feedwater.

Reactor water level trips are initiated from
transmitters arranged on four sets of separated taps.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

/* BASES (continued)

LC0 Four channels of the Reactor Vessel Water Level--
(continued) High, level 8, function with two channels in each trip

system are required to be OPERABLE.to ensure that no
single failure will preclude a scram from this
function on a valid' signal. Each trip system operates
on a one-out-of-two trip logic.

The Reacter Vessel Water Level--High, level 8
LOWABLE VALUE is selected to be the same as the

water / main turbine /HPCS Level 8 trip. [For this

k.
lity, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE-is as

t ow ]
I4 Vessel Water Level--High, Level'8, trip is

LE n it-satisfies OPERABILITY requirement
2), (3),:and (4).

6. Main ;am Iso' mon Valve--Closure

MSI es the loss of the main turbine and
the co ah sink for the Nuclear Steam
Supply Sys d es a need to shut down the
reactor to ce ation.

I
MSIV closure i ated from position
switches.locat on e of ight MSIVs. Each
position switch' actuates tw cts: one inputs to
RPS trip system A, while inputs to RPS trip
system B. Thus each-RP sys em receives an input
from eight MSIV--Closu annels, each consisting of
one position switch. T logic for the MSIV--Closure
functica is arranged such that either the inboard or
outboard valve on three or more of the main steam
lines must close in order for a scrarr to occur. The;

MSIV--Closure ALLOWABLE VALUE. is specified to ensure
that a scram occurs )rior to a significant reduction
in steam flow, there)y reducing the severity of the
subsequent pressure transient.

Sixteen channels of the MSIV--Closure function, with
eight channels in each trip system, are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that no single failure will
preclude the scram from this function-if any three
main steam lines should isolate. -[At this facility,

(continued)

(continued),
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)
_

LC0 the MSIV--Clusure trip is operationally bypassed as
(continued) follows:]

The MSIV--Closure trip is OPERABLE when it satisfies
OPERABILITY requirement items (1), (2), (3), and (4).

7. Drywell Pressure--Hioh

ssure in the drywell could indicate a break in
essure boundary.

Four el ,of Drywell--High function, with two
i trip system, are required to be

e that no single failure will
precl ser rom this function on a valid signal.
Two each containing two sensor channels
arra d in -out-of-two logic, are provided.

High dry p nals are initiated from
pressure t at sense the pressure at
various dif ions the drywell. The
transmitters the is a ated inside the reactor
building but outsi 'th The ALLOWABLE VALUE,

was selected to bl po ble, but not so low
as-to cause spuriou ;Fo s facility, the
basis for ALLOWABLE UE i is f :)

The Drywell Pressure--High trip J . LE when it
satisfies OPERABILITY requiremale) tems (1), (2), (3),
and (4). yp"

8. Scram Discharae Volume Water Level--Hiah

The SDV receives the water displaced by the motion of
the CRD pistons during a reactor scram. A reactor
scram is initiated when the water level has reached a
point high enough to indicate water flow accumulation
in the volume, but the remaining free volume is still
sufficient to accommodate the water from a full core
scram.

SDV water level is measured by two diverse methods.
[For this facility, the basis for the need for diverse
SDV level management is as follows:] The level in
each of the two SDVs is measured by two float-type

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

(9 BASES (continued)
'O

LC0 level switches and two thermal probes for a total of
(continued) eight level- signals. The outputs of these devices are

arranged on separated taps and connected logically so
that there is a signal from a level switch and thermal
probe in each RPS logic channel.

Eight channels _ (four of each type) of Scram Discharge
olume Water Level--High function, with four channels

of each type) in each trip system, are required
e_0PERABLE to ensure that no single failure will'
lude a scram from this function on a valid signal,

r facility, the basis for ALLOWABLE VALUE is
a -]

4 ' _ . scharge Volume Water Level--High trip is
PERA en it satisfies 0PERABILITY requirement

ite ),(2) ), and (4).

9. T b 0 --

Closure of . SVs hts in the loss of the turbine
p), as a heat s" m ces reactor pressure,.,
i, neutron flu,tv f' transients that must be;
'

limited.-

Eight channels of TSV Closu tion, with four
channels in each trip sys quired to be
OPERABLE to ensure that ngle 'ailure will
preclude a scram from function if any three TSVs
should close. Closure o the TSVs is determined by
measuring the position of each valve. There are two
independent position switches associated with each,

TSV. One of the.two switches inputs to RPS trip
system A, while the other switch inputs to RPS trip
system B. Thus, each RPS trip system receives an
input from four TSV closure channels, each consisting

-of one position switch. The logic for the TSV closure
function is such that three or more TSVs must be
closed to produce a scram. The TSV closure ALLOWABLE
VALUE is selected to be high enough to detect imminent
TSV Closure, thereby reducing the severity of the
subsequent pressure transient.

(continued)

(continued)

J
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

| BASES (continued)

LCO The TSV Closure function is OPERABLE when it satisfies
(continued) OPERABILITY requirement items (1), (2), (3), and (4),

10. Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure. Trin Oil
Pressure--Low

fast closure of the TCV results in the loss of the
tur .e as a heat sink, which produces reacD r

, neutron flux, and heat flux transients that
imited.

' Fast fure of the TCVs is determined by measuring
trd raulic control fluid pressure at each

M ne 3ressure transmitter is associated
with /V, tie signal from each transmitter is
assi . rate RPS logic channel. Two of
these hann rranged in a one-out-of-two logic,
are assi o each p system. The TCV Fast

i

Closure A s. selected high enough to
detect i Closure, but low enough so as
to not gene s tr due to normal system

. pressure fluctua .

I Four channels of. s function with two
channels in each tr re ired to be
OPERABLE to ensure t t no le re will'
precluda a scram from this functio valid signal.

TheTCVFastClosurefunctiond ERAB E when it
satisfies OPERABILITY requirK items (1), (2), (3),
and (4).

11. Eggior Mode Switch--Shutdown Position

The Reactor Mode Switch--Shutdown Position provides-
one signal via the manual scram channels to each of
the RPS trip systems, which are redundant to the
automt. tic protective _ instrumentation channels, and
provides. additional manual reactor trip- capability.
Two channels of Reactor Mode Switch--Shutdown Position,

i with one channel in each trip system, are available
and required to be 0PERABLE, Provision of one

'

OPERABLE channel in each trip system is necessary to
provide a reactor trip. Thus, this function is not

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

( BASES (continued)

LC0 required to meet the single-failure criterion required
(continued) by GDC 21 (Ref. 1).

The reactor mode switch, also bypasses the main steam
isolation, APRM, and IRM trips in some positions. For
these functions, the Reactor Mode Switch has four
channels that are considered part of the affected
rip functions. For example, if the reactor mode

dt
itch i' ails such that the APRM trip channel is

propriately bypassed, but the shutdown position
is still OPERABLE, the APRM channel is considered

e le and the conditions relevant to that
are entered.

ac ode Switch--Shutdown Position trip is
it satisfies OPERABILITY requirement

tems 2), (3), and (4).
.

12.

The M ush- tton switches introduce
signals int RP systems that are redundant
to the auto c instrumentation channels

V and provide n t grip capability. One
manual scram to as an input to each of
the four RPS 1 c ch 1s. r channels are
required to be OPERABLE to hat the function is
not disabled by a single -

ush-button switch
ure, because it is

necessary to actuate a one
in each trip system to e scram.

The Manual Scram trip is OPERABLE when it satisfies
OPERABILITY requirement items (1), (2), (3), and (4).

(For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure RPS instrumentation
X.' ABILITY:]

ar this facility, those required support systems which,
pon their failure, do not cause the RPS instrumentation to
a declared inoperable, and their justification, are as

. allows:]>

(continued)

(continued)
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! RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 [For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
(continued) inoaerability of the RPS instrumentation and whether or not

eaci supported system is declared inoperable are as
follows:] It should be noted that LC0 3.3.1.1 may need to
be augmented with additional Conditions if it is determined
that the RPS provides support to other systems included in
the STS.

s&v
-y

APPLICABILITY 1r 1, following RPS trip functions are required to 1

b4 .ERABL au e the reactor is critical. The trips are
de

.

ak reactor suberitical, which maintains
the 'i nd assists the ECLS and ESF systems in
providing abl nsequences during DBAs.

APRM ow B Simulated THERMAL POWER--High+

APRMFixe(eut_r ; 'High.

APRM Inop -+

'

Reactor Vessel St D 3' --High+

Reactor Vessel Wate < el w, el 3+

Reactor Vessel Water Level--High+

MSly--Closure+
,

Drywell Prest.ure--High*

y Scram Discharyn Volume Water teveb-High+

- Trip Unit
- Float Switch

'

TSV Closure, Trip 011 Pressure--Lnw 2 (40%) RTP*

TSV Fast Closure Trip 011 Pressure--Low > [40%] RTP+

Reactor Mode Switch--Shutdown Position*

Fanual Scram*

(continu.'d),

(continued)

O.
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RPS Instrumentat.an
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY In MODE 2, the following RPS trip functions are required to
(continued) be OPERABLE because the reactor is critical in this mode or-

control rods may be withdrawn and the potential for
criticality exists. The trips are designed to take the_
reactor subcritical, which' maintains the SLs during A00s,
and assists the ECCS and ESF systems in providing acceptable
consequences-during DBAs.

M Neutron Flux--High

1 Inop

7 M ron Flux--High, Setdown_
"

;

Jno "+

Neact sel Steam Dome Pressure--High
'

+
;

Rea Ve 'r Level--Low, Level 3e

Drywel . Hig.

#
Scram Disch V9 Level--High*

Trip Uni p",+-
,

' Float Swite-

Reactor Mode Switch--Shutdow. ion*

Hanual Scram.

In MODE 5, with any control road withdrawn from a core cell
containing one or more fuel assemblies,- the following RPS
trip functions are required to be OPERABLE because in this
mode control rods may be withdrawn and the potential for
criticality evists. The trips are designed to take the
reactor subcrit! cal, which maintains the SLs during A00s,
and assists the ECCS and_ESF systems in providing acceptable
consequences durir.1 DBAs.

IRM Neutron FlLx--High*

IRM Inop*

APRM Neutron Flux--High, Setdown*

(continued)

p (continued)
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RPS Instrumentaticn
B 3.3.1.1

i

BASES (continued)
_

i

APPLICABillTY APRM Inop*

(continued)
'

Scram Discharge Volume Water Level--High*

Trip Unit-

Float Switch-
.

i

Reactor Mode Switch--Shutdown Position+

+ ram

F s fa ty, the RPS Applicability Bases for each
red o re as follows

1. .on

la.
'

1

The cram i uired to be OPECABLE during
MOD he rods may be withdrawn and the
pote ality exists. In MODE 5,
when a

.

ning el has its control rod
withdrawn, s monitoring for and
protection a st d reactivity
excursions. i t FRMsystemandthe
rod pattern co (PCj vide protection
against control d wi ;rawa or (RWE) events
thus the IRMs are not :*?quir

Ib. JAqn J[
1his function is require to be OPERABLE when the

,

IRM Neutron Flux--High function is required to
ensure that appropriate monitoring for protection
against neutron flux excursions is available.

2. Averaae Power Ranoe Moniton

2a. Neutron Flux--Hlah. Setdown

The APRM Neutron flux--High, Setdown function is I

required to be OPEPABLE during MODE 2, as well as
during MODE 5 with control reds withdrawn from a l

core cell containing one or more duel assemblies
because the potential for criticality exists
and there is , need for functions that monitor

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY neutron flux ranges that can terminate reactivity
(continued) e.cursions. In MODE 1, the APRM Neutron*

Flux--High function provides protection against
rcactivity transients and the RPC protects
ag. Inst RWEs. Thus the APRM Neutron Flux--High,
Setdown trip is not required.

e 2b. Flow Biased Simulated Thermal Power--High

h@hHighfunctionisrequiredtobeOPERABLEinThe APRM Flow Biased Simulated Thermal Power--c
8k( p3 MODE 1 when there is the possibility of generat-

%..W4?gy$@ excessive thermal power and potentiall.yif%F x ing the SL applicable to high pressure and

(Mdcoreit]owconditions(LCO2.1.2).k % d 5 pother IRM and APRM functions paovide
During MODES 2

' t.ection for fuel cladding intecrity and the-

FlowJiased Simulated Thermal Power trip is
$c40t rpagt _ h

2c. f Flux--flich
. %W A '

Os TheAPNfixe $tig) Flux--Highfunctionis
requir M tof ERAllA in MODE 1 where the
potential cefi ,the analyzed transients
could res t in t ' SLs hg., MCPR and reactor
vessel pressure) bein ed. Although the
APRM Fixed Neutron F1

__ function is assumed
in the CROA analysts twhich s applicable in
MODE 2, the APRM ron Flux--High, Setdown
function conservat vely bounds the assumed trip
and together with the IRM trips provide adequate
protection. Therefore, the APRM Fixed Neutron
Flux--High function is not required in MODE 2.

2d. laqn

This function is required to be OPERABLE in the
MODES where the APRM functions are required.
These Applicability requirements have been
previously discussed in functions 2a, 2b, and 2c.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY 3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure--{{lgh
(continued)

Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure--High function
channels are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2
when the RCS is pressurized and the potential for
pressure transients exists.

4. Ren?r Vessel Water Level--Low. Level 3

ssel Water Level--Low, level 3, function is
quire n MODES 1 and 2 because considerable energy

i . exist t RCS, which could result in limiting
N ts 3 accidents. ECCS initiations at low

e i Low, level 3, provide sufficient
protep J r el transients in all cther MODES.

ReachVesNS. er Level--Hiah. Level 8
,.11W %

Reactor Vessel F. 1--High, level 8, function is
required ih. $ se high energy exists in the
RCS which co 'in limiting transients and
accidents. In H i the. , generation rate is low
enough that the o' di am functions provide

gAsufficient protec n

ec
6. Main Steam Isoistion Taltq--Mosure;

MSIV--Closure function channels
'

ed to be
OPERABLE in MODE 1. InMODE26 heat generation is
low enough that the other divese scram functions
provide sufficient protection."

7. Drywell Pressure--Hiah

Drywell Pressure--High function is required in MODES I
and 2 when primary containment is required to be
OPERABLE because considerable energy exists in the
RCS, which could result in limiting transients and
accidents.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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RPS Instrumentation
B 4.3.1.1

p
BASES (continued)

i APPLICABILITY 8. Scram Discharae Volume Water Level--Hiah
(continued)

The Scram Discharge Volume Water Level--High function
is required in MODES 1 and 2 and in MODE 5 when one or
more control rods are withdrawn from cells that
contain one or more fuel assemblies.

9.. The Turbine St3D Valse Closure. Trio GiL
essure--Low

T Closure trip is required, consistent with analys'is
mp ions, whenever the THERMAL POWER is<

'

4 TP. Automatic bypass of this trip function..

e ' urbine first-stage pressure value
le 40]% RTP is provided

o THERMAL POWER < [ Dome Pressure--High andactor Vessel Steam4
* he N Flux--High functions are adequate to
mai the n ' sary safety margins.

10. IEb
mI i The TCV Fas os unction is required to beO OPERABLE co th~ analysis, whenever the

Thermal Power a '

}TP #| e basis for the
setpoint of th' auto .ic by .s is identical to that
describedfortheTSVclosurg$

pff9
11. Reactor Mode Switch--She 7 Pos tion

The Reactor Mode Switch Shutdown Position function is
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2, and in
MODE 5 when one or more control rods are withdrawn
from cells that contain one or more fuel assemblies.

12. Manual Scram

Manual Scram channels are required to be OPERABLE in
; MODES 1 and 2, ani in MODE 5 when one or more control
| rods are withdrawi from cells that contain one or more

fuel assemblies.

A Note has been added to provide clarification that for this
LCO each function specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1 shall be
treated as an independent entity with an independent
Completion Time.

O
C/ (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS In order for a facility to tde credit for topical reports
as the basis for justifying Completion Times, topical report
should be supported by an NRC staff Safety Evaluation Report
(SER) that establishes the acceptability of the topical
report for that facility.

A protection function channel is inoperable when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function.

,

These
~

~ a are outlined for each function in the LCO
sect ' |6f bases. The most common causes of channel
i abilit "are outright failure or drift of the bistable

ci*vocess le sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed
by

% pl # spec 4hcsetpointanalysis.
;iLW Nf%

Typically, M 4cift found to be small and results in a
delayofac$ahtten r than a total 1 css of function.
Determination of int drift is generally made during the
performance of a . ANNEL F TIONAL TEST when the process
instrument is t

specification. K up tment to bring it within
I,f 4 etpoint is less conservative

than the ALLOWABLF YTable J.3.1.1-1, the channel
must be declared inope imm ly, and the appropriate
ConditionsfromTable} '1.1. p entered immediately.

/ %
in the event a channel's W1 s % in ,,found non-
conservative with respect to the M10WA | .ALUE, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, si
or bistable is found inoperable,gnal p

g electronics,
then,. ted functions

provided oy that channel must be des d inoperable and the
LC0 Condition entered for the partipular protection function
affected.

Condition _6
*

Condition A applies to each of the RPS trip functions in
Table 3.3.1.1-1 for a single channel failure.

iki

This is the preferred action because it restores full
functional capability of the RPS. Reference 7 provides an
acceptable basis for the RPS instrumentation 12-hour
Completion Time.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

O BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Ljt

(continued)
If one RPS channel is inoperable in one or more ? unctions,
startup or power operation is allowed to coctinue, provided
the inoperable channel (s) are tri) ped. The provision of
four trip channels allows one or aoth channels of a trip
system to be tripped during operations, placing the RPS in a
on .ut-of-two coincidence logic in the OPERABLE trip

% his i cceptable from an accident analysis standroint;
# howe it poor operating practice. With one channel in
k rt 1 t is at risk that a single random failure will
NW rip and unnecessarily challenge plant

safe em The 12-hour Com)1etion Time to tri) the
ch evaluated and t1e reliability of tie system
sho to b table with a failed, but not tripped,
channel ~ 12-hoy interval (Ref. 7).

If a chan p system becomes inoperable when one
or more ch e opp ite system are already in trip,

A Note has been d
~

. in trip will cause a scram.placing the inop ec.

O e that Required Action A.2
is not intended f ,scr 4 In this case, if A.1
cannot be met in 12 s, en shutdown track of
Condition C is requi ed. -

,

[ Plant-specific TS will include - s' ion of the MSIV
closure trip, IRM trips, TSV re trip, and reactor mode
switch trip as related to C ion A.]

Condition B

Condition B applies to multiple channel failures in all RPS
functions. It ensures that trip capability is maintained in
each trip system by restoring functions to OPERABLE status
or it requires inoperable channels to be placed in trip.
With more than one channel inoperable for any RPS function,
either by itself or together with single channel failures in

,

other RPS functions, the RPS may not be capable ofl

performing its intended function.
;

(continued)

(continued)

m
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS JL1
(continued)

In this Required Action, " ensure" allows the operator time
to evaluate, repair, or trip channels within I hour. Unless
the function is manual scram or reactor mode switch,
" Maintains trip capability" refers to the ability to provido
automatic scram for each function using combinations of
OPERABLE tripped channels without having to also account
for si ilure. For a four-channel function, this would
on1 e OFCRABLE (or tripped) channel in each trip
s :P -specific TS will include discussion on MSly.

c ire, nd. V closure trip logics to explain.,

"M p 111ty" means not required to meet the
sing' r

, n.]
The Comp 1 hour is sufficient for plant
operationsferso take corrective action before taking
Reouired Actio , ,.

EA 95 ,w
-

Required Action B.2 en the ' oincident logic is
t restored to one trip s mw urs. This action

limits the time the RP c c ny function wouldi

not accommodate single fa
.

t system (e g.,
one-out-of-one and one-out f-one rang t for typical

four-channel function). The reduced re' y of this
logic arrangement was not evaluated i e 7 for the
12-hour Completion Time. Within th our a lowance, each
function shall have all required c is either OPERABLE or
in trip (or in any combination) in one trip system. This
provides a level of RPS reliability equivalent to the
12-hour Completion Time for Con 9 tion A, which was evaluated4

and found acceptable in Reference 7. If compliance with
both Required Action B.1 and Required Action B.2 requires
channels and trip systems to be in trip, the trip system
with the most inoperable channels shall be placed in trip
or, alternatively, all the inoperative channels in that trip
system shall be placed in trip. If this action would result
in a scram then the Required Actions cannot be met. It is
permissible to place the other trip system or its inoperable

i channels in trip. [ Plant-specific TS to include a
discussion of the context of this senterce for MSIV closure,
IRM, and TSV closure trip functions.]

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
; 8 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition.G
(continued)

Condition C applies to all RPS instrumentation functions.

This Required Action directs entry into all remaining
Conditions. When any Required Action of Condition A or B is
not met and the associated Completion Time has expired, the-
a able Condition from Table 3.3.1.1-1 must be entered <

_

function. The applicable Condition specified in
'

is function and MODE dependent and may change as
e Re red Action of a arevious Condition is completed.

Each inoperable clannel has not met Required
dition A or B, as applicable, and the
tion ilme has expired, Condition C will be

enter th hannel.

Condr ion

Conditio a rbine Stop Valve Closure, Trip 011 ,

!Pressure- L no Control Valve fast Closure, Trip
011 Pressur tion

k* ;

Iftherequirednumq ne e not restored to
OPERABLE datus or p ced i ri) in the allowed
Completion Time, the plant must d in a MODE or other
specified cendition in which th not apply. The
2-hour Completion Time is ba operating experience
related to controlled reduct in power and the time needed
to reach the specified condit on from full power in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

[.pndition E

Condition E applies to APRM Flow Biased Simulated Thermal
Power--High; APRM Fixed Neutron Flux--High; Reactor Vessel
Water Level--High, level 8; and Main Steam isolation

.

Valve--Closure functions.

Ed

if the required number of channels are not restored to
OPERABLE status or placed in tria within the allowed
Completion Time, the plant must se placed in a MODE or other

(continued)O ---

d (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
8 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS specified condition in which the LCO does not apply. The
(continued) 6-hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating

experience related to a controlled reduction of power and
the time necessary to reach MODE 2 in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

Condition f

Condi plies to IRM Neutron Flux--High (MODE 2);
I 2); APRM Neutron Flux--High, Setdown *

); inop (MODES 1, 2); Reactor Vessel Steam Dome
ES 1, 2); Reactor Vessel Wateri

-La4 e ( (MODES 1, 2); Drywell Pressure--High
sure--

le
(M0 htP2
Unitandfld)*<

scharge Volume Water Level--High (Trip
it (MODES 1, 2); Reactor Mode Switch--

Shutdown Wei11 S 1, 2); and Manual Scram (MODES 1,
2) functiof,s.

e
f_d

if the required annel are not restored to
OPERABLE status or p1 nt hin the allowed
Completion Time, the p m ed in a MODE or other
specified condition in i C s not apply. The
12-hour Completion Time i op ing experience
related to controlled red ion powe the time
necessary to reach MODE 3 in an order 1 r and without
challenging plant systems. j
Condition G <

ConditionGepp1|*stoIRMNeutronFlux--High(MODE 5(*));
i IRMInop*)() MODE 5

); APRM Neu r
(MODE 5 ; APRM Inop (MODE 5[*)on Flux--High, Setdown

);ScramDischargeVolu0
|

WaterLevel--High(TripUnitandFloatSwitch)fMODE5');,

| Reactor Mode Switch-- ); and
Manual Scram (MODE 5(,qhutdown Position (MODE 5'

).
l

! (continued)

(continued)

(a)With any control rod withdrawn from a core cell containing one or more
fuel assemblies.

|

1 O
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RPS Instrumentation I

B 3.3.1.1 :

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS ftd
(continued)

If the required number of channels are not restored to
OPERABLE status or placed in trip within the allowed
Completion Time, the plant must be placed in a MODE or other
specified condition in which the LCO does not apply. This
is done by immediately inserting all insertable control rods
i e cells containing one or more fuel assemblies.

st continue until all such control rods are fully

; plicable to each one of the RPS functions
pres n 3.3.3.1-1.

Req ed 1.1 verifies that all required support
features ciated i the other redundant channel (s) are
OPERABL hi tion Time of I hour. The specified
Completi icient for plant operations personnel
to make th ton. f verification determines loss
of functional c 1 .0.3 must be immediately
entered. Howeve feature LCO or RPS LC0

s takes into consi f-function situation,
then LCO 3.0.3 may ered.

'&SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular R ' ction are found in the SRs
REQUIREMENTS column of Table 3.3.1.1-1, hat function. Mostc

functions are subject to CHA iEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST, and CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

In order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
as the basis for justifying Surveillance Frequencies,
topical reports should be supported by an NRC staff SER that
establishes the acceptability of the topical report for that
facility.

(continued)

! (continued)

:

O
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RPS Instrumentation
'

B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE Note 2 has been added to the SRs in this LCO to provide that
REQUIREMENTS a channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to

(continued) 6 hours for required surveillance without placing the trip
system in trip provided at least one OPERABLE channel in the
same trip system is monitoring that parameter. This Note is
based on the RPS reliability analysis (Ref. 7) assumption
that 6 hours is the average time required to perform channel
surveill e. That analysis demonstrated that the 6-hour
testi le nce does not significantly reduce the
pro /* t the RPS will trip when necessary.

I s not ta le to routinely remove channels from
se tpg kn 6 hours to perform required
surv W M e sSuch a practice would be contrary to

'

the assumpt ft eliability analyses that justified
LC0Compigt 9 hest

yWLs

L.<hS_R 3.3.1.1.1 g
g,

Performanceofk, CK once every 12 hours ensures
^

that a gross fail rumen tion has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a com on o parameter indicated on
one channel to the sam ra ther channels, it is
based on the assumptio h um , channels monitoring
the same parameter should .ox y the same value.
Significant deviations be een t wo ument channels
could be an indication of excessive ins drift on one
of the channels or even something mor CHANNEL,

CHECK will detect gross channel fai thus, it is the key
to verifying that the instrumentat continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CAllB TION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal-processing
equipment ha: drifted outside its limit. If the channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale during times when surveillances are required, the
CHANNEL CHECK will verify only that they are off scale in
the same direction. Off scale low current-loop channels are
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE The Surveillance Frequency, about once every shift, is based
REQUIREMENTS on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of

(continued) channel failure. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
ensures that undetected outright channel failure is limited
to 12 hours. Since the probability of two random failures
in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is low, the
CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective
fu ion due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL

uppitments less formal, but more frequent, checks of
- PERABILITY during normal operational use of the
, ispla associated with the channels required by the LCO.

in , ,1. %
iW

To en a APRMs are accurately indicating the true
corgj , the APRMs are calibrated to reactor
power alc from a heat balance. (LCO 3.2.4 ensures
that APRM points adjusted such that MAXIMUM FRACTION
OF L dIT4p* POW Y (MFLPD) is less than or equal to
fractiondfJ ordance with the CORE OPERATING
LIMITS REP 0 F , r th plant, LCO 3.2.4 allows the
APRMs to be read ea n actual THERMAL POWER to

rx compensate for 1c ize tking. When this
adjustment is mat i for the APRMs to
indicate within 2% u power is modified to
require the APRMs t ndica ' wit % RTP of calculated
MFLPD.) The frequency of once p s is based on minor
changes in LPRM sensitivity, wh affect the APRM

calibrations). reading between performances g#.3.3. 8 (LPRM
%j

A Note is provided that requires performance of the SR only
at 2 25% RTP because it is difficult to accurately determine
core THERMAL POWER from a heat balance. [For this facility,

accurate measurement of core THERMAL POWER at 1 25% RTP is
based on the following:]

[For this f acility, the bases for possible calibration
errors below 25% RTP and how RPS capability is maintained in
spite of these errors, are as follows:)

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

I

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The APRM Flow Blased Simulated Thermal Power--High function
uses the recirculation loop drive flows to vary the trip
setpoint. This SR ensures that the flow signal used to vary
the setpoint is appropriately calibrated and therefore will
accurately reflect the required setpoint as a function of
flow. ,

(Fo ity, the basis for the 7-day SR frequency is
a ows:]

;

A CHANNEL NA ST is performed every 7 days on the
IRM and equired in MODE 2 to ensure that the

I entire ch el form its function when required. A
test frequenc days ides an acceptable level of
system average' ava over the surveillance test
interval.

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL erif e function of the trip,
interlock, and alarm f io hannel. The test
inserts a simulated or t na close to the sensor
as practicable and verifit d interlocks, and
alarms function when the ' ut 1 'eyon trip point,
Where the design has made provisions f ding sensorsi

in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the 1 shall be
inserted at that point. 'As found "as eft" values for
bistable trip setpoints are recor ' Bistable setpoints
must be found within the ALLOWABLE ALUES specified in the
LCO. The difference between the current "as found" and the
previous "as left" setpoints must be within the drift
allowance used in the setpoint analysis. Recalibration of
the bistable setpoint restores the OPERABILITY of an
otherwise functional component that does not meat these
criteria. However, repeated failures of the same channel
over a small number of test intervals should be evaluated as
potentially indicating a deterministic failure that cannot
be corrected by recalibration,

if, during the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the associated trip
setting is discovered to be less conservative than the
ALLOWABLE VALUE specified in Table 3.3.1.1-1, the channel
must be declared inoperable. The frequency of SR 3.3.1.1.4

(continued)

(continued)i
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

O BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE allows entry into MODE 2 from MODE 1 since testing of the
i REQUIREMENTS MODE 2-required IRM and APRM functions cannot be performed

(continued) in MODE 1 without utilizing jumpers or lifted leads or
moveable links. The SR must be performed within 12 hours
after entering MODE 2 from MODE 1. Twelve hours is based on

1 operating experience ano in consideration of providing a
reasonable time in which to complete the SR.

N N 3.1.1.5
eg 3

%[$veseMbljeskto,,gmsure that the entire channel will perform
A CHAN FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 7 days on IRM
and t furstions required in MODE 5 with any control rod
witMPeWn,fWhat a core cell containing one or more fuel

its function w % required. A Frequency of 7 days provides
an assepttbleJavel of system average availability over the
surveillancettest interval.

kd
A CHANNEQ'FtlNCT ,hT verifies the function of the trip ,"interlock, . et3 1(Wnctions of the channel. The CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL M 6est basis was previously discussed in

Np 4gSR 3.3.1.1.4.

SR 3.3.1.1.6 an IM 1h.
The overlap between s IR hbequiredtobe
demonstrated to ensure that react

'

er will not be
increased into a region without.. neutron fiux
indication. This is require 4 time the transition from
SRMs to IRMs is made. The ap between IRMs and APRMs is
of concern when reducing power into the IRM range. On power
increases, the system design will prevent further increases
(initiates a rod block) if adequate overlap is not,

maintained. :For this facility, the 7-day Frequency basis
for SR 3.3.1.3.7 is as follows:)

SR 3.3.1.1.8

LPRM gain settings are determined from the local flux:

| profiles measured by the transversing incore probe (TIP).
'

This establishes the relative local flux profile for
appropriate representative input to the APRM system. The
1000 MWD /T Surveillance Frequency is based on LPRMi

sensitivity changes.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

|
SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.9

| REQUIREMENTS

(continued) A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 92 days to
ensure the entire channel will nerforra its function when
required. The Surveillance Frequency is based on a
reliability analysis of Reference 7.

| A CHANNEL 4f,UNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the trip,
| interl ' ), d alarm functions of the channel. The CHANNEL

FUNCI T SR basis was discussed in SR 3.3.1.1.'

,k A

T CHANNEL CTIONAL TEST for the APRM Flow Biased,

Si etet mar $swer--High function includes testing the
turb skfi t-dpdelj essure bypass channels. [Forthis
fvility, thepstrveiT|hpcetestacceptancecriteriaareas
c' lows:)qijp S y yf

~

3.3.1.1.101)yad
.

ISR

The calibratio f bi bip units consists of a test to
determine the actbb1"tfip/setpoints, and recalibration of
the setpoint may be necessary to; ure that it remains more
conservative than the g oint? 'th ALLOWABLE VALUEspecified in Table 3.3.141-10 chtenel must be declared
inoperable if the settingde di towere'd
conservative than the ALLOWABLE VRUE. (%Q be lessWthetripsetting
is discovered to be less conservative then! accounted for in
the appropriate setpoint methodology betjMs%t beyond the
ALLOWABLE VALUE, the channel is stilf c6nside' red OPERABLE.
Undertheseconditions,thesetpoinpsustbereadjustedto
be more conservative than accounted for in the appropriate
plant-specific setpoint methodology.

The Surveillance Frequency of every 92 days for
SR 3.3.1.1.10 is based on the assumptions of the reliability
analyses (Ref. 7). SR 3.3.1.1.9 and SR 3.3.1.1.10 are often
performed simultaneously using a common procedure.

SR 3.3.1.1.11

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 184 days for APRM
trip functions except for APRM Inop. The 184-day assumption
is made in the determination of the magnitude of equipment
drift in the setpoint analyses. This test is a complete
check of the instrument channel, excluding the sensor.

(continued)

| (continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

SURVFILLANCE The test verifies the channel responds to measured parameter
REQVIREMENTS values with the necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL

(continued) CAllBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to account for
instrument drift between successive tests, to ensure that
the instrument channel remains operational with the setpoint
within the assumptions of the plant-specific s.; point
analysis. Transmitter "as found* and "as left' values are
re ed and used to verify drift assumptions. For OPERABLE

, CHANNEL CAllBRATION shall find that measurement
d bistable setpoint errors are within the

ssum ns of the plant-specific setpoint analysis.
Mea nt nd setpoint error determination and

.

!

st be performed consistent with the
e plant-specific setpoint analysis.

koresOPERABillTYofanotherwiseRec
func onal nent found to have errors larger than
assumed typ e setp analysis. However, repeated
failures q th nel over a relatively small number
of test in e considered as potentially
indicating tic pilure that cannot be corrected.

by recalibration -

,

ishiedu)ontheassumptionof*

The Surveillance e s
an 18-month calibra a''.4 t1e determination of the
magnitude of equipm dri n tM!ytpoint analysis.

Neutron detectors are excluded EL CAllBRATION
because of the difficulty of ating a meaningful signal.,

| Changesindetectorsensitiv( 'are compensated for by
performing the 7-day calorime ric calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.2)

' and the 1000 MWD /T LPRM calibration against TlPs
| (SR3.3.1.1.8).

M 3.3.1.1.12

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 18 months to
ensure that the entire channel will perform its intended
function when needed. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies
the function of the trip, interlock, and alarm functions of
the channel. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST SR testing basis
was previously discussed in SR 3.3.1.1.4. The Surveillance
Frequency was developed considering it is prudent that these
surveillances be performed only during a plant outage,

j (continued)

(continued)
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE This is due to the plant conditions needed to perform the
REQUIREMENTS surveillance and the potential for unplanned transients if

(continued) the surveillance is performed with the reactor at power.
0)erating experience has shown these components usually pass
tie surveillance when performed at the 18-month frequency.

SR 3.3.1.1.13
J

A CHA . CALIBRATION is performed overy 18 months, or
appr telr at every refueling. The Surveillance
Frel cy is based on the assumption of an 18-month
cW rationMaterval in the determination of the magnitude
of 'syt#driftgp the setpoint analysis,

ep #f a
CHANNEL CAllMATION Tha complete check of the instrument
channel incivdingathe* detector. The CHANNEL CAllBRATION SR
testing basis was:presiously discussed in SR 3.3.1.1.11.
Field transmitters >may be calibrated in place, removed and

calibrated in a labordsty',M,% replaced with an equivalent,
'

laboratory-calibrate $yedt
'

y y
A Note has been added fthe n detectors may be
excluded from the CHANT CAL ecause a ineaningful
calibration signal cann r be rated. The

lect $n'iar $ librated in the
actectors are fission cha
laboratory. The lifetime f the determined by
the Environmental Qualification Program.4 elector will
be periodically replaced based on thi d mined
lifetime. Detector failure causes. loss of signal
rather than drift to wrong indicatign'.' Changes in detector
sensitivity are compensated for by performing the 7-day
calorimetric calibration (SR 3.3.1.1.2) and the 1000 MWD /T
LPRM calibration against TIPS (SR 3.3.1.1.8).

IR 3.3.1.1.14

The APRM Flow Biased Simulated THERMAL POWER--High function
uses an electronic filter circuit to generate a signal
proportional to the core THERMAL POWER from the APRM neutron
flux signal. This filter circuit is representative of the
fuel heat transfer dynamics that produce the relationship
between the neutron flux and the core THERMAL POWER. The
filter time constarit must be verified to ensure that the
channel is accurately reflecting the desired parameter.

(continued)
|

(continued) |

|
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE [For this facility, the Surveillance frequency is based on
REQUIREMENTS the following:]

(continued)
SR 3.3.1.1.15

Performance of a LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates
the OPERABILITY of the required logic for a specific
ch 1. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST tests all logic

ts (i.e., all relays and contacts, all trip units,
telogicelements,etc.)ofalogiccircuit,from

ensor to the actuated device. The functional testing of
,contr od! in LCO 3.1.3, and of SDV vent and drain

3.1.8, overlaps this test to provide complete
n asurement safety function.

The requency was developed considering it is
pru t th se surveillances be performed only during a
plant ou This ue to the plant conditions needed to
perform s and the potential for unplanned
transient , 11ance is performed with the reactor
at power. xperi ce has shown that these

p components usual ss t veillance when performed at
ithe 18-month Fre cy (.

SR 3.3.1.1.16 ,

;

This SR ensures that scrams initi |(rom the Turbine Stop |

Valve Closure and Turbine ContrpFMlWfast Closure, Trip
011 Pressure--Low functions wi W not be* inadvertently
bypassed when at > 40% RTP. *tif"by)assed, the affected
functions must be declared inoperaale and the appropriate
Required Actions taken, or, alternatively, the bypass
channel can be pitced in the conservative condition
(nonbypass), if placed in the nonbypass conJition, this SR
is met and no additional actions are required.

[For this facility, the basis for the 18-month Surveillance
Frequency is as follows:)

(continued)

(continued)

O
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RPS Instrumentaticn
B 3.3.1.1

BASES (continued)
,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.1.1.17
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR ensures that the channel actuation response times
are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the
accident analysis. Individual component response times are
not modeled in the analyses. The analyses model the
overall, or total, elapsed time from the point at which the
parameterexceeds the analytical limit at the sensor to the
point g fed insertion. This test may be performed in one
measwie(sent' 'in overlapping segments, with verification
thatia11 com ents are tested. The response time limits
ait specift in Reference 6.f

% an7 JA
A Noteite/theatervet11ance indicates that neutron detectors
may be exci dedffrom S RESPONSE TIME testing. This Note

appropriat'$bethse:e detectM nput signal.Slow changes in detectsr
is necessa the difficulty of generating an

sensitivity arocgeepensate < performing the daily
calorimetric chlibra 3.1.1.2 and the LPRM,

calibration against
.

3.1.1.8. Excluding the
detectors is acce>t 'use tly principles of detector
operation, together wi e cam I ions against heat
balance calculations a | nco Ub rs, usually ensure an
instantaneous response y
Response time tests are con'ucte M n an onth STAGGEREDd
TEST BASIS. This results in the inter een successive
tests of a given channel of n times 1

.

function.
where n is

the number of channels per trip sy n th
Testing of the final actuation dev. in a trip system,
which make up the bulk of the respohse time, is included in
the testing of each channel. Therefore, staggered testing
results in response time verification of these devices every
18 months. The 18-month test frequency is based on plant
operating experience, which shows that random failures of
instrumentation components causing serious time degradation,
but not channel failure, are infrequent occurrences.
Response times cannot be determined at power since equipment
operation is required.

(continued)

|
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RPS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.1

OQ BASES (continued) <

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A. " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants."

2. (Unit Name) FSAR, Section (5, 6, and 15), "[ Title)."

3. (Unit Name), "[ Plant-Specific Setpoint Methodology)."

$d)o,Qitle 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.49,
,

$swironmental Qualification of Electrical Equipment
[iqi 47 I rtant to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants."t

6.MYEtE '9-1971, ' Criteria for Protection
|R&Sys W Nuclear Power Generating Stations,"

Apr 25, 1972.

g(ge** Unit' Mis FSAR, Section (7), "[ Title)."
w i

6.

d)/P
NED* 3085 hnical Specification Improvement7.

al s eactor Protection System,";
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SRM instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.1.2 Source Ranae Monitor (SRM) Instrumentation

BASES . . ,

.
-

-

BACKGROUND The SRMs provide the operator with information relative to
the neutron flux level at very low levels in the core. As
surb the SRM indication is used by the operator to monitor

roach to criticality and to determine when f6ty is achieved. The SRMs are maintained fully
nsert until the count rate is greater than a minimum-

1 allo oug rate (a control-rod block is set at this gg $fbnf . fler SRM overlap with the intermediate range
_

or & , is demonstrated as required by SR 3.3.1.1.6, -

the S (tren . 11y fully withdrawn from the core.
The Ms of the Neutron Monitoring System (NMS)

consists $ofiivecha
1s. Each of the SRM channels can be

bypassed \ene by the operation of a bypass
switch. EaW
physically pes

. cludes one detector that can be
in th core. Each detector assembly

consists of a mi re n chamber with associatedO cabling, signal- . iti pment, and electronics
associated with he v S Mnctions, including
indication, alarm, *t o 1-ro(ploc ks . This LC0
specifies OPERABILITY requi inentstinly for the monitoring
and indication functions of the S %The signal-
conditioning equipment converts, nt pulses from the
fission chamber to analog DC .cd nts tiat correspond to the
count rate. q/

During refueling, shutdown, and low-power oporations, the
primary indication of neutron flux levels is provided by the
SRMs or special movable detectors connected to the normal
SRM circuits. The SRMs provide monitoring of reactivity
changes during fuel or control-rod movement and give the
control room operator early indication of unexpected sub-
critical multiplication that could be indicative of an
approach to criticality. When the Reactor Protection System
(RPS) shorting links are removed, the SRMs also previde
added protection against local criticalities by providing an
initiating signal for a noncoincidence reactor scra',i on high
neutron flux. However, the SRM instrumentation is

(continued)
__

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND electrically independent of the RPS and as such the SRM
(continued) instruments are not listed as functions in Table 3.3.1.1-1,

* Reactor Protection System Instrumentation."

_

APPLICABLE Prevention and nitigation of prompt reactivity excursions
SAFETY ANALYSIS during refueling and low-power operation is provided by

LCO 3.9;b?Refaeling Interlocks;* LCO 3.1.1, " Shutdown
Mar ing?"LC0 3.3.1.1, "RPS Instrumentation," IRM and APRM
ncy fen flu (Mgh trip functions; and LCO 3.3.2.1, " Control
Rb5 Block instrumeptation."

' ' w. ' /?:.

The SMsfer'ovidelt$only on-scale monitoring of neutron
flux levels 4hring stirtup and refueling, and provide added

protecticp(stPah)j are' inst reactivity excursions when the
aga

RPS shorting links removed.

The SRM Instru aticarsN[ofiesCriterion2oftheNRC
Interim Policy 5tuchentffy

_.

V'N#3fg ,4

The LCO requires all ifid)rdYQt

.Rstichierformin[a the source
LC0

range neutron monitoring 'iWito he PERAB.E. Failure
of any of the required cha nels rhriders _ SRM
instrumentation inoperable and reduces. pliabilityof
the rffected function, js;ly %p

p
The LC0 on SRM instrumentation ensisi'6 that each of the
following requirements are met:

1. During startup in MODE 2, (four) of the five SRM
channels are required to be OPERABLE to monitor the
reactor flux level prior to and during control rod

| withdrawal, to monitor subtritical multiplication and
! reactor criticality, and to monitor neutron flux level

and reactor period until the flux level is sufficient
i to maintain the IRM on Range 2 or above. for this'

facility, all but one channel is required in order to
provide a representation of the overall core response
during these periods when reactivity changes are
occurring throughout the core;

(continued)

(continued)
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. SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

BASES (continued)

LCO 2. In MODES 3 and 4, with the reactor shut down, two SRM
(continued) channels provide redundant monitoring of flux levels

in the core; and

3. -In MODE 5. Table 3.3.1.2-1, footnote b, states that
each SRM is not required to be OPERABLE until after
four fuel assemblies have been loaded adjacent to the
SRM in the four locations next to the SRM dry tube and--

i 4( no other fuel assemblies are in the associated core
drant. With four assemblies or fewer loaded around

SRM, even with a control rod withdrawn, the
%g.

. figyration will not be critical.
e core offload, an SRM outside the

fuelg ion 11 no longer be required to be OPERABLE,
sinee, Sapable of monitoring . neutron flux in the

fueledreg'gquadrant.
the core. Thus, CORE ALTERATIONS are

allowed ta ith no OPERABLE SRM in an adjacent
quadrants as ! Table 3.3.1.2-1, footnote d,
requireme t > undles beino loaded or removed are
all in a si reg p containing at least one
OPERABLE SRM are .

4g

In non-spiral ro i two SRMs are required to
be OPERABLE to pro an itoring of reactivity
changes occurring i he r tor . Because of the local
nature of reactivity changes dur ling, adequate
coverage is provided by requir to be OPERABLE in
the quadrant of the reactor here ORE ALTERATIONS are
being performed and the oth M is to be OPERABLE in an
adjacent quadrant. These requirements ensure that the
reactivity of the core will be continuously monitored during
CORE ALTERATIONS.

Special movable detectors according to Table 3.3.1.2-1,
I footnote e, may be used during CORE ALTERATIONS in place of

the normal SRM nuclear detectors. These special detectors
must be connected to the normal SRM circuits in the NMS such
that the applicable neutron flux indication, control-rod
blocks, and scram signal can be generated. These special
detectors provide more flexibility in monitoring reactivity
changes during fuel loading, since they can be positioned
anywhere within the core during refueling. They must still
meet the location requirements of SR 3.3.1.2, and all other
SRs for SRMs.

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

BASES (continued)

LCO Continuous visual indication in the control room is
(continued) implicitly required for OPERABLE monitoring capability.

(For this facility, an OPERABLE SRM, or special movable
detector when used in place of an SRM, constitutes the
following:]

[For thi nfacility, the following support systems are
requi 4

'$ se OPERABLE to ensure SRM or special movable
de 0 gBILITY:]

4
[ _this lity those required sup) ort systems which,

ilurti do not result in tie SRMs or specialup >

mova teqb
justificatise;ges' teas)j

' declared inoperable and their
llows:]

QY &ssj

During MODE 1,h av herrangemonitors(APRMs)APPLICABILITY
provide adequath aget rp.pf reactivity changes in they

core; therefore, the .sf re not required. Furthermore,
the SRMs are off scale $lgh ext )at the lower extreme of
MODE 1. During MODE 24 with . 'tg $ange 2 or above, thet
IRMs provide adequate iWnit,orHg andc$he SRMs are not
required. The SRMs are re p re5fte bf. ERABLE in MODES 2,
3, 4, and 5, prior to the TRMs bs9tig on(%1e on Range 3 to
provide for neutron monitoring. jg
For this LCO, a Note has been addedM$lari y that

Condition A and Condition B shallW'n Times, treated as septrateentities with independent Completio

ACTIONS Conditions A, B, and C apply to SRMs in MODE 2 with IRMs in
,

Range 2 or below. Condition D applies to SRMs in MODE 3
or 4. Condition E applies to SRMs in MODE 5.

Conditions A and B

In MODE 2 with the IRMs on Range 2 or below, SRMs provide
the means of monitoring core reactivity and criticality.
With any number of the required SRMs inoperable, the ability

; to. monitor is degraded. Therefore, a limited time is
1

(continued)

(continued)
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS
.

allowed to restore the inoperable channels to OPERABLE.
(continusd) status.

Providing that at least one SRM remains OPERABLE, Required
Action A.1 allows 4 hours to restore the required SRMs to
OPERABLE status. This is a reasonable time since there is
adequate ca) ability remaining to monitor the core, there is
limipedriscofaneventduringthistime,andsufficient

it,o take corrective actions to restore the required SRMs
- 40Pt ABLE status or to establish alternate IRM monitoring

A 'apabi; ity. During this time, control rod withdrawal and
$ power,? tcrease are not precluded by this Required Action,

m@i}hithe aHility to monitor the core with at least one SRM
W

ay SR13d.edRM Range 3 or greater (with overlap requireddjpg'tj
1 % thereby, exiting the Applicability of this

LC0 igjac$ptaMe for ensurin adequate core monitoring andg
for.c :cw esetinued operat on.

With allfreq'uired,Sigi noperable, Required Action B.1
.

allows n6fposit1.90A es in reactivity (control rod '

withdrawal'ae9%%e diately suspended) due to the lack of
ability to soniterj e ch s. Required Action B.2 allows-
4 hours to restore!sionit, apability prior to requiring

O' control-rodinsen'hfon, J wance is based on the
limited risk of a ng s time, provided that no
control rod withdra sa 11 as well as on the
desire to concentrate effor s on r r, rather than to
immediately shut down, with no ABLE.

(jf!Condition C

In MODE 2, if the minimum number of SRM channels is not
restored to OPERABLE status within the Completion Time, the
reactor is required to be placed in MODE 3. With all

| control rods fully inserted, the core is in its least
reactive state with the most margin to criticality. Twelve

'

hours is a reasonable time, based on operating experience to
reach MODE 3 in an orderly manner and without challenging
plant systems.

Condition D
'

With one or two required SRM channels inoperable in MODES 3
or 4, the neutron flux monitoring capability is degraded or
it may not exist. The requirement to fully insert all
insertable control rods ensures that the reactor will be at

| (continued)

( -(continued)
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SRM instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

BASES (continued)
_

'

ACTIONS its minimum reactivity level while no neutron monitoring
(continued) capability is available. Placing the reactor mode switch in

shutdown prevents subsequent control rod withdrawal by
maintaining a control rod block. The 1-hour Completion Time
is sufficient to accomplish the Required Action and takes
into account the low probability of an event requiring the
SRM occurring during this time.

W ss t ' the required number of OPERABLE SRM channels
g MOD the capability to detect local reactivity

ch e rare during refueling is degraded. CORE
ALTE pagel46 pended, and all insertable control
rods in core W aining one or more fuel assemblies
mustbefg4W'']s

~ probable causes of reactivity changes,
/ Suspending CORE ALTERATIONS

prevents tffe tw
fuel ioading a si6ntrol- ithdrawal, from occurring.
Inserting all4 ert ol rods ensures that the
reactor will be'* 4tg m reactivity, given that fuel
is present in the*co pensi n of CORE ALTERATIONS,

shall not preclude com ion oft movement of a component
to a safe, conservativ ' sitWe (ion must be initiated
and efforts continued res sth ' u'; red SRMs to

~

OPERABLE status. Require p ti
("SRMs

i

thattheConditionoftwo(pequir
.3 rovided to ensure

>erable and the
vessel head removed is not perceived a dition that is
allowed to persist even if operationsf uded. Entry

.

into MODE 5 without the required SRN; annel OPERABLE is
not allowed (see LC0 3.0.4). ImmeW ate action is required
to minimize the time that the plant *is exposed to the risk
of an undetected reactivity increase.

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular SRM function are found in the SRs
REQUIREMENTS column of Table 3.3.1.2-1, for that function.

'

SR 3d.l.2.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A ,

CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. It is
based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring

(continued)

(continued)
1
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SRM In$trumentation
B 3.3.1.2

BASES (continued)

StlRVEILLANCE the same parameter should read approximately the same value.
REQUIREMENT Significant deviations between the two instruant channels

(continued) could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one ,

of the channels or even something more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross thannel failure; thus, it is key to
verifying that the inctrumentation continues to operate
properly between each CHANiiEL CAllBRATION.

#
nt criteria are determined by the plant staff, based '

bination of the channel instrument uncertaintfes,
nelu isolation, indication, and readability. If a

chan is outside the match criteria, it may be an
_ ics %"tthetransmitterorthesignalarocessing
me ts ifted outside its liinit, if tie chantels

are th tch criteria, it is an indication that the
ch *

ABLE.
ty

SR 3.3, '

%y
"

To providb, erage of potential reattivity changes
; in the core %f*t s re ired to be OPERACLE in the -

quadrant where C ALTE S are being performed; the

O. other OPERABLE S _'uste
ire @dibnly during COREadjacent quadrant.Note 1h

states that this'$R is?
ALTERATIONS. This quWhi ce 'i
ensure that SRMs regtfired RABLpareviewofplantlogsto,y r given CORE
ALTERATIONS are in pl.ce. In the that only one SRM is
required to be OPERABLE (Table .3% . , footnote d), only.

theportionofthisSRcovertag{).hefuledregionisrequired. Note 2 clarifies 1ha the three verifications do
not require separate SRMs to be LPERABLE. The 12-hour
Serveillance Frequency is based upon operating experknce in
fuel handling and that the core configuration does not
significantly change in 12 hours. SR 3.3.1.2.2 supplements
operational controls over refueling activities, which
include steps to ensure the LCO required channels ace
OPERABLE.

SR 3. 3.1. 2d

SR 3.3.1.2.3 involves the performance of a CHANiiEL CHECK. A
CHANNEL CHECK basis is discussed in SR 3.3.1.2.1.

The Surveillance Frequency, once every 24 hourt, is based on
operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of more

i

(continued)

[Q (contbued)
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

BASES (continued)
4 ,

1

SUWEldroiCE that, one chann 1 randomly failing within the same t-ne
REINIREMENTS interval. Ttw , this SR ensures that an undetected loss of

(continued) function it enlikely and that loss of redundancy will be
.

identified i, lest than 24 hours.

[For this t.014 tty, the basis for the acceptability of the
24-hour CHANNEt Ciitu in MODES 3 and 4 is as follows:]

SR 3.MEL4
43 %

,vrveII) p is a review of the plant SRM instrume;+
4 ,o ens W th t the SRM reading is greater than a4spdhitduiriimus

detecterstaredadt 'unt rate. This ensures that theng count rates indicative of neutros
flux levelsdritlkin ' core. Verif; cation of the signal-t>
noisc-ratiD;MWeg 's that the detectors are inserted to
a normal 09,01% ofel. The SRM system is designed to
provide a tigndth-noise etio of at least 2:1 and a count
rate of a* 1ra W ! apss 11 control rods fully inserted
prise to irM 101 A\ ion (neutron sources and"

de tectors togethep)'- .
least 4 J ps. [For this

signal-to-noise ratio of 20:1,
the count rate oiust a.
facility, the basis fojt%unt,ftte signal-to-noise ratio
acceptance criterit is h fg] ]* a fully withdrawn
condition,thedotectors4Wi te h removed from the
fueled region of the core to esse iall minate neutronsi

from reac11ng the detector. Any count tained wh|le
fully withdrawn is assumed to be "no

The F"qTMP; takes into account 'iel redundancy and
othte inferia3;oq available in the ,antrol room. When no

roactivity cnonp are in proqt ess, the frequency is relaxed
from 12 hours to it hours.

E8 L 3.1.2,5'

Performance of a CHANNEA. M CTIONAL TEST demonstrates that
te associat0d channel will Nnction properly. SR 3.3.1.2.5
is performed in MODE 5. anti te e 7-day Frequency is to ensure
that the channels are OPERABLE while core reactivity
changes are in progress. Th b 1-day frequency is
rotsonable, based on operating experience and other
surveillances, se h as a CHANNEL CHECK, that provis
assurance of proper functioning atween CHANNEL Fh.W.TIONAL

(continued)
..

(contien 1)
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SRM Instrumentation
B 3.3.1.2

O'

Q BASES (continued)
i

SURVEILLANCE TESTS. [At this facility, the following bist ole functions
REQUIREMENTS are included in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST:)

(continued)
SR 3.3.1.2.6 '

Parformance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates that
the associated channel will function properly. The

.

Su: illance Froouc cy allows entry into he specified
fd ion of the Applicability. The SR must be performed

$ 10 hours of entering MODE 2 with IRMs on Range 2 or
YF)elow the 31-day Frequency is not met, compliance with

'
- SR 3 is equired. The 31-day Frequency is based on >

'

n tence at this facility and on other
il ch as CHANNEL CHECK) that ensure proper

func en CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS. The exception
th .ntering the Applicability with the 31-day =
Fre ifency t is reasonable, based on the limited time
allowed enter the Ap)1icability and the inability
to perf he nce wille at higher power levels.
Although t ce could be performed while on IRM
Range 3, t powey3 level at which the plant would
be expected to ma

ins _tes%'e-stateoperation. In this
[Vs\ event the 12-hou eq

'

. asonable, based on the SRMs
being otherwise if be' ERABLE (i.e.,
satisfactorily perf( .C L CHECK) and the timerequired to perform ;he sur illa

SR 3. LLjl.1 j

Performance of a LHANNEL CALhTION verifies the
performance of the SRM detectors and associated circuitry.
The Frequency considers the unit conditions required to
perform the test, the ease of performing the test, and a
likelihood of a change in the system or component status.

The neutron detectors may be excluded from the CHANNEL
CAllBRATION because they cannot be adjusted. The detectors
are fission chambtrs that are calibrated in the laboratory.
The lifetime of the detector is determined by the
Environmental Qualification Program. The detector will be
periodically replaced based on this predetermined lifetime.
Detector failure causes a total loss of signal rather than a
drift to the wrong indication.

.

REFERENCES None.

13
.__....m
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\ 2
Control Rod Block Instrumentation

,

B 3.3.2.1 j

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.2.1 Control Rod Block Instrumentation
!

BASES
__

BACKGROUND Control rods provide the primary means for control of
reactivity changes. Control rod block instrumentation
includes channel sensors, logic circuitry, load drivers.
#te'$es,andrelaysthataredesignedtoensurethat-

adspeciNod fuel design limits are not exceeded for postulated <

%g? rod wiih,drawal error events.contrj 7 rod block instrumentation enforces specific controlDuring low-power operations, '

4
N wodracejo sdesigned to mitigate the consequences of the4

%eentYo accident
condt cd' ol rod blo(CRDA). During shutdownck instrumentation-inserts
wi M to ensure that all control rods remain
inserted pHent inadvertent criticalities.

Therodhdr er (RWL) supplies a trip signal to
the Rod C50 ormation System (RCIS) to
appropriate' control rod withdrawal during power
operation equal ' gr than the low-power setpoint

f (LPSP). The RWL t ,- either of which canem.
f initiate a contr Jr k . the channel output exceeds's the control rod bl ." rod block logic

circuitry in the RC is a nged ,two redundant &nd .
separate logic circuits. These e s are energized when

control cod movement is allowed 4{ by the use of isolationtput of each logic
circuit is coupled to a comp is
devices in the rod drive co cabinet. The two logic
circuit signals are compared and rod blocks are applied when
either circuit trip signal is present. Control rod
withdrawal is permitted only when the two signals agree.
Each rod block logic circuit receives control rod position
indication from a separate channel of the Rod Position
Information System (RPIS), each with its own control rod
position-indicating probe. Control rod position is the-
primary data input for the RWL. First-stage turbine
pressure is ured to determine reactor power level, with an
LPSP and a high-power setpoint (HPSP) used to determine
allowable control rod withdrawal distances. Below the LPSP,.-

the RWL is automatically bypassed .(Ref.1). Control rod
patterns during startup conditions are controlled by the
operator and the rod pattern controller (RPC) portion of the
RCIS such that only spec'fied control rod sequences and

(continued;

O(b (continued)'
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Control Rod Block-Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND relative positions are allowed over the operating range from
(continued) all control rods inserted to-10%-of RATED THERMAL POWER

(RTP). The sequences effectively limit the potential amount
and rate of reactivity increase during a CRDA. The RPC in
conjunction with the RCIS will initiate control rod
withdrawal and insert blocks when the actual sequence
deviates beyond allowances from the specified sequence. The
RPC det nes the actual sequence-based position indication
for e ol rod. The rod block logic circuitry is the
sam scribea above. The RPC also uses the turbine
f- stage ssure to determine reactor power to
di atica y s the RPC above the LPSP (Ref.1).

With da switch in the shutdown position, a
control roc ra block is applied to all control rods
toensured down condition is maintained. This
function pfevent ertent criticality resulting from
control rod wi wal du MODE 3 or 4, or during MODE 5
when the reac o s' required to be in the
shutdown positib

The trip setpoints use 7the bles are based on safety
analysis analytical li an sented in Reference 2.
The selection of these' i in .s such that adequate
sensor-time delays prote ov when all sensor-
and processing-time delay re t 'n:in count. To allow
for calibration tolerances, instrumenta neertainties,
and instrument drift. ALLOWABLE VAL . ied in
Table 3.3.2.1-1 are conservatively ted ith respect to
the analytical limits. A detailed cription of the
methodology used to calculate the ip setpoints, including
their explicit uncertainties,. is provided in the plant-
specific setpoint calculations (Ref. 5). The actual nominal
block setpoint is normally still more conservative than that
required by the plant-specific setpoint calculations. If
the measured setpoint does not exceed the documented
surveillance test acceptance criteria, the bistable is
considered OPERABLE.

Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will ensure
that safety limits are not violated during anticipated
operational occurrences (A00s) and that the consequences of
accidents will be acceptable, provided the plant is operated
within the LCOs at the onset of the A00 or accident and that
the equipment functions as designed.

(continued)

O
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1,

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The RWL is designed to prevent violation of the safety
i SAFETY ANALYSES limit MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (MCPR) and the cladding

1%-plastic-strain fuel design limit that may result from a
single control rod withdrawal error (RWE) event. -For this

i facility, statistical analysis of RWE events was aerformed
to determine the 'WL response as a function of witidrawal
distance and initial operating conditions. From these
resxnses, the fuel thermal performance as a function of RWL:

ALOlliABLE VALUE was determined. The ALLOWABLE VALUES are
jfchosen?as a function of power level; . based on the specified'

~ 1/1ALLOWKE VALUES, operating limits are established.4

A3;

h*|gThe ML' enfo,n;es the banked position withdrawal sequencei

(BMfS)analysitegensure that the initial conditions of the CRDA'

assuptionbus_ ' jviolated. fin evaluating the CRDA are summarized in
s:are n The analytical methods -and

,

: References}8 5 The BPWS requires that conL'ol rods be moved
; in groups;).0 1 controlxrods assigned to a specific group are
! requiredLto be withkspecified banked positions,

RequiremehtsSthat/thstcontrol rod sequence is in compliance
with BPWS aWspecified in LCO 3.1.7.

wp a
During MODES 3 ad4, and Nbk MDE 5 when the Reactorg

; Mode Switch is req 0ir ,be'i stue shutdown position, the
core is assumed to bii %iticljhtherefore,nopositive+

reactivity insertiori#eventsNare ant yzed. The Reactor Mode
Switch--Shutdown Position control ' iwithdrawal block
ensuras that the reactor remains u' tichtical by blocking
control rod withdrawal, thereWpfeserYing the assumptions
of the safety analysis. %V

,

. Control Rc1 Block Instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of
: the NRC Interim Policy Statement.
;

LC0 The LC0 requires all instrumentation performing the control
rod block function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any'

instrument renders the affected channel inoperable and
reduces the reliability of the affected function.

2

A control rod block instrumentation channel is OPERABLE when
the following conditions are satisfied:

1. All channel components necessary to provide a rod
' block signal are functional and in service;

(continued)-O
V (continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 2. Channel measurement uncertainties are known (via test, '

(continued) analysis, or design information) to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint calculations;

3. Required surveillance testing is current and has
demonstrated performance within each surveillance '

,

test's acceptance criteria; and

4. ciated operational bypass is not enabled
: ept' der the conditions specified by the LCO

plic 'lity statement for the function.

Al[$LR ES ~ provided as a function of power level.
Nominekseth specified in the plant-specific
setpoint c [,ti o The nominal setpoints are selected

texc%s.M, oints measured by CHANNEL FUNCTIONALto ensur
TESTS do ALLOWABLE VALUES. Operation with a
trip setpoint e W conser ve than the nominal tri)
setpoint, but hin ABLE VALUE, is accepta)1e
provided that er esting is consistent with the
assumptions of theb cifict.setpoint calculations.-

Each ALLOWABLE VALUE s1 led 16 b re conservative than the
analytical limit assu in t

.t @instfsment uncertainties
ient and accident

analysis in order to a und i
appropriate to the trip 1:thidt 14 neertainties aredefined in the plant-spec "ic se N,ThF ^int dology.

'

The THERMAL POWER valves specified iri pplicability
for functions la and Ib are expres g as ALL WABLE VALUES
forthefunction'soperationalby@sesandaredetermined
and set in accordance with the above discussion.

The Control Rod Block Instrumentation functions are the Rod
Pattern Control System and the Reactor Mode Switch--Shutdown
Position. These are described below.

1. Eqd fattern Control System

Rod Pattern Controller...

(For this facility, the basis for this instrument
string of the Rod Pattern Control System logic, and
the ALLOWABLE VALUES, are as follows:]-

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

(9 BASES (continued)sj --

LC0 lb. Rod Withdrawal Limiter
(continued)

(For this facility, the basis for the Rod Pattern
Control System logic, and the ALLOWABLE VALUES, are as
follows:]

.

2. Eg. actor Mode Switch--Shutdown Position

nnels are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no
ilure will preclude a rod block in this condition. >

he r or is to be shut down with all control rods
inse in the reactor core when the mode switch is in

sition. To enforce this condition, placing
in the shutdown position initiates a rod

bloc ev a rod withdrawal. This function of the
mo an important role in mitigating an RWE.

[For thi ility se required su) port systems which
upon th ai t result in tie control rod block
instrumen clared inoperable, and their
justificat follog:]

7
(For this facili th support systems areu

( ], required to be 0 ens control rod block
N instrumentation OPE g

_

%

$APPLICABILITY The RWL is assumed to mitigatei e consequences of an RWE
event when operating above 3(f TP. Below this power level,
the consequences of an RWE event will not exceed the safety
limit MCPR, and therefore the RWL is not required to be
OPERABLE.

Compliance with the BPWS, and therefore OPERABILITY of the
RPC, is required in MODES I and 2 when. THERMAL POWER is
s 10% RTP. When THERMAL POWER is > 10% RTP, there is.no
possible control rod configuration that results in a control
rod worth that could exceed the 280 cal /gm fuel-damage limit'
during a CRDA, In MODES 3 and 4, all control rods are

i required to be inserted in the core. In MODE 5, since only
a single control rod can be withdrawn from a core cell
containing fuel assemblies, adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN ensures

(continued)
__

(continued)
13
V
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Control Rod Block instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY that the consequences of a CRDA are acceptable, since the
(continued) reactor will be suberitical.

During shutdown conditions (HODE 3, 4, or 5) no positive
reactivity insertion events are analyzed, because
assumptior,s are that control rod withdrawal blocks are
provided to prevent criticality. Therefore, when the
reactor mode switch is in the shutdown position, the control
rod withdrawal block is required to be OPERABLE. During
M00 06 pithqthe reactor mode switch in the refueling
pgsition, theione-rod-out interlock (LCO 3.9.2) provides the

.

'

regired control pd withdrawal blocks.
N4;17 jfh

" /W yh '

ACTIONS In orer JWPfacility to take credit for Topical Reports
as the basis forhistifying Completion Times, each such
report must be,shpported bycan NRC Staff Safety Evaluation
Report which estaalishpp"theiacceptability of the topicalreport for the fgcilityi g

el i ;lforisoperablewhenitdoesactA protection func
satisfy the OPERABILITyicrite
These criteria are outli6egferfeach*tthe channel's function.function in the LC0
section of the bases. %Theisest commorf(csuses of channel
inoperability are outright failure"or delft of the bistableV

or process module sufficient to exceed $henglerance allowed
by the ;.lant-specific setpoint analysis #Typ$cally the
drift is found to be small and resultsMn a delay of
actuation rather than a total loss %of function.
Determination of setpoint drift is 'enerally made during theg
performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process
instrument is set up for adjustment to bring it within
specification. If the trip setpoint is less conservative
than the ALLOWABLE VALUE in Table 3.3.2.1-1, the channel
must be declared inoperable immediately, and the appropriate
Conditions from Table 3.3.2.1-1 must be entered immediately.

In the event a channel's trip setpoint.is found non-
conservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, signal-processing electronics,
or trip unit is found inoperable, then all affected
functi')ns provided by that channel must be declared
inoperable and the LC0 Condition entered for the particular
function affected.

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation !

B 3.3.2.1 1

BASES (continued)

|

ACTIONS Condition A
(continued)

Condition A applies to the RWL channels. If either RVL
channel is inoperable, the RWL may not be capable of
performing its intended function. In most cases, with an
inoserable channel, the RWL will initiate a control rod
witidrawal block because the two channels will not agree.
To sure erroneous control rod withdrawal does not occur,

#.
r, Required Action A.1 requires that further control

drawals be suspended immediately,

#d Condi nB

k lies-to the RPC cha.anels. If the RPC is
inop ' PC may not be capable of performing its
in .

even though, in most cases, all control
rod ovem6$ 1 be blocked. All control' rod movement
should beste'spended r these conditions until the RPC is
restoredAd' OP tus. This action does not preclude
a reactof g;g PC is not considered inoperable if
individual 't9! s aregbypassed in the Rod Action
Control System s as red by LCO 3.1.3 and
LCO 3,1.6. Unde as ns, continued operation is-pi allowed if the d ient of- control rods is(sj
verified by a second o or or other qualified
member of the techn' al st .per .3.2.1.7.

Alternatively, Required Action s power operation to
continue if the RPC function rformed manually and also
requires a double check of '' manual monitoring by a second
licensed operator or other qualified member of the technical
staff. [At this facility a non-licensed member of the
technical staff must meet-the following criteria to qualify
for performing the double check:]

Condition C

| Condition C applies to reactor mode switch ch'annels. If one
Reactor Mode Switch--Shutdown Position control rod
withdrawal block channel is inoperable, the remaining
OPERABLE channel is adequate to. perform the control rod
withdrawal block function. Required Action C.1 and Requiredj

Action C.2 are consistent with the normal action of an
; OPERABLE reactor mode switch shutdown function. However,

there is no distinction between one and two channels'

(continued)
i (9 (continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

DASES (continued)

ACTIONS inoperable. In both cases (one or both channels
(continued) inoperable), suspend control rod withdrawal immediately, and

immediately fully insert all insertable control rods in core
cells containing one or more fuel assemblies to ensure that.
the core is subcritical with adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN-

assured by LCO 3.1.1.

'

SURVEILLANCE The, particular control rod block function are
REQUIREMENTS f ' n th s column of Table 3.3.2.1-1 for that

tion, a pt functions are subject to CHANNEL CHECK,

CHANNEL.@@FC10M(d .EST, and CHANNEL CALIBRATION.%; ' pf

asthebas1Pf6f.acif''rtotakecreditfortopicalreportsInorderfo6M
yq 'ying Surveillance Frequencies, each

such repo M mustite pported by an NRC Staff Safety

the topical re
# which blishes the acceptability ofEvaluation Rep
t fore ility. The 92-day

Surveillance F
.. M. tified in Reference 4.

SR 3.3.2.1.1. SR 2. adRD 3.3.2.1.3

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL ST hCandRWLare
performed by attempting t th $ a trol rod not in
compliance with the prescribed settience verifying that a
control rod block occurs. The Surveil Trequency allows
entry into conditions specified in t kbility
statement in order to perform the r ed Surveillance if
the 92-day Frequency is not met. * Surveillance
Frequencies are based on reliabili y analysis (Ref. 4). A
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the trip,
interlock, and alarm functions of the channel. The test
inserts a simulated or actual signal as close to the sensor
as practicable and verifies required trip, interlocks, and
alarms function when the input is beyond the trip point.
Where the design has made provisions for includirg sensors
in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test signal shall be
inserted at that point. "As found" and "as left" values
for bistable trip setpoints are recorded. Bistable
setpoints must be found within the ALLOWABLE VALUES
specified in the LCO. The difference between the current
"as found" and the previous "as left" setpoints must be
within the drift allowance used in the setpoint analysis.
Recalibration of the bistable setpoint restores the

(continued)

(continued)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

O BASES (continued)
O

SURVEILLANCE OPERABILITY of an otherwise functional component that does
REQUIREMENTS not meet these criteria. However, repeated failures of the

(continued) same channel over a small number of test intervals should be
evaluated as potentially indicating a deterministic failure
that cannot be corrected by recalibration.

SR 3.3.2.1.4

setpoints are automatically varied as a function of
Two ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified, each within a

speci power range. The power setpoints that
auto al) change the control rod block ALLOWABLE VALUES

d he turbine pressure input to each RWL channel,
oints must be verified periodically to be

less or 1 to the ALLOWABLE VALUES. Because main
tur am flow can affect the LPSP
non ser, for the RWL, the RWL is considered
inoperab th an n turbine bypass valves open. The
Survelli s based on assumptions in the
setpoint luded in the determination of the
trip setpol .

3R 3.3.2.1.5

'L/ The RPC is automati ss en power is above the
LPSP and the RWL is tiva T wer level is.

determined from turbine first-sta sure signals. The
automatic bypass setpoint must d periodically to
be less than or equal to the. BLE ALUE. Because main
turbine bypass steam flow c - fect the LPSP nonconserva-
tively for the RWL, the RWL is considered inoperable with
any main turbine bypass valve open. The Surveillance
Frequency is based on assumptions in the setpoint
methodology included in the determination of the trip
setpoint (Ref. 4).

jiR 3.3.2.1.6
1

l The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST for the Reactor Mode Switch--
'

Shutdown Position control rod withdrawal block is performed
by attempting to withdraw any control rod with the reactor

(continued)

(continued)

(
't)
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Control Rod Block Instrumentation
B 3.3.2.1

,

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE mode switch in the shutdown position and verifying that a
REQUIREMENTS control rod block occurs. The Surveillance Frequency is

(continued) [18] months or 1 hour after the reactor mode switch is in
the shutdown position.

The 18-month Surveillance Frequency was developed
considering it is prudent that the surveillance only be
performed;during a plant outage. This is due to the plant
condithms.tn9eded to perform the surveillance and the

potedial feh)(unplanned plant transients if the surveillancee$g$erformed| ithin the reactor at power.
i Operating

rience Aa shown these components usually pass the
suNeiJlanbeNhysif$erformed at the 18-month frequency.

%MV 97Q
3.3.2.1 d pSR Vgw W &

LC03.1.2indLC0i3/ii7mayrequireindividualcontrolrods
to be bypassed,intRACS to allow insertion of an inoperable
control rod orlecrrectiefi,le (a control rod pattern not in

Fitcompliance with'[BPtfS]h on% ol the, movement of thesethe control rods bypassed inRACS, the RPC will Mot
bypassed control rods.' tie'ensu '3he proper bypassing and
movementofthoseaffechdco l y s, a second licensed
operator or other quallfied+ ' r ofst.he technical staff
must verify the bypassing (ged'm'op^1ficat(teh s performed as

ent these control
rods. [At this facility, the ver i
follows:] Compliance with this SR allodthe. RPC System to
be OPERABLE with these control rod fed $

v

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section (7.6.1.7.3], "[ Title]."

2. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [15.4.2], "[ Title]."

3. NEDE-240ll-P-A-9-US, " General Electrical Standard
Application for Reload Fuel," Supplement for United
States, Section S 2.2.3.1, September 1988.

4. NEDC-30851-P-A, " Technical Specification Improvement
Analysis for BWR control rod block instrumentation,"
October 1988.

5. [ Unit Name], "[ Plant-Specific Setpoint Methodology)."
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

p
! B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.3.1 Post-Accident Monitorino (pAM)' instrumentation

BASES

.

BACKGROUND Indications of plant variables are required by the control
r , operating personnel during accident situations to:

vide information required to permit the operator to.

. . preplanned manual actions to accomplish safe
nt utdown;

3 hether the Reactor Protect 1on System,
er $afety Feature Systems, manually initiated

4 5ms, and other systems important to safety
re p fing their intended functions (i.e.,

rea ty con , core cooling, maintaining Reactor
Co S ) integrity, and maintaining
g ILITY);con

c. Provide in ion. ~ e operators that will enablepi them-to det ne ' tial for a gross breach ofd the barrier et - release (i.e. , fuel
cladding, rea t

'

ure boundary (RCPB),
and contain m and ete e if a gross breach of

'a barrier has occurred; and

4. Provide information re the release of
radioactive materials low for early indication of
the need to initiate action necessary to protect the
public and to obtain an estimate of the magnitude of
any impending threat.

At the start of an accident, it may be difficult for the
operator to determine immediately what accident has occurred
or is occurring and, therefore, to determine the appropriate
response. For this reason, reactor trip and certain other
safety actions (e.g., actuation of the Emergency Core
Cooling System (ECCS), containment isolation, or
depressurization) have been designed to be performed
automatically during the initial stages of an accident.
Instrumentation is also provided to indicate information
about plant variables required to enable the operation of

(continued)

(continued)
G
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND manually-initiated safety systems and other appropriate
(continued) operator actions involving systems important to safety.

Independent of the above tasks, it is important that
operators be informed if the barriers to the release of
radioactive materials are being challenged. Therefore, PAM
instrument ranges are selected so that the instrument will
always belc,n scale. Instruments that are not part of the
PAM S ~kpayprovidelimitedbackupcapability,butthey
may ta ni4he necessary range to track the course of the

6t; coMequently, multiple instruments witha
a apping/Jang may be necessary. It is essential that
de ggep"dit and their magnitude, be identified so
that Wer take actions that are available to.
mitigate t eq es. It is not intended that

'operatorsg _ to prematurely circumvent systems
important o saf 't that they be adequately informed in
order that may planne etions when necessary.

Examples of ser at could threaten safety if
conditions degra of-co ant accidents-(LOCAs),
overpressure transient tic operational occurrences
(A00s) that become acc ts anticipated transients
without scram (ATWS), t rsions that result
in releases of radioactiv events require.

that the operators unders d, w na t time period,
the ability of the barriers to limit r vity release,
i.e., that they understand the potent each of a
barrier or whether an actual brea barrier has
occurred because of an accident i gress.

It is essential that the required instrumentation be capable
of surviving the accident environment in-which it is located
for the length of time its function is required. It is,
therefore, either designed to withstand the accident
environment or to be protected by a local protected
environrnent.

Variables for accident monitoring are selected to provide
the essential information needed by the operator to
determine if the plant safety functions are being performed.
The availability of such instrumentation is impcrtant so
that response to corrective actions can be observed and the
need for, and magnitude of, further actions can be
determined.

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

(N) BASES (continued)
/'

BACKGROUND These essential instruments are identified by plant-specific
(continued) documents (Ref.1) addressing the recommendations of

Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Ref. 2) as required by Supplement 1
to NVREG-0737 (Ref. 3). The instrument channels required to
be OPERABLE by this LCO equate to two classes of parameters
identified during the implementation of Regulatory
Guide 1.97 on a )lant-specific basis as Type A variables and
Caj.egory1varia)les.

g kiwariables are included in this LCO because they
1

//.provi hhe primary information required to permit the- '

J cont roo operator to take specific manually controlled
ha f ~ ich no automatic control is provided and that

te safety systems to accomplish their safety
func for ign Basis Accidents. Primary information
is at is essential for the direct
acc lis 6f the s)ecified saft.y functions; it does
not inc1 Ahose v ales.that are associated with
conting 'ac may also be identified in written
procedure .e list of Type A variables differs
widely amon able A.3.3.1-1 contains no examples of,

n Type A variab e . cept %thosethatmayalsobelongto
(V Category 1. /)

Category 1 variabl ke riables deemed risk
significant because ey ar need 0:

1. Determine whether other s rtant to safety
are performing their in functions;

! 2. Provide information b e operators that will enable
' them to determine the pt,tential for a gross breach of

the barriers to radioactivity re %ase; and

3. Provide information regarding the release of
radioactive materials to allow for early indication of
the need to initiate action necessary to protect the;

public and te obtain an estimate of the magnitude of
any impending threat.

These key variables are identified by plant-specific
Regulatory Guide 1.97 analyses (Ref.1). These analyses
identify the plant-specified Type A variables and provide,

justification for deviating from the NRC-proposed list of
'

Category 1 variables.

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrument 80 :on
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Table 3.3.3.1-1 provides a list of variables typical of
(continued) those identified by plant-specific Regulatory Guide 1.97

analyses. (Table 3.3.5-1 in plant-specific Technical
Specifications should list all Type A and Category I
variables identified by the plant-specific Regulatory
Guide 1.97 analysis, as amended by the NRC's Safety
Evaluation Report.)

Type tegory 1 variables are required to meet
Re e 1.97 Category 1 (Ref. 2) design and
q cati equirements for seismic and environmental

ificat i le-failure criterion, utilization of
*

em d wer, immediately accessible display,
cont ~ re d recording of display.

4fNe specified instrument functionsDiscussed
listed in able $ l-1. These discussions are intended
as examples of t should provided for each function
when the plan ecif,is _. is prepared.

g%r
1. ReactorSteNi$8ik sure

TD .h
Reactor Steam Dom ess /isV Category 1 variable
provided to suppo moa$ ng' RCS integrity and tu
verify operation of Jil(*E t$b T
pressure transmitter 5*'with aW ange" ndependentO to 1500 psig
monitor pressure. Wide-range reco ' are the
primary indication used by the opd uring an

specifically with this portid* stfeifica ton deals
accident. Therefore, the PAM,a

bf the instrument
channel.

2. Reactor Vessel Water level

Reactor Vessel Water Level is a Category 1 variable
provided to support monitoring of core cooling and to
verify operation of the ECCS. Two' sets of water level
indication are necessary to provide sufficient
accuracy over the range required to verify adequate
core cooling. The two ranges are shutdown range and
fuel zone water level, Each range-is measured by a
separate pair of independent transmitters. Both
ranges in each channel are recorded on independent
two-pen recorders. These recorders are the primary
indication used by the operator during an accident.

(continued),

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation i

B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Therefore, the PAM specification deals specifically'
(continued) with this portion of the instrument channel._

The fuel zone and shutdown range water level systems
are calibrated for water density conditions that are
expected-to occur during accident'or shutdown
conditions. These instruments do not provide accurate

< indications during normal operation and are used only-
.

f4 |for plant _ shutdown, startup, or post-accident
j f men,itoring.g

( 3. *1oression Pool Water Level
V , .- a M

W' Suppression Pool Water Level is a Category 1 variable
provided'totdetect a breach in the RCPB -This

dvariable isyalso used to verify and provide long-term
VsurveMlksnee of ECCS function. The wide-range

Suppression Pool ~ Water Level measurement provides the
-

operator sufficient information to assess the status
oft'hoSCP$4n$toassessthestatusofthewater
suppljItokthe,ECCS. The wide-range water level
indicators 7tesHtor the1 suppression pool level from theO centerline ofithe ,ECCS" suction lines to above the top

V of the weirtwallMho widi. range Suppression Pool
Water Level signe1's 'agtrhiqquitted from separate
differential pressure transm14ters and continuously
recorded on two recorders in# Montrol room. These

operatorduringanaccidestr'The)fefore,thePAM
recorders are the primary J a% en used by the-

specification deals specifically with this portion of
the instrument channel.'

4. Drywell Pressure

Drywell Pressure is a Category I variable provided to
detect breach of the RCPB and to verify ECCS functions-
that-operate to maintain RCS integrity. Two;
wide'-range drywell pressure signals are transmitted-
from separate pressure transmitters and continuously
recorded and displayed on two control room recorders.
These recorders are the primary indication used by the
operator during an-accident. Therefore, the-PAM
specification deals specifically with this portion of'

(continued)

(continued)
O
V'
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND the instrument channel. The total response time for
(continued) these pressure monitoring systems is on the order of

1.2 seconds, which is adequate to detect and record
any significant pressure impulses.

5. Primary Containment Area Radiation

Pri y Containment Area Radiation is provided to
'

the potential for significant (high range)
a releases, and to provide release assessment

$p$ or us operators in determining the need to invoke
% site plans. In some BWR containment

14csi % ge imary containment (drywell) andt
M ' ' Ua ment are interconnected through the
suppr po resulting in high radiation in both

7 wing an accident. In these cases,cont
both imar !. ainment and secondary containment
monitors be required to achieve the Category 1
containm are n monitoring function. (At
this facil j ontainment Area Radiation
(High Range? mentation consists of the
following:] f pg

6. Drywell Sumo Leve
. ($ NI)

Drywell Sump Level i a Ca ry table provided
for verification of ECCS functions operate to
maintain RCS integrity. [At thj , ty, Drywell
Sump Level post-accident monitors'consi t of the
following:] %f

7. Drywell Drain Sumo level

Drywell Drain. Sump Level is a Category I variable
provided to detect breach of the RCPB and for
verification and long-term surveillance of ECCS
functions that operate to maintain RCS integrity.
[At this facility, Drywell Drain Sump Level PAM
instrumentation consists of the following:]

8. iEt mary Containment Isolation Valve (PCIV) Position

PCIV Position is provided for verification of
containment integrity.

(continued) I
'

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND (At this facility, PCIV Position PAM instrumentation
(continued) channels consist of the following:]

9. Wide Ranae Neutron Flux

Wide Range Neutron Flux is a Category 1 variable
provided to verify reactor shutdown. (At this

. facility, Wide Range Neutron Flux PAM instrumentation
1

nsists of the following:]

0., Drywell and Containment Hydroaen and Oxvaen i

g Analyzers

containment hydrogen and oxygen
tr n are Category 1 variables provided to

1) hydrogen and oxygen concentration
cond Id that represent a potential for containment
bre / This Hable is also important in verifying
th eq 'pigating actions. (At thisfac ik and containment hydrogen and oxygen
PAM inW on co.sists of the following:]

12. Primary Con' nmen:c ' *ed V z, %
Primary Conta [su s a Category 1 variable
provided for y fica on o and containment
integrity and to verify the .iveness of ECCS
actions taken to prevent >t breach. Two
wide-range containment re s gnals are
transmitted from separd . pressure transmitters and
continuously recorded an displayed on two control
room recorders. These recorders are the primary
indication used by the operator during an accident.
Therefore, the PAM specification deals specifically
with this portion of the instrument channel. The
total response time for these pressure monitoring
systems is on the order of 1.2 seconds, which is
adequate to detect and record any significant pressure
impulses.

13. Sucoression Pool Water Temoerature

Suppression Pool Water Temperature is a Category 1 )variable provided to detect a condition that could
potentially lead to containment breach and to verify

(continued)

g/ (continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND the effectiveness of ECCS actions taken to prevent
(continued) containment breach. The suppression pool water

temperature monitoring system allows 9perators to
detect trends in suppression pool water temperature in
sufficient time to take action to prevent steam
quenching vibrations in the suppression pool.
Twenty-four temperature sensors are arranged in
six, groups of four independent and redundant channels
each,40cated such that there is a group of sensors

Jithin 30 feet line of sight of each relief valve
@,Adischarleslocation.

Thus, six groups of sensors are
suffic{stit to monitor each relief valve discharge

i locatiori. EWch group of four sensors includes
'tweisensors? fop'.pormal suppression pool temperature
monitoringhand two sensors for PAM. The outputs for
the .P$ 'sensordaie recorded on four independent
(channels Aiand.* are redundant to channels B and D,
respectively)' recorders in the control room. All four
of these'recorderseeiust$e OPERABLE to furnish two
channels of P#0 indication for each of the relieft

valve dischargiQscations. These recorders are the
primary indicatio(usbd bygthe operator during an
accident. Therefore', thelfYtMVipecification deals
specifically with*thistgortion ofpthe instrument

("? g< ' Qchanneis.
4!b,

t99 %
APPLICABLE The PAM instrumentation LCO ensures bPENILITY
SAFETY ANALYSES of Regulatory Guide 1.97_ Type A and.$ategory 1 variables so

that the control room operating stiff can:,

1. Perform the diagnosis required to support pre-planned
actions for the primary success path of Design Basis
Analyses (DBAs);

2. Take the specified, pre-planned, manually controlled
actions, for which no automatic control .is provided,
that are required for safety systems to accomplish
their safety function;

3. Determine whether systems important to safety are I

performing their intended functions;
'

(continued)

(continued)

l
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PAM Instrumentation
3 3.3.3.1

BASES -(continued)

APPLICABLE 4. Determine the potential for a gross breach of -the
SAFETY ANALYSES barriers to radioactivity release;

(continued) .

.

5. Determine if a gross breach of a barrier has occurred;.
and

6. Initiate action necessary to protect the public and to

hgobtain an estimate of the magnitude of any impendingkeat,
gpThese IfWictions support the requirements of GDC 13 and -

GDC 19%f 10 CFR 50, Appendix A (Ref. 4). The=n

rplaatsspecific Regulatory Guide 1.97 analysis documents the
process 4het% identified Type A and Category 1 variables.

K N!&-

in Rigulat@at.dfon that satisfies the definition of Type A
PAMd dess

$ tilde 1.97 also satisfies Criterion 3 of the
NRC Interje Policy ement. Category 1 PAM
instrumeMation 1 :tned in Technical Specifications
becauseit.jstt$7sftO o assist operators in minimizing the
consequencestofMcci nts.- 4,Therefore, Category 1 variables

areimportantfoM[feducingfpsblicrisk.[ Mk N4,(
' 4 r g v;g

LC0 The PAM instrumentat'fon LCOTequiresNType A and Category 1

monitors,whichprovideinformati9ajgN/p
uired by the control

room operators to: pfe
Permit the operator to'take pre-planned manual actions*-

_
ta accomplish safe plant' shutdown;

1

Determine whether'other systems important to safety*

are performing their intended functions;

Provide-information to the operators that will enable*

them to determine the potential for a gross. breach of
the barriers to radioactivity release and to determine
if a gross breach of a barrier has occurred; and

Provide information regarding the release of*

radioactive mterials to allow for early indication of
the need to initiate action necessary-to protect the
public to obtain-an estimate of the magnitude of any
impending threat.

;

(continued)g
t (continued)

|
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PAM instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

LCO Two channels are required to be OPERABLE for most functions.
(continued) Two OPERADLE channels ensure that no single failure prevents

the o>erators from being presented the information necessary
for tiem to determine the safety status of the plant and to
bring the plant to a safe condition and maintain it in a
safe condition following an accident. Analyses include
failure of the PAM instrumentation itself, its auxiliary
supportipg. features, or its power sources concurrent with
the failuresmthat are a condition of, or result from, a
spec #jFaccj@ dent..y

.. ermorphyrovision of two channels allows CHANNEL CHECKS
.

F

du thgothecpost9c4 dent phase to confirm the-validity of
displepsddnfosaty More than two channels may be

required atsion(inedpla s if the Regulatory Guide 1.97analysis dAerm hit failure of one PAM channel results
in informstion abidsity (that is, the redundant displays
disagree),whicQbuld-leadr erators to defeat or fail to
accomplish a regulre unction. This might also be
accomplished by"p q ~ independent channel to monitor
a different varia% ars a nown relationship to the
multiple channels (ad of - erse channel).

In Table 3.3.3.1-1 the c t two-channel
requirement are Suppressi ' oKgN

t ef, perature and
PCIV Position. 4
The required number of channels for 6'r ' Suppression
Pool Water Temperature is intended sure each relief

| valve discharge location is monit One set of.

| temperature sensors may monitor more than one relief valve.
| [For this facility, the relief valve arrangement and the
'

number of sets of sensors and sensor locations are as
follows :] . This will ensure redundancy of sensors' coverage
of the relief valves. A typical BWR/6 facility has six sets
of four groups of redundant temperature sensors to monitor
the discharge locations for 12 relief valves. If-any of the
12.PAM sensor channels becomes inoperable, one of the
channels required OPERABLE by the LC0 is considered
inoperable.

In the case of PCIV position, the important information is
the status of the containment penetration. The LC0 requires
one position indicator for each active PCIV. This is

'

sufficient to redundantly verify the isolation status of
'

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation. i

B 3.3.3.1
.

BASES (continued)

LCO each isolable penetration either via indicated status of the
(continued) active valve and prior knowledge of passive valve or system

boundary status. If a normally active PCIV is known to be
closed and deactivated, position indication is not needed to-
determine status. Therefore,.the position indication for
valves in this state is not required to be OPERABLE.

A PAM channel is OPERABLE when:

[D'ly{QA
4

e All channel components .necessary to provide the-
gired indication are functional;

k 2, M anneO measurement uncertainties are known (via test,

%ed7an@1, suchpr design-information) to be sufficientlyiSR
ans . that measurement and indication errors will

feet'4(sleiOoperatorsintotakingactionsthatwould
'challyplant safety liuits; and
RedhIds#r' ce testing.is current and has3.
demohqtr# fed @ rmance within each surveillance
test's4.ateep crit ria.:

N/g

g LC0 Table 3.3.3. is il ration pur)oses only. In
.j plant-specific T .ec- ations,.Taale 3.3.3.1-1
' will list all Type- I ggo variables identified by

the plant's.Regulat Guic h '1.97 ysis as amended by the
,NRC's plant-specific Safety Evalu eport.

>

[For this facility, the follo support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ' re PAM instrumentation
OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required sup) ort systems which,
upon their failure, do not result in tie PAM' instrumentation
being declared inoperable, and their justification, are as
follows:]

R PLICABILITY The PAM instrumentation LC0 is applicable in MODES 1 and 2.
These variables are related to the diagnosis and pre-planned
actions-required to mitigate DBAs. The applicable DBAs are
assumed to occur in MODES 1 and 2. In MODES 3, 4, and 5
plant conditions are such that the likelihood of an event
that would require PAM instrumentation is extremely low;

(continued)
p

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

AFPLICABILITY therefore, PAM instrumentation is not required to be {
(continued) OPERABLE in these MODES.

4

A Note indicates that the provisions of LC0 3.0.4 are not
applicable to the functions contained in the LCO. A second
Note provides clarif t:ation that, for this LCO, each
fanction specified in Table 3.3.3.1-1 shall be treated as ar.
independent entity with an independent Completion Time,

fp

/W &
ACTIONS A9.hannel is[ inoperable when it does not satisfy the

Teritopia for the channels' function. These

OPERABILITY'e outline %, for each function in th3 LC0 sectioncritsriaser t

of the bases Q
'

[.qndi tion ' A 3.4%y,y
g#
rw

Whenonerequifedchannel$$>cneormorefunctionsis
inoperable, eachJnopersb $2 channel must be restored to
OPERABLE status Within*30jdays. In some channels it may be
possible to have one PAN channelf ' perable, but still have
all required channels OPERABLERS example, some plants
havefourequivalentchehnolhyavail % to perform certain
PAM function:. In these ches th fallere of one or two of
the channels leaves at ledst two * NanneliOOPERABLE to meet,
the LC0 requirements. Therefore, for thfs
ConditionAneednotbeenteredunlessph;r)e, example,a fchannels fail.
The 30-day Completion Time is based' #6peraling experience
and takes into account the remainii) POPERABLE channel and
the low probability of an event requiring PAM
instrumentation during this interval.

Condition B

With two required channels inoperable in one or more
functions, at least one channel in each function must be
restored te OPERABLE status within 7 days. The Completion
Time of 7 days is based on the relatively low probability of
an event requiring PAM instrumentation and the availability
of alternate means to obtain the required information.
Continuous operation with two required channels inoperable
is not acceptable because the alternate indications may

(continued)

e
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PAM Instrumentation-
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS not fully meet all performance of qualification requirements-
(continued) applied to the PAM instrumentation. Therefore, requiring

restoration of at least one inoperable channel limits the
risk that the PAM function will be in a degraded condition
should an accident occur. <

Condition C

Jf[h Required Actions and associated Completion Times of '

.f!Cohdit en A or B are not met, Required Action C.1 directs *

fthe o 'ator to follow immediately the directions for either
' p Condit 'n -D or E, as given in Table 3.3.3.1-1.-

s

a$
.

.

t c of functions- in Table 3.3.3.1-1, if the
For,dired Act. ions and associated Completion Times of '

Req -

Condition 2Albr B are
I f cing(t met, then the plant must be placed1C0_ requirements are not applicable.in a MODEMn wht h

This is don the plant-in MODE 3 within 12 hours.
The 12-hour ettb6 Time,is reasonable, based on
operating experinIWe', to ppach the required MODE from fullO power in an orderly marla6ssWwithout challenging plant-

Q systems. T pfg- Ng
Condition E -

At this facility alternate meansfe/hM%manitoring [ Primary-
havebbeen developed and tested.

Containment Area Radiation] l'be restored to OPERABLE statusThese alternate means may be teinporarily installed if the
-normal PAM channel (s) cannot
within the allotted time.

'If these alternate means are invoked, the Required Action is
not to shut the plant down but rather to follow the
directions of 5.9.2.c, "Special Reports," in the
Administrative Controls sections of the Technical
Specifications. The report provided to the NRC.must discuss

-

the alternate means invoked, describe the degree to which
the alternate means are equivalent to the installed PAM
channels, justify the areas in which they are not-
equivalent, and provide a schedule for restoring the normal
PAM channels.

(continued)

.(continued)
[
\
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS [At this facility, the alternate monitoring provisions
(continued) consist of the following:] '

i

SURVEILLANCE The SRs apply to each PAM instrumentation function in
REQUIREMENTS Table 3.3.3.1-1.

SR 33ILI4
Ag 'n

Performance dfithe CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures
that' a grosshfailure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANilELCHECK is7ahcomparison of the indicated parameter for
instruntant"charifhe1K'toasimilarparameteronother
channel s . Jt M basedion the assumption that instrument

channels abnit6r,ing,W.ths same parameter should readapproximately th6Lsa Significant deviations between the
two instrument < channels could be an indication of excessive
instrument drift"in onanofbthb channels or even of something
more serious. CHAN81EQCHFCfwilldetectgrosschannel
failure; thus, it*isNkeys,oiverifying that thet

instrumentation continh9ssto operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. Jhs?higkeradistion instrumentation

should be compared to shilarjM'4fati6idnonttor employsant ihstruments located
throughout the plant. If($he r
keap-alive sources or check sourcW opeFeble from the
control room, the CHANNEL CHECK should alsRnote the
detector's response to these sources 7 9$
Agreementcriteriaaredeterminedh(heplantstaffbased,

| on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal-processing
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale during times when Surveillance is required, the

| CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off scale in
i the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
i verified to be re:1 ding at the bottom of the range and not
| failed downscale.

The Surveillance interval is based on operating experience
that demonstrates the rarity of channel failure. The

(continued)

(continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1

h BASES (continued)O -

SURVEILLANCE CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent,
.

REQUIREMENTS checks of channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use '

(continued) of the displays associated with the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.3.112

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION is performed every 18 months,
{coincident with refueling outage. This test is a complete

ob'sekLof the process control instrument loop and the
1trinimit,ter. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION
Nhall Nnd that measurement errors are sufficiently small

7

D such):Asit measurement and indication errors are will not
'

4 mislead operators into taking actions that would challer.ge
deletsafetygmits.

p% %
TraaipHQeh" /found" and "as left" values are recorded and
used*'to vedfyldrift assumptions. Field transmitters may be

]calibratedljh place , mon a bench, using deadweight or
hydraulic / pneum i 1 equipment, or be replaced by an
equivalenQ 5, alibrated unit.

v y.

Resistance tempe 'e de
~

(RTD) channels may beG calibrated in pl usi alibration techniques, or
in a test bath a r 11 piping. For
cross-calibration, ne should be replaced with fa newly calibrated at re W.ing outage to ensure
accurate RTD cross-calibrations.

l Ml|pg RTDs.
$ replacement RTD

should be the same model as thes Using a
newly calibrated RTO as a re ce ensures that RTO signal
drift continues to remain r m rather than systematic and
is within the limits specifi 8. The replacement interval
may be extended to an alternate refueling outage if it is
demonstrated that over the extended interval, RTOs drift is
random rather than systematic. This determination may use
results of statistical analyses of operating data and
calibration data from similar plants using the same model of
RTD under the same environmental conditions.

>

Recalibration restores operability of an otherwise
functional component that does not meet these criteria.
However, repeated failures of the same channel over a
relatively small number of test intervals must be consittered
as potentially indicating a deterministic failure that
cannot be corrected by recalibration.

(continued)

p (continued)
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PAM Instrumentation
B 3.3.3.1 $

BASES (continued)
_

j

k

SURVLlltANCE For the primary containment area radiation instrumentation,
REQUIREMENTS a CHANNEL CALIBRATION may consist of an electronic

(continued) ca'libration of the channel, not including the detector, for
range decades above 10 R/hr, and a one-point calibration
check of the detector below 10 R/hr with a gama source.

jk
The Surveillance Frequency is based voon the assumption of
an 18-month calibration interval In the determination of the

nitudeiof;e
mag / k % quipment drift.

9
"

@" $$Y g

[ Plant? specific document (e.g., FSAR, NRC Regulatory

1'h|Gutde"1.,9[$$E8;h
REFERENCES

. letter) ]
#fs i

2. Re0ulatory A iddtl.97, " Instrumentation for Light-
b WateF'Coole'phlear Pcwer Plants tn Assess Plant and

Environs C<nwiitions Du
U.S. Nuclear Regulatbr (.tommission.ng and Following an Accident,"i

~pygyAr
ifiditiono(TM1ActionP1an

NUREG-0737, TCl(U 5$N6cleagRygulatory Commission.
.

3.
Requirements,"

..fkY ,, [ VA
,

i 4. Title 10, Code of FhderiliRegulitions, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General (Des'gscrits' ja for Nuclear Poweri r '

Pl an ts . " ' V %
-/ kr

,

g'q'y v
t
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t;j
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RemoieShutdownSystel<

-; , B-3.3.3.2
-

- -

B *d . 3 INSTRUMENTUf0Nig
B 3.3.3.2 jbmote Shutdown Systea '

l

|- BASES
, _ _ _ _ _ - - - . . . - _ , , . ._

I'

BACKGROUND The Remote Shutdown System provides the control room' l
operator with sufficient: instrumentation and controit to 1
place and maintain tiw facility-in a safe shutdown condition:

!fpesiklocation otherathan the control rora Thf s :
-

s 1

[despabi ty.is n'ecessary to protect Ltainst th, possibility<[n s
that- c introl room becomes inaccessible or- c t|ve- j

w dest fngL ll.equ)pnent in one fire area disables critical
contre nstments or controls. A safe sho,cown .

' %3endt t fined as'HODE 3. With'the'facilityJit ! ~l
-

M00EJ .R %r CoreL Isolation Cooling _(RCIC). System, 1thea T , valves, and .the Residual Heat- Removal-

decay)|' h(t E hutdown cooling can be used to remove core-(RHR Sys
9

d meet l' safety requirements,eThe long-term fsupply 4 te' >R'.IC System artd the ability to
"

aop' rate.sh g-from outside.the control room - ,4,

allows exte i' iom in MODE 3,,

f1
.

In the + vent tha
..

M
~

control room,- cr{
. e

ro1%gom becomesiinaccessible or h\ fire disable's c6 N display functions in the~

the t ik 4 an"edtablish control: at the/ emote : shutdown pan (e" and
4

face - aM aintain the facility in
r!0DE:3. Not all. of the control.s e necessary transfer '

switches are located at< h re wn lanelJ Some-=

controls and transfer switch & 1 have to >e operated-
locally at the switchgeae,4 4

' notor control panels,: or-i

from other local statioos. ' e facility) Automatically
cor.bos MODE 3?followles v. facility shutdown-and can be-

,

saintained safelyLin MODE 3 for-kn entended period.of time.
3

IThe OPERABILITY of the -Re, note Shutdovm Mstem control and-
instrumentatton functions ensure'there-is-sufd cient -
:ihfcrmation available on.stalettud plant; parameters to place

f and saintain the p1 ant An 'M09E 3'should the' control room -
3 beceme inac.cessible er crit * cal control roc >m dispicys or :

con.rol$ 'trecode -unavhilable -e

'
_- __ . - . . _ . _ . _ _ _ - '

>

APPLICABLE .The:Remoto Shutdown System is required to provide equipment
STGETY AN RYSES with a design capa'oility to promptly shut down the reactor

(cont inued).
'

( - - - - - -. --

-( } (untinued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.3.2

BASES (cor.tinued)
_

APPLICABLE to MODE 3, including necessary instrumentatio'; and controls
SAFETY ANALYSES to maintain the unit in a safe condition in MODE 3.

(continued)
Furthermore, in the event of a fire in any one fire area,
the Remote Shutdown System is designed to ensure OPERABillTV
of one train of systems necessary to achieve and maintain
MODE 3 conditions from either the control room or emergency
control At.ation(s). The criterion governing the design of
the Re .;$hutdown System is GDC .'.9 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix
A i en4%R.
5 fic sy t uirements are presented in Reference 1

g%vplant- (ic fire protection topical report.an
-

)
The Remote, wn tem is considered an important
contributsp r .ction of plant risk of accidents, and
assuchitvhasb Mtained in the Technical Specifications
as indicated ips NRC Igim Policy Statement.

Y MMNN/
%sq y ,

LC0 The Remote Shutdown Sy LC0 t des the requirements for
t the OPERABILITY of the tr ; and controls
' necessary to place and i the t in MODE 3 from a
! location other than the %qm. e instrumentation

and controls typically req ired ah lis .in
Table B 3.3.3.2-1, following this speci on. Fcr Remote
Shutdown System channels that support,o functions

one: ivisfon is required
required by 10 CFR 50 Appendix R, 7to be OPERABLE. (,

For channels that fulfill GDC 19 requirements, the number of
OPERABLE channels required depends upon the plant's
licensing basis as described in the NRC plant-specific
Safety Evaluation Report (SER). Genera?ly, two divisions
are required to be OPERABLE. Hnever, 'aly one channel per
a given function is required if the plant has justified such
a design and NRC's SER accepted the justification. The|

i controls, instrumentation, and transfer switches are those
| required for:
,

Core reactivity control (initial and long term);.

Reactor pressure vessel (RPV) pressure control;.

(continued)

(continued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.3.2

I

BASES (continued)
'

LCO Decay-heat remo*:al;+

(continued)
RPV inventory control; and.

Safety support systems for the atove functions,.

including service water, component ek ing water, and
onsite power, including the diesel generators.

4
ion of a Remote Shutdown System is OPERABLE if all

s t and control channels needed to support the remoto
isthutd functions are OPERABLE in that division. In some
f case bl B 3.3.3.2-1 may indicate that the required

; i control capability is available from several
a s. In these cases, the division is OPERABLE

as 1 on annel of any of the alternate information
or s for each function is OPERABLE.

Remote wn S st instrumentation channels are OPERABLE
when: Q.4 ?

All chiM nents necessary to provide the.

required i ion . Munctional;

d Channelmeahe. e inties are known (via test,
analysis, or' rma to be sufficiently
small such that measur ent ndication errors will
not mislead operators into t etions that would
challenge plant safety lim event prompt entry.

into MODE 3; and 5
y

Required Serveillance t sting is current and hus.

demonstrated performance within each Surs iillance
test's acceptance criteria.

Remote Shutdown System controls are OPERABLE when:

All channel components, including transfer switches.

necessary to provide remote shutdown control, are
functional; and

Required Surveillance testing is current and has.

demonstrated performance within each Surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

(continued)

O (continued)
V
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Remote rhutdown System
B 3.3.3.2

BASES (continued)
_

LC0 The Remote Shutdown System equipment covered by this LCO
(continued) does not need to be in operation to be considered OPERABLE.

This LCO is intended to ensure the equipment will be
OPERABLE if plant conditions require that the Remote
Shutdown System be placed in operation.

For this facility, a Remote Shutdown System division is
considere? OPERABLE when all the plant-specific
instrumentation, controls, transfer switches and support
systems listed in Table B 3.3.3.2-1 hre OPERABLE. [For this
fg'c lity, t{ support systems are as follows:)
[Fbr this fpEilitynthe following sugort systems are
required OPERA 4LE to ensure Remote Slutdwn System

OPERABILITY](3 *g
a_ w.o _ c a

[For this'fac111ty3those required support systems which,
,

upon their fai)ure, do noteresult in the Remote Shutdown
Systembeingdeclaredingperable,andtheirjustification,

r# d
are as follows:')q @''Qh{|? s

-
.

APPLICABILITY The Remote Shutdown Sy m LC0 ahplicable in MODES 1, 2,3
and 3. Thisisrequirediojthatithefactlitycanbeplaced
and maintained in MODE 3 for an extended period of time from
a location other than the control room.bD,

g%
This LC0 is not applicable in MODE,4 or'5. In these MODES,
thefacilityisalreadysuberiticabandinaconditionof
educed Reactor Coolant System energy. Under these

conditions considerable time is available to restore
necessary instrument control functions if control room
instruments or control become unavailable. Consequently the
Technical Specifications do not need to require OPERABILITY
in MODE 4 or 5.

A Note hcs been added to indicate that LCO 3.0.4 does not
apply to the Remote Shutdown System LCO. This exce) tion to
LCO 3.0.4 allows normal startup during the period wien the
Remote Shutdown System is inoperable. Normal startup may
proceed while in Condition A because the justification for
Condition A's Required Action and Completion Time is eqJeily

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.3.2

G
BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY applicable to startup ccc.ditions as to continued operation
(continued) in MODE 1, 2, or 3. Furthermore, Remote Shutdown System

equipment can generally be repaired during operation without
significant risk of spurious trip.

ACTIONS Re e Shutdown System division is inoperable when each
n listed in Table B 3.3.3.2-1 is not accomplished by

one designated Remote Shutdown System channel that
" satis the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's
func hese criteria are outlined in the LC0 section,,.

E

Con ion ' esses the situation where one division of
any requi functio or channel (s) of the Remote
Shutdowr4 stem rable, This includes any function
listed in'
transfer s

' _ .2-1, as well as the control and
, ,y

O When a division ludes " ion that requires only one
#

.

V channel to be OPl B [ fa %re of the single channel
constitutes the fat Ahosion W ome % tion, and, as aconsequence, the di sWoperable.

The Required Action is to resto ivision to OPERABLE
status within 30 days. The Etion' Time is based on
operating experience and ta . nto account the remaining
OPERABLE division and the lo probability of an event that
would require evacuation of the control room.

A Note has been added to provide clarification that for this
LCO, each [ division) is treated at .:n independent entity
with an independent Completion Time.

Condition B

If the inoperable function cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status in 30 days, the 3rudent action is to place the plant
in a MODE in which the 00 requirements are not applicable.
This is done by placing the plant in at least MODE 3 within
6 hours and in MODE 4 within 12 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating

(continued)

.,g (centinued)
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.3.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS experience, to reach the required MODES from full power in
(continued) an orderly manner and without challenging safety systems and'

operators.

SURVEILLANCE The following SRs apply to each Remote Shutdown System
REQUIREMENT' division tf

.

hYsq
7k

Ph,77Tormanca' th CHANNEL CHECK once every 31 days ensures

CHANMLMC d6} e of instrumentation has not occurred.parison of the indicated parameter forth44.-gre "fal A

one instr ~ M han to a similar parameter on other
channeis.ght'W4p lon the assumption that instrument
channels monitorJ1pi e same parameter should read
approximately tM|name. S ificant deviations between the
two instrument 7chan % abe an indication of excessive
instrument drift to e channels or even of something
mere serious. C Ci wil l,.sdetect gross channel
failure; thus, it is k to ve that the
instrumentation contin 'to_ operly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. do stem instrumentation
should De compared to si i ments located in
the control room. Agreem t cri la a termined by the
plant staff based on a combination of nnel instrument
uncertainties,- including isolation, , and
readability. If a channel is outs e ma ch criteria, it
may be an indication that the tra ter or the signal-
processing equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the
channels are within the match criteria, it is an indication
that the channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are
normally off scale during times when Surveillance is
required, the CHANNEL CHECK will verify only that they are
off scale in the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop
channels are verified to be reading at the bottom of the
range and not failed downscale.

The Surveillance Frequency of 31 days is based on plant
operating experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and
drift, which demonstrates that the probability of the
failure of more than one channel of a given function in any
31-day interval is low.

(continued)

(continued)
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. Remote Shutdown Syste]
B 3.3.3.2

(O BASES (continued)y

SURVEILLANCE ,SR 3.3.3.2.2
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) SR 3.3.3.2.2 verifies that each required Remote Shutdown
System transfer switch and control circuit perform their
intended functions. This verification is performed from the
remote shutdown panel and locally, as appropriate. This
will ensure that if the control room becomes inaccessible,

_

thasunit can be placed in MODE 3:and maintained in MODE 3
,%e remote shutdown panel and the local control '

stitit is (s. The 18-month Frequency was developed considering. dr - dent that these Surve111ances be performed only
durinL'fa111tyoutage. This is due to the plant i

tionr. ' ded to perform the surveillance and the
-

nti - Agolanned transients if the surveillance is
perf switfre ie reactor at power.. Operating ex)erience
denu ' _tMt Remote S!.etdown System control channels
selc fai 4 ass the surveillance when performed on the

18-month,fy5pe,quency -i

SR 3.3.3'.2ET
,ve j

CHANNEL CAllBRA sa
"

ete check of the instrument iO- channel includin e( The. test verifies that the
'

C channel responds eters with the necessary
range and accuracy,

,

Transmitter "as found" and "as 1 uos are recorded and
ured to verify drift assumptio transmitters may beL

calibrated in place, removed alib ated in a laboratory, ;

or replaced with an equival aboratory-calibrated unit. +

Resistance temperature detector (RTD) channels may be
calibrated in place using cross-calibration techniques, or
in a test bath after removal from piping. For !

,

cross-calibration, at least one RTD should be replaced with I

a newly calibrated RTD during each refueling cycle to ensure
accurate RTD cross-calibration. This replacement RTD must
be the same model as the remaining RTDs. Using a newly-
calibrated RTD as a reference ensures RTD signal drift

.

continues to remain random rather than systematic and is
within the limits specified in the plant-specific setpoint

:analysis. The replacement interval may be extended to an
alternate refueling if it is demonstrated that over the.
extended interval, the RTD's drift is random rather than

(continued)
--

.(continued)
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Remote Shutdown Systea
B 3.3.3.2

BASES (continued)
|

SVRVEILLANCE systematic. This determination may use results of
REQUIREMENTS statistical analysis of operating data and calibration data

(continued) from similar plants using the same model of RTD under the
same environmental conditions.

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of
an 18-month calibration interval, plus a 25% allowance for
late Surveillance, in the determination of the magnitude of
equipmas)d31ft.
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Remote Shutdown System
B 3.3.3.2

Table B 3.3.3.2-1- (page 1 of 1)
Remote Shutdown-System Instrumentation-

. . . . . , , . .....,,,,,,.r. . ,, ,
,

.

FUNCTION / INSTRUMENT REQUIRED
OR CONTROL PARAMETER LOCATION NUMBER OF DIVISIONS

----------------------.------------NOTE---------------------------------------
This table is for illustration purposes only. It does not attemat to
encompass every function used at every plant, but does contain t1e types of-
functions commonlygfengd.

sq. ...yg..................................................................

Reactik.,Contr g i ,

a
1.

%g_ ,;g. AA
SouregiRengehigtrenflux (1)a.

nf "%; .
2. ReactorPressuretVes9etPressureControlW WA;!c

a. ReactorPressurelp gg [1]g f p;t.'
y'~ gbg,}y3. Decay Heat Removal .g g

g%.h g,es . (1)'
* q

a. RCIC Flow
ig y
si[ g LN [1]b. RCIC Controls

,

c. RHR flow I g (1)

pp h_d. RHR Controls (1)
4. Reactor Pressure Vessel Inventory Contro) !

.

a. RCIC Flow (1)-
b. RCIC Controls [1]
c. RHR-Flow (1)
d. RHR Controls (1) a

___

|

I

- _

_y
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E0C-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

/' B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
i

B 3.3.4.1 End-of-Cvele Recirculation Pumo Trio (E0C-RPT) Instrumentation

BASES
-

-

BACKGROUND The EOC-RPT instrumentation initiates a recirculation pump
trip (RPT) to reduce the peak reactor pressure and power
resulting from turbine trip or generator load rejection '

ients coincident with failure of the turbine bypass

/tr
g,to provide additional margin to core thermal Safety
tfSLs),i.e.,MINIMUMCRITICALPOWERRATIO(MCPR).
hw

i To m. at ressurization transient effects, the E0C-RPT
demus i recirculation pumps within approximately
4 495 s tiation of initial closure movement of

val g#
eithe, tu e stop valves (TSVs) or the turbine control

he combined effects of this trip and a
scr W red J 1 bundle power more rapidly than does a
scram al resulti ,in an increased margin to the MCPR
SL. The! -RP n is automatically disabled when
turbine y ssure is < [40%] RATED THERMAL POWER
(RTP).

The need for the itj ' tive reactivity in excess ofk that normally in rtes 14 reflects end-of-cycle
reactivity conside 'ns$fluY pes at the end of cycle
are such that the c trol rods ma t be able to ensure
that thermal limits are maintaine. nserting sufficient
negative reactivity during the f feet of rod travel
upon a scram caused by TCV Fftlesur or TSV Closure.

<p
The E0C-RPT instrumentation s comprised of sensors that
detect initiation of closure of the TSVs or fast closure of
the TCVs combined with relays, logic circuits, and fast-
acting circuit breakers that interrupt the power from the
recirculation pump motor generator (MG)-set generators to
each of the recirculation pump motors. When the RPT
breakers trip open, the recirculation pumps coast down under
their own inertia. The E0C-RPT has two identical trip
systems which can actuate an RPT in a one-out-of-two trip
system configuration.

Each EOC-RPT trip system is a two-out-of-two logic for each
function, thus either two TSV or two TCV signals are
required for a trip system to actuate. If either trip
system actuates, both recirculation pumps will trip. There

(continued)
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EOC-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND are two EOC-RPT breakers in series per reciro lation pump;
(continued) each trip system operates independent breakers in the supply

circuits of both recirculation pump motors. See
Figure B 3.3.4.1-1, "End-of-Cycle Recircu'.ation Pump Trip
Logic Diagram."

APPLICABLE The TSV Closure and tha TCV Fast Closure functions are
SAFETY ANALYSES designed to. trip the recirculation pumps in the event of a

turbine trip?or generator load rejection to mitigate the
pressurization transient and to increase the margin to the ,

IMCPP.SL. The; analytical methods and assumptions used in
,

evhluating the turbine trip and generator load rejection
without bypass {are summarized in Reference 1.

; m .. g
TSV Closure or, ICV fast Closure and a main turbine trip result
in reactor pressure, neutron flux, and heat flux transients
that must bo limited. Therefore, an RPT is initiated at the
start of TSV Closure and a,TCV Fast Closure in anticipation of
the transientsethat woul( result from the closure of these
valves. The E00-Rfri d6 creases < reactor power and aids the

-

reactor scram in ensuring that'.r "ctor pressure and MCPR SLs.

are not exceeded du ng theiwori., case transient.

E0C-RPT instrumentationTsdisfies Crj]terion 3 of the NRCInterim Policy Statement. # g
c.y

,i e

LC0 TheLCOrequirestwochannelsperTripsystemtobeOPERABLE
for each E0C-RPT function. The OPERABillTY of the
individual instrumentation functions is confirmed through
successful completion of required Surveillance testing;
CHANNEL CHECKS, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS, LOGIC SYSTEM
FUNCTION TESTS, E0C-RPT RESPONSE TIME TESTS, and CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONS. Individual measurement channels and the
associated bistable trip units e.re considered operable when
the following conditions are satisfied:

1. All channel components necessary to provide a trip
signal are functional and in service;

2. Channel measurement uncertainties are known (via test,
analysis, or design information) to be within the
assumptions of tne setpoint calculations;

(continued)

(continued)
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EOC-RPT Instrumentation i

B 3.3.4.1
1

BASES (continued)
'

Tcv past a--" a

3 IIDIP"''Ci'*"''f"2

g TSV *m" N--
g, mvaren--

T~

g M etmas Turbine Preneure > 30% RTP
'r.; Presouru > 30% RTP Mroulmkng First ?

-

ff 9 Tf*,. " Skr . Pump "B"

{k kfg 4D M''
g

EOC |WSystem B TrlP
'

$N gA[gfi g( -+( .
"

. TO

MM QM dd4

,Y h/ 4 kV Bus "B"

I )
"'" [g.r - y[es

g(fd|4; }f
/A TCV Feet Closure

1 L w r

y
- f[gg Tcv Fame cianurer-

-

A IfV"'"'Cl*** - Y#

q n.; n d N" h'9
nooirculotton

, A m/ Skr Pump A,0

de W8f~

A EryLgigpe.Nrbine Proesure > 30% RTP _o
3

E First Stone Turbine Pressum > 30% RTP b.r ;)?q

</ Skr

@o h
EOC RPT System A Trip

f M RMf " A"

Figure B 3.3.4.1-1
End-of-Cycle Recirculation Pump Trip Logic Diagram

Typical Figure

1. Elther TCV f ast Closure signals or both TSV ;tosure signals pust be present in one trip system for
trip of the recirculation pmps to occur. Both itV closure signals nust be present in the same trip
system. The RP1 will not occur if ;rw TCV ard one TSV signal or one TSV signal are present in a trip
system, nor will it occur if c% TCV Bignal is present in both trip systems.

2. Because the two first stage '.urbine pressure signals are conbtned into an "AND" logic configuration
in each trip system, loss .nf either signal Will not permit the RPT to occur. For the RPT to occur,
both A, and B, nust be present for trip system A, and likewise A, and B, pust be present for trip
system B.

P
(

'

(continued)'
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E0C-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 3. Required Surveillance testing is current and has
(continued) demonstrated performance within each Surveillance

test's acceptance criteria; and

4. The associated operational bypass is not enabled
except under the conditions s)ecified by the LCO's
Applicability statement for tie function.

The ALA0WABLE VALUES are specified for each E0C-RPT function
in CO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the

s .fic setpoint calculations. The nominal setpoints
' sele to ensure the setpoint measurements by CHANNEL

NCTIO.~~ TESTS do not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE if the
ss irming as required. Operation with a trip

s 1 rvative than the nominal trip setpoint,
but wit s A. ABLE VALUE, is acce) table provided that
o) erat va g is consistent wit 1 the assumptions of
tie pl -spe setpoint calculations. Each ALLOWABLE
VALUE speci is more nservative than the analytical
limit assu 'i n t ent and accidant analysis in
order to accbun ument uncertainties appropriate to
the trip functi unc ainties are defined in the
plant-specific set meth gy (Ref.2).

Each channel must N w n its assumed response
time. At THERMAL POW

,
RT e reactivity is

assumed to be low enou that eE T is not required to
be OPERABLE and the trip functions omatically
bypassed when turbine first-stage is s (40%).
The EOC-RPT has inputs to the logic from the TSV
Closure and TCV Fast Closure functions. These functions are
discussed below.

TSV Closure

Closure of the TSVs is determined by measuring the electro-
hydraulic-control (EHC) fluid pressure at each stop valve.
There is one pressure transmitter associated with each stop
valve, and the signal from each transmitter is assigned to a
separate trip channel. Four channels of TSV Closure, with
two channels in each trip system, are available and required
to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single failure will
preclude an E0C-RPT from this function on a valid signal.
The TSV Closure ALLOWABLE VALUE is selected high enough to |

detect imminent TSV Closure, but low enough so as to not

(continued)

(continued)
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EOC-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)
v

LC0 generate spurious trips due to normal system-pressure
(continued) fluctuations.

This protection is required, consistent with the safety j
analysis assumptions, whenever the THERMAL POWER is t 40% .;

i

RTP. There is an automatic bypass of this trip function
below the turbine first-stage pressure value equivalent to
THERMAL POWER < [40%) RTP, since the Reactor Vessel Steam

. Dome Pressure--Hugh and the high neutron flux functions of
RPS are adequate to maintain the necessary safety
ns.

aut matic bypass setpoint is feedwater temperature,

b ,d d s a result of the subcooling changes that affect
d irst-stage pressure / reactor power relationship. i

Fo at iwith feedwater temperature greater than or
F, an ALLOWABLE VALVE setpoint of 5 26.9% of

trol s wida-open turbine first-stage pressure is
ss function. The ALLOWABLE VALVEprovi ; or the '
o s 22.5% of control valve wide-open

.set )oW is
itur)inb pressure for o)eration with a feedwater

tempera
'

370' and 420'r.

10.y Fast clos ,

Fast closure c s mined by measuring the EHC
fluid pressurt aveach trol ve. There is one pressure
transmitter associated with e rol valve, and the
signal from et.ch transmitte ner' +^ a se)arate trip
channel. Four channels of Fast it witi two
channels in each trip sysi . , are avail and required to
be OPERABLE to ensure thai no single fa). .' e will preclude
an EOC-RPT from this function on a valid signal. The TCV
Fast Closure ALLOWABLE VALVE is selected high enough to
detect imminent TCV Fast closure, but low enough not to
generate spurious trips due to. normal system-pressure
fluctuations. ,

This protection is required consistent with the analysis,
whenever the THERMAL POWER is 2 [40%) RTP. As with TSV
Closure, this function is also bypassed below [40%) RTP.
The basis for the setpoint of this automatic bypass is
identical to that described for TSV Closure.

(continued) !!
4|

(continued)

Ov
1 ,
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EOC-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)

LCO [For this facility, the following support systems are
(continued) required to be OPERABLE to ensure E0C-RPT instrumentation

OPERABILITY:]

[For this facility, those required sup) ort systems which,
upon their failure, do not result in tie E0C-RPT System
being declared inoperable, and their justification, are as
follows:)

.. s

[For/this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of the EOC-RPT instrumentation and the _

%gjustification for whether or not inoperability of eachsupported system results from the E0C-RPT being declared
' inoperable' arefas follows:)
WP ,,j y q

4, O h)
APPLICABILITY The TSViClosurit function and TCV Fast Closure function are

required to be,0PERABL0whenever THERMAL POWER is 1 [40%
RTP, consistent withrtssumptions in the safety analyses.)
Below [40)% RIPethe:Reicter Yessel Steam Dome Pressure -High
and high neutron'fM)wictions of the RPS are adequate to
maintain the safety <mavsins. A $.

p/ sW
The bases for Applicabilityhqu%sments are discussed on alP
function-by-function basis indhe Lte section, above.av v g

__

f*Y %b
ACTIONS A protection function channel is-ineperabl'e when it does not

satisfy the OPERABillTY critertaffor the channel's function.
These criteria are outlined for'the function in the LC0
section of the bases, above,

in the event a channel's trip setpoint is found non-
conservativo with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, signal-processing electronics,
or bistable is found inoperable, then all affected functions
provided by that channel must be declared inoperable and the
LC0 Condition entered for the particular protection function
affected.

The Conditions and Required Actions apply to each one of the
E0C-RPT instrumentation functions. A Note has been added to
indicate that the Completion Time is on a Condition basis

, for each function.

(continued)__

(continued)
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E0C-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)-
f

(

ACTIONS Condition A
(continued)

Since one or more channels per function may be inoperable at
a given time, it is necessary, in order to avoid loss of
EOC-RPT instrumentation function, to maintain each channel
in at least one trip system either OPsRABLE or in trip. As
an example, referring to Figure B 3.3.4.1-1, "End-of-Cycle
Recirculation Pump Trip Logic Diagram," if both TCV channels

'

and B, are faulty in tri) system B and neither one placed
dy ip, the system can stt11 function as long as all
/ els of trip system A are either OPERABLE or one channel

-) is trip and the other OPERABLE. Depending on the
5 u ton of failed and tripped channels, the system may4 ,e ay be capable of withstanding an additional single
Nils 1 he example above, another failure of either

t r V channel will disable the E0C-RPT function,
of-failure, however, are tolerable without

ing -failure tolerance. In fact, up to six channel
failu- ay be ptable under the single-failure-
critei 'j' nee, all of the A trip system.-

functi VA and B,, TSV A and B , and bothi
channel tage ;urbine pressur,e > [40%) RTP can be
inoperable, ime ed to ensure each channel in one3

(Q tripsystempg,un n trip or is OPERABLE (Required'

ActionA.1)iFO iid s sufficient for operations
personnel to en on pability. In addition,
Required Action .1 or equi ction A.2.2 allow the
facility 72 hours in which to e the inoperable
channels or place them in t sition, thus assuring
that the system's abilit ht d a single failure.is
restored. The 72-hour C tion Time is sufficient for
operations personnel to complete the corrective actions of
Required Action A.2.1 or Required Action A.2.2. In Required
Action A.2.2, a Note has been added to indicate that the
Required Action applies o* '.y if placing inoperable
channel (s) in trip would not result in an RPT or scram.

Condition 3

If Required Action A.1 and Required Action A.2.1 or Required
Action A.2.2 are not carried out within the allotted time,
Required Action B.1 or Required Action B.2 is required.
Required Action B.1 allows 6 hours to place the plant within
the calculated MCPR limit. Required Action B.2 specifies
that the plant must reduce THERMAL POWER to < [40%) RTP

(continued)

p (continued)
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EOC-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

,

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS within 6 hours. The plant has a choice as to which of these
(continued) actions is appropriate for their operation. The Completion

Time of 6 hours is based on operating experience to take
corrective actions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

Condition C

Required Action C.1 verifies that the Required Actions have
bee Q ated for those supported systems declared

ra because of the inoperability of the support trip
f em(s he specified Completion Time of I hour is
kuffici ,i for, lant operations personnel to make this

'verifi on.dl t
MAN' d? Eh

RequiredIdipn Cil ensures that those identified Requiredh
Actionp*sesociatossithsupportedsystemsimpactedbythe
inoperdbilityTgfMipsystem(s)associatedwitheachE0CRPT
function have:Seen ini ted. This can be accomplished by
entering th M u ems' LCOs independently or as a
groupofRegl{pp fthat need to be initiated every
time Condition ed. For this facility, the
identified support tems

~

with each E0C-RPT f . i
'

uired Actions associated
follows:]

RequiredActionC.2vo#hfe t equired support or
supported features assoYiated th t her trip system are
OPERABLE within a Completion Time o r. The specified
Completion Time is sufficient for ations personnel
to make this determination. If M icat on determines loss
of functional capability, LC0 3$. must be immediately
entered. However, if the support or supported feature LC0
takes into consideration the loss of function situation,
then LC0 3.0.3 may not need to be entered.

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for each one of the functions are found in the SR
REQUIREMENTS section of the LCO.

A Note has been added to the SRs to allow placing one trip
system for a single function in an inoperable status for up
to 2 hours for performance of required Surveillances as long
as the unaffected trip system is OPERABLE. Upon completion
of the Surveillance or expiration of the 2-hour allowance,

(continued)

(continued)
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EOC-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)

b
SVRVEILLANCE the trip system must be returned to OPERABLE status or the
REQUIREMENTS Required Actions taken.

allowanceisbasedonthe(following:)for this facility, the 2-hour(continued)

SR 3.)dktd
-A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the trip,
interlock, and alarm functions of the channel. The test
- serts a simulated or actual signal as close to the sensor '

'

racticable and verifies required trip, interlocks, and
f s function when the input.is beyond the trip point.
yr Wh the design has made provisions for including sensors

i e CtjANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test signal shall be1

N [O$
rt nq that point. "As found" and "as left" values for%

E t W setsoints are recorded. Bistable setpoints
fo wit 11n the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in-the

pevio@u| erence between the current "as found" and the
eft" setpoints must be within the drift

allowy
:

used ir e setpoint analysis. Recalibration of
the bb bl restores the OPERABILITY of an
otherd component that does not meet these
criteri repe ted failures of the same channel
over a small ro intervals should be evaluated as3 aotentially i ati rministic failure which cannot[V )e corrected r ' t-'

>

This SR is modif Wd by a- ote the RPT breakers are not
required to be tripped during st. This is due to the
plant conditions needed to Surveillance and the
potential for unplanned p] rans ents if the Surveillance
is performed with the re at power.

(For this facility, the 31-day Surveillance Frequency is
based upon the following:)

SR 3.3.4.1.2
|

The calibration of bistable trip units consists of a test to
determine the actual trip setpoints, and recalibration of
the setpoint is_necessary to ensure that it remains more
conservative than the setpoint and the ALLOWABLE VALVE
specified in SR 3.3.4.1.3. The channel must be declared
inoperable if the setting is discovered to be less
conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE. If the trip setting
is discovered to be less conservative than accounted for in

(continued)

p (continued)
D
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EOC-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE the appropriate setpoint methodology, but is not beyond the
REQUIREMENTS ALLOWABLE VALUE, the chanr.el is still considered OPERABLE.

(continued) Under these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to
be more conservative than accounted for in the appropriate
setpoint methodology.

The Surveillance frequency of 31 days is based on
assumptions in the methodology included in the determination
ofthytripsetpoint. SR 3.3.4.1.1 and SR 3.3.4.1.2 are
of tgpptformed simultaneously using a common procedure,

b.3.4 .3v
(W 7 ^

'WWEp ' I ON is a complete check of the instrument
chhmerin 4he detector. The test verifies the channel
responds. eas parameter with the necessary range and
accur N ALIBRATION leaves the channel adjusted to
accoun o r i' . ent drift between successive tests, to
ensure that

.

instrum t channel remains operational with
thesetpoinWithi umptions of the plant-specific
setpoint analp i itter "as found" and *as left"

OPERABLE channels, .
nd tised tp verify drif t assumptions. Forvalues are rec

EL C RRATION shall find that
measurement errors bis eisetpoint errors are within the
assumptions of the int " ificiatpoint analysis.
Measurement and setpoisOtrr ete nation and readjustment
must be performed consis~ tent ht sumptions of the
plant-specific setpoint analysis. Ig
Recalibration restores OPERABILI an herwise functional.

componentfoundtohaveerrorsQargerthanassumedinthe
setpoint analysis. However, repeated failures of the same
channel over a relatively small number of test intervals must
be considered as potentially indicating a deterministic
failure which cannot be corrected by recalibration.

Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent,
laboratory-calibrated, unit.

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of an
18-month calibration interval, in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

(continued)

(continued)
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EOC-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)
v

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.1.4
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Performance of a LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic for a-specific ,

jchannel. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST tests all logic i
components (e.g., all relays and contacts, trip units, solid-
state logic elements) of a-logic circuit, from sensor up to
the actuated device. The system functional test of the pump !. breakers is included as a part of this test, overlapping the '

196]C SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST to provide complete testing of'

the) associated safety function. Therefore, if the breaker is
/# in . ble-of operating, the associated instrument channel
V6 w also be inoperable.

|
,

kW h.SurveillanceFrequencywasdevelopedconsidering
i

i d 84 udettgthat the Surveillance'be performed only during a
This is due to the plant conditions needed to |- t

@4urveillance and the potential for unplanned plant !form 2
transi if the rveillance is performed with the reactor

iat pdier, experience has shown these components !

i usuall'y veillance test when performed at the
i 18-mont

,

i r Q 4%
. a

1

3.3.4.1,.5/)[7 p% D 6SR

g
ikshitiatedfromthsTSVClosurei This SR ensures, '

I

and TCV Fast Clo re furittions%31 not be inadvertently
bypassed when-THERMAL POWER is (4 This involves

eument(0%)RTP.calibration of the bypass ch s1 ad the incor> oration ofadequate margins for the i 'setpoint metlodologies
in the actual setpoint. s(Vany-bypass channel's setpoint is
nonconservative (the funct' ions are bypassed at > (40%) RTP), 1

then either the affected TSV Closure and TCV Fast Closure
functions must be declared inoperable and the appropriate
Required Actions taken, or, alternatively, the bypass
channel must be placed in the conservative condition (non-

-bypass).- If placed in the-non-bypass condition, this SR is
met and no additional actions are required.

<

[At this facility, the basis for the 18-month Surveillance {Frequency is as follows:]
,

(continued)
'

-.

(continued) '

O
!
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E0C-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)
,

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.4.1.Q
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) This SR ensures that the channel actuation response times
are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the
accident analysis. Individual component response times are
not modeled in the analyset. The analyses model the
overall, or total, elapsed time from the point at which the;

parameter exeseds the analytical limit at the sensor to the
. poin recirculation pump power interruption. The

ac e response times of the relevant trip channels are'

|:For this facility, the response times include.

| ribu s # rom the following:] This test may be
rfor n one measurement or in overlapping segments,

fic that all components are tested.
'

A Note S 11ance indicates that breaker arc
suppre be assumed from the most recent
performance o .3.4.1.7.

fductedonan18-monthSTAGGEREDResponse t est
in an interval between successiveTEST BASIS.

tests of a gi of n mes 18 months, where n is
the number of chann er stem in the function,

Testing of the fina tu ces in a trip system,t

x es e time, is included inwhich make up the b r
ger , staggered testing-the testing of each ct

. veri
.

|atio these devices everyresults in response-ti
18 months. The 18-month Frequency upon plant

| operating experience, which shows m failures of
instrumentation components caus rious response-time
degradation, but not channel f re, are infrequent
occurrences. Response times cannot be determined at power
since equipment operation is required.

SR 3.3.4.1.7

This SR unsures that the RPT breaker are suppression time is
provided to the EOC-RPT RESPONSE TIME test. The 60-month
Frequency of the testing is based on the difficulty of
>erforming the test and the reliability of_ the circuit
areakers.

(continued)
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EOC-RPT Instrumentation
F B 3.3.4.1

BASES (continued)'

:

I REFERENCES 1. [ Unit Name) FSAR, Section (15), "[ Title)." ,

2. [ Unit Name), "[ Plant-specific Setpoint Methodology)."
.
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.4.2 Anticipated Transient Without Screm-Recirculation Pumo Trio
(ATWS-RPT) Instrumentation

BASES
. _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ . . ,

'

BACKGROUND The ATWS-RPT System initiates a recirculation pump trip
( ; following an event in which a scram does not, but

!4 occur. To lessen the effects of e.n ATWS event,

Qg36 ''attM reactivity must be added to the reactor core by.f6notheDeans. The means chosen is to trip the
recir m ation pumps. Trip)ing the recirculation pumps adds

Ngaegethereat(ivityfromtieincreaseinsteamvoidingin

NtWcoradares[tas core flow decreases.
When reactor pressure

reachaff!!02 psig, or reactor water level reaches
(-43:S yes 'ithe recirculation pum) drive-motor breakerstrik ]Thett'ri " settings used in the >istable are based on
the analyt'ic'al limits-presented in Reference 1.

The ATWS 14N ludes sensors, relays, bypass
circuits, circuitsbreakers,,and switches that are necessary
to cause initiation;of an RPT. The input parameters to thep ATWS-RPT logic arojelectrjeal[[sjgnals that indicate limitsQ on low reactor vepsehkater level and high reactor pressure.

g# f yAThe ATWS-RPT is made@up of two %in f ndent trip systems,
with two channels of Reactor Steant . Pressure--High and
two channels of Reactor Vessel .WetDr Wel--Low Low,
level 2, in each trip system
twoindependenttripsystems|gGermostATWS-RPTdesigns,are necessary to satisfy the
reliability requirements of 10 CFR 50.62 (Ref. 2).. The
outputs of the channels in a trip system are combined in a
logic so that either trip system will trip both
recirculation pumps. [For this facility, the basis for the
trip system logic is as follows:)

There is one drive-motor breaker provided for each of the
two recirculation pumps, for a total of two breakers. The
output of one trip system is provided to both recirculation
pump breakers (see ATWS-RPT Logic Diagram,
Figure B 3.3.4.2-1).

(continued)

r
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

BASES (continued)
_

As thItLW - I' ~ ^ ^ ' E ~1 4 g gg, ,,g.

^: Veeest Precautt""g beinh 7 m
h kas t no rve wi v.i, :

-,te ~ ,,_}.,
Manual Trio [ . ",T"b: ; ,,

Trip Sy or,ve r

'9)( _

|

MMVA g . 4 kV Na *A"__'

By Hanh r - "-- va.a.1 Preasurer-

N . i k TC
4( oA L4.n es.'ve ILev.f3 ;

1 w . A No
a, L n m .c v Lev.Iar-

n irouwien<j *PumpM.ruel Trip
.

$9 oriv. ueor_

Figure B 3.3.4.2-1
Anticipated Transients Without Scram-Recirculation Pump Trip Logic Diagram

Typical Figure

.

1. Both Reactor Steam Dene Pressure High thannels or both Reactor Vessel Water Levet* LW Low, Level 2,
channels in either trip system must trip to ensure trip of the recircutstion puis.

2. Trip of either trip system will trip both recirculstion ptmps.

3. P w p trip is accomplished by tripping the motor generator (MG) set drive .otor breakers or fleid
breakers.

4 Manual trip is acconplished by remote senuel trip of MG set drive motor breakers.

(continued)
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
8 3.3.4.2

r

tf BASES (continued)
_

.

APPLICABLE The ATWS-RPT System is required by 10 CFR 50.62 (Ref. 2)
SAFETY ANALYSES and is designed to provide diverse means for reactor '

shutdown in the event of an anticipated operational
occurrence (A00) followed by a failure of the Reactor
Protection System (RPS). The system is not required to meet
the single-failure criterion but is required to perform its
function in a reliable manner.

ATWS-RPT protects against potential common mode failures
4 W thq7EPS. The ATWS-RPT initiates an RPT to aid in the

Ai#teduct; tin of reactor vessel pressures and to ensure fuel

T'Qocc
V cove "" following events during which scram has not

d.d@ reactor vessel water level indicates that the
iUtd60Ecooling the fuel may be threatened. Should*

cou % (M Mt1pesseheater icvel decrease too far, fuel damage
react

M erefore, the ATWS-RPT is initiated at
level 2 toTsSNfn maintaining the water level above the top
of the a Mik fuel.. e RPT at level 2 is provided to
decreass 66 sit ivity that occurs as a result of

"

compress q&:gif m voids. The reduction of core flow
reduces ne Oh, nd TH L POWER and, therafore, the
rate of coolant ff.'

(V The Reactor Steak;t isu igh function initiates an
y.

RPT to counteract, r ng core power
generation, transie s thaw aus ressure increase. For
the overpressurization event, the- ds in the
termination of the ATWS event - with the
safety / relief valves (S/RVs) ts tie peak reactor
pressure to less than the [ ~ psig) ASME Code limitt.

ATWS-RPT instrumentation satisfies the risk-mitigation
requirements of the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

.

LCO The ATWS-RPT LC0 requires all instrumentation performing an
ATWS-RPT function to be OPERABLE, which ensures that a
diverse reactor shutdown system is available in the event of
an A00 and common mode failure of the RPS.

The OPERABILITY of the ATWS-RPT is dependent on the
OPERABILITY of the inputs to the trip logic from the
instrumentation channels of the Reactor Steam Dome

(continued)

|p (continued)
U
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ATWS-RPT ins.rumentation
B 3.3.4.2

^

|

9|imSES (continued)
_ -. - -

1.00 Pressure--High function and the Reactor Vessel Water
(continued) Level--Low Low, level 2, function. For its two-out-of-two ,

logic configuration, each function must have all channels
OPERABLE in both trip systems. Either trip system alone
will perform the ATWS-RPT protective function.

Only the ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each function in
the LCO./ Nominal trip setpoints are specified in plant-!

specific setpoint niculations. The nominal setpoints are
selected'td @ sure that the setpoint measured by t b CHANNEL
FlWCTIONAL TEST does not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE if the
tHstable i5 ptirforming as required. Operation with a trip/

setpointclass conservative than tk nominal trip setpoint,
but within'its)All0WABLE VALUE, is acce) table provided that
o>eration and tsstingds consistent witi the assumptions of

;

tie plant; specific setpoint calculations. Each ALLOWABLE
VALUE spedfied is; mere conservative than the analytical
limit assumed in:the tranqimt and accident analysis in
nrder to accounVfor jnstrument uncertainties appropriate to
thetripfunctibn.t"%ss0)ncertaintiesaredefinedinthe
plant-specific setp~oint; methodology.

y/ n
A channel is OPERABLE pen theffei'lMdng conditiors are
satisfied: V gyg 4,

Allchannelcomponenknec iry henerateatrip1.

signalarefunctionalandinservice;e'A)gyV k#

2. Chanr.el measurement un,ertaintieseare khown (via test,
analysis, or design information) to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint calculations: and

3. Required Surveillance testing is current and has
demonstrated performance within each Surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.'

Each ATWS-RPT function is discussed below.

1. Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low tow. Level 2

Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated from
four level transmitters that are arranged in pairs on

(continued)
. . . . _.

(continued)e
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ATWS-RPT Instrunntation
: B 3.3.4.2
I

O BASES (continued)
. . - -

LCO separate taps (two transmitters per tap) that come
(continued) from two physically separated locations.

I Instrument lines are routed from each location through
the drywell and t, minate at the transmitters located
in the' containment. Four channels of peactor Vessel
Level--Low Low, Level 2, with two channels in each '

_ a trip system, are connected to relays whose contacts,

tjp.Q e arranged in a two-out-of-two logic configuration,h channels in each trip system are required to be

flo?w RABLE. The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low,e

U -- el 2, ALLOWABLE VALUE is chosen so that the system '

% [# aqQtty \the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALUE is as(For this
% 5 N wi1L % nitiated after a Level 3' scram.f

Jebws: l
2. % ea %

)?
&

497 ;

ct W team Dome Pressure--Hiah-

gQ/ ~

Exc,essive] actor pressure may potentially
An incre $ycrupth et r coolant pressure boundary (RCPB).t

a W tn e rea; tor pressure-during reactor
operation com{ presses $ steam voids and results in

i W'FAWER which could potentially
ion. This increasesp a positive reactin ,

Q- neutron fluxrandd .L,

overpressurizaMon. result in fueV.failettiand*@h
ctor vessel >

W

Reactor pressure is measurak$so physically
iptfrument line is routed

separated locations. - Ap#i the drywell and terminatesfrom each location thrs
| in the containment, where two pressure transmitters

monitor the pressure from each tap. :Four channels of
Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--High, with two channels
in each trip system, are' connected to relays whose
contacts are arranged in a two-out-of-two logic ,

configuration. Both channels in each trip system are
required to be OPERABLE. The Reactor Steam Dome
Pressure--High ALLOWABLE VALUE is chosen above the

.

maximum normal operating pressure to permit normal
! operation without spurious RPT and yet arovide an

adequate margin to the ASME Code allowaale Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) pressure.

!

| -(continued)

(continued)

,
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

BASES (continued)

LC0 [For this facility, the following support systems are
(continued) required to be OPERABLE to ensure ATWS-RPT instrumentation

''PERABII.ITY:]

[For this facility, those required support systems which,
upon their failure, do not result in the ATWS-RPT
instrumentation being declared inoperable, and their
justification, are as follows:]

<i
m

[Fo is .lity, the supported systems impacted by the
hbili f the ATWS-RPT instrumentation and the

ificat' of hether or not each supported system is
de e ' ,are as follows:]

M h.d

Aph M
APPLICABILITY The indiv ifal M Nns are required to be OPERABLE in

MODE 1 to proto$yagainst gegenon mode failures of the RPS by
providinga.dfsprse '

tigate the consequences of a
postulated ATWF eactor Steam Dome Pressure--
High and Reactor ( 1 e level--Low Low, Level 2
tunctions are required e b.i E in MODE 1 when the RCS
is pressurized and the en va pressure transient
exists. In MOCE 2, t ti6ntsystem is at low flow,
so the RPT is not necess UET and 4, the reactor
is shut down with all con a l rn 'inse $, tnd the
possibility of a significant pressure i e is
negligible. In MODE 5, the RPV head ,)$ % 11y tensioned
andnopressure-transient-threatto'tpeRCPB* exists.

(f-

ACTION 5 A protection function channel is inoperable when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function.
These criteria are outlined for each function in the LC0
section, above. The most common causes of channel

-

inope"tbility are ourt failure or because the bistable or
process module has drifted sufficiently so as to exceed the
tolerance allowed by the plant-specific setpoint analysis.
Typically the drift is found to be small and results in a
delay of actuation rather than a total loss of function.
Determination of setpoint drift is generally made during the
performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process

' instrument is set up for adjustment to bring it within
specification. If the trip setpoint is less conservative

(continued)

(continued)
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

g) BASES (continued)

ACTIONS than the ALLOWtBLE VALG.' in SR 3.3.4.2.4, the channel must
(continued) be declared inoperable inaediately, and the appropriate

Conditions must be entered immediately.

In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found nsn-
conservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the

-transmitter, instrument loop, signal-processing electronics,
or Distable is found inoperable, then all affected functions
M d by that channel must be declared inoperable and the

Agt0 ition entered for the particular protection function
Waffec .

4 7

kMt)e of these Actions apply to each one of the
44hes e T functions. A Note has been added to

inc i at Completion Time is on a Condition Basis
forep ,

.

Condition (

Conditio oth of the ATWS-RPT functions.

A.1. A.2.1. and 2

\ AM
y/ Sinceoneormored er ction may be inoperable'at

a given time, it i t ntain each channel in at
least one trip syst OPE E or ' ped in order to
preserve the ATWS-RPT function, jeastonetrip. system
is not capable, at all times, pingatrip,thenthe
reactor must be placed in a utsiae the Applicability.
As an example, referring to re B 3.3.4.'2-1, "ATWS-RPT
Logic Diagram," if both channels A and B :are faulty in
tripsystemAandneitheroneispiacedintrip,thesystemi

can still function as long as all' channels of trip system B
are either OPERABLE or one channel of each function is in
trip and the other channel is OPERABLE.

The 1-hour allowed for_ Required Action A.1 is sufficient for
operations personnel to ensure functional capability, in
addition, for Required Action'A.2.1 or Required
Action A.2.2, 72 hours is allowed in which to repa'r faulty
channels or place them in the trip position, thus ensuring
that the ,ystem's ability to withstand a single failure is
restored. The 72-hour Completion Time is sufficient for
operations personnel to complete either Required
A tion A.2.1 or Required Action A.2.2. ' Required

t

(continued)

| (O (continued))

|
v

1
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ATWS-RPT Instrumutation
B 3.3.4.2

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS Action A.2.2 has been modified by a Note to indicate that
(continued) the Required Action only applies if placing inoperable

channel (s) in trip would not result in an RPT.
|

If a channel becomes inoperable for a function in one trip
system when its radundant channel in the same trip system is
in trip, placing the second channel in trip will result in
an RPT trip. Required Action A.2.2 was not intended to

Actios,an' annecessary trip.f.2130uld have to be met.If inoperable channel (s)
force In this event, Required

ar,ejpotrestoredtoCPERABLEstatusorplacedintripwithin
the allowe_d/Cempletion Time, Required Action B.1 should be

met.g g. p g
- my w

Condition B Q %j<)yy %,.*-
IfRequirsdActibsAIlandA.2.1 ora.2.2arenotcarried
out within the< allotted time, Required Action 8.1 is
required. Required action S.) allows 6 hours to place the
plant in MODE 2'. The' Completion Time of 6 hours is

~

reasonable, basedien" operating ex
requiredMODEfromfullfpowerin|perience,toreachthean,. orderly manner and
without challenging plant' systems'.Njg

y fw w'n
f+ f 'q %w q{ACondition C

Required Action C.1 verifies that the Reqifred Actions have
been initiated for those supported systems' dec'lared
inoperable because of the inoperability of th'e support trip
system (s). The specified 1-hour Completion Time is
sufficient for plant operations personnel to make this
verification.

Required Action C.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported . systems impacted by the
inoperability of trip system (s) associated with each
ATWS-RPT function have been initiated. This can be
accomplished by entering the supported systems' LCOs
independently or as a group of Required Actions that need to
be initiated every time Condition C is entered. [For this
facility, the identified supported systems' Required Actions
associated with each ATWS-RFT function are as follows:]

Required Action C.2 verifies that all required support or
supported features associated with the other trip system are

(continued)

(continued)
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

O
V BASES (continued)

ACTIONS OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour. The specified
(continued) Completion Time is sufficient foi plant operations personnel

to make this verification. If verification determines loss
of functional capability, LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately
entered. However, if the support or supported feature LCO

'

;

takes into consideration the loss-of-function situation,
then LC0 3.0.3 may not need to_be entered.
4h

SURVEILLANCE are provided in the SR-section. The SRs have been
REQUIREMENTS modifMN by,<a Note that allows placing one trip system for a'

TasingWfunctkn in inoperable status for up to 2 hours for

%perf6rmange"efer$ quired Surveillances as long as one trip
e

systea temain K ERABLE. Upon completion of the
Surveill'ance_or(expiration of the 2-hour allowance, the trip
system must?beSeturned to OPERABLE status or the Required
Actions taksn. [Fo is facility, the basis for the 2-hour

allowanc(Asa ,
:)

SR 3.3.4.b
Ah

O' Performance of t iCHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that gross failu pCHAofel rumeqationhasnotoccurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is ategepa sinn or$e parameter indicated on
one channel to a sin ~t1'lar padmeteNeo other channels. It is

basedontheassumptionthatinstJ@6@pt,channelsmonitoring
is

the same parameter should read;a tely the same value.
Significant deviations betwee@$re two instrument channels
could be an indication of exesssive instrument drift in one
of the channels or even of something more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross channel failure; thus, it is key. to
verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate
properly between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by-the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal-processing
equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale during times when Surveillances are required, the
CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off scale in

(continued)'-

V (continued)
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
REQUIREMENTS verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not

(continued) failed downsnle.

The Surveillance interval, about once every shift, is based
on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
channel failure. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
guarant that undetected overt channel failure is limited1
to 12 . Since the probability of two random failures

'

in a annels in any 12-hour period is low, the
. CHE inimizes the chance of loss of protective

ton d' o ilure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL
> e ss formal, out more frequent, checks ofCH

ring normal operational use of thecha ;

displays a ted h the LC0 required channels.
4 V

SR 3.3.4. 2

SNAL fles the function of the trip,
ACHANNELFUNC,h)~ s of the channel. The testinterlock, and
inserts a simulat 1 si al as close to the sensor
as practicable and ver re trip, interlocks, and
alarms function when t np d the trip point.
Where the design has m .ons r including sensors

in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONALy' s 'o,un
t ignal shall be

inserted at that point. and left" values for
bistable trip setpoints are .:orded. le setpoints
must be found within the ALLOWABLE V ified in the
LC0. The difference between the cu "as found" and the
previous "as left" setpoints mustW lthin the drift
allowance used in the setpoint analysis. Recalibration of
the bistable setpoint restores the operability of an
otherwise functional component that does not meet these
criteria. However, repeated failures of the same channel
over a small number of test intervals should be evaluated as
potentially indicating a deterministic failure that cannot
be corrected by recalibration.

4

[For this facility, the basis for the 31-day Frequency is as
follows:]

This SR is modified by a Note that the RPT breakers are not
required to be tripped during this test. This is due to the
plant conditions needed to perform the Surveillance and the

(continued)

(continued)
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentaticn
B 3.3.4.2

(~'
BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE potential for unplanned plar.t transients if the
REQUIREMENTS Surveillance is performed with the reactor at power.

(continued)
SR 3.3.4.2.3

Calibration of trip units consists of a test to determine
actual trip setpoints. Trip setpoints are adjusted if found
o ide of the acceptable "as found" tolerance. If, during

it calibration, the associated trip setting is
d to be less conservative than the specified

LLOW VALUE, the channel must be declared inoperable.
Meas nt. and setpoint error determination and

st be performed consistent with the
he plant-specific setpoint analysis.

Tha, Frequency of 31 days is based on
ass ptio he methodology included in the determination
of the t . etpoi R 3.3.4.2.3 and SR 3.3.4.2.2 are
often p eously using a common procedure.

SR 3.3.4.

O CHANNEL CALIBRAT is e check of the instrumentV channel, includi et The test verifies the
channel responds t pa er values with the.

-necessary range and wura CE CALIBRATION leaves
the channel adjusted to account rument drift between
successive tests, to ensure th trument channel
remains operational with the int ithin the assumption
of the plant-specific setpo analysis. Transmitter "as
found" and "as left" values are recorded and used to verify
drift assumptions. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL
CALIBRATION shall find-that measurement errors and bistable
setpoint errors are within the asst..nptions of the plant-
specific setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint error,

'

determination and readjustment must be performed consistent
with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint
analysis.

Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an otherwise
functional component found to have errors larger than those
assumed in the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially

(continued)

(~S (continued)
b
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ATWS-RPT Instrumentation
B 3.3.4.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE indicating a deterministic failure that cannot be corrected
REQUIREMENTS by recalibration.

(continued)
Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with equivalent,
laboratory-calibrated units.

The Surveillance frequency is based upon the assumption of
an [18)Jmonth calibration interval in the determination of
the. magnitude 3of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

Sh 3.3.4.2{Y ,
u _.c M

Performance of'afLOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates
the OPERABILITYLof the, required actuation logic for a
specific -chanifeRThe/ LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST tests
all logic 'compon'entis(i.e., all relays and contacts, trip
units, solid-state' logic Slaments, etc.) of a logic circuit,
from sensor up7to the4 actuated device. The system
functional test'ofithe?)smp4 breakers, included as part of
this test, overlaps'the, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST to provide
complete testing of the?a'ssumed safety function. If the
breakers are incapableW operatiiighthe associated

instrument channel would befinoperable)A
'y yp$d considering it is

';
' developThe 18-month Frequency wa

prudent that the Surveillance be performed.|only during a
plant outage. This is due to the plant (conditions needed to
perform the Surveillance and the potent ~ial for unplanned
plant transients if the Surveillance #is performed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience has shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at
the 18-month Frequency.

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section [15], "[ Title]."

2. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50.62,
" Requirements for Reduction of Risk from Anticipated
Transients Without Scram (ATWS) Events for Light-Water
Cooled Reactor."

O
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ECCS Instrumentation-
B 3.3.5.1

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.5.1 Emeroency Core Coolino System (ECCS) Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND ECCS instrumentation channels generate signals to
automatically initiate those systems that ensure the fuel is
aclaquately cooled in the event of a design basis transient
# accident.W%

- >TheEGG$instrumentationisdesignedtoincludethethree
i subsy4bems, entified below:

%n.<W & ;

% P'Fia W Mensmitters or process sensors;

4 ssing and bistable modules; and
*

,

Tripj%ic,trgset
Field TrahudM,fqy/d@ points, and ALLOWABLE VALUES.
+

uf
e 7rocess Sensors

Field trans i prod $'t
electronic signaEbased&the, sensors provide a measurablebphysical characteristics.of
the parameter being

d. N)))
Typically, four measuremen dhann Swith physical
separation are provided for each, ter. These are
typicallyorganizedintotwotripje s which are
physically and electrically separated.' Four measurement
channels are necessary to mett?the redundancy and
testability of GDC 2L in Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 (Ref.1)
and to implement the one-out-of-two taken twice logic
arrangement discussed for the ECCS instrumentation.

[For this facility, a discussion of the ECCS parameters that
do not have four measurement channels and their conformance
to redundancy and testability requirements of GDC 21 in
Appendix A to 10 CFR 50 is as follows:]

For most anticipated operational occurrences (A00s) and
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) a wide range of dependent-and-
independent parameters are monitored.

(continued)

(continued)

O
|b
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)
_

BACKGROUND Sianal Processina and Bistable Modules
(continued)

Each process parameter measurement channel includes
electronic equipment which provides signal conditioning,
comparable output signals for main control board
instruments, comparison of measured input signals with
setpoints established by safety analyses, and output to the
trip logic channels. This output to the trip logic channels
is takgeffe a bistable device which can be mechanical
switshes"t $ are part of the process sensors or electronic
compefators t receive input from the process transmitters
dv Aensors .. n ejther case, the bistable out)ut contacts
arhconsi 'd to be
Trioloaicneta)? Set 6s8mts/ALLOWABLEVALUES%hlV f ;p"%part of the trip logic ciannel.

gj/ % M9
Trip setpoints a%Mdse predetermined values of output
voltage or current 3agains ich the output voltage or
current relate (yto t g value of the process
parameter is comp s4 e present measured output value
of the process paw.am eeds he setpoint, the
associated bistable ch' sta The trip setpoints are
the nominal values at h les are set. They are
derived from the limit sof process parameters
obtained from the accide ( tical limits)through a process of corr tion unc inties and errors
set forth in the plant-specific setpoi dology
(Ref. 4). The analytical limits, cor r analytic and
process uncertainties, become the BLE ALUES which
when further corrected by the met ogy described in
Reference 4 become the calculated trip setpoint values.

The setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate
protection because sensor and processing time delays are
accounted for as well as calibration tolerances,
instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift and severe
environment errors for channels that must function in harsh
environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49 (Ref 6). The
actual nominal trip setpoint entered into the bistable is
usually still more conservative than that calculated by the
plant-specific setpoint methodology. If the setpoint
measured for the bistable by the surveillance test does not
exceed the documented surveillance test acceptance criteria,
the bistable is considereo OPERABLE.

(continued)
,

(continued)

O
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)
v

BACKGROUND Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will ensure
(continued) that Safety Limits (SLs) are not violated during A00s, and

the consequences of DBAs will be acceptable, providing the
plant is being operated within the LCOs at the onset of an
A00 or DBA, and the equipment functions as designed.

Each channel of the process control equipment can be tested
o dine to verify that the signal setpoint accuracy is

the setpoint specified allowance requirements stated,

/ b<p/ servi
,L ence 4. Once a designated channel is taken out of

1 . for testing, a simulated signal is injected in place

%''$a tha 'c(. field instrument signal .of th The process equipment for

%eHbrateifpin test is then tested, verified, andhanne
.

Thg E,F UES listed in Table 3.3.5.1-1 are based on
the etpoistimethodology described in Reference 4, which
incorporptop all of' known uncertainties applicable for
each champs 1. tudes of these uncertainties are
f actored 'ipW mination of each trip setpoint. All
field sens6W ' signal processing equipment for these
channels are asd to e within the allowances of

{x these uncertaintg g y,v, y
'

The ECCS instrumen atMlowpressurecorespray
(LPCS), low pressur coola "i nje' n (LPCI), high pressure
core spray (HPCS), and Automatic surization System
(ADS). The equipment involved of these systems is
identified in LC0 3.5.1, "EC. pera ng" bases.

QLow Pressure Coolant Iniection-A and low Pressure Core Soray
Systems

The LPCS System will be initiated automatically and is
backed up manually. Automatic initiation occurs for
conditions of Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low,
Level 1 or high drywell pressure. The outputs of the trip
units are connected to relays whose contacts are arranged in
a one-out-of-two taken twice logic for each variable. The
high drywell pressure initiation signal is a latching signal
and must be manually reset. Besides starting the LPCS
System the automatic initiation signal also starts the:

LPCI-A subsystem and the associated diesel generator.

; (continued)

(continued)
/O N
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

! BACKGROUND The LPCS pump discharge flow is monitored by a flow
| (continued) transmitter. When the pump is running and discharge flow is

low enough that pump overheating may occur, the minimum flow'

! return line valve is opened. The valve is automatically
. closed if flow is normal to allow the full-system flow
! assumed in the accident analysis.

The LPCS System also monitors the pressure in the reactor
vesselats; ensure that, before the injection valves open, the
reactet pressure has fallen to a value below the LPCS
System's maxjabm design pressure.
W jit

Loespressure' ooi n t In.iection-B and Low Pressure Coolant
i iniection-C Suhnvst -e

The LPCI Sy are tomatically or manually initiated.
Automatic initia ionTeccurs for conditions of Reactor Vessel
Water Level--Low!Lew Low, Lovel 1 or Drywell Pressure--High.'

I The outputs of the trip unit' spare connected to relays whose3
contacts are arra,ngedlirPhtone-out-of-two taken twice logic
for each functionp0nce aFinitiation signal is received by
the LPCI control circult'yf the, signal is sealed in, untilr
manually reset. W @QW sQp
If an automatic initiationisignal?or %Ioss-of-coolant
accident occurs on both divisions \(LPCIhB>and LPCI-C)
simultaneously with a loss of power signa 13the LPCI Pump C

| starts immediately when power,to the 4(40'Vsenergency bus.is
; restored. The LPCI-B pump is signale(A'o stsit after a
1 5-second delay to limit the loading?on the standby power

#sources.
l

if a pump is running but discharge flow is low enough that
pump overheating may occur, the minimum-flow return line
valve is signalled to open. The valvo is automatically
closed if flow is normal to allow the full system flow
assumed in the analyses.

The LPCI monitors the pressure in the reactor vessel to
| ensure that, prior to the injection valve opening, the

reactor pressure has fallen to a value below the LPCI
System's maximum design pressure. Additionally, instruments

| are provided to close the recirculation pump discharge
i valves to ensure that LPCI flow does not bypass the core

when it injects into the recirculation lines.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

Ov BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Low reactor water level in the shroud is detected by two !

(continued) additional instruments to automatically isolate other modes
of residual heat removal (RHR) (e.g., suppression pool
cooling) when LPCI is required. Manual overrides for these
isolations are, provided. ,

Hiah Pressure Core Soray System ;
,s

ThDPCS System will be initiated automatically and is -
Xbackediup by manual means. Automatic initiation occurs for

Aconditions of Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low, Level 2
* or higEdrywell pressure. The outputs of the trip units' are.

W connected,to? relays whose contacts are arranged in a
Tone-out;of-tWo!taken twice logic for each function. _ The

HPCS System-initiation signal is a sealed-in signal'and must
be manuallyireset. If the initiating. conditions have
clea" red; ths HPCS pump can then be stopped and the system
realignedffor automatic initiation, f.utomatic restart will-
occur if teither ofitheitwo initiation conditions reoccurs.
In additibn t0Tstarting the HPCS pump, the automaticc
initiation signals also start the associated diesel

M1 Agenerator.
- W $ ?sOn receipt of hi6kwaterflevel@Ns)gnal, Level 8, the HPCS\ k . . .

pumptripsand-theinje6tientvalvesclose. The logic is
two-out-of-two to provide h'igh relisbility of the HPCS

restarts if a low low water level?sig; sad the HPCS System
System. The injection valve reopens!

nal is subsequently
received. AjfC '

Ry
The HPCS System also monitors' the water levels in the
condensate storage tank (CST) and the suppression pool,
since these are the two sources of water for HPCS operation.,

L Reactor-grade water in the CST:is the normal and-preferred
; source. On receipt of an HPCS initiation' signal, the CST

suction valves are automatically signaled to open (they are
normally in the open position), unless both suppression pool
suction valves are open. If the-water level in the CST
falls below a preselected level, first the~ suppression-pool
suction valves automatically open, and .then the CST suction
valves automatically close. ' Two level transmitters are used
to detect low water level in the CST. Either transmitter
and associated-trip unit can cause the suppression pool
suction valves to open and one of the two CST suction valves
to close. The suppression pool suction valves also

: (continued)
'

(continued)
'
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

O ||BASES (continued).
|
I
'

BACKGR0VNDS automatically open and the CST suction valves close if high
(continued) water level is detected in the suppression pool. To prevent

losing suction to the pump, the suction valves are |
interlocked so that one suction path must be open before the I

other automatically closes.

To protect the HPCS pump from overheating during low-flow
conditions, a minimum-flow bypass line has been installed.
If flo h; rmal, the valve in this line is automatically
clos a w the full-system flow assumed in the
a s.

Au b tic d re d ization System

ADS will b de$I,y
% g5# f

9 iat utomatically and is backed up by
manual me g " 4g c initiation occurs when signals
indicatinpReactW el Water level--Low Low Low, Level 1;
Drywell PressuresHigh or ' water level actuation timer;
confirmedReactorVe Level--Low, Level 3; and
either LPCS or I.B

.on ti r has timed out. There
argm yressure high are all

present and the A
are two transmitters e ' for r r -vessel low. low low
water level and drywel gh arid one-transmitter
for confirmed reactor ' . sel wat level in each of the
two ADS trip systems. E e ' itters connectsgJto a trip unit which then %'ives rela se contacts form
the initiation logic.

4

Each ADS trip system (Trip System Trip System B)
includes a time delay between sott Ing the initiation
logic and the actuation of the rel ef valve. The time delay
chosen is long enough that the HPCS has time to operate to
recover to a level above level 1, yet not so long that the
LPCI and LPCS Systems are unable to adequately cool the fuel
if the HPCS fails to maintain level. An alarm in the
control room is annunciated when either of the timers is
running. Resetting the ADS initiating signals resets the
timers.

The ADS also monitors the discharge pressures of the three
LPCI pumps and the LPCS pump. The signals are used as
permissive for ADS relief valve actuation, indicating that
there is a source of core coolant available once the ADS has
depressurized the vessel.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

n

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The logic in et.ch trip system is arranged in two strings.
(continued) Both strings heave a contact from each of the following

variables: Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low,
level 1; Drywell Pressure--High or ADS Bypass Timer; and
confirmed Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low, Level 3. The
other string his only a contact from reactor vessel level 1
and drywell pressure. Once the Drywell Pressure--High or
A itiation signals are present, they are individually

in, until manually reset. All contacts in both logic
ust close, the ADS initiation timer must time out,

nd L : and LPCI discharge pressure signals must be present
to i at an ADS trip system. Either ADS Trip System A or

gil the ADS relief valves to open.ca

Han -- ia$ is accomplished by operating the control
swt ' afety/ relief valve _(S/RV) associated with
the S. inhibit switches are provided in the
control for ADS Their function is required for ADS
OPERABIL ,s Js inoperable if the manual inhibit
switches g en ADS is required to be OPERABLE.

hd =a
(b APPLICABLE The core cooling N

'\ ~
'

f ECCS, together with the
SAFETY ANALYSES scram action of th t pro on System (RPS), ensures

| that the fuul peak ddingidempe e remains below the
I limits of 10 CFR 50.46. It also s that the fuel
! and reactor pressure vessel SLs exceeded. The

capability of the ECCS to be, ated uring transients and
accidents analyzed is prese ' ir Reference 2. Each of the
ECCS actuation instruments i Table 3.3.5.1-1 support their
ECCS system OPERABILITY requirements, which are also
provided in LC0 3.5.1, "ECCS-Operating," and LC0 3.5.2,
" ECCS- Shu tdown . " The specific safety analyses
appilcabilities are discussed on a function-by-function
basis below,

Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low. Level 1

Low water level indicates the capabi_lity to cool the fuel
may be threatened. Should water level decrease too far,
fuel da;nage could result. The low-pressure ECCSs are
initiated at icvel 1 to ensure that core spray and flooding
functions are available to prevent or minimize fuel damage.

(continued)
^

( (continued)
( -
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Additionally, ADS receives one of the signals necessary for
SAFETY ANALYSES initiation. The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low,

(continued) Level 1 is one of the functions assumed to be OPERABLE and
capable of initiating the ECCS during the transients and
accidents analyzed in References 1 and 3. For these events
the ECCS ensures SLs are not exceeded (high pressure and
fuel coverage). The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low
Low, Level,1 function is-directly assumed in the analysis of
the rectri:ulation line break (Ref. 7). The core cooling
function #of;the ECCS, along with the scram action of the
RPS kassuresfthat the fuel peak cladding temperature remains
below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

'A;
, it A

Reactodes'seljats' Level--Low low. Level 2
4 wt

Low reactokves'sel wdt$r level indicates the capability to
cool the fuel may beathreatened. Should reactor vessel
water level deqrease too far, fuel damage could result.
Therefore, the!HPCS Systentistinitiated at level 2 to
maintain level 'above"the"topfof the active fuel. The
Reactor Vessel Water"L6veletow Low, Level 2 is one of the
functions assumed to beiOPERABLE?and capable of initiating
HPCS during the transients analyzedf'in References 2 and 7.
For these events the ECCS ensums SLsfare not exceeded (high
pressure and fuel coverage)/The?Reactot Vessel Water
level--Low Low, level 2 fuhetion 'as'sociated with HPCS is
directly assumed in the analysis of the, recirculation line
break (Ref. 7). The core cooling functioCo
alongwiththescramactionoftheRPSP~assu$theECCS,res that the
fuel peak cladding temperature rema, iris below the limits of
10 CFR 50.46.

Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low. Level 3

The Level 3 function is used by the. ADS portion of ECCS only
as confirming low water level signal. ADS is initiated on
receipt of a Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low,
level 1 signal. In order to prevent spurious initiation of
the ADS due to spurious level 1 signals, a level 3 signal
must also be received before ADS initiation commences. The
level 3 function must be OPERABLE in order for ADS to
initiate.

m

(continued)

( ontinued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

C
\ BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE Reactor Vessel Water level-Hich. Level 8
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) High reactor vessel water level-indicates that sufficient
cooling water inventory exists 5 the reactor vessel such
that there is no danger to the fuel. Therefore, the level 8-
sigr.al is used to close the HPCS injection valves to prevent
overflow into the main steam lines. (For this facility, the

applicable safety analyses and their basis are as follows:]
4%

4 rywe11tPressure--HiahD

Y High prhssure in the drywell could indicate a break in the
breactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). All-ECCS

%irdectionVand spray subsystems are initiated on receipt of
-

the Drywell PFessure--High function in order to minimize the ,

ipossibility of/ fuel damage. Additionally, ADS receives one
of the signalsinecessary for initiation. The Drywell
Pressure =High is assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of~
initiating >the ECCS?during the transients and-accidents
analyzed incRe$pt9nEssF2 and 5. -For these events-the ECCS
ensuresSLs4ere'notgeiceeded(highpressureandfuel

the level 1 and 2$ypell Pressure--Hign function, along with
coverage). The Dr

O ftinctienPi's$directly assumed in the.
-

analysis of the redircuhtionline break (Ref. 7). The core
cooling function of the'ECC$. al% with the scram action of4
the RPS, assures that the fuel pe M cladding temperature
remains below the limits of 10 CFEU$0' 46.

A%Y b
Reactor Steam Dome Pressure- L E finie tion Permissive)

gy
low reactor steam dome pressure signals are used as
permissives for the low-pressure ECCS subsystems. This-
ensures that, prior to opening the injection valves of the
low-pressure ECCS subsystems, the reactor pressure has
fallen to a value below these subsystem's maximum design

| pressure. 'The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low is one of
| the functions assumed to be OPERABLE and capable of

permitting initiation of the ECCS during the transients
! analyzed in References 2 and 5. For these events the ECCS
i ensures SLs are not exceeded (high pressure and fuel

coverage). The core cooling function of the ECCS, along
with the scram action of the RPS, assures that the fuel peak
cladding temperature remains below the limits of

;

(continued)

(continued)

k
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 10 CFR 50.46. The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low function
SAFETY ANALYSES is directly assumed in the analysis of the recirculation

(continued) line break (Ref. 7).

LPCS and LPCI Pumo Discharoe Pressure--Hiah

The Pump Discharge Pressure--High signals from the LPCS and
LPCI pum tare used as permissives for ADS initiation,
indica 'Qat there is a source of low pressure cooling
wate TeleoncetheADShasdepressurizedthevessel.
Hi g mp di arge pressure is one of the functions assumed
t& B6 OPE - any capable of permitting ADS initiation
duft%tWevents'e,nalyzed in References 5 and 7 with an
assu'metlNPCSf444c For these events the ADS
depressurizes' Se $re or vessel so that the low-pressure

cooling fun'r,f6ns!the.re cooling functions. This coreECCS can pe
ttion'e fjths ECCS, along with the scram action ofs

remainsbelow-$gs(thatthefuelpeakcladdingtemperaturethe RPS, assur
e'limitsfe010 CFR 50.46.
*g6Qvfg

HPCS Pumo Dischardhshe--Hiah (Bypass)

[For this facility, the li.cd ha{ety analyses basis is
as follows:] \ y "

LPCI. LPCS. and HPG1 Pumo Nhhi
3$

The minimum flow interlocks are providehf5| + these systems
toallowtheassociatedECCSpumps,toMiittia'eandprotect
the pump from overheating. The minimum flow line valve is
opened when low flow is sensed and''the valve is
automatically closed at normal flow conditions. The minimum
flow bypass valve closure is one of the functions assumed to
be OPERABLE and capable of closing the valve during the
transients analyzed in References 2 and 5. For these events
the ECCS ensures SLs are not exceeded (high pressure and
fuel coverage). The core cooling function of the ECCS,
along with the scram action of the RPS, assures that the
fuel peak cladding temperature remains below the limits of
10 CFR 50.46.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
i

B 3.3.5.1 |

1

-\h BASES (continued)
-

APPLICABLE Condensate Storaoe Tank (CST) Level--Low
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) Low level in the CST indicates the unavailability of an
adequate supply of makeup water from this normal source.
Normally the suction' valves between the HPCS and the CST are
open and, upon receiving an HPCS initiation signal, water
for HPCS injection would be taken from the CST.

r, if the water level in the CST falls below a

s { ed level, first the suppression pool suction valves
utoma ally open, and then the CST suction valves

'~ auto al] close. This assures that an adequate supply%
u r is available to the HPCS pump. To prevent

c) o the pump, the suction valves are
inte_ s t one suction path must be open before the
oth y closes. This function is implicitly
assum d in cident and transient analyses, which take
credit for CS, sin the analyses assume the HPCS suction
source ity e s n pool.

Sucoressio a level--Hioh

Excessively high re 1 water could result in the
v loads on the sup ss E 1 eding design values should

there be a blowdowa4 #tNact essel pressure through
the S/RVs. - Therefortr, sig 's in ing high suppression
pool water level are used to tran he suction source of
HPCS from the CST to the supprest . 1 to eliminate the
possibility of HPCS continui ?$efprov e additional water-
from a source outside contat nt. This function is
implicitly assumed in the acc dent and transient analyses,
which take credit for HPCS, since the analyses assume the
HPCS suction source is the suppression pool.

LPCI Pumo Start--Time Delav Relav

The purpose of this time delay is to stagger the start of
the two main ECCS pumps that are in each of Divisions 1 and
2, thus limiting the starting transients on the power buses.
The LPCI Pump Start--Time Delay Relays are assumed OPERABLE
in the accident and transient analyses requiring ECCS
initiation. Tnat is, the analysis assumes that the pumps
will initiate when required and excess loading will not
cause failure of the power sources.

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE ADS Initiation Timer
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The purpose of the ADS initiation timer is to delay
depressurization of the reactor vessel to give the HPCS
System time to maintain reactor vessel water level. Since
the rapid depressurization caused by ADS operation is one of
the most severe transients on the reactor vessel, its
occurrence should be limited. By delaying initiation of the
ADS function, the operator is given the chance to monitor
the success ~or failure of the HPCS System to maintain water
levelf and then to decide whether or not to allow ADS to
ini.tiate, to delay initiation further by recycling the
timer, or to inhibit initiation permanently. The ADS

initiation timer | function is assumed OPERABLE for the
accident and:transientianalyses of References 2, 5, and 7
that require ECCS,i.nitiation and assume failure of the HPCS
System. +,

ADS Bvoass Timer' j *y;
/One of the signals required for ADS initiation is Drywell

Pressure--High. Howevergifthe#eventrequiringADS
initiation occurs outside the drywell for example, main
steamlinebreakoutside' containment),h(ahighdrywell
pressure signal may never<beipresent. "<Therefore, the ADS
bypass timer is used to bfpass th'e Drywblh Pressure--HighI

function after a certain time period has elapsed, aftere

which automatic ADS initiation requiret'iorilygthe reactor
water level and one low-pressure injection pump running
signals. Q.'
ADS Manual Inhibit

[For this facility, the applicable safety analyses basis is
as follows:]

Manual Initiation

The manual initiation push-button switches introduce signals
into the appropriate ECCS which are redundant to the
automatic protective instrumentation and provides manual
initiation capability. [For this facility, the safety
analysis basis is as follows:]

ECCS instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 ot' the NRC
Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B-3.3.5.1

;O BASES (continued) I

)
LCO The LCO requires all instrumentation performing an ECCS '

function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders--
the affected channel (s) inoperable and reduces the
reliability of the affected functions. Each function must ,

have the required number of OPERABLE channels per ECCS
instrument function, with their setpoints within the '

specified ALLOWABLE VALUES. Actuation setpoints are
calibrated consistent with applicable setpoint methodology
nei tions, Each channel must also respond within its !
ssu y esponse time.

k ALLO VALUES are specified for each ECCS function in
^

%vplant-sthef . inal trip setpoints are specified in the.,
6setpoint calculations.- The nominal setpoints

are s d t Censure the setpoint measurements by CHANNEL
FUNCTION tTESTSidonotexceedtheALLOWABLEVALUEifthe
bistable i$peWorming as required, Operation with a trip
setpointJe
butwithia"ssconse

ive than the nominal trip setpoint,
its VALUE, is acceptable provided that

operation' s consistent with the assumptions of
the plant-spet point calculations. Each ALLOWABLE
VALUE specified- 1 re c ^ vative than the analytical

o limit assumed in t tand accident analysis in
h(d order to account )r , it%ncertainties appropriate to

plant-specific setpo nt m$mererI ties are defined in thethetripfunction,y e

et% dol , Ref. 4).

Table 3.3.5.1-1 Note (b) is adcj that certain ECCS

instrumentation functions alss| form' diesel generator
initiation. fg
Violation of the LC0 for any ECCS function could allow the
facility to reach conditions during steady-state and
transient operation beyond those evaluated for safe plant
operation. If exceeded, these conditions could lead to fuel
failure or vessel overpressurization.

The ECCS functions specified in Table 3.3.5.1-1 are OPERABLE
when:

1. All channel components necessary to provide an ECCS
actuation are functional and in service;

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LCO 2. Channel measurement uncertainties are known (via test,
(continued) analysis, or design information)- to be within the

assumptions of the setpoint calculations; and

3. Required surveillance testing is current and has
demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

The ba '$ or the LC0 requirements for each function are
disc below.

li w Pri re foolant In.iection-A and Low Pressure Core
Q inra( Bubsv @ s

%MOV y 'qh,

1.a. R m r Vennel Water level--Low Low low. Level I

c 1 water level 1 indicates that the-
capability of cooling the fuel may be threatened.
Shouldethe el decrease too far, the core
may b'e 6 ~d and fuel damage could
resul t .4 ? 'A and,LPCS suh!yateas of the
ECCS are init d at 1 1 to ensure that core

~

spray and fl n are available to
prevent or m

m{
l e.

Reactor Vessel ber L 1-- ow Low, Level 1,
signals are initiated from fo y el
transmitters that are conne lays whose
contacts'are arranged in -out f-two taken
twice logic. -

The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low,
level l~, ALLOWABLE VALUE is high enough to allow
time for the low-pressure core flooding systems
to activate and provide adequate cooling, but low
enough to ensure that decreases in level that
result from an operational transients will not
cause spurious initiation.

.

! The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low,
| Level 1, function is required to be OPERABLE when

the LPCI-and LPCS are required to be OPERABLE.'

Thus, four channels are required to be OPERABLE
in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 4 and 5, the

(continued)

(continued) .
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASE" (continued)

LCO level 1 function is required for those
(continued) low-pressure ECCS subsystems required to be

OPERABLE by LCO 3.5.2, 'ECCS-Shutdown."

1.b. Drywell Pressure--Hioh

High pressure in the drywell could indicate a
A break in the RCPB. -All ECCS injection and spray

gt'$ subsystems and ADS subsystems are initiated on

f d (i; i). receipt of the Drywell Pressure--riigh signal in'

V ; order to minimize the possibility of fuel damage.
(. h drywell pressure signals are initiated from
yyd . pressure transmitters which are connected to
GM , whose contacts are arranged in a one-out-

Ap) f- taken twice logic.

Y OWABLE VALUE was selected to be as low as
sible to sinimize heat loads on equipment

. ocat drywell, but not so low as to-
s trips.

The Dr Pre --High function is required

(Q 'e LPCI-A and LPCS ECCS-to be ABL

g subsys s u to be OPERABLE. Thus,
four cha e 11 Pressure--High
functim a requ dt OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2, and 3. In MODES 4 a the Drywell
Pressure--High functi required since
there is insuffici ergy n the reactor to-
pressurize.the pr containment to the drywell.
high pressure setp nt.

l.c. LPCI Pumo A Start--Time Delav Relav
!
'

The purpose of this time delay is to stagger the
start of the two main ECCS pumps that are in,

| Divisions 1 and 2,-thus limiting the starting
transients on the emergency power buses.

There is one. LPCI Pump A Start--Time Delay Relay,
in the RHR pump start logic circuit. Since the
relay is dedicated to a single pump start logic,

(continued)

(continued)
|

/D,

i
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

i

BASES (continued)

LC0 a single failure of the LPCI Pump A Start--Time
(continued) Delay Relay will cause only the LPCI Pump A to

fail to start.

The ALLOWAfiE VALUE for the LPCI Pump A
Start--Time Delay Relay is long enough that the
majority of the starting transient of the lead

/ pump is complete before starting the subsequent

$gpypumponthesame4.16kVemergencybus,andshorty enough so that ECCS operation is not degraded.As pa
df TAiftPCJ Pump A Start--Time Delay Relay function

%'w M ub ^ g 3equired to be OPERABLE when the LPCI A
Vg is oni

t4m?ef the ECCS is required to be OPERABLE.
Thi |one%nnel of LPCI pump start time delay

(rel Ifor.1MI Pump A is required to be OPERABLE
inMODE$f1P2,and3. In MODES 4 and 5, the
function'is only,1 required when LPCI-A is required;
tobe)0PER$Bg&bfyLi,LE0 3.5.2, "ECCS-Shutdown."~ Af& B

1.d. ReactortStesis Dame Pressure--Low (In.iection

Permissive) ggy ,@gg%ig
Low reactor ste{amedent, pressure signals are used

p

as permissives M thellow-$rdssure ECCS
subsystems. Th k ensures t1at
the injection valves of the 1@yprior to openingessure ECCS
subsystems, the reactor pressure Ms fallen to a
value below these subsystenst maxidum design
pressure. %f
The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low function is
directly assumed in the analysis of the
recirculation line break. The Reactor Steam Dome
Pressure--Low signals are initiated from four
pressure transmitters that are connected to

relays whose contacts are arranged in a
one-out-of-two taken twice logic configuration.

The ALLOWABLE VALUE is set low enough to prevent
overpressurizing the equipment in the low-
pressure ECCS, but high enough to ensure that the
ECCS injection prevents the fuel peak cladding
temperature from exceeding 2200*F.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation-
B 3.3.5.1

.

BASES (continued)
,

LC0 The Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--Low function is !
(continued) only required to be OPERABLE when the LPCI-A and j

LPCS ECCS subsystems are required to be OPERABLE. ;
Thus, four channels of the Reactor Steam Dome

!
Pressure--Low function are required to be

. .!
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3.- In MODES 4 and 5, i

the function is required to be OPERABLE by i

LCO 3.5,2, "ECCS-Shutdown. "s

AjR .

'

,/Le.,Mf. f LPCS Pumo and LPCI Pumo-A Discharoe Flow--Low {P g.LByoassil

Wh , J$s, minimum flow interlocks provide equipment -g Ipfatection. They support pump OPERABILITY =by ;
aprotecting the pumpifrom overheating when the !

f@4 assoc;iated ECCS pumps initiate. The minimum-flow 1O hnelvalve is opened when low flow is somed and
~

a
fanstomatically closed at normal flow cor.sitions; ''

One?fiew ( &Smitter on 'each of the' LPCS Pump and
guy92

LPCI%p ?is used to detect the associated
syste b flew ratet/$The' logic is arranged so that-?m

(d) the trpemitterAhitach pump causes 1ts
minimustflow) valve'te
The minimum flow %. (4 pen or close.g7% -

i

interl MFI) ALLOWABLE

VALUESarehighenoughAeg,(ensurethatclosureure that the pump is
operating,andlowenospetK
of the minimum-flom typass.if initiated to allow
full flow into thopre.
One MFI channel per pump is required to be-
OPERABLE when the LPCI-A and LPCS subsystems are
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3.- In
MODES 4 and 5, the minimum flow function is only
required for those low-pressure ECCS subsystems
required to be OPERABLE by LC0 3.5.2,
"ECCS-Shutdown. "

1.g. Manual Initiation
'

The manual initiation push-button -switches
introduce signals into the LPCI-A and LPCS which
are redundant to the automatic initiation

(continued)

/" (continued)$
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 capability. There is one switch supplied
(continued) per subsystem for LPCI-A and LPCS initiation.

Each switch is cepable of initiating its own
subsystem.

2. Low Pressure Coolant Injection-B and Low Pressure
Coolant Injection-C Subsystems

ctor Vessel Water Level--Low low low. Level 1
m ,

R or Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low, Level 1,

at' the capability to cool the fuel may be
',

'

e The LCO OPERABILITY basis for this< .

un previously discussed for LPCI-A and
CS systems,

eR essel Water Level--Low Low Low,
Lev i !functi or LPCI-B and LPCI-C,

sub . ems n is required to be OPERABLE-
only ubsydem is required to be
OPERABL . our c nnels of the level 1
function are' irec OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2, and 3. In D the level 1 function
is only requY d se -pressure ECCS
subsystems requ 0 LE by LC0 3.5.2,
"ECCS- Shutdown.

2.b. Drywell Pressure--Hiah e

High pressure in the dr could indicate a
break in the RCPB. The LCO GPERABILITY basis for
this function was previously discussed for LPCI-A
and LPCS ECCS subsystems.

The Drywell Pressure--High function is required
to be OPERABLE when the LPCI-B and LPCI-C
subsystems of the ECCS are required to be
OPERABLE. Thus, four channels of the LPCI-B and
LPCI-C Drywell Pressure--High function are
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In
MODES 4 and 5, the Drywll Pressure--Hign
function is not required since there is
insufficient energy in the reactor to pressurize
the primary containment to the Drywell
Pressure--High function setpoint.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1-

O
''Q BASES (continued)

LCO 2.c. LPCI Pumo B Start--Time Delav Relav
(continued)

The purpose of this time delay is to stagger the-
start of the two main ECCS pumps that are in each
of Divisions 1 and 2, thus limiting the starting
transients on the emergency power buses. The LC0
OPERABILITY basis for a low-pressure ECCS pump

A start time delay relay was previously discussed
's for LPCI-A and LPCS ECCS. subsystems, '

The LPCI Pump B Start--Time Delay Relay function
i only required to be OPERABLE when the LPCI-By

'

stem of the ECCS is required to be OPERA 98E. '

ne channel of LPCI' Pump B Start--Tine
e elay is required to be OPERABLE in

, 2, and 3. In MODES 4 and 5, the
on is only required if the LPCI-P cubsystem

requir be OPERABLE by LC0 3.5.2,
CC n."

2.d. - * -m Doma Pressure--Low (Iniection
Permis- ,

'O Low re d pressure signals are used
as permi th pressure ECCS

' subsystem . The 0 OP LITY basis for this
function was previousl ssed for LPCI-A and
LPCS ECCS subsystems

The Reactor Steam Pressure--Low function for-

LPCI initiation is required to be OPERABLE when
the LPCI ECCS subsystem it required to be
OPERABLE. Thus, four channels of the Reactor
Steam Dome Pressura--Low function are required to
be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 4
and 5, the function is required to be OPERABLE by
LCO 3.5.2, "ECCS-Shutdown."

2.e. LPCI Pumo B and Pumo C Discharae Flow--Loy
(Bypass)

The minimum flow interlocks are provided to ellow
the LPCI pumps to initiate and protect the pumps

. from overheating.

(continued)

(continuedi
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1,

BASES (continued)
_

LCO The LC0 OPERABILITY basis for LPCI subsystem pump
'

i

(continued) discharge low flow bypa.ss os provi msly
discussed for LPCI-A-ans LPCS ECCS sulystems.

The minime flow interlock factions are required
to be OPERABLE when the associated t<CI is
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. In

f MODES 4 and 5, tne LPCI MFI functions are only

# g Grequired for.those LDCI su') systems required to beg OPERABLE by LC0 3.b.2, "ECCS-Shutdown."
p

@qp' f. HinOal InitiaM9D
.,

..

r u,4 A%
M O Manua $1 nim ation signals are redundant to the

autbAstic protective instrumentation and provide
manb61sinitiationcapability. There is one
msnuallipitt' tion push-button switch supplied pera
subsystem for LPQI-B or LPCI-C initiation. Each

switcMscapabj~efefinitiatingitsown
subsyltasM g " aveg ,

3. High ffes1Rre Core' y Systemi-

atd b Low. Level 23.a. Reactor Vess

Reactor Vessel N5f.er Level--Lcy Rf
''

level 2
indicates that the capability, pw, ling the fuelo
may be threatened. . Should . ~ ater level

$~''coul resul t.decrease too far fuel d,W1ated at level 2 toTherefore, the HPCS is it
maintain the water level 'above the top of the
active fuel.

1

Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated
from four level transmitters that are connected ,

to relays whose contacts are arranged in a
one-out-of-two taken twice logic.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level -Low Low, Level 2, |

ALLOWABLE VALUE is high enough that, for complete |
loss-of-feedwater flow, the Reactor Core '

Isolation Looling (RCIC) System flow (with HPCS ,

assumed to fail) will be sufficient to avoid !

initiation of low-pressure ECCS subsystems at |
level 1. The ALLOWABLE VALUE is also low enough

|

(continued)

(continued)
i
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.ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

O
| :. BASES (continued)
|

LCO that, after a scram caused by' a level 3 trip with
(continued) no loss of feedwater flow, -the kCIC and HPCS -

systems will not be initiated.

The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low, Level 2
function is required to be OPERABLE when the HPCS
is required to be OPERABLE. Thus, four channels

A of the level 2 function are required to be

f[f%
OPERABLE for-the HPCS System in H0 DES 1, 2,t

% and 3.

kff '

Drvwoll Pressure--Hioh
1,f

.

a.

M pressure in the Drywell could indicate a3

debre Qn-theRCPB. The LCO OPERABILITY basis-for
..gGP ithisafunction was previously discussed for LPCI-A

kndi1PCS ECCS subsystems.

eD essure--High function.is required
' tot ' E when the HPCS is required to be

0 rour channels of the HPCS Drywell
Pressure igh. tion are required to be

{ OPERAB i n ,, g4A
, and 3.

x
. 1_ fr LTadal--Hioh. l evel 83.c. Reactor V

s- y q
High reactor water leve cates that
sufficient cooling w tory exists in the
reactor vessel suchettp there is no danger of
fuel damage. TheMere, the level 8 signal is
used to close the ifPCS injection valva to prevent
overflow into' the main steam lines.

'

Reactor Vessel -Water Level--High, Lovel 8,
signals for HPCS are initiated from two level
transmitters from the level measurement system.
Both Level-8 signals are required in order to
close the HPCS-injection valves. The Reactor
Vessel Water Level--High, level 8, ALLOWABLE
VALUE is high enough to preclude tripping of the
HPCS System when it is required for core cooling,
yet low enough to trip the HPCS System prior to
water overflowing into the main steam lines.

(continued)

(continued)
Id
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ECCS Instrumentation !
B 3.3.5.1 l

BASES 'ontinued),

LCO The Reactor Vessel Water Level--High, Level 8,
,

(continued) function for HPCS inittation is required to be j
OPERABLE when the HPCS is required to be
OPERABLE. Thus, botn channels of the HPCS
Level 8 function are required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2 and 3. In MODES 4 and 5 the HPCS
level 8 function is only required when HPCS is

f required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.5.2,
G MCCS-Shutdown. "

fr F %
g .d, CF ^ nsate Storaae Tank Level--Low(g s

Nicn g @f gl sin the CST indicates the unavailability
% dt te supply of makeup water from this

ally the suction valves between the'
.

! CST is open and, on receiving an
CI i itn signal, water for HPCI would be

taken >m the CST

Mcav er level in the ' t falls
below le , first th. suppression
pool suctio es ically open and then
the CST suct va tically close. This
assures that y of makeup water
is available t u To prevent losing
suction to the mp, t suct valves are
interlocked so that one suct h must be open
before the other automati s.

Two level transmitters sed c. detect low
water level in the CST. he logic it arranged
such that either transmitter and associated trip
unit can cause the suppression pool suction
valves to open and the CST suction valves to
close. The CST Level--Low function ALLOWABLE
VALUE is high enough to ensure adequate pump
suction head while water is being taken from the
CST, and low enough not to cause spurious cycling
of the suction valves due to normal tank level
fluctuations.

The CST Level---Low function is required to be
OPERABLE when the HPCS is required to be
OPERABLE. Thus, two channels of the HPCS CST
Level--Low function are required to be

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Ir.strumentationi
'

B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued) ,

LC0 OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 4 and 5 '

(continued) the function is required to be OPERABLE when HPCS
is required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.5.2
"ECCS- Shutdown. "

3.e. Suporession Pool Water Level--Hioh

g With excessively high suppression-pool water
Ad& P gh values shouldloads, the suppression pool could exceed designhere be a blowdown of the reactorgy k vessel pressure through the S Therefore,

k$'W [ gnals indicating high suppre/RVs./M si ssion-pool waterQV 1 are used to transfer the suction source of
4 rom the CST to the suppression pool to

M pli te the possibility of HPCS continuing to
ff Npr a tional water from a source outside

pp ol water level signals are
int two level transmitters that
m8E $ pres e difference between two
sealed ra ne sensing pressure due to

Oi water ' I ression-pool and the other
measur' s bove the maximum expected
water le

The logic is arranged t either
transmitter and asso unit can cause
the suppression p tion valves to open and
the CST suction y s to close. The ALLOWABLE
VALUE for the Suppression Pool Water level--High
function is high enough that normal water level
fluctuations do not cause cycling of the HPCS
suction valves, but low enough to ensure that
HPCS will be aligned for suction from the
suppression pool before the water level reaches,

the point at which suppression pool design loads-
would be exceeded.

The Suppression Pool Water Level--High function
is required to be OPERABLE when the HPCS is
required to be OPERABLE. Thus, two channels of

(continued)
| (continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1 '

l

'

BASES (continued)
l

LC0 the HPCS Suppression Pool Water .svel--High I
(continued) function are required to be OPERABLE in |

'

MODES 1, 2, and 3. In MODES 4 and 5 the function
is required to be OPERABLE when HPCS is required
to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.5.2, "ECCS-Shutdown." !

,

3.f. IHPCS Pumo Discharae Pressure--Hfah (Bvoassi)
4

(For this facility, the LCO OPERABILITY basis for
the HPCS bypass is as follows:]

[For this facility, the basis for logic-
configuration for this ECCS function is as

,follows:)

' 3.g. IHPCS System Flow Ra'e -Low (Bvoassilt

The minimum flow interlocks are provided to allow
.the HPCS pumps to initiate and protect the pumps
from overleating. The LCO OPERABIL'TY basis for
ECCS' subsystem low flow rate bypass was
previously discussed for LPCI-A and LPCS ECCS
subsystems.

The minimum flow interlocks are required to be
OPERABLE when the llPCS subsystem is required to
be OPERABLE. One channelc of the HPCS System flow
Rate--Low (Bypass) is required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2 and 3. In MODES 4 and 5 the function
is required to be OPERABLE when HPCS is required
to be OPERABLE by LC0 3.5.2, "ECCS-Shutdown."

3.h. Manual Initiation

The manual initiation push-button switches
introduce, into the appropriate HPCS subsystem,
signals that are redundant to the automatic
protective instrumentation and provide manual
initiation capability. There is one switch for
HCPS initiation.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

t BASES (continued)

LCO 4, S. Automatic Deoressurization System Trio
(continued) System A and Trio System B

4.a., 5.a. Reactor Vessel Water Le.yel--low Low low.
Level 1

Reactor Vessel Water level--Low Low Low, Level 1
indicates that the ca) ability of cooling the fuel

ghm may be threatened. T1e LCO OPERABILITY basis for
fp' Lf this function was previously discussed for. LPCI-A

gdf jandLPCSECCSsubsystems.W DW +# , Reactor Vessel Water level--Low low low.
NENA A 1, function for ADS initiation is required

,

Gpo ERABLE when the ADS.is required to be
A+g/s SQPE For the ADS level 1 function, the.

V ments are two channels in each ADS trip
gstem durt MODE 1, and during MODES 2 and 3

kafhen team dome pressure is > 150 psig.

4. b. , 5.N Pressure--Hiah i

O High pr r t ywell could indicate a
h break it th * ,LCO OPERABILITY basis for

7

this func w W yre ly discussed for LPCI-A
and LPCS S sub'$y' stem .

The Drywell Pressure-# pction for ADS
initiation is requisi4Ao be )PERABLE when the
ADS is required to W 0PERABLE. Four channels
or the ADS Drywell 3ressure--High function are
required to be OPERADLE in MODE 1, and in MODES 2
and 3 when reactor steam dome pressure is
> 150 psig.

4.c., 5.c. ADS Initiatinn Timer

The purpose of the ADS initiation timer is to
delay depressurization of the reactor vessel to
give the HPCS System time to naintain reactor
vessel water level. Since thi. rapid-
depressurization caused by ADS operation is one
of the most severe transients on the reactor
vessel, its occurrence should be limited. By
delaying initiation of the ADS function, the

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LCO operator is given the chance to monitor the
(continued) success or failure of the HPCS System in

maintaining water level, and then decide whether
to allow ADS to initiate, to delay initiation
further by recycling the timer, or to inhibit
initiation permanently. (The manual ADS inhibit
and delay circuitry sup) ort OPERABILITY of the
ADS function.) If (eitler) manual capability
becomes inoperable the associated ADS subsystem A-

'

or B is inoperable and the Conditions are<

required to be entered.-

'

There are two ADS initiation timer relays, one in
"

each of the two ADS trip systems. The ALLOWABLE
; VALVE for the ADS initiation timer is long enough3

Q to give the HPCS time to operate to recover to a
level above level 1, yet not so long that the
LPCI and .LPCS Systems are unable to adequately

. cool the fuel if the HPCS fails to maintain
leve1L

t'
i.

The ADS initiation timer function is required to
be OPERABLE only when the associated ADS is
required to.be OPERABl.E. Thus, two channels of
the ADS initiation > timer: function, one in each
ADS trip system, are req |uired to be OPERABLE in
MODE 1,andinMODES2and'3yhenreactorsteams

dome pressure is > 150:psig.

4.d., 5.d. Reactor Vessel Water ' Level--Low. Level 3
(Confirmatory)

The level 3 function is used by the ADS portion
of ECCS only as a confirmatory low water level
signal. ADS is enabled on receipt of a Reactor
Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low, Level 1 signal.
To prevent spurious initiation of the AD3 due to
spurious level 1 signals, a level 3 signal must
also be received before ADS initiation commences.
The level 3 function must be OPERABLE in order'

for ADS to initiate. Reactor vessel water
level 3 signals are initiated from one level
transmitter.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)
-

.

LCO The ALLOWABLE VALUE for Reactor Vessel Water
(continued) Level--Low, Level 3, is selected at the RPS

level 3 scram set)oint for convenience. Refer to
LC0 3.3.1.1 for tie basis discussion for this
function.

The Reactor Vessel Water level--Low, level 3,

4" function is required to be OPERABLE when the ADS
'

- is required to be OPERABLE. Thus, two channels,
ADS A and ADS B, of the ADS level 3 function are

%g
recuired to be OPERABLE in MODE 1, and in MODES 2

fr a 3 when reactor steam dome pressure is

gIgg)d6LPC4 , 0 psig.
g4[ ma Discharoe Pressure--Hioh
Y:y NntS Pump Discharge Pressure--High signals

. used rmissives for ADS initiation,
d t there is a source of low-pressure

available once the ADS has
th ssel.

(O To gen e issive in one trip system,
() it is y y one pump indicate the

high-disc u dition. The relay
contacts e arra di ne-out-of-two
taken twice logic per

The LPCS Pump Disc Pressure--High ALLOWABLE
VALUE is lower th e pump discharge pressure;

! when the pump is operating in a full-flow mode,
but high enough to avoid any condition that
results in a discharge pressure permissive when
the LPCS pumps are aligned for injection and the
pumps are not running.

The LPCS Pump Discharge Pressure--High function
is required to be OPERABLE when ADS Trip System A
is required to be OPERABLE. Thus, two channels
of LPCS-Pump Discharge Pressure--High function
are required to be OPERABLE in M0')E 1, and in
MODES 2 and 3 when the reactor s im dome
pressure is > 150 psig.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation |
'B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

LCO 4. f. , 5.e. LPCI Pumo A. B. and C Discharoe
(continued) Pressure--High

The LPCI Pump Discharge Pressure--High signals !

are used as permissive for ADS initiation,
indicating that there is a source of low-pressure |
cooling water available once the ADS has

f epressurized the veswl,d
.c . A ,

id f ' Puup-discharge-pressure signals are initiated
79 free six pressure transmitters, two on the

V discharge side of each of the three LPCI pumps,
p ;To generate an ADS permissive in one trip system,-

W it is on1f necessary that one pump indicate the
high-discharge-pessurecondition.
ys,s

,

The LPCl; Pap Discharge Presswe--High ALLOWABLE
VALVEds* lower than the pump onenarge pressure
whensthe pumpuis? operating in a full-flow modo,
but high enough.te/ avoid any condition that
resultssin'a' discharge pressure permissive when
the LPCI pumps'are aligned for injection and the

gpumps are no nn

The LPCI Pump Olscharge' Pressure--High function
is required to be"0PERABLE wh'enithe associated
ADS trip system is required to be?0PERABLE.
Thus, four channels of the LPCI'Ptep Discharge
Pressure--High function are requirdd to be
OPERABLE in ADS Trip System'B (two per aump) and
only two channels of the 1PCI Pump Disc 1arge
Pressure--High function are required to be
OPERABLE in ADS Trip System A in H0DE 1, and in
MODES 2 and 3 when the reactor steam dome
pressure is > 150 psig.

4.g., 5.f. IADS Bvoass Timer (Hiah Drywell Pressure)1

One of the signals required for ADS initiation is
Drywell Pressure--High. If the event requiring
ADS initiation occurs outside the drywell,
however-for example, a steam line break outside
containment-a high drywell pressure signal may

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

never be present. Therefore, the
Timer (High Drywell Pressure)) is u(ADS Bypasssed to bypass-

LCO

(continued)
the Drywell Pressure--High function after a
certain time period has elapsed, after which '

automatic ADS initiation requires only the
reactor vessel water level and one LPCI or LPCS
pump running signal.

A
E.s There are four ADS bypass timers,-two in each of

p <f ${} the two ADS trip systems.A$ The ALLOWABLE VALUE
V for the ADS timer chosen is long enough to give

% Ar%, te give the operator time to evaluate plantV j the HPCS time to maintain reactor water level and
a

V d$i' g eong4tions, yet short enough that there is still
f 3 timeJafter depressurization for the low-pressure

g+ MCCS/ subsystems to provide adequate core cooling.
>

The: ADS bypass timer (high drywell pressure)
iflenction is7 required to be OPERABLE when the

-is required to be OPERABLE. Thus,'gessoc ' :

foun of the ADS bypass timer (high
dryw h sure)$ unction, two in each ADS tripf

systenip g. re to be OPERABLE in MODE 1,s

V) pressukisy| psy;4
and in W ES 1 When the reactor steam dome

Ma &nhal In tfation .4.h. , 5 g. e
e

(forthisfacility,thg,k ILITY bases for

manual function is,Vas follow :)
<Q

4.i., 5.h. Manual Inhibh

; Manual inhibit switches are provided in the
control room for ADS. Their function is required'

for ADS OPERABILITY, since ADS is inoperable if
| the manual inhibit switches are enabled when ADS
| is required to be OPERABLE.

(For this facility, the following support systems are,.

I required to be OPERABLE to ensure ECCS instrumentation-
00ERABILITY:]

(continued)

(continued)

O1
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1 j

BASES (continued)

LCO (For this facility, those required sup> ort systems which, i

(continued) upon their failure, do not result in tie ECCS !

instrumentation being declared inoperable and their l
justification are as follows:)

[For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of the ECCS instrumentation and the
justific gion of whether or not each supported system is
declar erable are as follows:)

,

APPLICABILITY Th 1 ions are required to be OPERABLE in the
MODE e~ jed conditions, as defined in
Table 3.3.5 i ay require ECCS initiation to
mitigate s of a DBA or transient. The bases
for Appli 111 rements are discussed on a
function-by-fun n basi the LC0 section.

A Note has been g de clarification that each
function specifiel-

.

.3.5,J-1 shall be treated as an
independent entity for
Completion Time.

- LCO an independent
'* 4%

b
__. __

3 V 9 R
LACTIONS In order for a facility to take credit ical reports

for the basis for justifying Completi m topical
reports should be supported by an aff afety1

Evaluation Report (SER) that esta es the acceptability
of each topical report for that fac lity.

A protection function channel is inoperable when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function.
These criteria are outlined in the LCO section of the Basos.
The most common cause of channel inoperability is outright
failure or drift of the bistable or process module
';ufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed by the
plant-specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the drift is
found to be small and results in a delay of actuation rather
than a total loss of function. Determination of setpoint
drift is generally made during the performance of a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process instrument is set up for
adjustment to bring it to within specification. If the trip

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

b
\j BASES (continued)

_

ACTIONS netpoint is less conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE in
(continued) Table 3.3.5.1-1, the channel must be declared inoperable

immediately, and the appropriate Conditions from
Table 3.3.5.1-1 must be entered immediately.

In the event as channel's trip setpoint is found
nonconservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
tr imitter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,

able is found inoperable, then all affected functions
- by that channel must be declared inoperable and the

CO Co , tion entered for the particular protection fenction
affe& .

TM
t

Con s to each one of the functions in
Tab 3.3. .

^y ,
.

,

Required A dress the situation where one or
p more channels f or unctions are inoperable at
! the same time. Re on is to refer to'

Table 3.3.5.1-1 i t utred Actions for the
'

protection function Completion Times are.

those from the refe ced 'ditt nd Required Actions.

[pfsition B

Condition B applies to the ing fuutions: reactor
vessel water level 1, drywell pressure, reactor vessel water
level 2, and to reactor steam dome aressure (injection,

permissive) in MODES 4 and 5 when tie associated ECCS!

subsystem is required to be OPERABLE.

B.1. B.2.1. B.2.2. and B.2.3

Required Action B.1 verifies that each function has the
capability to initiate the associated subsystems. This
Required Action includes a Note that states that the

| associated supported subsystems are declared inoperable if
there is a loss of functional capability in the ECCS
instrumentation function concerning the initiation of the

I
(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS associated subsystems. The Completion Time of I hour is
(continued) sufficient for plant operations personnel to make this

determination.

Required Action B.2.1, Requi,ed Action B.2 ?, or Required
Action B.2.3 must be met; otherwise. at +' i and of 24 hours
the plant must be placed in a MODE + function is
no longer., required to be OPERABIr ., . e . 3 .

f .~
Required' Action B.2.1 is the preferred action because it
restores fulllfunctional capability of the ECCS. The
Caspletion Tlee is provided to permit restoration of any a

the reliabilitf an)a(lysis described by Reference 3.s) to OPERABLE status and is justified by
inoperable' channe

If the
inoperable channel (s)~cannot be restored in the Completion
Time, therchannel(s)/awst be placed in the tripped condition
(Required'Actionl8.t.2) t;hich performs the intended function
of the channel,:er the associated subsystem must be declared
inoperable (Remired Action. 812.3), and the Required Actions
of the affectec 'subsyptem;tettiated (LCO 3.5.1 and
LCO 3.5.2). The Completim/ Time of 24 hours is justified in
Reference 3. yi pih
Required Action B.2.2 It' modi [fied branNote to indicate thatfj %
this Required Action is onlyrap'p)4cablVif placing
inoperable channel (s) in trip would not % sult in an
initiation, dAjy v%

*Condition C ffy
Condition C applies to the following functions: reactor
steam dome pressure (injection permissive) and
(recirculation discharge valve permissive) in MODES 1, 2,
and 3; manual initiation functions; LPCI Pump Start--Time
Delay Relay; and reactor vessel water level 8.

C.l. C.2.1. and C.2.2

Required Action C.1 verifies that each function has the
capability to initiate the associated subsystems. This
Required Action includes a Note stating that the associated
supported subsystems are declared inoperable immediately if
there is a loss of functional capability in the ECCS
instrumentation function concerning the initiation of the

(continued)

(continued)-
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1,

i

t

BASES (continued) .

ACTIONr associated subsystems. The Completion Time of I hour is -

(continued) sufficient for plant operations personnel to make this
determination. ,

.

Required Action C.2.1 and Required Action C.2.2 for certain
functions, Pump Start--Time Delay, injection Permissive,
Manual Initiation, and HPCS Level 8 do not allow placing the
channel in trip. Placing a channel in trip would either
causerthe initiation or would not necessarily. result in the

: / safe condition for the channel in all events. If the >

Minoperable channel (s) cannot be restored per Required
4:1 Action"C.2.1, then the associated subsystem must be declared

bir.Nkrsble bat %ef he affeetsystems must be initiated (LCO 3.5.1 and
Required Action C.2.2 and the Required t.ctions

LC03lf){ ge .

fy a'
The Completion \cnTime of.24 hours is acceptable (Ref. 3) to
permit restoration ofrany inoperable channel (s) to-0PERABLE
status, w Pgb

ConditiondI,ygdeg/
"

iF9Q g
m1 s%

Condition D applie/to .C,$$1evel and suppression pool water
level functions.V _ $.% %'s

dr %Ed. D.2.1. D.2.2. 012.3. and D.Q:24h
Ch

Required ArH on D.) verifies that1 Mch~ function has the
capability * initiate the assectsted Iubsystems. This
Required Action includes a-Note stating that-the associated
supported subsystems are decl'ared inoperable if there is a
loss of functional ca) ability in the ECCS instrumentation

j function concerning tie initiation of the associated
i subsystems. The Completion Time of I hour is sufficient for
'

plant operations personnel-- to make this determination.

! D 2.1 is the preferred action because it restores full
functional capability of the HPCS initiation. The
Completion Time of 24 hours is provided to-permit
restoration of any inoperable channel (s)- to OPERABLE status.
If the inoperable channel (s) cannot be restored within theL

Completion Time, the channel (s) must be placed in the
| tripped condition (Required Action D.2.2), which performs
i the intended function of the channel, or the associated

(continued)

O (continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS subsystem must be declared inoperable (Required
(continued) Action D.2.4) and Required Actions of the affected

systems initiated (LCO 3.5.1 and LC0 3.5.2).

For the HPCS System, CST--low and Suppression Pool Water
Level--High functions, Required Action D.2.3 allows the
alignment of the HPCS suction to the suppression pool. If

this Re jredActionisperformed,measuresshouldbetaken
to ens .that the HPCS System piping remains filled with
watgrA # T4
Ay ,k}

Rohrence 34Povides a 24-hour Completion Time as an
acdept.abl(pasisifertheHPCSinstrumentation

ConditionEf[s h
wy %

m. k wy
ConditionTap)11ah " LPCS and LPCI pump discharge flow,
HPCS pump-disc upge flow rue and HPCS System flow rate

P' **
3f%E.1.E.2.1.andf$,f3# di?

Required Action E.1 ve s function has the
capability to initiate e. 1 ate systems. This
Required Action includes 4 giti at the associated
supported subsystems are c larec Vnope if there is a
loss of functional capability in the E trumentation
function concerning the initiation of iated
subsystems. The Completion Time oftiktur is sufficient for
plant operations personnel to makeQPis determination.

If the instrumentation that controls the pump minimum-flow
valve is inoperable, extended pump operation with no
injection path available could lead to pump overheating and
failure. If there were a failure of the instrumentation, a
portion of the pump flow could be diverted from the reactor
injection path, causing insufficient core cooling. These
consequences can be averted by the operator's manual control
of the valve, which would be adequate to maintain ECCS pump
OPERABILITY. Furthermore, the 7-day Completion Time is
justifiable because other ECCS pumps will be sufficient to
complete the assumed safety function if no additional singlet

i failure were to occur. The Completion Time to restore or
declare the associated ECCS System inoperable is reasonable

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)J

ACTIONS based on the remaining capability of the associated
(continued) ECCS subsystems, the redundancy available in the ECCS

design, and the low probability of a DBA occurring during
the repair time.

Condition F

Cood(tion F applies to each one of the ADS trip system
idettons in Table 3.3.5.1-1.,

A q
<p$ bqi4 F!d 1. F.2.2. and F.2.3

r e,

k'AsquihbMS4enF.1ensuresthateachfunctionhasthe
espWbil

W' T4ncludes a Note stating that the associated
itiate the associated subsystems. This '

Requ tio
ems are declared inoperable immediately ifsu e

there is a'
.

/of functional capability in the ECCS
instrume ion funt n concerning the initiation of the
associate $' subs | The Completion Time of I hour is
sufficient.fgf ) erations personnel t o make this
determinatioer | j,

'

O The preferred Re ed In F.2.1 because it restores
i full functional tof ~ ADS. The 24-hour

Completion Time is ( . 3) to permit restoration
of any inoperable e nnel s7to 0 BLE status. If the
inoperablechannel(s)cann(otber. , the inoperable
channel (s) must be placed in t 1 quired
Action F.2.2) which performs /thanne intended function.
Required Action F.2.2 is mo . d by a Note stating that, if
placing the channel (s) in trip would result in an actuation,
the Required Action is not applicable.

Required Action F.2.3 provides the option to declare the
'

associated subsystem (s) inoperable if the channel (s) cannot
be restored to OPERABLE status or placed in trip in the
24-hour Completion Time of Reference 3. Under this Required
Action the corresponding LCOs are entered to accomplish the
Required Actions.

Condition G

Condition G is applicable to each one of the ECCS
instrumentation functions presented. in Table 3.3.5.1-1.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

AC110NS fd and GJ
(continued)

Required Action G.1 verifies that the Required Actions have
been initiated for those supported systems declared
inoperable because of the inoperability of tht, su) port
channel (s) within a Completion Time of I hour. 1 1e

specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations
personnel <to make this verification.

RequirsdActionG1onsuresthatthoseidentifiedRequired
Actions associated with supported systems inpacted by the
inoperability of channel (s) associated with each ECCS
instrumentation function have been initiated. This can be
accomplished by entering the supported systems LCOs
independently ot as a group of Required Actions that need to
be initiated'every time Condition G is entered. [For this
facility, the identified supported systems Required Actions
associated with each ECCS instrumentation function are as
follows:) 't, ;,.,>

, ,, y
Required Action G.2' verifies that.all risquired support or
supported features associated with'the other redundant
channel (s) are OPERABLE"within a Completion Time of I hour.
The specified Completion Time..is suffibient for plant
operations personnel to make this verif.1 cation. If

verification determines loss of functional 4 capability,
LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately entered. gHowever, if the

loss-of-function situation, then LCO 3.0.3 n.(ay not need to
support or supported feature LC0 takeA nto t asideration the

be enterad. T

SVRVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular ECCS actuation instrumentation
REQUIREMENTS function are found in the SRs column of Table 3.3.5.1-1,

Most functions are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST, CHANNEL CALIBRATION, and some are subject
to response time testing.

In order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
for the basis for justifying Surveillance frequencies, it
must be supported for each topical report by an NRC staff
SER which establishes the acceptability of a topical report
for the facility.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)
,

SVRVEILLANCE The Surveillances are modified by a Note to indicate thet
REQUIREMEN15 a channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to

(continued) 6 hours for required Surveillance without placing the trip
system in trip provided at least one OPERABLE channel in the
same trip system is monitoring the parameter. Upon
completion of 'ie Surveillance, or expiration of the 6-hour
allowance (Ref. 3), the channel must be ruurned to OPERABLE
status or the applicable Condition entered and Required
Actions taken.

It is not acceptable to routinely remove channels from
service for more than 6 hours to perform required
Surveillance testing. Such a practice would be contrary to

- the assumptions of the reliability analysis that justified
LC0 Completion Times.

.SR 3. 0. 5M
Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A

CHANNEL CHECK'is La comparison of the parameter indicated on
one channel to a~sim'lar parameter on other channels, it is

) based on the assumption that instrument channels monitoring
the same parameter should read abproximately the same value.
Significant deviations betw en tielinstrument channels could
be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one of the
channels or something even more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will
detect gross channel failure, thus it'is key to verifying
that the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CAllBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an
indication that the transmitter or the signal processing
equipment have drifted outside its limit. If the channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally
off-scale during times when Surveillances are required, the
CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off-scale in
the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
verified to be reading at the bottom of the range and not
failed downscale.

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The Surveillance frequency, about once every shift, is based
REQUIREMENTS on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of

(continued) channel failure. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
guarantees that undetected outright channel failure is
limited to 12 hours. Since the probability of two random
failures in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is low,
the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective
function due to failure of redundant channels. The CHANNEL
CHECK sepigments less formal, but more frequent checks of
chanas) 0)E W ILITY during normal operational use of tha
da$ay,sassestatedwiththesechannelsrequiredbytheLCO.

YAaM| &'''f:SR

mw y
A CHANNEL EMNAlf ST verifies the function of the trip,
interlockfand' alarm, etions of the channel. The test

a practicable ap $
inserts a simula actual signal as close to the sensor

dwerifies required trip, interlocks, and
alarms functio p hen K la<pp,t is beyond the trip point.
"As found" and 4sdd F Ygites for bistable trip setpoints
are recorded. BistaW 4 'oints pust be found within the
ALLOWABLE VALUES specif tinth(MO. The difference
between the current "ap''thM(t albance used in theund"#and% previous "as lef t"setpoints must be withNp

plant-specific setpoint aes! M $,d.ABILT h of a otherwisebistable setpoint restoreM.
q RedMOration of the

However, repeated failures of the same' % criteria.
functional component that does ~ . meete

inMS over a small
number of test intervals should be owshated 'as potentiallys

indicating a deterministic failure (thlch cannot be corrected
by recalibration.

The 92-day Surveillance Frequency of SR 3.3.5.1.2 is based
on the reliability analyses (Ref. 3).

SR 3.3.5.1.3

The calibration of bistable trip units consists of a test
to determine the actual trip setpoints, and recalibration
of the setpoint is necessary to ensure that it remains more ;

conservative than the setpoint and the ALLOWABLE VALVE
ispecified in Table 3.3.5.1-1. The channel must be declared i

ineperable if the setting is discovered to be less |
conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE. If the trip setting i

is discovered to be less conservative than accounted for in j

(continued)

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)
.,

SURVEILLANCE the appropriate setpoint methodology but is not beyond the
REQUIREMENTS ALLOWABLE VALUE, the channel is still considered OPERABLE.

(continued) Heasurement and setpoint error determination and
readjustment must be performed consistent with the
assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint analysis
(Ref. 4).

Th : Surveillance Frequency of every 92 days for SR 3.3.5.1.3
' d on the same rationale given for SR 3.3.5.1.2

UNCTIONAL TEST. SR 3.3.5.1.2 and SR 3.3.5.1.3 are
j formed simultaneously using a common procedure.ften

1 SR - 54
g r

The C el ' ruments are calibrated every 92 days.
CHA N is a complete check of the instrument
cha 1 in the detector. The test verifies the
channel knds to sured parameter values with the

..

necessar$rin acy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves
thechannb account for instrument drift between
successive sure that the instrument channel

p- remains operati th ^ tpoint within the assumptions
( of the plant-spe c alysis. Transmitter

"as found" and " . le e ye recorded and used to
verify drift assumpta . r O' BLE channels, CHANNEL
CAllBRATION shall fi'M that asu t errors and bistable
setpoint errors are within the as ns of the
plant-specific setpoint analysi ement and setpoint
error determination and readj nt must be performed
consistent with the assumpti ''of the plant-specific
setpoint analysis (Ref. 4).

Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an otherwise
functional component found to have errors larger than
assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure which cannot be corrected4

by recalibration.

Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent,
laboratory-calibrated, unit.

(continued)
i

(continued)
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

1

BASES (continued) |

SURVEILLANCE The Surveillance Frequency is based upon the assumption of
REQUIREMENTS a 92-day calibration interval, in the determination of the

(continued) magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis. 1
i

SR 3.3.5.1.5

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS performed every 18 months or at
approximately every refueling and are based on the
determination of the magnitude of equipment drif t in the
setpoint analysis. CHANNEL CAllBRATION was previousiv
discussed in SR 3.3.5.1.4.

SR 3. 3 . 5.1. 6

! The 18-month LOGlc SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates the
! OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic for a specific

channel. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST tests all logic,

components (i.e., all relays and contacts, trip units,'

| solid-state logic elements,' etc.) of a logic circuit, from
sensor up to the actuated ^ device. The system functional
testing performed in LCO 3.5.1, "ECCS-Operating" and
LC0 3.5.2, "ECCS-Shutdown" overlaps this test to provide
complete testing of the' assumed _ safety function. The
18-month Frequency was''' developed considering it is prudent

i that the surveillance only"be performed during plant outage.
This was due to the plant' conditions needed to perform the
surveillance and the potential for unplanned plant
transients if the surveillance is performed With the reactor
at power. Operating experience has show'n the'se components
usually pass the surveillance when; performed at the 18-month
Frequency.

SR 3.3.5.1.7

SR 3.3.5.1.7 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST performed on the
ECCS Manual Initiation functions. This test verifies that
the initiation push buttons are capable of providing the
initiation function.

The Surveillance Frequency is based upon experience that it
was prudent that these surveillances only be performed
during a plant outage. This was due to the plant conditions
needed to perform the surveillance as system isolation

(continued)

(continued)
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IECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued) |
_

SURVEltLANCE SR 3.3.5.1.8
REQUIREMENTS ,

(continued) This SR ensures that the channel actuation response times
are less than or equal to the maximum values assumed in the
accident analysis. Individual. component response times are
not modeled in the analyses. The_ analyses model the.
overall. or total elapsed time from the point at which the
parameter exceeds- the analytical limit at the sensor to the
point'of rod insertion. Refer to Table B 3.3.5.1-1,;

- following this specification, for the acceptable response
. -times of|the relevant trip strings.

L:
JFor?this ficility, the response times include contributions

'

drom'the:following:) This test may be performed in'one
measurement or\in overlapping segments, with verification
that, all components are tested.

ECCSRESP0ftSi'TIMEtestsareconductedonan18 month
STAGGERED, TEST BASIS.-oThis results'in the interval between
successiv6, tests).of'a given channel of.n x 18 months, where
n is the number:of, channels per trip system-in the function.
Testing of the final / actuation devices in each trip system,

O which make up the! bulk of;theiresponse time, is included in
the testing of each channel. Therefore, staggered testing
results in responsegtime verifichtton of these devices every
18 months. The 18-month test' Frequency is based upon plant
operating experience, which shows,that. random failures of
instrumentation components causing 4erious response time
degradation, but not channel failure, a're infrequent >

occurrences. Response times (mcannot=be determined at power
since equipment operation is irequired. The_ response times
for the applicable.ECCS subsystems are-the maximum values
assumed in the safety analyses.

1

REFERENCES 1. . Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A. " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants."

2. (Unit-Name]FSAR,Section[15),"[ Title)."

(continued)

(continued)i

O
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ECCS Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.1

BASES (continued)

REFERENCES 3. NEDC-30936-P-A, "BWR Owners' Group Technical
(continued) Specification Improvement Analyses for ECCS Actuation

Instrumentation, Part 2," December 1988.

4. (Unit Name), "[ Plant-specific Setpoint Methodology)."

5. {UnitName)FSAR,Section(5),"(Instrumentationand
on).rol s) .

pts
6. j e 1 ; Code of federal Regulations, Part 50.49,
gi nvir ntal Qualification of Electrical Equipment

y$1ptstImpor}6 to, Safety for Nuclear Power Plants."jp, 00,
7. M h hanw h r$AR, Section (6), "[ Title)."
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ECCS Instrumentation
i B 3.3.5.1-
|

Table B 3.3.5.1-1 ;
,

CMERGENCY CORE COOLANT SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMES
,

e
RESPONSE TIME

ECCS (seconds)*

'

i

1. Core-Spray System g (34)

2. LPCI Sys ^$ $ [64) {

3. HPCI ,m j\; $ (30]
4. ADS k-

. $ N/A i

_

Yb

%gf
4)$hj;

|

|

|

1

|.
!
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RCIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.5.2 tteactor Core Isolation Coolinq--(RCICLinstrumentation

BASES

t

BACKGROUND The purpose of the RCIC System is to provide coolant makeup
to the reactor vessel to ensure adequate-core cooling when
the; reactor vessel is-isolated from its-primary heat sink
(the main condenser) and normal coolant makeup flow from the-

j|reactogfeedwatersystemisunavailable.

t;; ;vThe RCIC instrumentation may also initiate operation of the
q

:
%;c system'to ajdsthe High Pressure Core Spray (HPCS) System in

tprovidisaglcoretcooling U help mitigate the consequences of
,

accidentsiand transients and during reactor shutdown prior !

to depressurirtag the Reactor Coolant System and initiating
shutdown cooling. A more complete discussion of RCIC

ioperation is provided>in the Bases of LCO 3.5.1,
"ECCS-Operating 7eadlLCO 3.5.2, "ECCS-Shutdown."

,.M f"pg'

The ALLOVABLE" VALUES) in conjunction with the LCO, provide
assurancethatthe;WCICSystemwillbeOPERABLEandperform

O its dLsign functions which/are'important to safety.
VThe RCIC System is a # 4 A %

fsing 1 Ftrathfnystem, and is not
designed to withstand certaM single > failures; however,
portions of the actuation instrumente%4on and the control
logic are redundant to prevent single %asurement channel or
bistable failures from compromising th6 performance of RCIC
function. Redundant portions ef the actuationj

instrumentation are typically powered from a single
electrical supply. The RCIC System uses a single steam
turbine-driven aump that can deliver water to the reactor
vessel from eitler the condensate storage tank (CST) or the
suppression pool.

The RCIC instrumentation consists of measurement channels.-bistables, actuation logic, actuation devices, and actuated
equipment which is described below.

Measurement channels, consisting of field transmitters and
associated signal processing, provide measurable electronic
output signals based on the physical characteristics of the
parameter being measured. Each measurement channel provides

(continued)

O (continued)
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RCIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND an analog input signal to an associated bistable trip unit
(continued) and may also provide inputs to control room indicators,

recorders, alarms, and the plant computer. The redundant
measurement channels for each monitored parameter are
identical in design. Each bistable trip unit, mounted in an
instrument cabinet in the control room, receives an analog
't. nut signal from its measurement channel in the field,

,, ares the analog input to its corresponding setpointe

,dlue c$pdj4ctuates a trip output relay when the input
si ; exceeds the setpoint value. Contacts from the

e trip 4tnit output relays are used to make up the
F System e6tuation logic. The bistable trip units also
WhenM, local stat,eprovWe indication and remote annunciation.

ettyatien< ic is satisfied, actuation relays are
energizedtottajtia the appropriate equipment response.
The specifig?RC%Sy tem monitored parameters, logic, and
actuatedequipmeder6discussedbelow.

ISWa* f is1--tow tot. Level 21. Ruttor
.

Low reacto k level indicates that normal
feedwater flow isT ffic Wetsto maintain desired

level M % plShould reactor
that the capability toreactor vessel wa

cool the fuel may" neo
vessel water level dejre'a '

o ?=6 fuel damage could
result. Therefore, tTie RCI ysteihM automatically
initiated at Level 2 to assist in ining water
level above the top of the acti p
Reactor vossel water level sitpals are initiated from
four level transmitters, which sense the difference
between the pressure due to a constant column of water
(reference leg) and the pressure due to the actual
water level (variable leg) in the vessel.

Contacts from the bistable trip unit output relays
associated with the four Reactor Vessel Water Level--
Low Low, Level 2 measurement channels which are used
to automatically initiate the RCIC System are arranged
in a one-out-of-two taken twice logic configuration.
This arrangement allows any one channel to be placed
in the tripped condition during surveillance testing
without causing unwanted system actuation, and
prevents the failure of a single measurement channel
or bistable from precluding system operation. RCIC

(continued)

(continued)
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RCIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND System equipment response on automatic initiation
(continued) includes the following:

Pump suction valve from the CST is signaled to.

open;

Test and return line valves are signaled to*

4 close;

Turbine steam inlet valve is signaled to open;jfk and -

^

Ng|U61# led to open.
discharge valve to the reactor vessel is

'7~

-

9

4 C. tem can be reset if the reactor water
#1evelt' i een restored. The RCIC pump can then be
sto '. and th ' stem realigned for subsequent
autegatic. en. Automatic restart will then
occut .or Vessel Water Level--Low Low,
level Q recurs.

b-Hich. Level 82. Reactor Ves Wat

V A %
High reactor w

~

r1 indicates that
sufficient coo' ng wa inv ry exists in the
reactor vessel so that the o danger to the
fuel. Therefore, the Lev 1 is used to close
the RCIC steam supply, supp y bypass, and
injection valves to pr overflow of the coolant
into the main steam line'.s

Reactor vessel water Level 8 signals for RCIC are
initiated from two level transmitters from the wide-
range, water level measurement system. Both Level 8
signals are required in order to close the RCIC steam
supply, steam bypass, and injection valves. A two-
out-of-two logic is used for high level termination of
RCIC flow to prevent a single measurement channel or
bistable trip unit failure from causing premature
termination. The RCIC System automatically restarts
if a Reactor Vessel Water level--Low Low, level 2
signal is subsequently received.

(continued)
._

(continued)
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RCIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND 3. fandannit.Storace Tank level--Low
(continued)

The RCIC instrumentation also monitors the water
' levels in the CST and the suppression pool since these j

are the two sources of water for RCIC operation.
Reactor-grade water in the CST is the normal source.
Low level in the CST indicates the unavailability of
an adequate supply of makeup water from this normal

'source. On receipt of an RCIC initiation signal, the
zCST suction valves are automatically signaled to open I

.. j If the
V w(they are normally in the open position).

91evolk, level [n the CST falls below a 9reselected
ater

however, first pump suction valves to the
Ssuppression? pool. automatically open, anG then the CST

.

'

suctionivalves' automatically close. This ensures that
an adequate supply of makeup water is available to the
RCIC" pump. tTo. prevent losing suction to the pump, the
suction valves are interlocked so that one suction
path mustobe'open M foretthe other automatically

,' f Cl[ > I "%
*

Closes.
s#Q ( fTwo level transmitters areM,ed to detect low water

levelintheCST.fThelogic'is)arrangedsuchthat
either transmitter,and; associated; trip unit can cause
the suppression poolisuctiontvalvehto open and the
CST suction valves to*close V %ac
The suppression pool suction valves) SIN > automatically
open and the CST suction valvedlotes if high water
level is detected in the suppression pool.

,

4. luopression Pool Water level--Hiah

An excessively high suppression pool water level could -
result in the loads on the suppression pool exceeding
design values should there be a blowdown of the
reactor vessel pressure through the safety / relief
valves (S/RVs). Therefore, signals indicating high
suppression pool water level are used to transfer the
suction source of RCIC from the CST to the suppression
pool te eliminate the possibility of the RCIC System
continuing to provide additional water from a tource
outside containment.

(continued)

(continued)
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RCIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2 i

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Suppression pool water level signals are initiated
(continued) from two level transmitters that each measure 'the ,

pressure difference between two sealed diaphraps:
one sensing pressure due to water level in the
suppression pool and the other measuring the pressure
above the maximum expected water level. The two
transmitters are located at widely separated points in

_ ; the sLppression pool. The logic is arranged so that

M [C elther transmitter and associated trip unit can cause/ the suppression pool suction valves to open and the
CST; suction valves to close.

Q' fry
fNg S., knual initiation

%;p ,9y 9,,
Jhe manualiinitiation ca) ability is provided by a

#stn le pudtbutton switc1 that introduces signals into
%the RCIC W stem actuation circuits to cause the same

equipment response as for automatic initiation.
AWT

Q{ h
The RCIC System')ik|*} sed tpfprevide makeup coolant to the

90 ,
APPLICABLE e

O SAFETY ANALYSES reactor in res)onse to ~ sient events. Automatic
operation of tie T ICr , W addition to the HPCS-'

; System, provides ca ityM o is t water into the reactor
vessel under high-pr hsure eendit- .to reduce vessel
pressure and increase vessel wate 1 for transient4

mitigation and to prevent unnec y' 11enges to ECCS
Systems: Automatic DepressurJget on S stem (ADS), low
Pressure Coolant Injection (LFC1) System, and Low Pressure

*Core Spray (LPCS) System.

The RCIC System is retained in the Standard Technical
Specifications because operating experience has shown that,

it is an important adjunct to the HPCS system for transient
mitigation and thus important in reducing risk.

LCO 1he LC0 requires OPERABILITY of all RCIC instrumentation to
provide adequate assurance of'successfully accomplishing the
RCIC function to mitigate transients without challenging
ECCS Systems even given failure of the HPCS System. The

i OPERABILITY of the individual RCIC instrumentation functions
is confirmed through successful completion _of required-'

(continued)-
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RCIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASLS (continued)

LCO surveillance testing. Individual measurement channels and
(continued) the associated bistable trip units are considered OPERABLE

when the following conditions are satisfied:

1. All channel components necessary to provide an
,

actuating signal are functional and in service;

2. Ch 1 measurement uncertainties are known (via test,
, or design information) to be within the |

s of the setpoint calculations; and
#3, Requi; su illance tecting is current and has

at rformance within each surveillance
criteria.a

The_ ALLOW .

a specified for each RCIC actuation -

function the ominal trip setpoints are specified
in the plant-s ic set t calculations. The nominal
setpoints are c re the setpoint measurements

'
by CHANNEL FUN o not exceed the ALLOWABLE-
VALUE if the bis form as required. Operation
with a tri) setpoint 1 ons e than the nominal trip
setpoint, )ut within i LL E, is acceptable
provided that operatio g onsistent with the
assumptions of the plants et calculations.
Each ALLOWABLE VALUE spec < ed i re ervative than the
analytical limit assumed in the transie accident
analysis in order to account for in ertainties
appropriate to the trip function, unc tainties are
defined in the plant-specific set methodology (Ref.1).

Bases for the ALLOWABLE VALUES are as follows:

1. The Reactor Vessel Water level--Low Low, level 2
ALLOWABLE VALUE is set hi0h enough that, for com)1ete
loss of feedwater flow, the RCIC System flow witi
HPCS assumed to fail will be sufficient to avoid
initiation of low-prnsure ECCS at Level 1. This
ALLOWABLE VALUE is also low enough that, after a scram
caused by a level 3 trip with no loss of feedwater
flow, the RCIC and HPCS Systems will not be initiated;

(continued)

(continued)

l
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RCIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

A
BASES (continued)

LCO 2. The Reactor Vessel Water Level--High, level 8
(continued) ALLOWABLE VALUE is set high enough to preclude

isolating the injection valve of the RCIC System
during normal operation, yet low enough to trip the
RCIC System prior to water overflowing into the main
steam lines;

3. - The Condensate Storage Tank Level--Low fmetion
LOWABLE VALUE is set high enough to ensure adequate
p suction head while water is being taken from the

and low enough not to cause spurious cycling of
suction valves due to normal tank level

e ons; and

ion Pool Whter Level--High function.

LUE is set high enough that normal water
eve ations do not cause cycling of the RCIC

suct Ives, t low enough to ensure that RCIC
wil al take suction-from the suppression
poo e' er level reaches the point at which
suppre( esign loads would be exceeded.

s\ [For this facili he ng support systems are

(V required to be 0 B . en RCIC instrumentation
OPERABILITY:] A - V
[For this facility, hose r6 quire ort systems which,
upon their failure, do not resul RCIC
instrumentation bring declared 4 r and their
justification are as follow. 3

| N r this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of the RCIC instrumentation and the

~
justification for each supported system being declared;

inoperable are as follows:]

APPLICABILITY The individual functions are required to be OPERABLE in
MODE I and in H0 DES 2 and 3 when reactor steam dome pressure
is > [150] psig. RCIC System operation is not needed to4

provide core cooling in MODE 3 with reactor steam domae

pressure < [15GJ psig, because the shutdown cooling mode of
the RHR System is in snevice and is ;elied on to provide
core cooling, and steam supply pressure to the RCIC turbine
is not sufficient to-establish pump OPERABILITY.

(continued)
, --

- -- -

( (continued)
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RCIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

APPLICABIllTY A Note is added to provide clarification that for this LC0
(continued) each function specified in Table 3.3.5.2-1 shall be treated

as an independent entity with an independent Completion
Time.

__

ACTIONS In order for a facility to take credit for topical reportsz
for the%asts for justifying Completion' Times, topical
reporkshouldbesupportedbyanNRCstaffSafety-
Eyaluation ' ' rt that establishes the acceptability of each

tsp % M F 4 %,that facility.ical re . 'for

A protection fumetion, channel is inoperable when it does not-
satisfy waA*EMBIL'ITV criteria for the channel's function.

These cridna 'tra.W The most common cause of channel
outlined for each function in the LCO

section of*the B'sea
ir. operability isto6tright failure or drift of the bistable
orprocessmodnissuff6 ~ ito exceed the tolerance allowed
by the plant-sp6cif% ~t analysis. Typically the

3

drif t is found to'b6%1.1 d results in a delay of

actuation rather than s total lossy @N4
function..

Determination of setpo driftbts ally made during the
performance of a CllANN FLNCTIthAL when the process

instrument is set up for t$p'$tistment, tot irjng it withint
specification. If the tri setpoint is % s conservative
than the ALLOWABLE VALUE in Table 3.3. ' Vollowing this
specification, the channel must be d (poperable-
immediately, and the appropriate C ions from Table
3.3.5.2-1mustbeenteredimmediats)y.

In the event a channel's trip setpoint'is found non-
conservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,
or bistable is found inoperable, then all affected functions-
provided by that channel must be. declared inoperable and the
LC0 Condition entered for the particular protection function
affected.

Condition A

Condition A applies to-each one of the functions listed in
Table 3.3.5.2-1. Required Action A.1 Cirects entry into all
other Conditions referenced in Table 3.3.5.2-1. The
applicable Condition specified In the table is function

(continued)

(continued)
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RCIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

4

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS dependent. Each time an inoperable channel is discovered,
(continued) Condition A is_ entered and provides for transfer to the

appropriate subsequent Condition.

Condition B

Condition B applies t3 the Reactor Vessel Water level--Low,
Level,2 function,

d b Action B.1 ensures that each functior, has not lost
M

%@Mh*capilitytoinitiateRCICSystemcomponentsbecause-of-the .mier of inoperable channels. A random failure of an
0PEllADL'E chapoel does not-have to be assumed in making this

4determi,astion h For example, this action can be acceptably

comp]fsyst'em3costaining the two inoperable channels is in
eteddith?%hree level 2 channels inoperable, if the

trip

tripT ThisfAegiired Action is modified by a Note to
indicate that in the event the function capability is nots

established, thedtCJCi$ystem must be declared inoperable.* M9* fy

Because thbRCl@lithis ogefout-of-two-twice, if oneiaitlationglogiconReactorVesselWaterLevel--Low, leveq

(d< initiation instriment channe1%becomes inoperable .a single'

failure of a remaining %henne14could prevent RCIC System
actuation. Requiredhtioet0.2'.Vto restore- the affected
channel to OPERABLE'' status Mithin T hour is the preferred
action, as it restores full functionaLcapability of the
RCIC automatic Level 2 initiation (hchon. Required
Action B.2.2 requires placingithe'affe6ted channel in the
tripped condition within 1 bour, effectively changing the
automatic actuation logic to 'one-out-of-two, thus
eliminating the vulnerability to single instrument channel
failures created by an inoperable channel. Required
Action B.2.2 is modified by a Note that the Required Action
does not apply if it results in an initiation. If a channel
in one trip system becomes inoperable when one or more
channels in the opposite trip system are already in trip,
placing the inoperable channel in trip will cause an
initiation. Required Action B.2.2 is not intended to force
an unnecessary isolation. In this event, Required
Action B.2.1 would have to be met. If the inoperable
channel (s) are not restored to OPERABLE status or placed in
trip within the time allowed, Required Action B.2.3 applies.

(continued)

(continued)O
V
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RCIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2 -

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Required Action B.2.3 declares the supported RCIC System
(continued) inoperable within I hour. This requires that the Required

Actions of LCO 3.5.1 be met. The Completion Time of 1 hour
is sufficient for accomplishing the corrective actions.

Condition C

ConditioncC applies to Reactor Water Level--High, Level 8

fig %
.

functi
a

rem d ActAnn C.1 ensures that each function has not lost
t4capabiMt/toJnitiateRCICSystemcomponentsbecauseof
thstmumberJ9f i Wrable channels. For the high level
functtempthi n ;1epxcan be completed with a single-

1 old 'on C.1 cannot be completed wit1 twoif the inoperable channel is) lacedinoperable
in trip, disq0fMd
inoperable \high ) v hannels. The Required Action isc
modified by a Note to ind; te that in the event the
function capabilhy isgt ablished, the RCIC System must

bedeclaredino),g_
#

Because the logic for 'nati RCIC flow on reactor
vessel high level-(levW ) .-of-two and because
placing an inoperable d. h ped condition does
not result in the safe st c el in all events,
Required Action C.2.1 requ es re rat f the affected
channel within 1 hour. This is the pr action as it
restores full functional capability function.
Alternatively, Required Action C.2, . entered, which
requires initiation of the Requir

.

tions of LC0 3.5.1,
"ECCS-Operating," to restore the CIC to OPERABLE status
or place the reactor in a condition for which RCIC operation
is not needed. Failure to restore the affected channel to
OPERABLE status creates a situation where a single failure
of the remaining channel could result in failure to
terminate RCIC flow when required and lead to water
overflowing into the main steam lines, which could |,

| potentially adversely affect the OPERABILITY of safety-
| related equipment (e.g., HPCS pump turbine, ADS,and S/RVs), j

The 1-hour Completion Time is considered a reasonable amount |
|

of time to ensure RCIC functional capability and to complete j

| either of the corrective actions to restore RCIC OPERABILITY
! or declare the RCIC System inoperable.
|

(continued)
.

(continued)
,
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RCIC Instrumentation
,

B 3.3.5.2 '

b
| ( ,/ BASES (continued)

ACTIONS C.pndition D
(continued)

Condition 0 applies to CST and suppression pool water level
functions.

Required Action D.I ensures that each function has not lost
the capability to initiate RCIC System components because of
the umber of ino)erable channels. This action can be

d if any clannel of CST-or suppression pool level is
4, This action can also be completed with no tripped

hanne W if one channel of suppression pool level and one

channds'dhf CTS level are C T" E.This Required Action is
Note to ind; te 'at in the event the

o ity is not lished, the RCIC System must
be d i rable.

#L '

Both he R Level--Low and the Suppression Pool Water
Level--H functi ause the automatic transfer of RCICe

pump su en f T to the suppression pool. Required
Action D. 1 'the affected channel to OPERABLE
status, or tion r_.2.2 to place the affected

f channel in the t dc n, or Required Action D.2.3
g to align RCIC su n ! 'pression pool is required tow be completed wit f annel becomes inoperable.

If Action D.2.3 is mt es should be taken to
ensure that the RCI yste ipi ains filled with
water. Performing any one of th ons establishes a
safe valve lineup for RCIC suc se the suppression
pool will be aligned or the ed c annel redundancy be
restored. Otherwise, Requi ction D.2.4 is required,
which declares the RCIC System inoperable and requires the
Required Actions of LC0 3.5.1, "ECCS-Operating." The
1-hour Completion Time is sufficient for operations
personnel to ensure RCIC System functional capability and to
complete either of the corrective actions to restore
OPERABILITY, or to place the channel in trip, or to transfer
suction to the suppression' pool to ensure the availability
of a suction source.

Condition E

Condition E applies to manual initiation.

Required Action E.1 ensures that each function has not lost
the capability to initiate RCIC System components because of

(continued)

V (continued)
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RCIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS the number of inoperable channels. This Required Action is
(continued) modified by a Note to indicate that in the event the

function capability is not established, the RCIC System must
be declared inoperable. The Completion Time of I hour is
sufficient for the operator to ensure this capability.

Because of the redundancy of sensors available to provide
initiation of the RCIC System and because manual actuation
can befaccomplished at the component level in addition to
the sistem level, a Completion Time of 8 hours is provided
by Required Action E.2.1 to permit restoration or the manual
initiation ts 0PERABLE status. [For this facility, the
basis, for the' 8-hour Completion Time is as follows:] If the
channelsTare.notfrastored to OPERABLE status, Required
Action E.2.2Prequires1RCIC to be declared inoperable and the
Conditions;[of LC0g,5j3, "RCIC System," should be entered.

. ys c

Condition F h ,4
u #

ConditionFis' appl 16Abhve'itoieachoneoftheRCICfunctions
presented in Table!3.305.2-1. #

y1f A
Required Action F.1 verifies that'thexRequired Actions
have been initiated fo MthosE suppopted systems declared
inoperable because of thet popesabtlitWof the supporti
channel (s) within a Complet^ ion Time' of IWhour. The
specified Completion Time is sufficient fodplant operations
personnel to make this verification.p %, f Np

.

RequiredActionF.1ensuresthattNise'identifiedRequired
Actions associated with supported s'ystems impacted by the
inoperability of channel (s) associated with each RCIC
instrumentation function have been initiated. This can be
accomplished by entering the supported systems' LCOs.
[ Alternatively, the appropriate Required Actions for the
supported system may be listed in the Required Actions for
Condition F of this LC0.]

[For this facility, the identified supported systems'
Required Actions associated with each RCIC instrumentation
function are as.follows:]

Required Action F.2 verifies that all required support or
supported features associated with the other redundant
channel (s) are Or \BLE within a Completion Time of I hour.

(continued)

(continued)
.
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RCIC lastrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

p
BASES (continued) I

L>

ACTIONS The specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant
(continued) operations personnel to make this verification. If

verification determines the loss of functional capability,
LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately entered. However, if'the i
support or supported feature LCOs take into consideration
the loss-of-function situation, then LCO 3.0.3 may not need
to be entered.
A

SURVEILLANCE f h[The SRkfor any particular function are found in$
gY \}

;

REQUIREMENTS Q Table /S/3.5.2.1, for that function. Most functions are

% subject to @i g 110N.
NNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and

N OWWNEL, CAL

Af bbee dded to clarify that a channel may be
placed in % VEperable status for up to 2 hours for
required surveillancerwithout placing the trip system in
trip provided atdesstipne OPERABLE channel in the same
trip systhm d f annitarjng that parameter. Upon completion
of the surieillancepfr_ expiration of the 2-hour allowance,
the channel must'beEretur (to OPERABLE status or theO applicable Conditio6 ente . '" . Required Actions taken.

V [For this facility",
'

s' g the 2-hour allowance is asi
follows:]. gg; 'yg

5f)SR 3.3.5.2.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHdonce every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instjtementation has not occurred.
A CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated
on one channel to:a similar aarameter on other channels. It
is based on the assumption t1at instrument channels
monitoring the same parameter should read approximately
the same value. -Significant deviations between the-
instrument channels could be an indication of excessive
instrument drift in one of-the channels- or something even
more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross channel
failure, thus it is-key to verifying that the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

,

Agreement criteria are. determined by the plant staff based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a

(continued)
[
( (continued)
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RCIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.5,2

BASES (continued)
__

SURVEILLANCE channel is outside the match criteria, it may be ta
REQUIREMENTS indication that the transmitter or the signal-processing

(continued) equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels
are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
channels are OPERABLE. If the channels are normally off
scale during times when surveillances are required, the
CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off scale in

the same J (W e reading at the bottom of the range and notOff-scale low current-loop channels are
rection.

verif ite
fail. . wri le.

'survei .ce interval, about once every shift, is based
on 'agg x ce that demonstrates the rarity of
chanthit u'

nds . performance of the CHANNEL CHECK,

guarantees, ted outright channei failure is

limited t(in redu'elWit* channels in any 12-hour period is low,
A$ince the probability of two random

failures
the CHANNEL CH sinimiz . he chance of loss of protective
function due 114 undant channels. The CHANNEL
CHECK supplemen G , but more frequent checks of
channel OPERABILIT ing nal operational use of
the channel displays. * - '

v
SR 3.3.5.2.2 ~

h

bA CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST crifi the ion of the _ trip,
interlock, and alarm functions of the c The test..

inserts a simulated or actual signal . Dto the sensor
as practicable and verifies require ps, interlocks, and
alarms function when the input isW(ond the trip point.
Where the design has made provisions for including sensors
in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test signal shall be
inserted at that point. "As found" and "as left" values for
bistable trip setpoints are recorded. Bistable setpoints

| must be found within the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the
'

LCO. The difference between the current "as found" and the
previous "as left" setpoints must be within the drift
allowance used in the setpoint analysis of Reference 1.
Recalibration of the bistable setpoint restores the

; OPERABILITY of an otherwise functional component that does
not meet these criteria. However, repeated failures of thei

| same channel over a small number of test intervals should be
| evaluated as potentially indicating a deterministic failure
| which cannot be corrected by recalibration.

(continued)

(continued)
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RCIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

h'O BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE This Surveillance includes verifying the functional
REQUIREMENTS capability of the CST suction valve position interlock for

(continued) automatic swapover to the suppressier pool on low CST water
level.

The Surve.illance= Frequency of every 31 days for SR 3.3.5.2.2
is considered reasonable based on the reliability of the
copponents and on operating experience, which has
d e,sestrated that failure of more than one channel during
De ay interval is unlikely.'

%E ISR M .5.2.31
N arAf.# Sh

% N Qa k of bistable trip units consists of a test
to de e iactual trip setpoints, and recalibration
of

. | tts necessary to ensure that it remains
mer conse e than the setpoint and the ALLOWABLE VALUE-

iTable 5.2-1. The channel musi be declaredspecifie4{ ifinoperabW g is discovered to be iiss~

conservatly LOWABLE VALUE, If the rip setting
is discover ss co ervative than accounted for in

(n) ALLOWABLE VALUE, c
'

dology but is not beyond thethe appropriate int
' still considered OPERABLE.<

v Under these cond o se , int must be readjusted to
be more conservati 'n ou - for in the appropriate
setpoint methodolog .

.

The Surveillance Frequency of ys for SR 3.3.5.2.3
is based on the assumption o e -day calibration interval

,

! in the determination of the hitude of equipment drift in
the setpoint analysis. SR 3. 5.2.2 and SR 3.3.5.2.3 are
often performed simultaneously using a common procedure.

SR 3.3.5.2.4

| [For this facility, the basis for the 92-day CHANNEL
1 CALIBRATION is as follows:]

SR 3.3.5.2.5

| Performance of a LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates
the OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic. The LOGIC
SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST tests all logic components (e.g., all
relays and contacts, trip units, solid-state logic elements,
etc.) of a logic circuit, from sensor up to the actuated

(continued)

V (continued)
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RCIC Instrumentation
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE device. The system functional testing performed in
REQUIREMENTS LC0 3.5.1, "ECCS-Operating," overlaps this test to provide

(continued) complete testing of the safety function. The 18-month
Frequency was developed considering it is prudent that the
surveillance be performed only during plant outage. This is
due to the plant conditions needed to perform the
surveillance and the potential for unplanned plant
transients,if the surveillance is performed with the reactor
at powed
compahent'4Operatingexperiencehasshownthattheses usually pass the surveillance when performed at
ttye 18-month Frequency.
W )# 9ISR( 3.3.5.ft61 Rww (;p s

The CHANNEL FUNCTIONOTEST for the Manual Initiation
function Senfirms that9RCIC equipment functions as designed
in response to system level, manual initiation signal.
The 18-month Surveillance frequency for SR 3.3.5.2.6 is
considered reasonable,bussdion redundant, manual-initiation
capability provided[akthWeemponent level, the high
reliabilityofthe4manua$nitiatjonfunction,andthe
desirability of perfor'mingFthe testuduring a plant refueling
outage so as not to disimpt reaktor2' operation or put
additional stress cycles on $1 ant ecjuipment when the reactor
is at operating temperaturesf Operattrq% experience has
shown these components usually pass' the' surveillance when
performed at the 18-month Frequency. 4
SR 3.3.5.2.7 A6&
CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete clieck of the instrument
channel including the detector. The test verifies the
channel responds to the measured parameter with the
necessary range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves<

the channel adjusted to account for instrument drift between
successive tests, to ensure that the instrument channel
remains operational with the setpoint within the assumptions
of the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Transmitter "as
found" and "as left" values are recorded and used to verify
drift assumptions. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL
CALIBRATION shall find that mea:urement errors and bistable
setpoint errors are within the assumptions of the plant-
specific setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint error

(continued)
;

(continued) i
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RCIC Instrumentation i
B 3.3.S.2 '

Q)
f

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE determination and readjustment must be performed
REQUIREMENTS consistent with the assumptions of_ the plant-specific

(continued) setpoint analysis.-

Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an otherwise
functional component found to have errors larger than
assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
efitest intervals must be considered as potentially

findidatingadeterministicfailurewhichcannotbecorrected
&jGJby recalibration.Ag

Fielkit'ranahtttersmaybecalibratedinplace,removedand
Q:caHbratsdi1Ca laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent,C

laboratory-cattkated, unit. The Surveillance Frequency
is based'%tW" assumption of in 18-month calibration
interval indhe determination of the magnitude of equipment

. drift in t W setpointe nalysis.x
Y ,, fi $ h_ 0

%%Lj? ,

[UnitNtme]ip'[Plante8pe%
REFERENCES 1. cific Setpoint. Methodology)."
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.6.1 Primary Containment Isolation (PCI) Instrumentation

BASES
__

BACKGROUND The PCI instrumentation automatically initiates closure of
appropriate isolation valves, which is necessary to prevent
o it the release of fission products from the Reactor

System and the primary containment in the event of a
oolant accident (LOCA) or a reactor coolant

ress boundary (RCPB) leak,

instrumentation includes the sensors, relays,
are necessary to cause initiation of

pri te nt and RCPB isolation. Functional
di ided by monitoring a wide range of-
dep ent ependent parameters. The input parameters
to the i ion lo are reactor vessel water level, area
ambient di temperatures, flow measurement,
Standby L SLC) System initiation, condenser
vacuum los li pressure, reactor core
isolation cooli IC) line flow, and main steamp line and ventila ation. Redundant sensor

( input signals ar r r ch such isolation
initiation paramet ly ption is SLC System
initiation.

,

The PCI instrumentation is desi clude:

Field transmitters or_ ss sensors;*

i Signal processing and bistable modules; and-

| Trip logic.*

Field Transmitters or Process Sensors
|

Field transmitters or process sensors sense the parameters
: being measured and provide an electronic output signal that
| is related to the process parameter beir measured,

i Typically four measurement channels wi;n physical separation
are provided for each parameter. These are typically;

|- organized into two trip systems which are physically and
electrically isolated. Four measurement. channels are

(continued)
|

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND necessary to meet the redundancy and testability of GDC 21
(continued) in 10 CFR 50, Appendix A (Ref.1) and to implement the one-

out-of-two taken twice logic arrangement discussed for the
PCI instrumentation.

[For'this facility, a discussion of the PCI parameters which
do not have four measurement channels and their conformance
to redundancy and testability requirements of GDC 21 in
Append.ix A;to 10 CFR 50 is as follows:]

gy y
For$obtanMipatedoperationaloccurrences(A00s)and
Db ign Bas l$cidents(DBAs),awiderangeofdependentand
independen parameters are monitored.

%uk ff4;h
dSignal Processina and Bistable Modules

Cf % M|
Each process parpm,eer' measurement channel includes
electronic equipment which provides signal conditioning,
comparable output ~ signalsiforf main control board
instruments, coinparisen 0idaeasured input signals with2

setpoints establish 6d%y hafety analyses, and output to the
trip logic channels. ~TbWoutput/to the trip logic channels
is taken from a bistableslevigejwhich,can be mechanical
switchesthatarepart%fthe;processlsensorsorelectronic
comparators that receive (nput from tha?p;rocess transmittersor sensors. In either case, the' bistable'' output contacts
areconsidered.tobepartofthetrip1pMpqhannel.

Af4p
Trin Loaic. Trio Setcoints. and AltalNWLE VA;LVES

TripsetpointsarethosepredetermIdvaluesofoutput
voltage or current against which the output voltage or
current related to '.he present value of the process
parameter is compared. If the present measured output value
of the process parameter exceeds the setpoint, the
associated bistable changes state. The trip setpoints are
the nominal values at. which the bistables are set. They are
derived from the limiting values of the process parameters
obtained from the accident analyses (analytical limits)
through a process of correction for uncertainties and errors
set forth in the plant-specific setpoint methodology
(Ref. 3). The analytical limits, corrected for analytical
and process uncertainties, become the r c0WABLE VALUES,
which when further corrected by the methodology of
Reference 3 become the calculated trip setpoint values.

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The setpoints derived in this manner provide adequate
(continued) protection because sensor and processing time delays are

accounted for as well as calibration tolerances,
instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe
environment errors for channels that must function in harsh
environments as defined by 10 CFR 50.49. The actual nominal
trip setpoint entered into the bistable is usually still
m conservative than that calculated by the plant-specific

methodology. If the setpoint measured for the
by the Surveillance test does not exceed the

A ocum d Surveillance test acceptance criteria, the
l bist is considered OPERABLE.3

i accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will
ensu .S y Limits (SLs) are not violated during A00s
and.

~

_ ces of DBAs will be acceptable, providing
the lant ng operated within the LCOs at the onset of

*

the A00 A, and equipment functions as designed,
allowing .a ndom active component failure.

Each chann e ocess ontrol equipment can be tested
on line to verifyi% tt nal and setpoint accuracy isO within the specift9.i au quirements for the setpointC as in Reference 3/ de ated channel is taken out
of service for testa ul signal is injected in
place of the field 'Mstrums sig i The process equipment
for the channel in test is then ,_ verified, and
calibrated. SRs for the chann9 s pcifiedintheSRs1
section. gy
TheALLOWABLEVALUESlistedkTable3.3.6.1-1arebased
upon the setpoint methodology described in Reference 3,
which incorporates all of the known uncertainties applicable
for each channel. The magnitudes of these uncertainties are
factored into the determination of each trip-setpoint. All
field sensors and the signal processing equipment for these
channels are assumed to operate within the allowances of
these uncertainty magnitudes.

The PCI Instrumentation System automatically initiates the
isolation of the appropriate pipelines that penetrate the
primary containment whenever the monitored parameters exceed
preselected setpoints. . System level manual switches are
provided in the control room to initiate isolation. A-trip
of a PCI instrument channel is annunciated in the control

(continued)
O

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
'B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued).

BACKGROUND room. Motor- and air-operated isolation valves position
(continued) indication is provided in the control _ room. PCI

instrumentation interlocks initiate the Standby Gas
Treatment System, isolate the Reactor Building Ventilation
System, and trip the drywell purge valves and purge fan
units.

[For thigfacility, the PCI instrumentation provides
isolat / gnals to valves grouped as follows:]

, p -

A] 1 tion valves are in lines that communicate
tly w he. reactor vessel and penetrate the primary

co ' 'T ''slines generally have two isolation
valv inside the primary containment and
the other o at rimary containment.4

+V y

Group [B] ''sola ves are in lines that do not
communicate dir y with. reactor vessel, but penetrate
the primary cogt n mmunicate with the primary
containment freb lines have two isolation
valves; both are pri containment.

Group [C] isolation va s that penetrate the
primary containment, b ate-directly with
the reactor vessel, the ta t free space, or
the environs. These line requi 'one tion valve
outside the primary containment.

. .

- -

APPLICABLE The isolation signals c.enerated by the PCI instrumentation
SAFETY ANALYSES initiate closure of va tves to limit offsite doses. Each of

the isolation instrumeitation functions in Table 3.3.6.1-1
are implicitly assumet in the safety analyses of

'

References 2 and 5.

The required channels o' PCI instrumentation provide plant ,

protection in the event of any of the analyzed accidents. I
'

PCI instrumentation protective functions are as follows: |

1. Main Steam Line Isolation

Main Steam Line Isolation is provided by the following
,

functions: '

(continued) I

(continued) J
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

OQ BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE 1.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low. Level 1
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low,
level 1 trip function provides isolation signals.
The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low,
Level 1 function associated with isolation is
assumed in the analysis of the circulation line
break (Ref. 5)..a

jf i h Main Steam Line Pressure--Low
' The Main Steam Line Pressure--Low function is

directly assumed in the analysis of the pressure
4ghbp $ regulator failure (Ref. 5)'.g For this event, thes

gniAcloswe of the main steam isolation valves
dVT ESIWs) ensures that the vessel cooldownD rature limit of 100'F/hr is not reached.

1.c in 9 heFlow--Hiah
y

directf)';am Li ~ .the analysis of the mainsumet))pe Flow--High function is(a) br 5). The isolation action,steam
\._./ along ra ction of the RPS, assures

that the cl g temperature remains
below the imits 10 50.46.

1.d. Condenser Vacuum--Lo

TheCondenserVack-Lowfunctionisprovidedto
prevent overpressurization of the main condenser
in the event of a loss of the main condenser
vacuum. The integrity of the condenser is an
assumption in.offsite dose calculations. The
.losure of the MSIVs is initiated to prevent the
addition of steam that would lead to condenser
over-pressurization and possible rupture of the
turbine exhaust hood rupture diaphragm, thereby
limiting potential excessive offsite doses.

1.e. Main Steam Tunnel Temperature and Differential
Temoerature--Hiah

Main Steam Tunnel Temperature and Differential
Temperature are provided for early detection and

(continued)

O)( (continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (c%ti.aued)
_

APFi.ICABLE isolation of a leak in the RCPB and for diversity
SAFETY ANALYSES to the main steam line-flow detection-

(continued) instrumentation. The isolation occurs when a
very small leak has occurred that, if allowed to
continue, may result in offsite dose limits being
exceeded.

1. ,gManual Initiation

. this facility, the safety analyses basis for
4 t i function is as follows:]

2.'^Pri=JM=Wrondnment Isolation
t

% p-
, ,d e

g
PCI is. the following protection functions:,

2.a. acto 1 Water Level--Low Low. Level 2

The to ' Water Level--Low Low, Level 2
functlpard- solation signals to isolate
systems W ally have a break. The,

isolation o tg )#
'of stems on level 2

W hat SLs are notsupports act
exceeded. [ . tM .aci , , the systems that'

are being isolat@# ej)oun' y breaks of the
following largeFsystenW) x

2.b. Drvwell Pressure--Hioh A. 3

High drywell pressure coh[j.
a

indicate a break in
the RCPB. An isolation 6f the primary
containment is initiated in order to minimize
offsite dose releases. Additionally, an
isolation of interfaces with the reactor vessel
occurs to isolate potential sources of a break.
The Drywell Pressure--High function is one of the
many functions capable of providing isolation
signals. The isolation of some of the systems on
high drywell pressure supports actions to ensure
that SLs are not exceeded. The Drywell Pressure-
-High function associated with isolation is
assumed in the Reference 5 analysis of the
recirculation line break.

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)
.

APPLICABLE 2.c. Containment and Drvwell Ventilation Exhaust-
SAFETY ANALYSES Radiation--Hiah

(continued)
High containment and drywell ventilation exhaust
radiation is an indication of possible gross
failure of the fuel cladding. Therefore, when
Containment and Drywell Ventilation Exhaust

4 Radiation--High is detected, an isolation is

' p(. initiated to limit the release of fission
,

products, i

$ ,Q. Manual Initiation

!$$ 3 ) Initiation is required as backup-to '

. autoestic isolation and to allow operators to
(k' Jnit.lete containment isolation whenever any

parameter is rapidly trending towards its trip*

j'setpoint. _, Manual Initiation was not modeled in
4%the tr

'

paccidentanalysisbutwas
" queH4 credited in the safety analysis and

thefGC f-approved licensing basis for the
plant.% Q j %A

Reactor Cor5%isaliIda$1 %yk -g( 3. n Cdm13na (RCIC) System Isolation

RCIC isolation pro ed e following protection
functions:

. g.

3.a. RCIC Steam Line FlodN ah

SteamLineFlow--H}y
g

gh function is provided to
detect a break of the RCIC steam lines and to
initiate closure of the isolation valves. If the
steam was allowed to continue flowing out the
break, the reactor would depressurize and the
core could be uncovered. _Therefore, the
isolation is initiated on high steam flow to
prevent or minimize core damage. _The isolation
action, along with the scram function of the RPS,
assures that the fuel peak cladding temperature
remains below the limits of 10 CFR 50.46.

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)
_

APPLICABLE 3.b. RCIC Steam Line Flow Time Delay
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) The RCIC Steam Line Flow Time Delay relays are
provided to allow all other systems that may be
leaking in the main steam tunnel area to be
isolated before RCIC is isolated. This ensures
maximum RCIC system o)eration by preventing
isolations due to lea (s in other systems.

Steam Supply Line Pressure--Low

p/
4

low main steam line pressure indicates that
kiwgr p' re of the available steam may be too
NMP 'o nue operation of the RCIC turbine.

3,dM_tTC %rbi Exhaust Diaohraam Pressure--lligh
% h
RCICJh;nWine Ex .t Diaphragm Pressure--High
indiates epressure may be too high to
contih of the RCIC turbine; that is,*

,

one of diaphragms has ruptured and
pressure is . ing pressure limitations.

A
3. e. ,3. f. , 3.g . , -

an' Eauioment Room
Ambient and Difa/miifnt1ER TeiEature--High

.

v y

Ambient and differential tema es are
provided for early detecti .lation of a
leak in the RCPB and for sity to the steam
flow detection instrume on for the RCIC and
residual heat removal (R R) systems. The
isolation occurs when a very small. leak has
occurred that, if allowed to continue, may result
in offsite dose limits being exceeded.

3.g., 3.h. Main Steam Line Tunnel Ambient
Temoerature and Differential Temperature--Hiah

:

Main steam tunnel ambient temperature and
differential temperature are provided for early
detection and isolation of a leak in the RCPB and
for diversity to the main steam line flow
detection instrumentation. The isolation occurs

(continued)

(continued)

O
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE when a very small leak has occurred that, if
SAFETY ANALYSES allowed to continue, may result in offsite dose

(contint.ed) limits-excceded.

3.1, Main Steam line Tunnel Temoerature Timer

[For this facility, the safety analyses basis for
this function is as follows:)

oJ
s

g.RCIC/RHRHiahSteamLineFlow--Hiah

C/RHR high steam line flow is provided to
et a break of the common steam line of RCIC

R (steam condensing mole) and initiates
lo of the isolation valves for both systems,

steam was allowed to continue flowing out
.

break, the reactor wculd depressurize and
' core become uncovered. Therefore, the

' sol initiated at high flow to prevent or
g damage. The isolation action,
e t he sc am function of the RPS assures
that el ' cladding temperature :amains

(]) 3.m.DrvwellP,d@(%ni
/. below 'lig M 0 CFR 50.46.

'

%.ur
y y

High drywell pressure ndicate a break in
the reactor coolant .oundary. An
isolation of the pr con ainment is initiated
in order to minim 'offsite dose releases.
Additionally, an i lation of interfaces with the
reactor vessel occurs to isolate potential
sources of a break. The Drywell Pressure--High
function is one of the many functions capable of
providing isolation signals. The isolation of
some of the systems on high drywell pressure
supports actions to ensure that safety limits are
not exceeded. The Drywell Pressure--High
function associated with isolation is assumed in
the Reference 5 analysis of the recirculation
line break.

The RCIC isolation of the turbine exhaust system
is provided to prevent communication with the

(continued)

o (continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE drywell when high drywell pressure exists. A
SAFETY ANALYSES potential leak path exists from the primary

(continued) containment to the secondary containment via the
turbine's exhaust system.

3.n. Manual Initiation

g'Nanual Initiation is required as backup to
omatic isolation and to allow operators to

Tti
iate containment isolation whenever any

p eter is rapidly trending towards its trip2

f ; oint. Manual Initiation was not modeled in
3t, tr ' ' jent accident analysis but was

"'Mbtfua)1ta Jy credited in the safety analysis and
th6NRCstq-approvedlicensingbasisforthe

4pa % y

4. Reactor Water' Cleanun IRWCU) System Isolation
W 4pd

RWCVisoldt{9*9$fffiQnfkfrospedbythefollowingfunctions:a
4.a.,4.b. Differ ..l Fl e ,jiiah and Differealial

Flow--Timer y
The high diffe h 60w

'

al is provided to
detect a break 'the RUCU sy , which is part
of the RCPB. This signal als ides a method
of leak detection for the re% cold
portions of the RWCV SystseMere rea ambient
temperaturewillnotprapidbdetection. Should
the reactor coolant be allowed to continue to
flow out of the break, the reactor vessel water
level would decrease and fuel damage could
result. Therefore, isolation of the RWCU is
initiated when high differential flow is sensed
to prevent loss of coolant inventory and possible
core damage. A time delay is provided to prevent
spurious isolations during most RWCU operational
transients.

4.c., 4.d., 4.e., 4.f.,4.g.,4.h.,4.1.,4.J. arRA
Temoerature and Differential Temoerature--Hiah

RWCU area temperatures and differential
temperatures are provided for early detection and

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation,

! B 3 3.6.1

Q(O BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE isolation of a leak in the RWCU System, which is '

SAFETY ANALYSES part of the RCPB, and for diversity to the high
(continued) differential flow detection instrumentation for

the hot portions of the RWCU System. The
isolation occurs when a very small leak has
occurred that, if allowed to continue, may result
in offsite dose limits being reached,

k. Reactor Vessel Water level--Low low. Level 2 ;

'

The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low, Level 2 '

>

(. function provides isolation signals to isolate-
N .i ems which actually have a break. The
%db ion of the RWCU System on level 2 supports

< - ct to onsure that SLs are not exceeded,

g#, . - 1s facility, the systems that are being
d are bounded by breaks of the following

,

tear sy s:]

4.1.' d Control Systgm Initiation

The i on o
~

RWCU System is required when
the SL st n initiated to prevent,

'' diluti 'a va . the boron solution by the
RWCUSysty ).

(4.m. Manual Initiation

Hanual Initiation jsMhuired as backup to
automatic isolattagWnd to allow operators to
initiate containment isolation whenever any
parameter is rapidly trending towards its trip
setpoint. Manual Initiation was not modeled in
the transient accident analysis but was
qualitatively credited in the safety analysis and
the NRC staff, approved licensing basis for the
pl ant.

5. Shutdown Coolino System Isolation

5.a.,5.b. RHR Eouioment Room Ambient and i

Differential Temoerature--Hioh

RHR equipment room ambient and differential
temperatures are provided for early detection and

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE isolation of a leak in the RCPB and for diversity
SAFETY ANALYSES to the steam f; y 30tection instrumentation for

(continued) the RCIC and kriR systems. The isolation occurs
when a very small leak has occurred that, if
allowed to continue, nay result in offsite dose
limits being exceeded.

'

5.c fBeactor Vessel Water level--Low. Level 3
%

Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low, Level 3
f ion provides isolation signals to isolate

~

hich actually have a break. Theems(t%g la of some of the systems on Level 3
MdtWsu tions to ensure that SLs are not,

ed, or this facility, the systems that
4 la on reactor vessel water level 3 are
'bcund 1 reaks of the following larger
sys ;

5.d. React r a*# 4 r " Pressure--Hiah
9q

The Reactor Do I ssure--High function is
provided to at pressure shutdown
cooling port H stem. (For this
facility, the
safety analysis asis th nction is as
follows:]

5.e Drywell Pressure--Hiah

High drywell pressure co d indicate a break in
the RCPB. An isolation of the shutdown cooling
is initiated in order to minimize offsite dose
releases. The isolation of some of the systems
on high drywell pressure supports actions to
ensure that SLs are not exceeded. The Drywell
Pressure--High function associated with isolation
is assumed in the Reference 5 analysis of the
recirculation line break.

The PCI instrumentation satisfies Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of
the NRC Interim Policy Statement. '

(continued) ]

|
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (cent $nued)v -.

,

LC0 ihe LCO requires all instrumentation performing a PCI
function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders
the affected channel (s) inoperable and reduces the
reliability of the affected functions. Each function must
have the requ; red number of OPERABLE channels with their
setpoints within the specified ALLOWABLE VALUES. Actuation
setpoints are calibrated ' consistent with applicable setpoint
m ology assumptions. Each channel must also respond

its assumed response _ time.

LLOW VALUES are specified for each. function in the LCO.
Nomi r setpoints are specified in the plant-specific

ations (Ref. 3). The' nominal setpoints are.
re the setpoint measured by CHANNEL

FUNC TE does not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALVE if the
bi rming as required. Operation with a trip-
set nt I nservative than the nominal tr_ip setpoint,
but with s ALL E VALUE, is acceptable provided that
operati d consistent with the assumptions of
the plant oint calculations. 'Each ALLOWABLE
VALUE speci con rvative than the analytical
limit assumed i ra and accident analysis in

/7 order to account' Li neertainties appropriate to
h the trip functio ce nties are defined in.the

plant-specific set o (Ref. 3). Each channel
must also respond wi in i assu sponse time.

A channel is OPERABLE when the conditions are
satisfied:

All channel components necessary to provide an.

isolation signal are functional and in service;

Channel measurement uncertainties are known (via test,.

analysis, or design information) to be within the
assumptions of_ the.setpoint calculations; and

Required surveillance testing is current and has.

demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

(continued)

(continued)

O
l
'
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3,6.1

BASES (continued)

LCO The PCI instrumentation has inputs to the trip logic from
(continued) the functions listed below.

1. Main Steam Line Isolation
'

Most PCI Main Steam Line Isolation functions receive
inputs from four process sensor and bistable channels.-
The stable outputs from these channels are combined
i ut-of-two-taken-twice logic to initiate

a of all MSIVs. The bistable outputs from the-
me c Tels are arranged into two two-out-of-two

logic. p stems to isolate all main steam line
ain steam line d*ain line has two

| 1 with one two-out-of-two logic system
associ it ch valve.

The except his arrangement is the Main Steam,

| Line Flow h func This function uses sixteen.

flow cha ' s ,ach_ steam line. The four
channels on . ine are connected in

I one-out-of-t ice 1 ic to initiate isolation
of the associate ly, the four flow.

channels are conn d- out-of-two logic
trip systems, eac r m lating one of the
two main steam line s' he associated
line.

1.a. Reactor Vessel Water Level ' Lin-Low. Level 1
'

Low reactor vessel wate " jyvel indicates that the
capability of cooling th fuel may be threatened.
Should reactor vessel water level decrease too
far, fuel damage could result. Therefore,
isolation of the MSIVs and other interfaces with

! the reactor vessel and crimary containment occurs
' to isolate potential sources of a break.

Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated
from level transmitters arranged on four sets of
separated taps. Four channels of Reactor Vessel
Water Level--Low Low Low, level 1 function are
available and are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that no single failure can preclude the

(continued)

(continued)

I
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1-

3
i BASES (continued)%|

LCO isolation function. The Reactor Vessel Water
(continued) Level--Low Low Low, Level 1 ALLOWABLE VALUE is

speelfied to be the same as- the Emergency Core
Cooling System (ECCS) instrumentation ALLOWABLE
VALUE.

This function actuates the Group 1 and 5 valves.
[For this facility, the constituents of these
groups can.be found in:]

1 Main Steam Line Pressure--Low

ain steam line pressure indicates that thero-
Y. a problem with the turbine pressure

eg ion.. This could result in a low reactor
water level condition' and the reactor'

cooling down more than 100*F/hr if the
ssure- is allowed to continue.

"

line low pressure- signals are
om f transmitters that are-

connec ot steam line. The
f transm rs iged so that, even though
(* physic ec each other, each

transmit t ect low main steam line
pressure. ;our 'nnel Main Steam Line-
P' essure--Low function ailable and are.

require (* to be OPE re that no single
failure can precl iso ation function. The
ALLOWABLE VALUE w lected to be low enough not
to interfere with normal plant operatian but high
enough to prevent excessive reactor vessel
depressurization.

This function actuates the Group 1 valves.

1.c. Main Steam Line Flow--Hioh

Main Steam Line Flow--High is provided to detect
a creak of the main steam line _and to initiate
closure of MSIVs. If the steam was allowed to
continue flowing out of tne break, the reactor

i would depressurize and the core could be

(continued)t

_

| (continued)'
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 uncovered. If the reactor vessel water level
(continueci) were to decrease too far, fuel damage could

occur. Therefore, the isolation is initiated on
high flow to prevent or minimize core damage.

The Main Steam Line Flow--High signals are
initiated from 16 transmitters that tre connected

sito the four main steam lines. The transmitters
pqparearrangedsothat,eventhoughphysically
fps rated, all four connected to one steam line3
' w be able to detect the high flow. sixteen

nel of Main Steam Line Flow--High function
ble and are required to be OPERA 0LE so

h le failure will preclude the
on .a break in any individual main steam

41 ormance of the isolation function.
The A E VALUE is set high enough to prevent

ispu trips c g closure testing of the
HSI tur ad@ valves (TSVs), and turbine
contrb}fy WL s) but low enough to ensure
+hatthN 4 rs t revent fuel damage..

This functio tu roup 1 valves.

1.d Condenser Vacu _

Condenser vacuum pressure si e derived
from four pressure transmi - sense the
pressure in the condense e transmitters are
located on physically s ted taps. Four
channels of Condenser Vacuum--Low function are
available and required to be OPERABLE to ensure
that no single failure can preclude the isolation
function. The ALLOWABLE VALUE is set low enough
to allow the Condenser Vacuum--Low turbine trip,
which occurs prior to HSIV closure to stabilize
the vacuum, but high enough to pr: vent damage to
the condenser. This function msy be bypassed in
MODES 2 and 3 when ~all TSVs ar.s closed, because
the condenser is not receiving steam from the
main steam lines.

This function actuates the Group 1 valves.

(continued)

(continued) .

O
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PCI InstrumenD 1

B 4

'm
BASES (continued)

LCO 1.e., l.f. MLin_ Steam Tunnel _Itsfrature tad
(continued) Differential Temoegature--Hiah

Area temperature signals are initiated from
thermocouples located in the area being
monitored. The differential temperature signals
are initiated from thermocou)1es that are located
in the inlet and outitt of tie air coolir.g*

o,. differential) monitor each area a'd(these
. systems, four instrumente or sets for

- Instruments are physically separt.ted. Four
K c;anr.els, with two channels in each trip system

both area and differential temperature are
ble and required to be OPERABLE for each

ie ensure no single failure can preclude the
on function. The ambient and differential
ture monitoring ALLOWABLE VALUE is set

gh eno o ellow for changes in ambleat
nd low enough to detect a leak

2E gpm.

p These ion te the Group 1, 4. and 8
g j valves F liity, the constituents of
v valve be found in:)

1.g. dgnual in atio

[For this facility, sis for manual
1nitiation for thi atio system is as

follows:)

2. P_rimary Containment Isolation
|

Each PCI function receives inputs tiom four process
sensor / bistable channels. The bistable outputs from
these channels are arranged into two two-out-of-two
logic trip systems. One trip system initiates
isolation of all inner PCI valves, and one trip system
initiates isolation of all outer PCI valves. Each
logic closes one of the two valves on each penetration

| so that operation of either logic isolates the
penetration.,

!

; (continued)
__.

(continued)
,Q
h
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PCI instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)
,_

LCO 2.a. Reactor Yessel Water level--Low.Lpw. Level 2
(continued) -

Level 2 reactor vessel water level indicates that
the capability of cooling the fuel may be
threatened. Should reactor vessel water level
decrease too far, fuel damage could result. !
Therefore, isolation of some of the systems and

,

ther interfaces with the reactor vessel and i

ary containment occurs to isolato the
tial sources of a break,

to vessel water level signals are initiated I

transmitters arranged on four sets of I

'e ps. Four channels of Reactor Vessel
ev Low Low, Level 2 function are

are required to be OPERABLE to I

nsure o single failure can preclude the
isol fun The Rear. tor Vessel Water i

Levs .. ow 1 2 ALLOWABLE VALUE is i

spec 1 same as the ECCS |
instru vel LLOWABLE VALUE.

'

This functic tu roup 6A, 6B, 7, and B
valves. [Fo li the constituents of
these Groups c i

2.b. Drywg]1 Pressure--Hiah f
High drywell pressure si are 'nitiated from

'ense the pressure atpressure transmitters t s

four different locations n the drywell. The.
transmitters are located outside the drywell.
Four channels of Drywell Pressure--High function
are available to provide inputs to the two trip
system logic and are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that no single failure can preclude the
isolation function. The ALLOWABLE VALUE was
selected to be the same as the ECCS high drywell
pressure ALLOWABLE VALUE.

This function actuates the Group 3, 5, 6A, 68,
and 7 valves. (For this facility, the-
constituents of valve Groups 3 and 5 can be found
in:]

(continued)

! (continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

LCO 2.c. [.pntainment and Drywell Ventilation Exhtutt
(continued) Radiation--Hiah

The drywell radiat? n signals are initiated from
radiation detectors located in the containment '

drywell ventilation exhaust lines. The detectors
are arranged s(, that, even though physically

4 separated, each detector detects some radiation
g in a postulated accident.- The signal from each
jp A detector is input to an individual monitor whose

M 9 trip outputs are assigned to one of the two
MT
"(%grih'fiolationchannelsinthetripsystem.

Four
h nels of Drywell and Containment Ventilation
F st Radiation--High function with two

chart $s in each trip system are available and
[<yp utred to be OPERABLE to ensure that no,

failure can preclude the isolation
/ ction. e ALLOWABLE VALUE is high en wgh
%4bo nd radie. tion levels to minimize

s, yet low enough to promptly detect
gres res irkthe fuel cladding.

(his f . io s Group 7 valves.

2.d. linnual I ,

[For this facility, th asis for manual
initiation for this a system is as *

follows:) $-

3. Ec.getor Core isolation olina Svsin Isolation

The RCic Isolation function receive 3 input from four
turbine exhaust diaphragm pressure channels. The
bistable outputs from the turbine-exhaust diaphragm
pressure channel are connected into two-two-out-of-t*:n
trip systems. All of the other functions receive
input from two channels with each channel in one trip
system using one-out-of-one logic. Each of the two
trip systems is connected to one of the two valves on
each RCIC penetration.

.

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentatien
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

LCO 3.a. ft(IC Steam Line Flow--Hiah
(continued)

The RCIC steam high flow signals are initiated
from two transmitters that are connected to the
system steam 1.ne. The transmitters are arranged
so that, evi.n though physically separated, both
will be abie to detect the high flow. Two

o, hannels of RCIC Steam Line Flow--High functions
vide input to the two trip system logics. The

ABLE VALUE is set high enough to prevent
s tous isolations during system startup

sie ts, but low enough to ensure that the
occurs to prevent fuel damage.

fun ns actuate Group 4 valves. [For

I .],
the constituents of this group can' s :

e fou

3.b. y

(Forth , the LCO bases for this
function is llo

3.c. RC --

The steam line essur ign re initiated
from two transmitters that cted to each
system's steam line. The rs are
arranged so that, even phys ally
separated, each transmi is able to detect low
steam line pressure. Tw channals of RCIC Steam
Line Pressure--Low functions provide input to the
two trip system logics. The ALLOWABLE VALUE is
selected to be low enough to allow systemi

operation, but high enough to prevent damage to
system turbines.

These functions actuate Group 4 valves.

3.d. RCIC Turbine Exhaust Diaohraam Pressure--Hiah

The turbine exhaust diaphragm pressure signals
are initiated from four transmitter > that are

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

O BASES (continued),

LC0 connected to the area between the rupture
(continued) diaphragms on the turbine exhaust line. The

physically separated, ged so that, even though
transmitters are arran

each transmitter is able to
detect high turbine exhaust line pressure. Four
channels of RCIC Turbine Exhaust Diaphragm
Pressure--High functions are available to the two
trip systems two-out-of-two logic and are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single
failure can )reclude the isolation function. The
ALLOWABLE VA.UC is low enough to allow system

ration, but high enough to prevent damage to
ow pressure sections of each system,

h unctions actuate Group 4 valves.

3.e., 3.g.,3.h.,3.j.,3.k. Ambient and

a ifferential temperature signals are
om t erature elements that are

approp ly to protect the room that
f% is bei ion wo instruments monitorsj each a a t annels of instruments

are phys ra Two channels for
each RHR RCI rea n i ure--High
function are available two trip systems'
one-out-of-one logi equired to be
OPERABLE. Each c of t e Area Differential
Temperature--High tion is initiated from
thermocouples that are located in the inlet and

,

| outlet of the area cooling systems. Two channels
; for both RHR and RCIC are available and are
I required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single

failure can prevent an isolation. The ambient
i and differential temperature ALLOWABLE VALUES are
! set high enough to allow changes in ambient

conditions, but low enough to detect a steam leaki

| equivalent to 25 gpm.

(continued)

(continued)

O
b
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES { continued)
_

LCO These functions actuate Group 3 and 4 valves.
(continued)

3.1, Main Steam Line Tunnel Temocrature Timer

(For this facility, the LC0 basis for this
function is as follows:]

3.1,.rRCIC/RHR Steam Line Flow--Hi_qh

dif RCIC/RHR Steam Line Flow--High signals are

9[ k X Gre arranged such that, even though physically
F irittiated from two transmitters that are

c W ected to the steam line. The transmitters
^

% bepapated from each other, both transmitters will
betable tb detect the high flow. Two channelsg

(provihgJnpet to the two trip system logics with
'one channerin each trip system. This physical,

separation and ght
twoitrip systegia' enel arrangement between theures that no single failure
can provent}|a l ation caused by high steam
flow. TheWan igh flow ALLOWABLE VALUE is
selected high b ough

during systed ytar. ,tefprevent s>urious tripsto ensure th'b4 thd| _ 'trapfents)ut low enough
i

,

p occurs to prevent fuel
damage. Q:7 ,

,

This function actuates Group ) s.

3.m. Drywell Pressure--Hioh gf; &
9r

The RCIC isolation of the turbine exhaust system
is provided to prevent communication with the
drywell when high drywell pressure exists. A
potential leak path exists via the turbine
exhaust system. The manual isolation is delayed
until the system becomes available for hject. ion
(i.e., low steam line pressure). Two channels of
Drywell Pressure--High function are available and
required to be OPERABLE for RCIC. (Forthis

(continued)

(continued) ,
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PCI Instrumentation,

B 3.3.6.1

i BASES (continued)

LCO facility, two channel logic configuration and the
(continued) ALLOWABLE VALUE basis is as follows:)

This function actuates the Group 9 valves. For
this facility, the constituents of these grou(ps
can be found in:)

*t3.n. Manual iniil:tian

for this facility, the LCO basis for manual
nitiation for this isolation system is as

$3NknAo.ollows:)
fx

~ y m
kterCleanuoSystemIsolation

kgk Nfn
4f*%e MVjp,lation function receives input from four

reactshssel water level channels. The bistable
outped from t areactor vessel water level channels

A11%ennne
e two two-out-of-two trip systems.are/

channe{lf
unctions receive input from two4

'h channel in one trip system us!ng

one-outa f spy ogicdq%two valves on each RWCUEach of the two trip systems isO connectec tp9ne orWe
penetration,Y ,4 ) N$
4.a.DifferentNFlo HichQ

4 t<

Thehighdifferentiahft nals are initiated
from transmitters that*are cbnnected to the inlet
the transmitters a $ U System. The outputs ofand outlet of the

re compared, and, if the
difference between the inlet and outlet flows is
too large, an isolation signal is initiated.

Two channels of RWCU Differential Flow--High
functions provide input to the two trip systems.
The RWCU Differential Flow--High ALLOWABLL VALUE
is high enough to prevent spurious isolations
during RWCU System transients, but low enough to
ensure that the isolation occurs as soon as a
break of the RWCU piping has been detected.

This function actuates the Group 8 valves. For
this facility, the constituents of these grou(ps
can be found in:) -

(continued)A

( (continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

LC0 4.b. liifferential Flow--Timer
(continued)

ITor this facility, the LCO basis for this
? unction is as follows:)

4.c.,4.d.,4.e.,4.f.,4.g.,4.h.,4.1.,4.j.
Area Temoerature and Differential

glemperatere--Hiuh

4[ following discussion applies to RWCU Area
gsyk t rature equipment room, pump room, valve rest
i an RWCU differential temperatures and main
M M s. tam tunnel area and differential
%$4e functions.

( ure and differential temperature
.(Tigna # initiated from tem)erature elements

that locate -o the room tlat is being
monH d. ruments (i.e., two area or
two ci nitors) monitor each of the
four a two annels of instruments
are physica par . They are required to
be OPERABLE ns

.

)
o single failure can

prevent an i

The ambient and iffer tal erature
monitoring ALLOWABLE VALUES " high enough.

to allow changes in ambien
lent

|kns, but low
enough to detect a leak to 25 gpm.

These functions actuate beGroup8 valves.

4.k. Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low low. Level 2
,

level 2 reactor vessel water level indicates that
the capability of cooling the fuel may be
threatened. Should reactor vessel water level
decrease too far, fuel damage could result.
Therefore, isolation of the RWCU and other
interfaces with the reactor vessel and primary
containment occurs to isolate the potential
sources of a break.

Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated
from level transmitters that sense the difference

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

O
V BASES (continued)

LCO between the pressure due to a constant column of
(continued) water (reference leg) and the pressure due to an

actual water level (variable leg) in the vessel.
The transmitters are arranged on four sets of
separated taps. Four channels of Reactor Vessel
Water Level--Low Low, Level 2 function are
available and are required to be OPERABLE to

4. ensure that no single failure can preclude the
7- isolation function. The Reactor l'essel Water

Level--Low Low, Level 2 ALLOWABLE VALUE is
w specified to be the same as the ECCS

i -( N i strumentation level 2 ALLOWABLE VALUE.

I- \ function actuates the Group 6A, 68, 7, and 8

(/ .valg$roupscanbefoundin:]
_ [For this facility, the constituents of

f,
4 .1,4 ndby Limid Control System Initiation

[j of the RWCU System is required when
1. been initiated to prevent dilution
and r of .oron by the RWCU.

There B~. LUE associated with this
function.t et ctuates the Group 8
outboard lati valv ly. (For this
facility, the for trip logic and basis for
the required number s as follows:]

],

4.m.ManualInitiation%#
Manual Initiation is required as backup to
automatic isolation and to allow operators to
initiate containment isolation whenever any
parameter is rapidly trending towards its trip
setpoint. Manual Initiation was.not modeled in
the transient accident analysis but was
qualitatively credited in the safety analysis and
the NRC staff-approved licensing basis for the
plant.

5. Shutdown Coolina System Isolation

The shutdown cooling isolation function receives input
from four reactor vessel water level channels. The

n (continued)
k (continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

LCO bistable outputs from the reactor versel water level
(continued) channels are connected into two two-out-of-two trip

systems. All of the other functions receive input
from two channels with each channel in one trip system
using one-out-of-one logic. Each of the two trip
systems is connected to one of the two valves on each
shutdown cooling penetration.

5,4'!b5.b. RHR Eautoment Room Ambient and
g j f Differential Temperature--Hiah

~ a
@m .e Adfent,and differential temperature signals are
\% yinitiated.from temperature elements that are

d appropriately located to protect the room that is
betag3moni ed. Two instruments monitor each

(areaX ed 3 two channels of instruments aret

physically; eparated. Two channels for each RHR
and RCIC Area Temserature--High function are
available tort Tw trip system's logic and are
required te W BLE. Each channel of the
Area DifferentiO/ Temperature--High function is
initiated from thermocouples that are located in
the inlet and otitletsof the area cooling systems.
The ambient hed differentlahtemperature
ALLOWABLE VALUES are set.highfenough to allow
changes in ambient conditions';i but low enough to
detect a leak equivalent to 25

(Forthisfacility,theconstftuentsofvaive
Group 4canbefoundinthPThesefunctions
actuate Group 4 valvss.

5.c. Reactor Vessel Water level--Low. Level 3

Level 3 reactor vessel water level indicates that
the capability of cooling the fuel may be
threatened, Should reactor vessel water level
decrease too far, fuel damage could result.
Therefore, isolation of the shutdown cooling
occurs to begin isolating the potential sources
of a break.

Reactor vessel water level signals are initiated
from level transmitters arranged on four sets of

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation I
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued) .

LCO separated taps. Four channels of Reactor vessel
(continued) Water Level--Low, level 3 function are available '

!and are required to be OPERABLE to ensure no
single failure can preclude the isolation
function. The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low,
Level 3 ALLOWABLE VALUE is specified to be the
same as the RPS instrumentation level 3 scram
ALLOWABLE VALUE.*

AJ &g This function actuates the Group 3 valves. [For.

this facility, the constituents of Group 3 can be601

k5hi ,
pundin:]

nr Steam Dome Pressure--Hiah

dkk%c
%ted from two transmitters that are

ctor steam dome pressure signals are
' 'tMt

/einnecte different taps on the reactor
%jvess y ransmitters are arranged so that,

p hysically separated, both will sense
t e pr sure. Two channels of Reactor
Steam = Pre -High function are available

O to th t s and are required to be
OPERA LO E VALUE is high enough to.

. Cob)
IC f ,g System to begin

allow the
solated, but low enoughoperation efore

to protect the system nt from
overpressure, j7

NkGroup11 valves. (ForThis function act
this facility. -the' constituents of valves Group 3
can be found in:]

S.e. Drywell Pressure--Hiah

High drywell pressure signals are initiated from
pressure transmitters that sense the pressure at
four different locations in the drywell. The
transmitters are located outside the drywell.
Four channels of Drywell Pressure--High function
are available to provide inputs to the two trip
system logic and are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure that no single failure can preclude the
isolation function. .

(continued)

(continued)N

!-
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

LCO The ALLOWABLE VALUE was selected to be the same
(continued) as the ECCS instrumentation high drywell pressure

ALLOWABLE VALUE,

This function actuates the Group 3, 5, 6A, 68,
and 7 valves. [For this facility, the
constituents of these valve groups can be found
in:)

h tain ECCS and RCIC velves (e.g., minimum flow)
al serve the dual function of automatic

. 'ainsient isolation valves. The signals that
it d$ la iese valves are also associated with the'

k!Wu ^

aitiation of the ECCS and RCIC. The
a men Ieon and Required Actions associated
th 'gnals are addressed in LCO 3.3.5.14
dL 75.2 and are not included in this LCO.

(forthis, il ollowing support systems are
required to ensure PCI instrumentation
OPERABILITY

l
[For this facilit .ho d support systems
which, upon thei esult in the PCI
instrumentation be i able and their
justification are as llow

[For this facility, the support impacted by
the inoperability of the PCI ment tion and the
justification of whether or . , ach supported system
is declared inoperable are as follows:)

APPLICABILITY All functions are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,
and 3 consistent with the Applicability for primary
containment OPERABILITY (LCO 3.6.1,1) except that:

Main Steam Line Pressure--Low is required to be.

OPERABLE when the reactor pressure is high enough that
the low pressure function provides an indication of a
steam line break.

(continued)

(continued)
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CCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

RWCU isolation on SLC System initie; ion is requiredAPPLICABILITY .

(continued) to be OPERABLE in MODES 1 and 2 when the reactor can
be critical per LCO 3.1.7; and

Shutdown Cooling System isolation on Reactor Vessel.

Water Level--Low, level 3 is required to be OPERABLE

for the Shutdown Cooling [For this facility, the basis
in MODES 3, 4, and 5.

System MODE requirements is
. follows:) In MODES 1 and 2, other isolations"

- ,, Reactor Steam Dome Pressure--High) and
y inistrative controls assure that this path remains
{ lat to prevent unexpected loss of inventory.
3, e

e added in the Applicability to provide
clart on t each function specified in
TabM hall be treated as an separate entity for
thi M C0 independent Completion Time.

4
ACTIONS A protecti chan is inoperable when it does not

satisfy the OPE TY a for the channel's function.p) These criteria a u ach function in the LC0(
\d section of the B o mmon cause of channel

inoperability is o lu drift of the bistable
or process module s ficie to e the tolerance allowed
by the plant-specific setpoint Typically the
drift is found to be small and n a delay of
actuation rather than a tot of nction.
Determination of setpoint d is generally made during the
performance of a CHANNEL FUNC 10NAL TEST when the process
instrument is set up for adjustment to bring it within
specification. If the trip setpoint is less conservative
than the ALLOWABLE VALUE in Table 3.3.6.1-1, the channel
must be declared inoperable immediately, and the appropriate
Conditions from Table 3.3.6.1-1 niust be entered immediately.

In the event a channel's trip set)oint is found
nonconservative with respect to tie ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,
or trip unit are found inoperable, then all affected
functions provioed by that channel must be declared
inoperable and the LCO condition entered for the particular
functions affected.

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS In order for a facility to take credit for a topical report

(continued) as the basis for justifying Completion Times, it must be
supported by an NRC staff Safety Evaluation Report (SER)
that establishes the acceptability of the topical report for
that facility. For this facility, Reference 7 provides 12-
and 24-hour Completion Times as an acceptable basis for the
repair times for certain PCI instrumentation.

Condi key n
C tion A 'la applicable to all valves and valve groups

'gnedto[receiveanisolationsignaltoinitiateclosure
ofNalvesoffsite de;to? preserve the integrity of the RCPB and limittes A Condition A is applied to each channel

(solatten penetration barrier. It provides
protecting am;6*iwhicMensure the integrity of thaRequired Actio
penetratidn'isolntion capability and for evaluat an of PLIi

instrumentation inoperab1
repairssubsequen'tto.plac].ityincludingtimeforminor1hgethe channel in trip.

gjVfy
If more than one cbannel jis inoperable for any PCI
instrumentation functiasi eithenbytitself or together with
single channel failures ^in otherffur.ctions, the PCI
instrumentation may not,be capable off' performing its

$7 Ngintended function.

jfhU
if one or more channels are inoperable ^ior one or more
functions, operation may continue'p*evided each function is
still capable of isolating the associated lines. Required
Action A.1 requires an evaluation to ensure the isolation
capability exists for each function. " Maintains isolation
capability" refers to the ability to provide automatic (and
manual if required) isolation of all affected lines, with
OPERABLE or tripped channels. For a four channel function,
one-out-of-two logic, one each for the two valves per line,
this would require only one OPERABLE channel in each
function (i.e., only one valve per line required to
isol ate. )

[For this facility the Action basis for two-out-of-two twice
logic, one-out-of-one taken twice, and one-out-of-one logic
is as follows:]

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
D 3.3.6.1

O
BASES (continued)g

ACTIONS The Completion Time of I hour is sufficient for plant
(continued) operations personnel to complete the corrective action.

A.2.1

This is the preferred action because it restores full
functional capability to PCI instrumentation.

A

(istat
&r

'As an ternative to restoring a channel (s) to OPERABLE
IRegyired Action A.2.1), operation is allowed to

. coat e ided the inoperable channel (s) are placed in
tesp'( ctionA.2.2). This Required Action is
modif6 a' .e that the Required Action does not apply
if d$pe is Anf an isolation. . If a channel in one trip
system becWMnoperable when one or more channels in the

channel *. $ stem are .&h|eady in trip, placing the inoperable
opposite

ktr j se an isolation. Required
Action A.2 21 ended to force an unnecessary
isolation.\in ent, lequired Action A.2.1 would have
to be met. If t' '' ope Achannel(s)arenotrestoredto

O) OPERABLE status( Condition B shou ~
)a

.

i W p within the allowed time,
m ed he basis for the 12- and

24-hourCompletion,5 i .o allowed continued
operation with inope'able nnel ile taking action to
restore or trip the channels ar rence 7.

fyCondition B

Condition B applies to each one of the functions in
Table 3.3.6.1-1.

1L1

This Required Action directs entry inte all remaining
Conditions (except A or B). When any Required Action of
Condition A is not met, and the associated Completion Time
has expired, the applicable Condition from the Table must be
entered for function (s) whose ino)erable channel (s) have notbeen placed in trip. The applicaale Condition specified in
Table 3.3.6.1-1 is function- and MODE-dependent and may
change as the Required Action of a previous Condition is
completed.

'

(continued)
:

|U (continued)
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PCI instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition C
(continued)

Condition C is applicable to main steam line functions
except low pressure.

C.I. C.2.1. and C.2.2

If the r ired number of channels are not restored to
OPERA us or placed in trip within the allowed
Com , the plant must be placed in a MODE or other

ed c tion in which the LCO does not apply. The
etion is of 6 hours to isolate all MSIVs is

re a perating experience, to initiate
act ed reduction in power to establish
required p n ns and isolate the main steam lines
(equival in an orderly manner and without
challengt pla ems.

Twelve hours 6 reasonable, case" on operating
d MODE 4 respect.vely fromexperience, to i

full pover opera' rder manner and without
challenging plant sys

fondition_Q

Condition 0 is applicable o mai team low pressure
isolation function.

D.d

if the minimum number of channels are not restored to
OPERABLE status or placed in trip within the allowed
Completion Time, the plant must be placed in a MODE or other
specified condition in which the LC0 does not apply.

Six hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, to
initiate actions for a controlled reduction in )ower and to
reach MODE 2 in an orderly manner and without cla11enging
plant systems.

(continued)

(continued)

!

j
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition E
(continued)

Condition E is applicable to the PCI function for
containment and drywell radiation; RCIC isolation functions;
RWCU isolation functions except SLC System initiation; and
shutdown cooling isolation functions except level 3.

.

inimum number of channels are not restored to
PERA status or placed in trip within the allowed

Com n me, plant operation may continue if the
are isolated. Isolating the affected lines

safety function of the ineperable channels.

Th tion Time is sufficient for plant
ope ion nnel to take the appropriate corrective
action.

If, for q ese Requirtd Actions cannot be
completed v ime a owed, action must be taken in
accordance with tio place the plant in a MODE or

'

,

V(N
Condition in whi he 'e functions are not
required. -)
Condition F

Condition F is applicable to P n functions, except
the containment and drywell ion :olation function and
the manual PCI function or quired Action E.1 is noti

'

completed within the allowed ompletion Time.

F.1 and F.2

If the required number of channels are not restc".d to
OPERABLE status or placed in trip or the affected lines are:

! not isolated for those functions where isolation is
permitted, within the allowed Completion Time, the plant

| must be placed in a MODE or other specified condition in
which the LCO does not apply. Twelve hours and 36 hours are
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3
and MODE 4 respectively, in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1 l

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition G j
(continued) l

Condition G is applicable to SLC System initiation of RWCU l
isolation.

G.1 and G.2 |
If the roguired number of channels are not restored to I

status within the allowed Completion Time, the
OPERABLE'd (LC subsystems are declared inoperable or theassoghte
R .5ystem ,1s isolated. Since this function is required to

furo thaptse Skt System performs its intended function,
sulk.icatMmedial. measures are provided by declaring the
assobisted SLCrf$ystem inoperable or isolating the RWCU
System. 4% ~Kh4 78s pq
TheComplNfonINehs'sufficientforoperatingpersonnelto
perform the corrisctive act,lons.r

,

w~'' " , dig $
[ondition_tl W p

Condition || is applicahsko thedbutdown cooling level 3-

#6function. /NF

9_f f %W
$ thE*l

(Forthisfacility,thebasesforRequire$)Aptionandthe
1-hour Completion Time are as fellows gp"y)

4hCondition I

. Condition I is applicable to the PCI isolation function for
'

containment and drywell radiation during CORE ALTERATIONS,
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, or loads over
irradiated fuel assemblies in primary or secondary
containment or during operations with a potential for
draining the reactor vessel (0PDRVs).

1.1. I.2.1. I.2.2. and 1.2.3

The affected line(s) must be isolated immediately or
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies or loads over
irradiated fuel in the primary and secondary containment
must be suspended, in addition to suspending these
activities, action must be initiated to suspend OPDRVs.

(continued)
,

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

( BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition J
(continued)

Condition J is applicable to each one of the PCI
instrumentation functions presented in Table 3.3.6.1-1.

M
red Action J.1 verifies that the Required Actions have

itiated for those supported systems declared
e because of the inoperability of the support

hann ) within a Completion Time of I hour. T 1e

spe pletion Time is sufficient for plant operations
ake this verification.

Req t .1 ensures that those identified Required
Ac d with supported systems impacted by the

channel (have been initiated.s) associated with each PCI
ino abil
instrume on fu n This can be
accompi the supported systems LCOs
independ roup of Required Actions that need to
be initiat e Co ition J is entered. [For this
facility, the i led rted systems Required Actions
associated with f, ; as follows:)

NoM
Required Action J 2 verifies tha equired rupport or
supported features associated wi ther redundant.

channel (s) are OPERABLE with pitompi tion Time of I hour.
The specified Completion Ti , s sufficient for plant
operations personnel to make this determination. If
verification determines loss of functional capability;
LCO 3.0.3 must be immediately entered. However, if the
support or supported feature LC0 takes into consideration
the loss-of-function situation, then LC0 3.0.3 may not need
to be entered.

SVRVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular PCI instrumentation function are
REQUIREMENTS found in the SR column of Table 3.3.6.1-1. Most functions

are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and
CHANNEL CAllBRATION.

I (continued)

(continued)
q
h
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE In order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
REQUIREMENTS for the basis for justifying Surveillance frequencies,

(continued) topical reports should be supported by an NRC staff SER that
establishes the acceptability of each topical report for
that facility.

The SRs are modified by Note 2 to indicate that a channel
may be laced in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for
requi veillances provided at least one OPERABLE
cha same trip system is monitoring that
p er. n com)1etion of the surveillance, or

ration the -lour allowance, the channel must be
re wacdM, E status or the Required Actions taken.

%d7 g
lt is not Mp( M Nabih%eroutinelyremovechannelsfrom
service fp;Wo f th 54 hours to perform required
surveillance tes / Such a practice would be contrary to
the assumption 4 A he reli 'lity analysis that justified
LC0 Completio G fmes. 4

-

SR 1 3.6.1.1 If,
Performance of the CHA 'C ' d d every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of n tac has not occurred. A
CHANNEL C;iECK is a comparM' e eter indhMeJ on
one channel to a similar ifframet in o channelo It is
based on the assumption tlat instrumen els monitoring
the same parameter should read a) pro he same value.
Significant deviations between t u nstr ment channels
could be an indication of excessid strument drift in one
of the channels or even something more serious. CHANNEL
CHECK will detect gross channel failure, thus it is key to
verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high radiation
instrumentation should be compared to similar plant
instruments located throughwt the plant. If the radiation
monitor employs keep-alive sources or check sources operable
from the control room, the CHANNEL CHECK should also note
the detector's response to these sources.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE indication that the transmitter or the signal arocessing
REQUIREMENTS equipment has drifted outside its limit. If t1e channels

(continued) are within the match criteric, it is an indication that the
~

channels are OPERABLE. It the channels are normally
off-scale during times when surveillances are required, the
LHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off-scale in
the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
vey fied to be reading at the bottom of the range and not

downscale.

9The s 111ance interval, about once every shif t, is based
on o tin experience that demonstrates the rarity of

,i
nt '3 . undetected outright channel failure is
'f c. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK

Limitad 12' rs. Since the probability of two random
fai)pti 7 dant channels in any 12-hour period is
extremely ,3 he CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of
loss of ctive tion due to failure of redundant
channelsp -4 }

The CHANNELI lemen s less formal, but more frequent
checks of channel RABI during nnrmal operational use

O
4

titthe LCO required ch mnels.of the displays ci <

SR 3.3.6.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifie M function of the trip,
interlock, and alarm functions ttichannel . The test
inserts a simulated or actua al as close to the sensor
as practicable and verifies tred trip, interlocks, and
alarms function when the inpu't is beyond the trip point.
Where the design has made provisions for including sensors
in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test signal-shall be
inserted at that point. "As found" and "as left" vM ues for
bistable trip set)oints are recorded. Bistable setpoints
must be found witiin the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the
LCO. The difference between the current "as found" and the
previous "as left" setpoints must be within the drift
allowance used in the setpoint analysis. Recalibration of
the bistable setpoint restores the OPERABILITY of an
otherwise functional component that does not meet these
criteria. However, repeated failures of the same channel
over a small number of test intervals should be evaluated as
>otentially indicating a deterministic failure which cannot
)e corrected by recalibration, if during a CHANNEL

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

'

SURVEILLANCE FUh;TIONAL TEST the associated trip setting is discovered to
REQUIREMENTS be less conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE specified in !

(continued) Table 3.3.6.1-1, the channel must be declared inoperable. )
.

The Survelliance Frequency is based on reliability analysis I
described in Reference 7. A Note modifies this SR, which !
permits radiation detectors to be excluded from the CHANNEL
FUNCTIO . TEST requirements. (For this facility, the bases ;

for e radiation detectors is as follows:)

T istable trip units consists of . test to
det e ip setpoints, and recalibration of
the setpoi ec ry to ensure that it remains niJre
conserva etpoint and the ALLOWABLE VALUE
specified Ta .6.1-1. The channel must be declared
inoperable if etting discovered to be less
conservative t E VALUE. If the trip setting

is discovered t y ervative than accounted for in
the appropriate s odol< y but is not beyond the
ALLOWABLE VALUE, the c 1 is considered OPERABLE.
Under these conditions e st be readjusted to
be more conservative t ed . in the appropriate
setpoint methodology.

The Surveillance Frequency is based on ions cf a
92-day calibration interval in the d n of the
magnitude of equipment drift in th oint nalysis

(Ref. 7). ( '

SR 3.3.6.1.4

SR 3.3.6.1.4 is a CHANNEL CAllBRATION of time delay
channels. [For this facility, this calibration and
surveillance test acceptance criteria consist of the
following:]

CHANNEL CAllBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the detector. The test verifies the
channel responds to measured parameter with the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL Ci U BRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to account for instrument drift between successive
tests, to ensure that the instrument channel remains
operational with the setpoint within the assumptions of the

| (continued)

(continued)
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lPCI instrurentati.
B 1.3.6.1 j

BASES (continued)
.

SURVEILLANCE plant-specific setpoint analysis. Transmitter "as found"
REQUIREMENTS and "as left" values are recorded and used to verify drift

(continued) assumptions. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION
shall find that measu.ement errors and bistable setpoints
errors are within the assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint error
determination and readjustment must be performed consistent
wi the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint

s.
'

/ ecal tion restores OPERABILITY of an otherwise
T A funct al mponent found to have errors larger than

b setpoint analysis. However, repeated
re ' .same channel over a relatively small number

of te terv Is must be considered as potentially
ind ? erministic failure which cannot be corrected
by rtcalib .

DJ
The Surv%sflancoJp & cy is based upon the assumption of a
92-day cal M rval in the determination of
equipment R setpgint analysis (Ref. 7).

'

SR 3.3.6.1.5( , .

The basis for perfoe ja EL CAllBRATION was
previously discusset in SR .16. L 24'.

'k

Field transmitters may be calib 3 place, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, or? laced with an equivalent
laboratory-calibrated unit. ite istance temperature detector
(RTD) or thermocouple channels may be calibrated in place
using cross-calibration techniques, or in a test bath after
removal from piping. For cross-calibration, at least one
RTD cr thermocouple should be replaced with a newly
calibrated sensor during each refueling cycle to ensure
accurate cross-calibration. This replacement sensor must be
the same model as the remaining RTDs or thermocouples.
Using a newly calibrated RTD as a reference ensures that
signal drift continues to remain random rather than
systematic and is within the limits specified in the plant
setpoint analysis. The replacement interval may be extended
to alternate refueling if it is demonstrated that over the
extended interval the sensors' drift is random rather than
systematic and is bounded by the plant-specific setpoint
analysis assumptions. This determination may use results of

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE statistical analyses of operating data and calibration data
REQUIREMENTS from similar plants using the same model of RID or

(continued) thermocouple in the s'.r,e environmental conditions.

The Surveillance Frequency of once every 18 months is based
on operating experience, which has demonstrated that for a
given surveillance the likelihood of more than one channel

|' perable because of the need for calibration,
ipobecomin

been detected during other recuiredwhich

e$(e.g., CHANNEL CHECK and CHANb
El FUNCTIONALsur n

The demonstrated reliability M theT is 1
f rument 'n , he amount of time during which a channel
wo Jin ble if CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS were

or operation, and the increased riskper -

of inadver ctu ns during power operation also
supporttg rveillance Frequency, which allows
for calibrations g plant-refueling outages.

SR 3.3.6.1.6 t
,,

Performance of a' ? YSTfH FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates
the OPERABILITY of ths tred ' ation logic for a
specific channel. The IC , TUNCTIONAL TEST tests
alllogiccomponents(i4 -' (ela$andcontacts, trip
units, solid-state logic en etd of a logic circuit,
from sensor up to the actd 'ted d fce,. r this facility,
the system functional testing performed olation valvas
overlaps this test to provide complete of the safety
function es follows:] The Surveillaste freq ency is based
upon experience that it was prude d that
only be performed during a plant odlage. these surveillances

;

; This was due to
j the plant conditions needed to perform the Surveillance and

the potential for system isolation during LOGIC SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL TESTS. Operating experience has shown these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed on
the 18-month Frequency.

SR 3.3.6.1.7

SR 3.3.6.1.7 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST performed on the
PCI manual isolation functions. This test verifies each
initiation switch isolates the associated-groups of valves
as designed.

(continued)

(continued)
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PCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The Surveillance Frequency is based upon experience that it
REQUIREMENTS wcs prudent that these surveillances only be performed

(continued) during a plant outi.ge. This was due to the plant conditions
needed to perform the Surveillance as system isolation
occurs during this test. Operating experience has shown
these components usually pass the surveillance when
performed on the 18-month Frequency.

$

7 his nsures that the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIMES for

i't
cact nne are less than or equal to the maximum values

i accident analysis. Individual component
s e not modeled in the analyses. The

ana e overall or total elapsed time from the
poi

. e parameter exceeds the analytical limit at
the 'enso e point of system isolation. For this
facility accep

'

e response times of the relevant trip
channel s' e fference6. [The response times
include g rom the following equipment:1 The
test may be\ in one measurement or in over'apping
segments, with cati jat all components are tested.

A Note to the su 11) sindktesthatradiation
detectorsmaybeexd d@pmR4RESPONSETIMEtesting.
This Note is necessat becas'e of' difficulty v
generating an appropriate detecto pt signal. Excluding
the detectors is acceptable bec . principles of'

detector operation together wi n i he c ibrations against
heat balance calculations andyincore detectors ensure a
virtually instantaneous resp 6nse.

Response time tests are conducted on an 18-mon h STAGGERED
TEST BASIS. This results in the interval between successive'

tests of a given channel of n times 18 months, where n is
the number of channels in the function. Testing of the
final actuation devices, which make up the bulk of the
response time, is included in the testing of each channel.

| Therefore, staggered testing results in res)onse time
| verification of these devices every 18 montis. The 18-month
| test frequency is based upon plant operating experience,

which shows that random failures of instrumentation
components causing serious response time degradation, but
not channel failure, are infrequent occt ences. Response
times cannot be determined at power since equipment

(continued)
Q '

\

|tg (continued)
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PCI Instrumentation |
B 3.3.6.1 j

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE operation is required. The res>onse times for the
REQUIREMENTS a)plicable PCI subsystems are tie maximum values assumed in

(continued) tie safety analysis and found in Reference 6.

REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Ap ix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power

2 ' nit ) FSAR, Section (9), "[ Title)."
_.

3. ~ - - e ' Plant-Specific Setpoint Methodology)."

4. [ Unit FS Section (7), "[ Instrumentation and
Con

5. [ Unit Nam fSAR,Sec on(15),"[ Title)."

6. [UnitNam$ E n(6),"[ Title)."

7. NEDC-31677 "-A, " ical ification improvement
Analysis for BWR at ion Instrumentation,"
June 1989. p

8. Title 10, Code of Fe R lati Part 50.46,
" Acceptance Criteria for Emergen . Cooling
Systems for Light Water Nuclear ~ tors."

d'
9

O
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SCI Instrumentation ,

B 3.3.6.2

O !

B 3.3 INSTRVHENTATION

B 3.3.6.2 Secondary Contginment. Isolation (SCII Instrumente, tion

BASES

' KGROUND The SCI instrumentation automatically initiates closure of'

.

appropriate unit secondary containment isolation valves and
st the unit's Standby Gas Trettreent System (SGTS). This

n is necessary to prevent er limit the releau of
roducts from the 59condary containment in the event

fa1 -of-coolant accident (LOCA) or a reactor coolant
pr6s b dary (RCPB) leak.

ntation includes the sensors, relays, and
swit necessary to cause initiation of secondary
conj ion. Functional diversity is provided by
n.nn - rin range of dependent and independent param-
eters. nput ters to tie isolation logics are

"

electric 4 i indicate limits on reactor vessel
water le pressure. Other inputs into the

'

isolation el dling area ventilation (FHAV)
exhaust and te fl lust radiatton and manualg
initiation. Red nt ut signals are providedV, from each such i t' n parameter.

r

The SCI instrumenta n is 19 include:

Field transmitters or proc s. These provide-

a measurabin electronic t si al based upon the
physical characteristi the parameter measured;

Signal processing and bistable modules: These provide-

signal conditioning, bistable setpoint comparison,
compatible electrical signal output to protection
system devices, and main control room indications; and

i

Trip logic: These isolate the proper plant systems in-

accordance with the defined logic based upon the
bistable outputs.

Field Transmitters or Process Sensorg

Field transmitters or process sensors sense the process
parameter being measured and provide an electronic output

(continued)
I

t''' -(continued)
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SCI Instrume"tation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND signal that is related to the process parameter being
(continued) measured.

Typically four measurement channels with electrical and
physical separation are provided for each parameter. Four
measurement channels are necessary to meet the redundancy
and testability of GDC 21 in Appendix A to 10 CFR 50
(Ref. I d to implement the two channels of one-out-of-two
logic ment discussed below.

[ is f lity, a discussion of the SCI parameters that

to
"

easurement channels and thei" conformanceot have ur
stability requirements of GDC 21 in

Appe tg , . , 0 is as follows:).

Formostehk q erational occurrences (A00s) and
Design BatCs Acc (DBAs), a wide range of dependent and
independent pa ers-are nitored.

Sianal Procn ~ e Modules
s-

For the sur oses of t scussj' bistable devices
include )ot mechanica ' it * av part of the
process sensors and el rpg 4 mpa ors that receive
inputs from the process ta f s6 nsors. In either
case, the bistable contacu .are c sid art of the trip
logic.

. QThe signal process control equipmerW. ovides signal
conditioning, comparable output signs s for instruments
located on the main control board, and cortparison of
measured input signals, with setpoints established by safety
analyses. These setpoints are discussed in the FSAR
(Ref. 2) and defined in the plant-specific setpoint analysis
(Ref. 3). If the measured value of a unit parameter exceeds
the predetermined setpoint, a bistable output changes state.
For most SCI functions, the bistable state change actuates
the associated trip system logic channel.

Trio loaic

The outputs of the logic channels in a trip system are
combined in a logic so that both channels are required to
trip the associated trip system. The logic is "one-out-of-
two" for each trip system. Typically, automatically

(continued)

(continued)
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SCI Instrumentation-
B 3. M .2 ;

i

O
y/ BASES (continued)

1
i

BACKGROUND isolated secondary containment penetrations are isolated by
(continued) two isolation valves.. On trip system initiates isolation !

of each valve so that operation of either trip system !
isolates the penetrations. |

Trio Setooints and ALLOWABLE VALUES

T ip setpoints are the nominal values at which the
es are set. Any bistable is considered to be

adjusted when the "as -left" value is within the
an( f channel calibration accuracy-('.e., rack

-

calip lon and comparator setting accuracy),
.

i ts used in the bistables are based on the
anal; 11 stated in Reference 5. The selection of
the4 nts is such that adquate protection is
prov'ded - sensor and processing time calays are
taken in count.' 4 allow for calibration tolerances,-
instrum - ion nties, instrument-drift, and severe
environmeh those SCI channels that must function
in harsh on as d fined by 10 CFR 50.a9 (Ref. 7),
ALLOWABLE VALUES . cif Table 3.3.6.2-1, are

h conservatively a ted pect to the analyticalV limits. A detai ti f.the methodology used to
calculate the trip gi ing their explicit
uncertainties, is pr ided fl.the- ,t-specific setpoint
methodology. The actual nominal-' I tpoint. entered into
the bistable is normally still - I rvative than that

| required by the plant-specifMt oint calculation
I (Ref. 3). Ifthemasuredsetp61ntdoesnotexceedthe-
'

documented surveillance test * acceptance criteria, the
bistable is considered OPERABLE.

Setpoints in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will ensure
that Safety Limits-(SLs) are not violated during A00s, and
the consequences of DBAs will be' acceptable, providing the
plant is being operated within the LCOs at the onset of-the

,
-

| A00 or DBA, and the equipment functions y designed,
I allowing for a single random active component failure.

Each channel of the process control equipment can be tested
| on line to verify that the signal'and setpoint accuracy is
'

within the specified allowance requi'. aments of Reference 3.
Once a designated channel is-taken out of service for
testing, c~ simulated signal is injected in place of the

(continued)p - ,-

'

(.ontinued)
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SCI InstrumentatlCn
B 3.3.5.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND field instrument signal. The process ceu
(continued) channel in test is then tested, verified,ipment for thecod calibrated.

SRs for the channels are specified in the SR> section.

SCI instrumentation automatically isolates the appropriate
pipelines that penetrate the secondary. containment whenever
the monitored parameters exceed preselected setpoints.
System lowl manual switches are also provided in the
contr to initiate isolation. A trip of an SCI
ins n channel is annunciated in the control room,

itio dication is provided for motor- and air-
ted i tioi valves in 'he control room. SCI

'

i on .interlocktJ to initiate the SGTS,
isol .

the drywel
.

ilding Ventilation System, and trip
ev s ard purge fan units,
bt

APPLICl4LE The isolationd em are implie nly assumed in
SAFETY ANAL 7dS thesafetyanalh 'nces 2, 4 and , the

isolation initiaf of va ves to ens'.re secondary
containment OPERABILI to- 'offsite doses. The
required channels of S ns on provide plant
pr:tection in the even f t lyzed accidents.

SCI iutrumentation prote ve f to as follows:

1. Reactor Vessel Water Lo'tal--Low _
12

'

Low reactor vessel wr:
leve( be threatened.

dicates that the
capability to cool .N fuel may Should
reactor vessel water level decrease too far, fuel
damage could result. Isolation of the secondary
containment and SGTS actuation is initiated in order
to minimize the potential of an offsite dose release.,

The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low, Level 2
function is assumed to be OPERABLE and capehle of
providing isolation and actuation signals if a break
has occurred in the lines that are isolated. The
isolation and actuation of systems on reactor vessel
water la"el 2 support: actions to ensure that safety
limits are not exceeded. The Rotetor Vessel Water
Level- Low Low, Level 2 function associated with
isolation of secondary containment is implicitly
assumed in safety analyses.

(continued)

(continued)
.
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)-Q)

APPLICABLE 2. Drywell Pressure--Hiah

SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) High drywell pressure could indicate a break'in the
RCPB. Isolation of the secoMary containment and an
SGTS actuation it initiated in order to minimize the
potential of an offsite dose release. The isolation
of some of the systems on high drywell pressure
upports actions to ensure that-SLs are not exceeded,
e Drywell Pressure--High function cssociated with
lation is assumed in the analysis of the
rculation line break (Ref. 2).

S# 1 * Cina Area Ventilation Exhaust Radiation--Hiah
in' , _ ina Floor Exhaust Radiation--H1ah

g discussion applies to both the FHAV
xha M iatirn--High and Refueling Floor Exhaust

Rad n--Hig inctions.

Hig al'nment radiation.is an indication
of po fail e of the fuel cladding. The
release ma ori d_in the fuel pool or the

! JN reactor vos exhaust radiation is
detected, s nc - nt nt_ closure is initiated
tolimitther( fi products.

5. lignual Initiation

A
The manual initiation p tton switches irtroduce
signals into the appro e system's isolation logic
that~are redundant to t e automatic protective
instrumentation channels and provide manual isolation
capability. The push-button arrangement is a plant-
unique design, but the Technical Specifications wereI

written for an arrangement that has one push button
! per (group of dampers].

The SCI instrumentation satisfies Criteria 1, 2, and 3 of
the NRC Interim Policy Statement.

-

LCG The LCO reqtires all instrumentation performing an SCI,

frnction to be OPERABLE. ~ Failure of any instrument renders
'

(continued)

o (continued)(J\
''
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

LCO the affected channel (s) inoperable and reduces the
(continued) reliability of the affected functions.

The OPERABILITY of the SCI instrumentation is dependent upon
the OPERABILITY of the individual instrumentation channel
functions. Each function must have the number of OPERABLE
channels per trip system as shown in Table 3.3.6.2-1, with
their setpoints set within the specified ALLOWABLE VALUES.

^

Actuat 1setpoints are calibrated consistent with
appl l'e Wpoint methodology assumptions. Each channel

6 hiso re' nd within its assumed response time.

mYkth% f*
On e,

.

ABLkVALUES are specified for each function in
the{.C01MomM&thi setpoints are specified in plant-
specific setge%t cs) lations (Ref 3). The nominal
setpointuace' selec to ensure that the setpoint measured
by the CHANNEL ft 6NAL TEST does not exceed the ALLOWABLE
VALUE if the b st le is pe dorming as required. Operation

int
tMil) e '

servative than the nominal tripwith a trip se
setpoint, but ABLE VALUE, is acceptable
provided that opehtf 4 .# esting is consistent with thet
assumption of the. plans., cific(setpoint calculations.
Each ALLOWABLE VALUE s fiedTis* mere conservative than the

analysis in order to acco@pSqdtrassignt and accident
analytical limit assum 'i

foMhistr nt uncertainties
appropriate to the trip function.VThe$eas ertainties are
defined in the plant-specific setpoint . 01 % of
Reference 3.

A channel is OPERABLE when the fo) ng conditiont *e
satisfied:

'
,

( l. All channel components necessary to provide an
isolation signa are functional and in service;i

2. Channel measurement uncertainties are known via test,
analysis, or design information to be within the

;assumptions of the setpoint calculations; and

3. Required surveillance testt'g is current and has
demonstrated performance wishin each surveillance'

test's acceptance criteria.

The SCI System has isolation logic inputs from the functions
listed below.

(continued)

(continued)
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2'

O
V BASES (continued)

:

LCO 1. Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low. Level 2
(continued)

Reactor vessel water level 2 signals are initiated
from level transmitters which are arranged on two sets
of separated taps with a logic that initiates on a
one-out-of-two per trip system. Four channels of
Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low, Level 2 function

sare available and required to be OPERABLE to ensure
Qbqatnosinglefailurecanprecludetheisolation
1 Dction. The Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low,

.
L 1 2 ALLOWABLE VALUE was selected to be the SCI

A i on value because its selection at the level at
c pressure core spray and reactor core

%|G s

. li o cool the fuel is being threatened. This
oling are initiated indicates that the

f. in the need for SCI initiation to
v inim . e potential for occurrence of an offsite

rel , of radi tivity.
e

The q Water Level--Low Low, Level 2
functf ed t be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2,

g and 3 where' ider - genergy exists in the Reactor
j ( Coolant Sys '(R / 4 ddition, the
i instrumenta e ._ BLE during CORE,

ALTERATIONS a s a potential for,

draining the re tor sel RVs) because the
'

capability to isolate potent .urces of
radioactivity leakage is r. ' e .

ensure offsite
radioactivity release 1 .'are ot excended.

2. Drywell Pressure--Hioh

High drywell pressure signals are initiated from-
pressure transmitters that sense the pressure at four
different 'acations in the drywell. The transmitters
are located outside the drywelt !cw channels of
Drywell Pressure--High functioM d th a logic which
initiates on one-out-of-two per ?? p system arei
available and required to be OPOWLE tp assure that
no single failure can preclude the N1ation function.
The ALLOWABLE VALUE was selected to be the same as the
Emergency Core Cooling System instrumentation Drywell-
Pressure--High function ALLOWABLE VALUE, since this
value could indicate a break in the.RCPB and the need
for secondary containment isolation.

-(continued)-

O
V (continued)
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SCI instrumentation
B 3.3,6.2

BASES (continued)

LCO The Drywell Pressure--High function is required to be
(continued) OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 when considerable energy'

exists in the RCS. In MODES 4 and S, the reactor is
shut down and any LOCA would not cause pressurization
of the drywell.

3, 4. Fuel Handlina Area Ventilation Exhaust Radiation--Hioh
and y fuelino Floor Exhaust Radiation--Hioh

'fu "ing discussion applies to both the FHAV
haus diation--High and Refueling Floor Exhaust

,Radia -H h functions,

signals art initiated from radiation
detec a located.in the reactor building.
The tors are arranged so that, even-

thou ph separated from each other, each
detector ts so iation in a' postulated
accident, e m each detector is input to
an indivi Q ose trip outputs are astigned
to an isolat R Fo r channels of FHAV,

Exhaust Radiatio hf and four channels ~of
Refueling Floor E st ?--High'each with a
logic which initi s o f-two per trip
system are available ec be OPERABLE to
assure that no singl ailu can lude the
isolation function. The ALLOWABL S are high
enough above background radiatio to minimi;e

spurious trips, yet low enoug romp y detect
gross failure of the fuel cl ng.

,

The FHAV Exhaust Ra.11ation--High and Refueling Floor
Exhaust Radiation--High functions are required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 when con;iderable energy
exists in the RCS. During OPDRVS or during fuel
handling, the equipment is required to be OPERABLE to
detect radiation release from postulated fuel
failures.

5. Manual Initiation l

The manual initiation push button switches introduce
signals into the appropriate rystem's isolation logic
that are redundant to the automatic protective

(continued) |

|
(co'itinued) ,

*
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

Q BASES (continued)

LC0 instrumentation channels and provide manual isolation
(continued) capability. . [For this facility, the push button

arrangement is as follows:]

[For this facility, 'he following support systems are
required to be OF P ;LE to ensure SCI instrumentation
OPERABILITY:]

h.)theirfailure,donotresultintheSCIinstrumentationt,his facility, those required support systems which,
n

etng-dgiclared inoperable and their justification are as
follow 43

k ,.?4 W ][ &sitity, the supported systems impacted by theh.
%(Wlh.i fa

inoper$111ty'ofgtheSCIinstrumentationandthe
jusilffcM%sf)whether or not each supported system is
declared i p ble are as follows:]M -th

Ingeneral',\gg![s#
V /

tNeNod dual functions -are required to beAPPLICABILITY
p OPERABLE in the or- 45 specified conditions when

J secondary contal ti attens and SGTS operation are-

D required. Refer ssetjon of the Bases for the
specific Applicabil rements,0f each function.

Y Mk
_

; ACTIONS A protection function channel nope ble when it toes
not satisfy the OPERABILITY teria for the chaine'. ;!

function. These criteria ar outlined for each function in
the LC0 section of the Bases. The'most connon cause of

| 4 channel inoperability is outright failure or drift of the
bistable or process module sufficient to exceed the,

| tolerance allowed by the plant-specific set.noint analysis.
| Typically, the drift is- found to be small c nd results in a

delay of actuation rather than a'totC loss of function.
Determination of setpoint drift is ge.nrally made during the
performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process
instrument is set up for adjustme't to bring it within
specification. If the trip setonat is less conservative
than the ALLOWABLE VALUE in T-iole 3.3.6.2-1, the channel
must be declared inc:,erable imediateb, and the appropriate
Conditions from Table 3.3.6.2-1 must be entered immediately.

(continued)-

O (continued)-
'

\
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS In the event a channel's trip set)oint is found
(continued) nonconservative with respect to tie ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the ;

transmitter, instrument loop, signal processing electronics,
or tistable is found inoperable, then all affected functions
provided by that channel must be declared inoperable and the
LCO Condition entered for- the.particular protection function-
affected.

h.
In or a facility to take credit for topical reports

: for for justifying Completion Times, topical
'

r sho . be supported by an NRC staff Safety
ation r SER) that establishes the acceptability

of rt for that facility.

Condition A

Condition ap all valves designed to receive an
actuation isol signal initiate closure to limit
offsite doses, n applied to each channel
protecting an i ation barrier. It provides,

Required Actions the , integrity of they'
penetration isolation ilityA -for evaluation of SCI
instrumentation inoper lit gK g time for minor
repairs subsequent to a c 1 in trip.-

? wg-

y;

If more than one channel inope ble ny-sci
instrumentation function, either by its together with
single channel failures in other SCI tation
functions, the SCI instrumentationM ot be capable of.
performing its intended function, y})r

,

i A Note is added to Condition A to indicate that tne
Completion-Time is on a Condition basis for each function.

1

Ad
.

If-one or more channele are inoperabic for one or more'

fun:: Lions, operation may continue prt w 1 each functica is
still capabla of isolating the associr..a lines. Required,

Action A.1 requires an evaluation to ensure the isolation
capability exists for u ch functior. " Maintains isolation
capability" refers to the ability to provide automatic and
manual -isolation of 'all- affected lines, with OPERABLE or i
tripped channels. For a four channel function, one-out-of-
two logic for each one of the two valves per line, this )

'
i

(continued) !

(ccntinued)
,
'
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1

SCI Instrumentation |
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

1

ACTIONS would require only one OPERABLE channel 11 each i' unction '

(continued) (i.e., only one valve per line required to isolate.) In the
limit, this Required Action can be met wi'.h three inoperable
channels if the inoperable channel in thr, trip system
contains only one inoperable channel pir.ced in trip.

The Completion Time of 1 hour is sufficimt time for plant I

o tions personnel to complete the coriective action.- '

Req Ac" on A.2.1 is the praferred action because it
fuist 11 capab i " t_ SCI ic trumentation.

A.2.2

As alt e to restoring a channel (s) to OPERABLE
status ( red Ac A.2.1), operation is allowed to
continu .vi * operable channel is placed in trip
(Require This Required Action is modified.

by a Note ion does not apply if it results in an
isolation. If nei , le trip system becomesO inoperable when pt or inels-in the opposite system<

sj are already in tN 9 g ;; noperable channel in trip
will cause an iso' hjuif ction A.2.2 is not
intended to force a unnecc Mary ation. In this event,
Required Action A.2.1 would have ,

~

et. If the
inoperable channels (s) are not. to OPERABLE status
or placed in trip within the ' allo d, Condition B
should be entered. The Bas r the 12-hour and 24-hour

| Completion Times provided to allow continued operation with
| !noperable channels while taking action to restore or trip
| inonerable channels are in Reference 6.

C91d.4 ?3 8

If the Required Actions of Condition A or B are not met,
Condition B manually accomplishes the function of the SCI
instrumentation.

One hour is sufficient for plant operations personnel to
establish required plant conditions or isolate the affected
line(s) or to declare the associated secondary containment
isolation valve (s) inoperable and place the associated SGTS

i (contirued)

[] (continued)
| O
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS subsystem (s) in oseration or declare the associated SGTS
(continued) subsystem inoperaale without challenging plant systems.

Condition C

Condition C is applicable to each one of the SCI
instrumentation functions presented in Table 3.3.6.?-1.

Requi tion C.1 verifies'that the Required Actions have
beer i for those supported systems declared
i able ause of the inoperability'of the support

a Completion Time of I hour. The
. h i n,p,'t

nel(s)
pl, Time is- sufficient. for plant operationssp

per io verification.

' Required.. f I M ures that those identified Required
Actions associat hMth supported systems impacted by the
inoperability annel )'oassociated with each SCI
instrumentati : unct '?been initiated. This can be
accomplished bf en supported systems LCOs
independently or 4if 'of Re uired Actions that need to
be initiated every ti diti ,~is entered. (For this
facility, the identifi u tems Required Actions
associated with each - nt n' function are as
follows:]

Required' Action C.2 verifies that all r d support or
supported features associated with t edundant
channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Cc ion ime of 1 hour.
The specified Completion Time is sli cient for plant
operations personnel to make this cetermination. If
verification determines loss of functional capability,
LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately entered. However, if the
support or supported feature LC0 takes into consideration
the loss of function situation, then LC0 3.0.3 may not need
to be entered.

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular SCI instrumentation function are
REQUIREMENTS found in the SRs column of Table 3.3.6.2-1. Most functions

are subject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and
CHANNEL CALIERATION.

(continued)
=

(continued)

O
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SCI instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

OQ BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE In order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
REQUIREMENTS for the basis for justifying Surveillance Frequencies,

(continued) topical reports should be supported by an NRC staff SER that
establishes the acceptability of each topical report for
that facility.

The SRs are modified a Note to indicate that a channel may
be. aced in an inoperable status for up to 6 hours for

d surveillances provided one OPERABLE channel in the
p system is monitoring that parameter. Upon

ompi n of the Surveillance or expiration of the 6-hour
all e, he channel must be returned to OPERABLE statuss

Re ,d Actions taken.
A

It is #acc ble to routinely remove channels from
serappa'

"

/than 6 hours to perform required
surkilla sting. Such a practice would be contrary to
the assu . ns of

@, reliability analysis that justifiedLC0 Com ion

3.3.6.bSR 3

O Performance of t WA once every 12 hours ensures
V that a gross fai e tru g tation has not occurred. A

CHANNEL CHECK is a 4 ofee indicated parameter for
one instrument chanr to imil W arameter on other
channels. It is based on the ass '(on that instrument
channels monitoring the same paapproximately the same -value,4Si nifi@ cant deviationst hould read

|
between the two instruments ennels could be an indication
of excessive instrument drift' in one of the channels or even
something more serious. CHANNEL CHECK will detect gross
channel failure, thus-it is key to verifying the
instrumentation continues to operate properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION. For radiation monitors, the high
radiation instrumentation should be compared to similar
plant instruments located throughout the plant. If the

I radiation monitor employs keep-alive sources or check
' sources operable from the control room, the CHANNEL CHECK

should als; mte the detector's response to these sources.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
channel is outside the match criteria, it may be an

(contine.d)
O

| g (continued)
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

BASES (continued)
,

SURVEILLANCE indication that the transmitter or the signal processing
REQUIREMENTS equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels

(continued) are within the match criteria, it is an indication that ,

the channels are OPERABlu. If the channels are normally
off-scale during times when surveillances are required, the
CHANNEL CHECK will only verify that they are off-scale in
the same direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
verifie be reading at the. bottom of the range and not
faile cale.

T veil e interval, about once.every shift, is based
perati xp ience that demonstrates the rarity of

c . re s, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
guar cted overt channel failure is limited
to 12 hour nee probability of two random failures
in redun

' n any 12-hour period is low, the ,

CHANNEL C K m' the chance of loss of protective-
function due t ilure of dundant channels. The CHANNtl
CHECK supplem le 4 but more frequent checks of.
channel 0PERAB1 T rmal. operational use of the
displays associa nnel equired by the LCO..

SR 3.3.6.2.2 - i.

ACHANNELFUNCTIONALTESTA th ction of_the trip,
interlock, and alarm funcWons o he 1. The test
inserts a simulated or actual signal a to the sensor
as practicable and verifies required

_

rip point.
rlocks, and

alarms function when the input is the
Where the design has made provisi or including sensors
in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, th ~ test signal shall- be
inserted at that point. "As found" and "as left" values for
bistable trip setpoints are recorded. Bistable setpoints
must be found within the ALLOWABLE' VALUES specified in the
LCO. The difference between the current "a found" and the
orevious "as left" setpoints must be within the drift
J10wance used in the setpoint analysis. Recalibration of-
the bistable setpoint restores the OPERABILITY of an
t,therwise functional component that does not meet these
criteria. However, repeated failures of the same channel
over a small number of test intervals should be evaluated as
potentially indicating a deterministic failure which cannot
be corrected by recalibration. If during a CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST the associated trip setting is discovered to

(continued)

(continued)
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

:

O
(Q BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE be less conservatin than the ALLOWABLE VALUE specified in
REQUIREMENTS Table 3.3.6.2-1, the channel must be declared inoperable.

(continued)
A Note excludes radiation detectors from this SR. [?or this
facility, the basis for excluding _ radiation detectors.is as

,

follows:] The Surveillance Frequency of 92 days is based
upon the reliability analysis of Reference 6.

Sakso.6.2.3

he ?, ration of bistable trip units consists of a test to
. dete the actual trip setpoints, and recalibration of i

gjsnecessarytoensurethatitremainsmore
rv ,than the setpoint and_the ALLOWABLE VALUE

speci ' ' n i d1_e 3.3.6.2-1, The channel must be declared

cons rvati' Mm24mi setting is discovered to be lessin
an the ALLOWABLE VALUE. If the trip setting

is disco to be ss conservative than accounted for in
the app ate. ' methodology but is not beyond the
ALLOWABL annel is still considered OPERABLE.
Under these , the g point must be readjusted to
be more conserva 'than nted for in the appropriate

( setpoint methodo .

,

The Sur'veillance Fr 97 s is based on the
assumptions of a 92 y ca att ' nterval in the
determination of the magnitude o j ment drift in the
setpoint analysis. ,

. y

SR 3.3.6.2.4

CHANNEL CAllBRATION is a complete check of the instrument
channel including the detector. The test verifies the
channel responds to measured parameter with the necessary
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjested to account for the instrument drift between
successive tests, to ensure that the instrument channel
remains operational with the setpoint within the assumptions
of the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Transmitter "as
fouM" and "as left" values are recorded and used to verify,

drift assumptions. For OP:RABLE channels,_ CHANNEL
CALIBRATION shall find that measurement errors and bistable
setpoints errors are within the assumptions of the plant-
specific setpoint analysis. Measurement and setpoint error

1

| (continued)

f] (continued)
V

|
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2 !

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE determination and readjustment must be performed consistent
REQUIREMENTS with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint

(continued) analysis.

Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an otherwise
functional component found to have errors larger than
assumed by the setpoint analysis. llowever, repeated

'failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of te rvals must be considered as potentially
indi, %'eterministic failure which cannot be corrected .

,

by ~ ~ alibr n.

Fi t "f slay be calibrated in place, removed and
:;~ i "inga bekatory, or replaced with an equivalent

'

1 ' oratory 1 ratsthnit.
77 % .y

The Surve ance) ency is based upon the assumption of

an 18-month ca[tir tion in, gift in the setpoint analysis.
terval, in the Jetermination of

themagnitudeyteq
SR 3.3.6.2.5 Y

7 sk.
Performance of a LOGIC STE4fWCT)bHALTESTdemonstrates
the OPERABILITY of the gut @actst' ton logic for a
specific channel. The LOGIO SYSTul F ONAL TEST tests
all logic components (i.e.Y all refays ontacts, trip |

units, solid-state logic elements) of a c circuit, from ;

sensor up to 'he actuated device. [F M _ itgacility, the '

system functional testing performecbWisolation valves
overlaps this test to provide compl6te testing of the
assumed safety function as followsi]

The 18-month Surveillance Frequency is based upon experience
,that it is prudent that these survaillances only be

perfcrmed do! m9 a plant outage. This is due to the plant
conditions needed to perform the surveillance and the
potentia' for system isolation if the surveillance is
performeJ with the reactor at power. Operating experience
has shown these components usually pass the surveillance
when performed on the 184.1onth FreqJency.

SR 3.3.6.2.6

SR 3.3.6.2.6 is a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL YEST performed on the
SCI Manual Initiation function. This test verifies that

'[ (continued)

[ (continued)
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.2

( BASES (continued)
=

v ._

SURVEILLANCE each initiation switch isolates the associated group of
REQUIREMENTS valves as designed. The 18-month Surveillance frequency was

(continued) developed considering it is prudent that these Surveillances
only be performed during a plant outage. This is due to the
plant conditions needed to perform the surveillance aad the
potential for unplanned plant transients if the surveillance
is performed with the reactor at power. Operating
ex*rience has shown that these components usually pass the

pop]lancewhenperformedonthe18-monthfrequency,

hSR 3 .2.7
t e3

4This' 'en ^ es that the ISOLATION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME for
Wesen h 41ess than or equal to the maximum values
assu he ' cident analysis. Individual component
respips es e not modeled in the analyses. The
ana'yses m he overall or total elapsed time from the

'

point et, i:h the parameter exceeds the analytical limit at
the sen ot pt stof system isolation. The acceptable
response't W elevant trip channels are given
below. [T 7 times include contributions from thes

following equip ] This st may be performed in one
m

( \ measurement or i erlappinij segments, with verification
\") that all compone h arktsste th,

A V Q %fg
A Note to the Survehlance%dicates that radiation
detectorsmaybeexcludedfremIS% N SYSTEM RESPONSE
TIME testing. This note is necessa' . cause of the
difficulty of generating an appropriatF detector input
signal. Excluding the detecters is acceptable because the
principles of detector operatlon tooether with the
calibrations against heat balance calculations and incore
detectors ensure a virtually instantaneous response,

i Response time tests are conducted on an 18-month STAGGERED
| TEST BASIS. This results in the interval between successive

tests of a given channel of n times 18 months, where n is
the number of channels in the function. Testing of the
final actuation devices, which make up the bulk of the
response time, is included in the testing of each channel.
Therefore, staggered testing results in response time
verification of these devices every 18 months. The 18-month
test frequency is based upon plant operating experience,
which shows that random failures of instrumentation

I components causing serious response time degradation, but

(continued)
/G

) (continued)
1

v
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SCI Instrumentation
B 3.3.'.2o

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE not channel failure, are infrequent occurrences. Response
REQUIREMENTS times cannot be determined at power since equipment

(continued) operation is required.

REFERENCES 1. Title [10), Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power

p (
2 j, nit] PSAR, Section [6] "[ Title]."r$'

' Un# MRit1h"[P1h,nt-Specific Setpoint Methodology)."
3.

St

*

on ; (
5. [ Unit] FS ;jSection [LS), "[ Title]".
6. NED0-31677 Adf 1 Specification Improvement

Analysis fo SWR, ion Actuation Instrumentation,"
Jun3 1989. / })

defh}guidtons,Part50.49,7. Title 10, Code of
" Environmental Qua i titq

V Nuc'q,of' ctrical Equipment
par P Pl ants . "Important to Safety

MS
gy w

O
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Containment Spray System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.3

p B S.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.6.3 Containmect Sorav System Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The Containment Spray System is an o)erating mode of the
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System t1at'is initiated to
co nse steam in the containment atmosphere. This ensures
@ ntainment pressure is maintained within its limits
y g a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). The
;ontai nt Spray System can be initiated either
aut , calp or manually,s

h Spray System is automatically initiated bys

LOCA ls rated by process sensors. Automatic
ini; 4xe es both high drywell pressure and high
con: nmentypees'sure signals. Manual initiation requires
the exis WJte of a hi drywell pressure. There is no time
delay ongnual }

Typically,' ement channels with electrical and
physical separat re ed for the drywell pressure
and reactor vess atet arameter. Exceptions are

. O the Containment s ig imers, and manual
I ( ,/ initiation signals su

'

t channels are necessary
to meet the redunda y and sta of GDC 21 in Appendix
A to 10 CFR 50 (Ref.1) and to i t the one-out-of-two
taken twice logic arrangement d for the containment
spray instrumentation.

[For this facility, a discussion of the logic configuration
for Containment Spray System parameters and parameters which

l do not have four measurement channels and their
justification is as follows:]

The ALLOWABLE VALUES listed in Table 3.3.6.3-1 are based
upon the setpoint methodology described in Reference 3,
which incorporates all of the known uncertaintics applicable

. for each channel. The magnitudes of these mcertainties are
) factored into the determination of each trip setpoint. All

field sensors and signal processing equipment for these
channels are assumed to operate within the allowances of
these uncertainty magnitudes.

(continued)

(continued)

O

(v)
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Containment Spray System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.3

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND Setpoints set using the plant-specific setpoint methodology
(continued) (Ref. 3) to be in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will

ensure the consequences of Design Basis Accidents (DBAs)
will be acceptable, providing the plant is being operated
within the LCOs at the onset of the DBA, and the equipment
functions as designed, allowing for a single random active
component failure,

b
_

p? M;g
APPLICABLE Og ion o e Containment Spray System is required to
SAFETY ANALYSES ni tain c .'inment pressure within design limits after a

LOClk,Sa ' ana$ses in Reference 2 implicitly assume that
suff fWWWVinsittumaptation and controls are available to
initiate the ain t Spray System.

The requi chaid1&oftheContainmentSpraySystem
instrumentatiocreemprise fWgtlons with inputs from various,

monitored paramters that?shuse actuations in the initiation
logic. Eachof"thepproyivefunctionsisdiscussed
below. V"g .

Drywell Pressure N1Nh 4dNh1.
%g ,Q n h3

High pressure in thog&!$610couldtindicate a break in
the reactor coolant pressure % bound'a4(RCPB). The
ContainmentSpraySystemmitigatesdie?Sonsequencesof
steam leaking from the drywell dinH:tlyg)nto
containment airspace, bypassing the suppression pool.
A high drywell pressure signabin conjunction with a
high containment pressure signal will automatically
initiate the Containment Spray System 10 minutes after
low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) initiation.
Manual initiation requires the existence of high
drywell pressure. The Drywell Pressure--High function
is implicitly assumed to function in the accident
analyses of Reference 2.

2. Containment Pressure--Hioh

High pressure in the containment could indicate a
break in the RCPB. The Containment Spray System
mitigates the consequences of steam leaking from the
drywell directly into the containment airspace,
bypassing the suppression pool. A high containment

(continued)

! (continued) O
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Containment Spray System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.3

.

/7 BASES (continued)
U

APPLICABLE pressure signal in conjunction with high drywell
SAFETY ANALYSES pressure will automatically initiate the Containment

(continued) Spray System 10 minutes after LPCI initiation.

The Containment Pressure--High function is not-
required for manual initiation of the Containment
Spray System. This function is implicitly assumed to

,p function in the accident analyses of Reference 2.

L$ actor Water level--Low Low Low. Level 1

@A.d h.areactor water level indicates that the capability
b $t'o coththe fuel may be threatened. The LPCI System,

WhasisW%s, the Core Spray (CS) System and Automatic

De$seuroMat CS and flooding functions are available
ssucitation System (ADS), is initiated at level 1

,g%fteFMRA to prevent or-minimize fuel damage.
to' es

High
cont,almnent pre, sure and high drywell pressure in
combikatioagt b l0-minute delay timer after the
Cont"s1Masidll41 9 System initiation provide the
automatic %n{t ion sjgnal for the Containment Spray
System. The$mitiatiopicf the Containment Spray

O System on Reittor IMtst % vel--Low Low Low (Level 1)
is implicitly * assuggd,in 'the accident analyses ofC Referer.ce 2. (gtv gh

4. System A and System B Timers , >

p 5

The purpose of these t s to elay initiation of
the Containment Spray em until 10 minutes after
LPCI initiation to give'the LPCI System time to
fulfill its Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)
function in response to a LOCA, because the
Containment Spray System uses the LPCI pumps,

5. Manual Initiation

The manual initiation is permitted if Reactor Vessel
Water Level--Low Low Low, Level 1 and High Drywell
Pressure signals are present. There is no time delay
for this initiation. Each subsystem of the

.

Containment Spray System has its own manual push
button, for a total of two push buttons. (For this
facility, the safety analyses basis for manual
Containment Spray System initiation is as follows:]

(continued)

/' (continued)
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Containment Spray System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.3

BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE The Containment Spray System instrumentation
SAFETY ANALYSES satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Interim Policy

(continued) Statement.

LC0 The LCO requires all instrumentation performing the
contain t spray function to be OPERABLE. Failure of any
instr nders the affected channel (s) inoperable and
red liability of the affected functions. Each
f n mu ave the required number of OPERABLE channels

(trip ith their setpoints within the specified,

AL E e Table 3.3.6.3-1,
pg

ALLOWABLE ar ecified for each function in the LCO.
Nominal are specified in the plant-specific
setpoint cul The nominal setpoints are selected.

to ensure the ints me red by CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS
do not exceed A g LUES if the bistable is
performing as r6 tion with a tri) setpoint lessr
conservative thart 1 tr setpoint, aut within its
ALLOWABLE VALVE, is a ble I ded that operation and
testing is consistent t i ions of the
plant-specific setpoin al don ,These uncertainties
are defined in the plant, ' 1 pget methodology
(Ref. 3) . - 9"

A channel is OPERABLE when the follow tions are met:
AAll channel components neces koprovidean+

actuation signal are functions 1 and in service;

Channel measurement uncertainties are known (via*

test, analysis, or design information) to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint calculations; and

Required surveillance testing is current and has+

demonstrated performance within each surveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

The Containment Spray System instrumentation comprises
functions with inputs from various monitored parameters that
cause actuations in the trip logic. Each of these functions
is discussed below.

(continued)

(continued)
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Containment-Spray Syste; Instrumentation
B 3.3.6,3

BASES (continued)

LCO 1. Drywell Pressure--Hiah

(continued)
A high drywell pressure signal in conjunction with a
high containment pressure signal will automatically
initiate the Containment Spray System 10 minutes after
LPCI initiation. Manual initiation requires the
existence of high drywell pressure.

* ' ur Drywell Pressure--High transmitters ar'e required
y e OPERABLE and capabic of automatically initiating

containment spra'; cooling mode of the RHR System,
f, annels, t.:: per trip system are connected to

a one-out-of-two taken twice configuration.
h ancy ensures that no single failure can

e containment spray function. The Drywell
d, h function is implicitly assumed to
Ounci the accident analyses of Reference 2. The

Con ent Spr System ALLOWABLE VALUE is chosen to
be 'sa ALLOWABLE VALUE for LC0 3.3.1.1,
"Real n System Instrumentation."

2. Containment sure Mich.

O AhighcontM"+m' ,$lV %/ _
m@ssureSignalinconjunctionwith('~~) high drywell p re l11 %st,omatically initiate the

Containment Spra Syste# 10 iHstes after LPCI
initiation. '

M
Two Containment Pressurq M d tr/nsmitters, one per
trip system, are requi d to be OPERABLE and capable
of automatically initiat'ing the Containment Spray
System. This ensures that no single failure can
preclude the containment spray function. This
function is not required for manual initiation of the
Containment Spray System. The Containment Pressure--
High function is implicitly assumed to function in the
accident analyses of Reference 2.

L
I (For this facility, the basis for the ALLOWABLE VALUE
'

is as follows:]

3. Reactor Water Level--Low Low Low. Level 1

Low reactor water level indicates that the capability
to cool the fuel may be threatened. The LPCI System,
as well as the Core Spray System and ADS, is initiated

(continued)
A
iV) (continued)
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Containment Spray System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.3

BASES (continued)

LCO at level 1 to ensure that Core Spray and flooding
(continued) functions are available after a LOCA to prevent or

minimize fuel damage. High containment )ressure and
high drywell pressure in combination wit 1 a 10-minute
delay timer after LPCI initiation provide the
automatic initiation signal for the Containment Spray
System., Manual initiatien also requires the existence
of atReactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low, Level 1
Signal. The initiation of LPCI on Reactor Vessel

Mdietsr'thvel--Low Low Low,
Level 1 is implicitly

a'ssumedHn the accident analyses of Reference 2.
y m

y% React $bessdhwater level signals are initiated from
Ufeu@1eveKtrammitters. Two channels of reactor
waterlive)in'eachtripsystemccnnectedtorelaysin
a onsfoutk(4 tweitaken twice logic configuration, two2
per ECCS electhical division, are available and are
required ,t Q e OPERABLL

The phys se and channel arrangement
between the'twesdivihjens assure that no single
failurecanprevintft.PCIinitiationcausedbylow
reactor vessel watep levelWW Reactor Vessel Water
Level--Low Low LoV Level fl ALLPWABLE VALUE for#
containment spray is#jsiit'kkpam%g the ALLOWABLE
VALUE for LC0 3.3.5.R "ECC5Jinstrtaleptation."

4. System A and System B Timers )
The Containment Spray Systemdpensists of redundant
subsystems, each of 100% capacity. There are two

| timers, one for each subsystem, designated system A
I timer and system B timer.

Since each subsystem of the Containment Spray System
has a timer, a single failure of a timer will cause
the failure of only one containment spray subsystem.

| The other subsystem will still be available to perform
the containment spray cooling function. The ALLOWABLE,

VALUE for the time delay is chosen to be long enough
to allow the LPCI System to fulfill- its function, but
short enough to prevent containment pressure from
exceeding the design limit.

,

(continued)-

(continued)

O
i
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Containcnt Spray System Instrumentation-
B 3.3.6.3

BASES (continued)-,

(

LC0 5. Manual Initiation
(continued)

The manual initiation is permitted if Reactor Vessel
Water Level--Low Low Low, Level 1 and high drywell
pressure signals are present. There is no time delay
for this initiation. Each subsystem of the
Containment Spray System has its own manual push

/ , button, for a total of two push buttons,

s facility, the following support systems are
equi OPERABLE to ensure Containment Spray System

inst t a, on OPERABILITY:]

f t/, those required support systems which,
upon fal e, do not result in the containment spray

i Ins < eing declared inoperable, and their
'

jus' rica e as follows:1

[For th .

ci - supported op tems impacted by the
inoperabil nment spray indrumentation and the
justificat;- er or ot each supported system is

: declared inoper re a lows:]
M x.

d7%w Mgh
V APPLICABILITY The functions are r uired'tB be MI BLE in the MODES that

may require depressurization of t ainment in the event
of an accident or transient. p,

"
The Drywell Pressure--High function; containment
Pressure--High trip function Reactor Vessel Water-level--
Lc'. Low Low, level 1 function; and the system A and system Bi

timers are required to be OPERABLE in H0 DES 1, 2, and 3,
when considera'ule energy exists in the Reactor Coolant'

System which could result in the limiting transients and
DBAs. In MODES 4 and 5, the reactor is shut down, and any
LOCA would not cause pressurization of the drywell or
conttinment.

,

A Note that provides clarification that for this LCO, each
function specified in Table 3.3.6.3-1 shall be treated as an
independent entity with an independent Completion Time.

(continued)

, /'''

i.
L
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Containment Spray Systea Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.3

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A protection function char.nel presented is inoperable when
it does not satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the
channel's function, lhese criteria are outlined in the LC0
section of the Bases. The most common cause of channel
inoperability is outright failure or drift of the bistable
or process module sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed
by the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Typically, these
drifts a e small and would result in a delay of actuation
rather nada total loss of instrument actuation function.
This brmt tion is generally made during the performance
ofj ANNEL NCTIONAL TEST when the process instrument is
39) p for ' hstment to bring it within specification. If

thdkt. rip intM not consistent with the ALLOWABLE VALUE
in TE14CS 3.6$1F ^e channel must be declared inoperable
immediately,falid th propriate Condition from
Table 3.3y,6j$4 _ entered.

nek'stnIn the event a c set)oint is found
nonconservativewith '

'

4 $ gio tie ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the* ignal-processing electronics,transmitter,initt s
or trip unit is f " d ' able, then all affected
functions provided by Tchannehimust.bedeclared
inoperabic and the LC0pdit14!bfftered for the particular%functions affected, y

Condition A h '

Condition A is applicable to each of '
d in'

o inment-Spray
System instrumentation functions p
Table 3.3.6.3-1. Condition A add tis the situation in
which one or more required channel for one or more
functions are inoperable. Required Action A.1 refers to
Table 3.3.6.3-1 for selection of the proper condition.

Condition B

Condition B applies to each of the four channels for the
drywell pressure and reactor vessel water level, level 1
functions in Table 3.3.6.3-1.

Required Action B.1 allows I hour to ensure that each
function has the capability to initiate the containment
spray capability subsystem (s) components. A-Note states-
that if this capability is not established, the containment
spray subsystem (s) must be declared inoperable.

,

(continued)

(continued) |

1

1
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Containment Spray System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.3-

BASES (continued)

V
ACTIONS Required Action B.2.1 is the preferred action because it

(continued) restores the full- functional capability of the Containment
Spray System.

As an alternative to restoring a channel (s) to OPERABLE
status, operation is allowed to continue by
Required Action B.2.2, provided the inoperable channel is
placed in trip. This Required Action is modified by a Note
that!the Action does not apply if it results in an

dimiti on. If a channel in one trip system becomes
$Pinope le when one or more-channels in the opposite system
3 are a ady in trip, placing the inoperable channel in trip

willietusy h initiation. In this event, Required Action'

Ati3 woes"havetobemet,whichdeclarestheassociated
contaisiitant s subsystem inoperable, and the
coqresp6 Ming _ L s are entered to accomplish the Required

.

Actions. Theicompletion Time of 1 hour is sufficient for
plant opystions pe el to complete the Required Actions.

Conditi CA /

NiN4
ConditionCapplip,sp.o containment pressure, timers, and

ActionC.1allods)func esis1Mable 3.3.6.3-1.
Requiredmanual initiation

1f "to ensure that each function has
Q thecapabilitytoid 6the hostainment spray;

subsystem (s) compone s. AINote 'stintes that if this
capability is not established, thejeiptainment spray
subsystem (s) must be declared ianpuir'ame.

4f7 #

RequiredActionC.2.1istha4preferredactionbecauseit
restores the full functional capability of the Containment
Spray System. The Completion Time of 1- hour is sufficient
for plant operations personnel: to complete the Required
Actions.

1
'

If the inoperable channel (s) cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status, Required Action C.2.2 provides the option to declare
the associated containment spray subsystem (s) inoperable and
the corresponding LCOs are entered to accomplish the
Required Actions.

Cendition D

Condition D is applicable to each one of the Containment
Spray Systems functions presented in Table 3.3.6.3-1.

(continued)

p) (continued)
\
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Containment Spray System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.3

BASES (continued)

O
ACTIONS Required Action D.1 verifies that the Required Actions have

(continued) been ir.itiated for those supported systems declared
inoperable because of the .inoperability of the support
channel (s) within a Completion Time of 1 hour. The
specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations
personnel to make this verification.

Required, Action D.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actio ' sociated with supported systems impacted by the
ino 1 % pf channel (s) associated with each Containment
S ystem# function have been initiated. This can be
a plish MyenteringthesupportedsystemsLCOs
in adegp* - 'on group of Required Actions that need to
be i' ese Condition D is entered. [For this
facility, t; nti d supported systems Required Actions e

associate @YJ
.

tainment Spray System function are
as follows '

Required Acti '2
'

hat all required support or.

supported featu with the other channel (s) are
OPERABLE within Time f 1 hour. The specified
Completion Time -is su nt f nt operations personnel
to make this verificat' 1 I ation determines loss
of functional capabilli .3 be immediately
entered. However, if the r rted feature LC0
takes into consideration loss ff n situation,
then LC0 3.0.3 may not need to be enter

^

SVRVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular function are found in Table
REQUIREMENTS 3.3.6.3-1. Most fur.ctions are subject to CHANNEL CHECK,

CHAHNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CHANNEL CAllBRATION.

SR 3.3.6.3.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a grM: failure of instrumentation his not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK u a comparison of the part. meter indicated on
one channel to a s;eilar )arameter on otner channels. It is
based on the usumption t1at instrt...=nt dannels monitoring
the same parameter sh,uld read r,', proximately the same value.
Significant deviations betwen. the two instrument channels
could be an indication of excessive instrument drift in one

(continued)

(continued)
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Containment Spray. System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.3

BASES (continued)
U

SURVEILLANCE of the channels or even something more serious. CHANNEL
REQUIREMENTS CHECK will detect gross channel failure, thus it is key to

(continued) verifying the instrumentation continues to operate properly
between each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff, based
on a combination of the channel-instrument uncertainties,
including isolation, indication, and readability. If a
chasimel is outside the match criteria, it may be an

findicat(on that the transmitter or the signal processing
v equipment has drifted outside its limit. If the channels

4 ? are within the match criteria, it is an indication that the
% channels are:0PERABLE. If _the channels are normally off-

Vscale"dur.ingit'imes when Surveillance is required, the
CHANNELiCHECKNill only verify that they are off-scale in
theassime' direction. Off-scale low current-loop channels are
verified tofbeWeading at the bottom of the range and not
failed do,wnscale, - g

zy .

The Surveillenc$s t 'ncy, about once every shift, is based
on operatirig'experi e that demonstrates the rarity of
channei failure.'% s, rformance of the CHANNEL CHECK
guarantees that te M. ght channel failure is
limited to 12 ho .

~

t robability of two random
failures in redun ia'f1sf 12-hour period is low,
the CHANNEL CHECK m' mize'4the .e of loss of protective
function due to failure of redun annels. The CHANNEL
CHECK supplements less formal, , 1. frequent checks of
channel operability during no A 'oper tional use of the
displays associated with thef ' required channels.

SR 3.3.6.3.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the function of the trip,
ir.terlock, and alarm functions of the channel. The test
inserts a simulated or actual signal as close to the sensor
as practicable and verifies required trip, interlocks, and
alarms function when-the input is beyond the trip point.
Where the design has made provisions for including sensors
in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test signal shall be
inserted at that point. "As found" and "as left" values for
bistable trip setpoints are recorded. Bistable'setpoints
must be found within the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in the
LCO. -The difference between the current "as found" and the

(continued)
|

(continued)
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Containment Spray System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.3

BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE previous "as left" setpoints must be within the drift
REQUIREMENTS allowance used in the setpoint analysis. Recalibration of

(continued) the bistable setpoint restores the OPERABILITY of an
otherwise functional component that does not meet these
criteria. However, repeated failures of the same channel
over a small number of test intervals should be evaluated as
potentially indicating a deterministic failure which cannot
be corrected by recalibration. If during a CHANNEL
FUNCTI % TEST the associated trip setting is discovered to
be aton%vativethantheALLOWABLEVALUEspecifiedin
T 4.3.6. 3, the channel must be declared inoperable.

Th ($urvail uency of 31 days is based on plant
operhting4 lance |fs

xpdien ith regard to channel OPERABILITY and
drift whichedenenst s that failure of more than one
channel of 4"given f

pgO ' tion in any 31-day interval is a rareevent. Y

SR 3.3.6.3 34 [
ThecalibrationifTibbiEtripunitsconsistsofatestto
determine the actual tWip'Hetpoints,that it remains moreand recalibration of
the setpoint is necessgry to_ ens 6ts
conservativethanthe~9e1poipandthebALLOWABLEVALUF.
specified in Table 3.3.6.(-11 TWchn$ial must be declared
inoperable if the setting is discovered %ttbe less-

conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE. hnfi*ndtounted for in
M the trip setting

is discovered to be less conservativeA
the ppropriate setpoint methodologynbart it is not beyond
the ALLOWABLE VALUE, the channel is)still considered
OPERABLE. Under these conditions,'the setpoint must be
readjusted to be more conservative than accounted for in the
appropriate setpoint methodology.

The Surveillance Frequency is bar.d upon the assumption of a
31-day trip unit calibration int rval in the determination
of the magnitude of equipment dri?t in the setpoint
analysis.

SR 3.3.6.3.4 and SR 3.3.6.3.5

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument '

channel including the detector. The test verifies the
channel responds to measured parameter with the necessary i
range and accuracy. CHANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel

(continued)

(continued)
;
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Containment Spray System Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.3

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE adjusted to account for instrument drift between successive
REQUIREMENTS tests, to ensure that the instrument channel remains

(continued) operational with the setpoint within the assumptions of the
plant-specific setpoint analysis. Transmitter "as found"
and "as left" values are recorded and used to verify drift
assumptions. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION
shall find that measurement errors and bistable setpoints
er s are within the assumptions of the plant-specific

t analysis. Measurement and setpoint error
er . tion and readjustment must be performed consistent

N(itht ) assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint

estores operabihty of an otherwise
functionalscompenent found to have errors larger than
asswind' bW%heasttpoint analysis. However, repeated
failtWes oFWsame channel over a relatively small number
of test in6ervals mushbe considered as potentially
indicatish deWetMbtic failure which cannot be corrected
by recali RatWsFMF

#Tgf/
Field transmitters?say be ca,kibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in a labbrator,yForpreplaced with an equivalent

Os
laboratory-calibrate : unit; 4eq wn

g$ bas'ti'for$.is [92]-day surveillance[For this facility,
interval for the trip system ti s follows:]

The Surveillance frequency is, based upo'n the assumption of
an 18-month calibration interval in the determination of the

~

,

magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.6.3,6

Performance of a LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates
the OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic for a
specific channel. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST tests
all logic components (e.g., all relays and contacts, trip
units, solid-state logic elements) of a logic circuit, from
sensor up to the actuated device. This test overlaps other
tests to provide complete testing of the assumed safety
function.

The 18-month Frequency was developed considering it was
prudent that these surveillances only be performed during a

(continued)

p (continued)
V
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Containment Spray System Instrumentation
| B 3.3.6.3
1

BASES (continued)
_

SVRVEILLANCE plant outage. This was due to the plant conditions-needed
REQUIREMENTS to perform the surveillance and the potential for unplanned

| (continued) plant transients if the surveillance is. serformed with the
' reactor at power. Operating experience las shown these

components usually pass the surveillance when performed on
the 18-month Frequency.

,

,

SR 3.3.6/3.7
A%

A CliMEL' FtWCTIONAL TEST is performed on the manual
Containment Spray System actuation circuitry, de-energizing
r61ays and providtpg manual actuation of the function.
Np,e / hThis tasti;v;erifiefMt the trip push buttons and manual

initiation inhibits Yanction as designed. The 18-month

these surv'eillancess;ied considering it was prudent thatFrequencyewas"'deje19
only be performed during a plant outage.

This was due tq<%e plant conditions needed to perform the
surveillance a@the potestial for unplanned plant

transients if thqing eNpedence has shown these componentsspattlance is performed with the reactorat power. Operat

usuallypassthesurveillancewhentp!)h,
erformed on the 18-month

AMFN
/*Y@ /d@h

Frequency.

y, ' hy y
REFERENCES 1. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulati ufart 50,

Appendix A, " General Design Crit ') Nuclear Power
Plants." / '

2. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [6 "[ Title)."
3. [ Unit Name), "[ Plant-specific Setpoint Methodology)."

-

i
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SPMS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

O
h B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

,

8 3.3.6.4 Suporession Pool Makeuo System (SPMS) Instrumentation

BASES

BACKGROUND The SPMS instrumentation opens valves to provide water from
^

the upper containment pool to the suppression pool, by,

pt.ty flow, after a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) to
ry that primary containment temperature and pressure

sigd,limitsaremet. The SPMS is automatically initiated
- J, approx, tely 30 minutes after a LOCA is detected or on low
i low s ression pool level following a LOCA. It can also be

,

$ mang's jejtiated provided a LOCA has occurred.,

%W g9f%
Two tely s| dependent and redundant SPMS trip systems

; andethe i44ssos ted motor-operated valves are powered from
divitionalieneneered safety feature buses; thus, physical
and electrk:a1 sep tion is maintained between the two

systems.Q[d
. .J

'$j

ar
The LOCA intti

'

! Mgic is based on a one-out-of-two taken
twice arrangemen ~sens ' and the low suppression pool'

level initiation ic on a one-out-of-two4

u arrangement of +r,

sensors. Once ini 1 for each trip system,

seals in the protec ve ac n un reset by the operator.4

1

In order to minimize the proba an inadvertent dump
; of the upper containment pool arate actuation circuit.

components are provided for of the two valves in each
of the two redundant trip systems. An interlock between two
valves in each line is provided when 5 the operating mode,

to prevent inadvertent manual openirg.pf-both valves in one'

line while testing the valves.
'

The trip setpaints and ALLOWABLE AtJES are based on the
analytical limits stated in Reference 1. The selection of

i these trip setpoints is such that adequate protection is
provided when all sensor and processing time delays are8

1 taken into account. To allow for calibration tolerances,
instrumentation uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe
environment effects for those channels which must function
in harsh environments, ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in
Table 3.3.6.4-1 are conservatively-adjusted with respect to

: the analytical limits. A detailed description of the

(continued)
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SPMS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND methodology used to calculate the trip setpoints, including
(continued) their explicit uncertainties, is provided in the Plant-

Specific Setpoint Methodology (Ref. 2). Setpoints in
accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE will assure that Safety
Limits of LC0 Section Specification 2.0, " Safety Limits,"
are not violated during anticipated operational occurrences
(A00s), and the consequences of Design Basis Accidents
(DBAs) will,be acceptable, providing the plant is operated
from wiebtsathe LCOs at the onset of the A00 or DBA, and the
eq tions as designed.

1kALLOWA%DVAll)ESlistedinTable3.3.6.4-1arebased-
,

upotthg@ttis alls 6'
described in Reference 2, which !odo

incor1NWe the known uncertainties applicable for |
each channe W The '' itudes of these uncertainties are i

factored}alft$d ination of each trip setpoint. All |
field sens' ors an518 'al processing equipment for thase
channels are assumed to o) ste within the allowances of
theseuncertatyy

"

Each channel of t E M e .contrpi equipment can be tested
on line to verify that'thef ignaP and setpoint accuracy iss

within the specified a)1ewance'regtdrements of Reference 2.
Once a designated chanrtg1 isftalien ourof service for
testing,asimulatedsign4 Mis 14ectdd place of the
field instrument signal. The protsss e ment for the
channel in test is then tested, verified (( calibrated.
SRs for the channels are specified i UtNe , section.

AW
3. -

APPLICABLE The SPMS is relied on to maintain drywell horizontal
SAFETY ANALYSES vent coverege and an adequate suppression pool heat sink to

ensure that the primary containment internal pressure and
temperature stays within design limits. The SPMS
instrumentation comprises functions with inputs from various
monitored parameters that cause actuations in the trip
logic. Each of these functions is discussed below.

1. Drywell Pressure--Hiah

The Drywell Pressure--High is one of the two functions
required to be OPERABLE and capable of initiating both
the SPMS and the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)
during the postulated accident. This protection is

(continued)

(continued)
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SPMS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

(D
Q BASES (continued)

APPLICABLE required to ensure primary containment temperature and
SAFETY ANALYSES pressure design limits are not exceeded during a LOCA.

(continued) .

2. Reactor Vessel Water level--Low Low low. Level 1

The SRMS Reactor Vessel level--Low Low Low, level 1
indicates the capability of cooling the fuel may be

A. threatened. [For this facility, the safety analyses
Att sis for the level 1 SPMS initiation on level 1 is as
|P _ lows:)

"%).

3. oression Pool Water Level--Low Low

{ $$$ a) ssion Pool Water Level--Low Low signal
provides 'essurance that the water level in the

deeppressi,an| pool will not drop below that required to
Nkeep the! suppression pool vents covered for all LOCA

breakisizes. Therefore, the signal indicating low
hilater level is used to dump water-

suppr6siontp@Agritainment pool into the suppressionfrom'that r
pool.%TU 'ien'tfand accident analyses assume that the.

suppression" pool ven,ts/ remain covered during a LOCA.

O nf9pNh
py '

4. Drywell Press 6re4Hiah
QV 4The Drywell Pres'sure GN--Migh fshoe of the two functions

"

requiredtobeOPERABLEandga~p$'leofinitiatingboth-
the SPMS and the Reactor Pre $ecthin System (RPS)
during the postulated accident. "his-protection is
requiredtoensureprimtrfcontainmenttemperatureand
pressure design limits.a're not exceeded during a LOCA.

5. Reactor Vessel Water level--Low low. Level 2

Reactor Vessel Water level--Low Low, level 2 indicates
the ca) ability of cooling the fuel may be threatened.
[For t1is facility, the safety' analyses basis for this
function initiating SPMS is as follows:]

6. Timer

The SPMS valves open on a-LOCA-signal after about a
30-minute timer delay, where the timer itself is
started by the LOCA signal. The minimum suppression
pool volume, without an upper pool dump, is adequate

(continued)bV (continued)
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SPMS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

BASES (continued)
i

APPLICABLE to meet all heat sink requirements for 30 minutes.
,

SAFETY ANALYSES The timer is assumed to be OPERABLE in the safety
| (continued) analyses.

7. Manual Initiation

[For this facility the Applicable Safety Analyses for
the Manual Initiation function is as follows:]

| e;.
The SPMS instrumentation satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRCi

| Ipterim Policy Statement.
R :V c

% p ^A4
LC0 The LCO regalres allI1nstrumentation performing the SPMS

function to|be'0PERABLE. Failure of any instrument renders
the affected channel (s) inoperable and reduces the
reliability of the~ affectedyfunctions.g

ANg
. !The OPERABILITV'of:thit $Ph$ sis dependent on the OPERABILITYt

of the individuabinshumeritation. channel functions. Each
'

function must have theVoguiredetNeber of OPERABLE channels
per SPMS trip system,.aiul each M antel's setpoint must be,

I within the specified AUt0 Et LUEQ). 3y

| ALLOWABLE val. DES are spec fled f each- ction in the LCO.
Nominal initiation setpoints are specifi ||}ptheplant-
specific setpoint calculations. The A alMsetpoints are
selected to ensure the setpoints measured by~ CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not exceed thalALLOWABLE VALUES if the
channels are performing as required. Operation with a trip
setpoint less conservative than the nominal setpoint, but
within the ALLOWABLE VALUE, is acceptable provided that
operation and testing is consistent with the assumptions of
the plant-specific setpoint calculations. Each ALLOWABLE
VALUE specified is more conservative than the analytical
limit assumed in the transient or accident analyses in order
to account for instrument uncertainties appropriate to the
trip functions. These uncertainties are defined in the
Plant-Specific Setpoint Methodology (Ref. 2),

(continued)

(continued)
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SPMS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

BASES (continued)

LCO . SPMS instrumentation channels are OPERABLE when the
(continued) following conditions are met:

All channel components necessary to provide a trip+

signal are functional and in-service;

Channel measurement uncertainties are known, via test,*

A analysis, or design infomation, to be within the
sumptions of the setpoint calculations; and

ired surveillance testing is. current and has
-

!,. .
.,teis t ', ' eptance criteria.

nstrated performance within each surveillance
";

dost~' ntation comprises functions with inputs
The $@ dfroa tored parameters that cause actuation in-
the~ trip 1 , F Each of these functions is discussed below.

1. Drdh Prar hiah

HighN sure _ signals are initiated from
pressure tr tte k at sense the pressure at fourf

~] different 1 100(V
b rywell. The ALLOWABLE

VALUEbasisvas..| | kus") iscussed in LCO 3.3.5.1,
"ECCS Instrum <i as

*
Four channels of Drywell Pr -High function with
two channels in each trip e required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that gnal failure will

| preclude an initiation this function on a valid
: signal.

i 2. Reactor Vessel Water level--Low Low low. Level 1
1

'
, Four channels with two channels in each trip system of,

reactor vessel water level are available and are
required to be OPERABLE. The physical separation and
channel arrangement between two ECCS divisions ensure
that no single failure can prevent a SPMS initiation
on a low reactor vessel water level signal. - The
Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low Low, Level 1i

ALLOWABLE VALUE is set the same as the ECCS ALLOWABLE
VALUE in LC0 3.3.5.1, "ECCS Instrumentation."

(continued)

(continued)

O
V
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SPMS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

BASES (continued)

LCO 3. Suporession Pool Water Level--Low low

(continued)
There are four wide-range suppression pool level
sensors providing input to four instrumentation
channels, two per division. The two level-sensor
actuation signals are in parallel, so that either
sensor provides a signal to open the series valves on
the, suppression pool makeup line in the same
eMctrical division as the level sensors. Only two of

othe'foura(one in each trip system) wide-range level
g8

V; channels'arerequiredtobeOPERABLEtoensurenosingl.e failure will prevent SPMS actuation because of
Ntheredundancyofthesystem. The ALLOWABLE VALUE forr

'the?$tip)ressioniPool Water Level--Low Low function is
set higkenoughito ensure coverage of the suppression
poold'ent's.by t. glow enough that normal water-level
fluctuation'sWn'ot cause inadvertent dumping of the
upper containment poolgyolume.

4. Drywell sM
na pp

High Drywell pres'ssrisigna1Y\are initiated from
pressure transmitters that dense.the pressure at four

different locations in!1b(Igcu)s .
The ALLOWABLEdryne

VALUE basis was previously in LC0 3.3.1.1,
"RPS Instrumentation" bases,e ,

.

two channels in each trip systentare req}uired to be
Four channels of Drywell Pressur 1 unction with

OPERABLEtoensurethatnosiinn1failurewill
preclude an initiation from this function on a valid
signal.

f. Reactor Vessel Water level--Low low. Level 2

Four channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level--Low Low,
Level 2 with two in each trip system, are available
and required to be OPERABLE. This physical separation
between the transmitters ensures that no single
failure can prevent a SPMS initiation caused by low
low reactor vessel water level. The ALLOWABLE VALUE
for the SPMS is chosen to be the same as the ECCS
ALLOWABLE VALUE in LC0 3.3.5.1, "ECCS,

'

Instrumentation," and Table 3.3.6.4-1.
l

(continued)
1

1 (continued)
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SPMS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

BASES (continued)

LCO- 6. Timer
(continued)

There are two SPMS timers, one in each of the two SPMS
trip systems. Each timer is dedicated to a single
SPMS subsystem, so that a single failure of a timer
will cause the failure of only one of the trip
systems. The ALLOWABLE VALUE for the SPMS timer is

,1 chosen to be long enough to preclude problems-with
k) pol swell, but short enough to ensure that the

ression pool will serve as.an adequate heat sink
ing a small-break LOCA.

,

nuadinitiation

Es@jP %(acility, the basis for LCO requirements on
' gi

hiN
pe' , Initiation function are as follows:]

[Fo / s faci , the following support systems are-
ied BLE to ensure SPMS OPERABILITY:]re

[Forth ty, thy e required support systems
which, upons ir fa y, do not result in the SPMS

[%] being decla
Y, i 1$nd their justification are

(/ as follows: y
E[For this faci ty, t sup systems impacted by

the inoperability of the SP he justification of
whether or not each suppo is declared

.

inoperable are as foll
!

APPLICABILITY All SPMS instrumentation functions are required to be
OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3, where considerable energy
exists in the Reactor Coolant System, which could result in
the potential for. limiting transients and accidents. In
MODES 4 and 5, the reactor is. shutdown; therefore,- any LOCA
event would not cause pressurization of.the drywell, and the

3

SPMS would not be needed to maintain sup)ression pool water
level . For" ermore, in MODES 4 and 5, t1e SPMS is not
require / +v there is insufficient energy to heat up the
suppress'r %. in the event of a LOCA.

(continued)

(continued)

| v
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SPMS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY A Note has been added to provide clarification that for this
(continued) LCO, each function specified in Table 3.3.6.4-1 shall be

treated as an independent entity with an independent
Completion Time.

_.

ACTIONS When th wmber of inoperable channels in a trip function
excee

'

specified in one or other related Conditions
ass h the same trip function, then the plant is

the ety analyses. Therefore, LC0 3.0.3 is
i Jiately! ter ,d, if applicable in the current MODE of
gpop

In the eve a s trip set)oint is found
nonconseng|1 spect to tie ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
transmitt e , in loop, signal-processing electronics,
or trip unit i nd in ble, then all effected

,

|
functions pro nnel must be ',ieclared

.

i
inoperable and ion entered for the particular |
functicns affect

. ;
,

A protection function un able when it does not
satisfy the OPERABIll fo e function channels.
These criteria are outli LC tion of the Bases.
The most common cause of iannel doper ty is outright
failure or drift of the bistable or pr odule
sufficient to exceed the tolerance the
plant-specific setpoint analysis, ally these drifts
are small and result in a delay o uation rather than a
total loss of instrument actuation function. This
determination is generally mado during the performance of a
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the )rocess instrument is set
up for adjustment to bring it wit 11n specification. If the
trip setpoint is not consistent with the ALLOWABLE VALUE in
Table 3.3.6.4-1, the channel must be declared inoperable
immediately, and the appropriate Condition from
Table 3.3.6.4-1 must be entered.

Condition A

Condition A is applicable to each one of the SPMS
instrumentation functions in Table 3.3.6.4-1.

(continued)

(continued)

O
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SPMS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

(A'

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition A addresses the situation in which one or more
(continued) required channels for one or more functions are inoperable.

Required Action A.1 refers to Table 3.3.6.4-1 for selection
of the proper condition.

Condition B

C pdjtion B applies to Drywell Pressure--High; Reactor9

/#psel.WaterLrvel--LowLowLow, level 1;esseOWater Level--Low Low, Level 2 functions inJ and Reactor

)YTabl e{h3.6.4-1.' ., Q r
A 'tr6d Action' B.1 allows I hour to ensure that each
Mf' ti tjsiapable of initiating SPMS rubsystem(s) and

thei ' onehtih as required. A Note states that if

musb be d
'~ ility is not established, the subsystem (s) .init

" '

inoperable.

Require hdtior the preferred action as it restores
the full f ability of the SPMS.

Required Action off h an. alternative to restoring a
[]. channel (s) to 0 LE AB Operation is allowed to'q) continue provid 7th ra hannel is' ) laced in trip.

This Required Acti fie a Note t1at the Action
does not apply if i resul in itiation. If a channel
in one trip system becomes inop en one or more
channels in the opposite syste , ady in trip, placing
the inoperable channel in tr 1 cause an initiation. In
this event, Required Action .3 would have to be met.
Required Action B.2.3 declarss the associated SPMS subsystem
inoperable and the corresponding LCOs are entered to
accomplish the Required Actions. The Completion Time of
1 hour is sufficient for plant operations personnel to
complete the Required Actions.

Condition C

Condition C applies to Suppression Pool Water Level--Low
Low, Timer and Manual Initiation functions in
Table 3.3.6.4-1.

Required Action C.1 allows I hour to ensure that each
function is cable of initiating SPMS subsystem (s) and their

(continued)

p (continued)
b
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SPMS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS components as required. A Note states that if initiation
(continued) capability is not established, the subsystem (s) must be

declared inoperable.

Required Action C.2.1 is the preferred action as it restores
the full functional capability of the SPMS.

If the in.op'erable channel (s) cannot be restored to OPERABLE
status . ired Action C.2.2 provides the option to declaree
the astsei subsystem (s) inoperable and the corresponding
LC06ere entered to accomplish the Required Actions. The
CMetion Tjme of I hour is sufficient for plant operations
pebtenne]stoNompletetheRequiredActions.

'WQY
Condition 0[ADVE i

Condition li. le to each one of the SPMS functions
presented in Tablp|3~.3.6.4.1,

.& .

RequiredAction4D.bveH,cff%ffbskihattherequiredactionshave
been initiated fdNthere syphortect systems declared
inoperable because of S helinoperability of the su) port
channel (s)withinaCc;plNtion:Timec'of I hour. T 1e
specified Completion Timi isduffici
personnel to make this v'eg+ ication.gt, for plant operationsD:;s

vp g
Required Action D.1 ensures that those iden'tified Required
Actions associated with supported systam pimpacted by the
inoperability of channel (s) associated;with e6ch SPMS
function have been initiated. This3anbeaccomplishedby
entering the supported systems LCOS"or independently as a
group of Required Actions that need to be initiated every
time Condition D is entered. [For this facility, the
identified supported systems' Required Actions associated
with each SPMS function are as follows:]

Required Action D.2 verifies that all required support or
supported features associated with the other channel (s) are
OPERABLE within a Completion Time of-1 hour. The specified
Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations personnel
to make this determination. If verification determines loss :
of functional capability, LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately
entered. However, if the support or supported feature LC0
takes into consideration the loss of function situation,
then LC0 3.0.3 may not need to be entered.

l
'

(continued)
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SPMS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

(A BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular function are found in
REQVIREMENTS Table 3.3.6.4-1. Most functions are subject to CHANNEL

CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CHANNEL CALIBRATION.
<

SR 3.3.6.4.1

Perfor. nance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a grost, failure of instrumontation has not occurred. A

CHECK is a comparison of the parameter indicated on
el to a similar )arameter on other channels. It is

ased the assumption t1at instrument citannels monitoring
~ the s pa ameter should read a) proximately the same value.

african .viations between tie two instrument channels
'b gicationofexcessiveinstrumentdriftinone

of the one W,ar even something more serious. CHANNEL
CHEWlMIUdetM gross channel failure, thus it is key to
verlffing the2Wstrumentation continues to operate properly
between eash) CHANNEL LIBRATION.

of Tp
Agreement cringlid, determined by the plant staff, basedi

onacombin'at1% e channel instrument uncertainties,
including isolati indicathn, and readability. If a

(' channel is outsi s e metshTcr';iteria, it.may be an
(' indication that

t Mut(ide Ior the signal processing
itter

equipment have dr f heir limit. If the channels
are within the mate riter'ik', it*t4 an indication that they3
are OPERABLE. If the channels arodseisally off-scale during
times when surveillances are regulyndRthe CHANNEL CHECK
will only verify that they arefoff-scal"e in the same
direction. Off-scale low curreht-loop channels are verified
to be reading at the bottom of the range and not failed
downscale.

The surveillance interval, about once every shift, is based
on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
channel failure. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
guarantees that undetected outright channel failure is
limited to 12 hours. Since the probability of two random
failures in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is low,
the CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective
function due to failure of redundant channels.

(continued)

(continued)

(O)v
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SPMS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

'

BA'ES (continued)

i s, 'LLANCE The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent
Rt. th EMENTS checks of channel operability during norml operational use

t ntinued) of the displays associated with the LCO required channels.

Thus, SR 3.3.6.4.1 ensures that an undetected loss of
function is extremely unlikely and that loss of redundancy
will be identified-in less than 12 hours.

1R 3.3 2L2
,%yn'x

.

A LF 10NAL TEST verifies the trip, interlock, and
'.

a functj s of the channel. The test inserts a
si lated. Met signal as close to the sensor an
pract(c ing (,ies required trip, interlocks, and

Where the @j(k;
alarms et e input is beyond the trip point.

9 e provisions for including sensors
in the CHMEL Al TEST, the test signal shall be
inserted at tha 't . "A found" and "as left" values for
bistable trip ' int orded. Bistable setpoints
must be found t ABLE VALUES specified in the
LCO. The differe the current "as found" and the
previous "as left" set it mu withia the drift
allowance used in the s int s. Recalibration of
the bistable setpoint or BILITY of an
otherwise functional co d ot meet these
criteria. However, repeat fail so same channel
over a small number of test intervals s e evaluated as
potentially indicating a deterministi which cannot
be corrected by recalibration. If a NNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST, the associated tr tting is di covered
to.be less conservative than the AL WABLE VALUE specified
in Table 3.3.6.1-1, the channel must be declared inoperable.

The Surveillance Frequency of 31 days is based on plant
operating experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and
drift, which demonstrates that failure of more than one
channel of a given function in any 31-day interval is a rc.re
event.

|
| SR 3.3.6.4.3

l The calibration of bistable trip units consists of a test to |

| determine the actual trip setpoints, and recalibration of
I the setpoint is necessary to ensure that it remains more-

conservative than the setpoint and the ALLOWABLE VALUE
i

(continued) j

(contined)
.
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SPMS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE specified in Table 3.3.6.4-1. The channel must be declared
REQUIREMENTS Inoperable if the setting is discovered to be less

(continued) conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE. If the trip setting
is discovered to be less conservative than accounted for in
the appropriate setpoint methodology but is not beyond the
ALLOWABLE VALUE, the channel is still considered OPERABLE.
Under these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to
be more conservative than accounted for in the appropriate
s int methodology.

(,(f,TheS . illance Frequency of every 31 days for 2 3.3.6.4.3
fisba 'on the same rationale given for SR ' 3.6.4.2,
K CHA # FV. 10NAL TEST. SR 3.3.6.4.2 and SR 3.3.6.4.3 are
k W 'PL,~gsimultaneously using a co'enon procedure.

SR dNA 4 i SR 3.3.6.4.5-

V wp
CHANNEL RATION i .a complete check of the instrument
channel . udin tector. The test verifies the
channel re's

'

ured parameter with the necessary
range and a ANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel

S adjusted to acco r insit,pument drift between successive
tests, to ensure th ment channel remains
operational with s nt in the assumptions of the

plant-specific set @Tre re 4rdedksi V ransmitter "as found"
and "as left" values used to verify drift
assumptions. For OPERABLE. channel NNEL CALIBRATION
shall find that measurement erro stable setpoints

,

errors are within the assumpt f the plant-specific '

setpoint analysis. Measurem rand setpoint error
determination and readjustmen 'must be performed consistent
with the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint
analysis.

Recalibration restores operability of ar otherwise
functioimi component found to have errors larger than
assumed by the setpoint analysis. HowcVer, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure which cannot be corrected
by recalibration.

Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent
laboratory-calibrated unit.

(continued)

V (continued)
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SPMS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

!

BASES (continued)

5URVEILLANCE The Surveillance frequency is based upon the assumption of a
REQUIREMENTS 92-day calibration interval, in the determination of the

(continued) magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

The 18-month Frequency was developed considering it was
prudent that these surveillances only be performed during a
plant outage. This was due to the plant conditions needed !

to perform the surveillance and the potential for unplanred
plant transients if the surveillance is )erformed with the

.

reacter at power. Operatir,g experience las shown these
components usually pass the surveillance when performed cn
the ; 18-month'. , Frequency.y

$1/6.d %g% I

-

SR

performancsC @of a LOGIC; SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates
Y.

the OPERABillTY 'ofjthe' required actuation logic for a
specific channel ^.V The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST tests
alllogiccomponents_(eg4allrelaysandcontacts, trip
units, solid-state 14pic ' elements) of a logic circuit, from
sensor up to the ' actuated Wvice.4 This test overlaps other

fr # j#(g"of,the assumed safety>

testin Itests to provide completeg
p 'Qfunction,

w
The 18-month Frequency was| developed considering it was
prudent that these surveillances only bb@rformed during a ,

plant outage. This was due to the plantteenditions needed
to perform the surveillance and the pot %Wtinh for unplanned
plant transients if the surveillanceT 3erfdrmed with the
reactor at power. Operating experienta las shown these
components usually pass the surveillance when performed on
the 18-month Frequency.

SR 3.3.6.4.7

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed on the manual SPMS
actuation circuitry, de-energizing relays and providing
manual actuation of the function.

This test verifies that the trip push buttons and manual !

initiation inhibits function as designed. The 18-month
Frequency was developed considering it was prudent that
these surveillances only be performed during a plant outage. |

This was due to the plant conditions needed to perform the

(continued)

(continued)

I
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SPMS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.4

i

!

BASES (continued)

;

!
SVRVEILLANCE Surveillance and the potential for unplanned plant
REQUIREMENTS transients if the Surveillance is performed with the reactor

(continued) at power. Operating experience has shown these components
,

. usually pass the Surveillance when performed on' the 18-month
! Frequency.
i

A
REFERENCES 1&;t;;[UnitName)FSAR,Section(6),"(Title)."

it Name), "[ Plant-Specific Setpoint Methodology.]"
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Relief and LLS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.5

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATIONs

B 3.3.6.5 Relief and Low Low Set (LLS) Instrumentation

BASES
.. .

BACKGROUND The safety / relief valves (S/RVs) prevent overpressurization
of the Nuclear Steam System. This LCO covers the
in"trumentation t0 support two MODES of SRV operation--the

% function (all valves) and the LLS function (selected

k:Lx' The r f d LLS logic and instrumentation is designed to
ffects of )ostulated thrust loads on the

and the"
'y %1ve disc 1arge lines ($/RVDLs) loads on theated high-frequency pressureeffec; o

cong a small- or intermediata-break
accident (LOCA) by preventing multipleloss %f-co v

actuattorpj the S/ subsequent to their initial
actuatioyrThi n, will reduce or prevent- the
discharge containment and suppression pool '

structures ki rom s sequent S/RV actuations. The

p' discharge loads $ subs t actuations tend to be higher'

due to the conder io ed steam in the SRVDL, which
(b results in a higf g the SRVDL and, hence,

larger thrust loac s ue tuations. In addition,
the warmer steam-ai ixtu in t RVDL results in higher
pressure air bubbles in the suppr pool and, therefore,
increased containment loads on . t actuations,

&f
UponanyS/RVactuation,the%LSlogicassignspreset
opening and reclosing setpoints to six preselected S/RVs.
These setpoints are selected to override the normal
setpoints such that the LLS-controlled S/RVs will stay open
longer, thus releasing more steam (energy) to the
suppression pool, and hence more energy (and time) to be
required for repressurization and subsequent S/RV openings.
The LLS logic increases the time between (or prevents)
subsequent actuations to allow the high water leg created
from the initial S/RV opening to return to (or fall below)
its normal water level, thus reducing thrust loads from
subsequent actuations to with their design limits. In,

' addition, the LLS is designed to limit S/RV subsequent
actuations to one valve, so that containment loads will also
be reduced.

(continued)

Q (continued)
O
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Relief and LLS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.5

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND The LLS logic consists of two trip systems, with one channel
(continued) in each division, for a total of two channels. In order for

a LLS channel to actuate, the arming logic must first be
satisfied. The LLS logic is armed from the existing
pressure sensors of any of the normal relief setpoint
groups. The LLS logic is similar to that used for the S/RV
relief function (that is, two trip systems of LLS logic. A
and B, are.provided, either of which can actuate the LLS
S/RVspp[anergizingtheassociatedsolenoid-operatedpilot
valvet," The1LLS logic is enabled and sealed in upon initial
S actuatieg.

ThhrmactobIeasIdomepressurearmingpermissivesignal
inputtito"thetese mt. of-three taken twice logic for LLS
opening andrene-outyntwo logic for LLS reclosing. This
arrangementipreventsrsingle failures within the trtnsmitter
or trip unit porpens"of the LLS circuitry from causing a
spurious S/RV ing once Abe arming logic is enabled, and
from causing ( /RV totepen y open after reactor pressure
has decreased btdycelg3(tsetpoint.g

CCy gg A

}ff WQ
APPLICABLE The relief and LLS instfu nd$designedtoprevent
SAFETY ANALYSES overpressurization of the $4te&W6that margins of safety in he corMinmeh%ystem and to ensureNesign are

retained and that the primary containmentletsign basis is
met. .g

Relief and LLS instrumentation sat (g+yV Ap'afles Criterion 3 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement.

.-

LC0 The LC0 requires OPERABILITY of sufficient LLS
instrumentation to provide adequate assurance of
successfully accomplishing the LLS function to mitigate the
postulated thrust-load concern of subsequent S/RV actuation
during small-break LOCA events, assuming any single failure
within the LLS circuitry. Individual measurement channels
and the associated bistable trip unit are considered .'

OPERABLE when the following conditions are satisfied:

(continued)

(continued)

O
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Relief and LLS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.5

BASES (continued)

LC0 1. All channel components necessary to provide an
(continued) actuation signal are functional and in service;

2. Channel measurement uncertainties are known (via test,
analysis, or design information) to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint calculations; and ;

3. A Required surveillance testing is current and has
,4Weemonstrated performance wit |11n each surveillance
f % t's acceptance criteria.

y y i

*( l Only ALADWABLE VALUES are specified for each in the LCO.
kNominal trip)setpoints are specified in the plant-specific
\setpoint< calculations. The nominal setpoints are selected

to ensurelthe'setpoints monitored by the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TESI$ Ao' net enceed the ALLOWABLE VALUE if the bistable is
perhirmingiaf tequired. Operation with a tri) setpoint less
consurvattveithan the,cominal trip setpoint, )ut within.its
ALLOVABLt1ALUE,,44? ' ptable provided that the operation
and te:itihg Asfeensi ni with the assumptions of the
plant-speciffe'ett fit calculations. Each ALLOWABLE VALVE
specified is more servattee than the analytical limitO assumed in trans andvikt analysis in order to
account for inst ent(gutertaim ies appropria*,e to the
trip function. ThegeltmcM,ainth are defined in the
plant-specific setpotht ana5ysis K 1).

As
Instrument air must be availabletF1$t LLS valves to be
OPERABLE. If instrument air fitis, the* LLS valve (s) are
considered inoperable and the conditions relevant to that
function are entered. In addition to the instrument air
system, accumulators are provided with sufficient capacity
to cycle the LLS valves for the total number of cycles
required by the safety analysis.

[For this facility, an OPERABLE relief and LLS trip system
for arming, actuating, and reclosing S/Rs is composed of the
following:]

[For this facility, the basis for relief and LLS tr y system
arming, actuating, and reclosing S/RV ALLOWABLE VALUEF is as
follows:]

(continued)

(continued)
,Q
b
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Relief and LLS Instrumentation
| B 3.3.6.5

BASES (continued)

LCO [For this facility, the following support systems in
(continued) addition to the instrument air system are required to be

OPERABLE to ensure LLS instrumentation OPERABILITY:]|

[For this facility, those required sup) ort systems which,
upon their failure, do not result in tle LLS instrumentation'-

being declared inoperable and their justification are as
follows:)A.,

p'm

((Fo
sfMility,thesupportedsystemsimpactedbythe

i hbi!itfoftheLLSinstrumentationandthe
ificat ether or not each supported system isj

gg ;'ofde re as follows:]

$$$..TheLLSiI5trumehtaN,&APPLICABILITY on is required to be OPERABLE in
MODE 1, and in.H WES 2 and A when the reactor steam dome
pressure is > 450 psige# K e ese operating modes,
considerable entCgirittsdjel the Nuclear Steam System and
theS/RVsmaybeMeddte])rovidepressurerelief. If the
S/RVs are needed, then% LLS. ion is required to
ensurethattheprimargj%nta ign basis is

i maintained. In MODES hande e . tor coolant
temperatureis<200'F;ti$W ur . ief is not
required and hence relief ind LL 'nstr tation is not
required.

'

A Note is added to provide clarificad en that for this LCO,
Condition A and Condition B shallhtreated as an entity
with a single Completion Time. "

ACTIONS An LLS trip system is inoperable when any channel in the
trip system does not satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for
the channel's function. These criteria are outlined in the
LC0 section of the Bases. The most common cause of channel
inoperability is outright failure or drlft of the bistable
or process module sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed
by the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the
drift is found to be small and results in a delay of
actuation rather than a total loss of function.

(continued)

| (continued)

O
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Relief and LLS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Detemination of setpoint drift is generally made during the
(continued) performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the instrument

is set up for adjustment to bring it within specification.
If the trip setpoint is less conservative than the ALLOWABLE
VALUE, the channel must be declared inoperable immediately,
and the appropriate Conditions must be entered immediately.

Condition A

.n A applies to one required trip system inoperable,
y

U
# &~

Na '

ure of any existing reactor steam domes

prest nst nt channel or any instrument channel
prog j ning and closing pressure setpoints in one
trip yste not prevent the associated S/RV from
performi s LLS f tion, 7 days is provided to restore a
trip sy to status. Required Action A.1 1.s the
preferre e it restores the full functionel
capability funcgn.

/O The 7-day Comple i Ti sidered appropriate for
#

Q S/RVs that perfoi t. fun n because of the
redundancy of sens '_ a le rovide initiation
signals and the redt dancy the design. Any two of
the six LLS S/RVs trip units are to perform the LLS
function. Because of this des h S function is only
vulnerable to single failure wo LLS S/RVs areinoperable in the different- systems or inoperable S/RVs
are associated with different e ectrical divisions. The
7-day Completion Time is considered reasonable because the

: probability of multiple LLS instrumentation channel
failures or a DC power system failure that renders the-

remaining LLS trip system S/RVs inoperable (worst-case
scenario) occurring together with an event requiring the LLS
function-(e.g., a small-break LOCA) during the 7-day
interval is very low.

Condition B>

Condition B applies to Required Actions and associated
Completion Times of Condition A not met or two required trip
systems inoperable.

(continued)

() (continued)
V
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Relief and LLS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2
(continued)

If the ino>erable trip system were not restored to OPERABLE
status wit 11n 7 days per Condition A, or if two required
trip systems are inoperable, then this action requires the
plant be placed in a MODE or other specified condition in
which the LCO does not apply. Required Action B.) requires
taking the plant to MODE 3 within 12 hours. Action B.2
requi cing reactor steam dome pressure to
s (1 ppsig in 36 hours (24 additional hours). The
C ion T me is based on operating experience in
c 'rolledf0fuctionsinpower,toreachMODE3inan

%y menner and|without challenging plant systems.lor

[ondition Cu I y %
qw

D
cf kN )N

Condition'C is applicable to each one of the LLS
instrumentation (trip systems.

L 1 and C.2

RequiredActionC.1vEdffskthat7theRequiredActionshave
been initiated for those; support &d; systems declared
inoperable because of t h inoperability of the support trip
systeta(s) within a Completion Time of"Ifhour. The specified
Completion Time is sufficient for' plant' operation personnel
to make this determination. /A

f|f Q>
Required Action C.1 ensures that thoseddentified
Required Actions associated with sypported systems impacted
by the inoperability of trip system (s) associated with each
relief and iLS instrumentation have been initiated. This
can be accomplished by entering the supported systems LCOs
independently or as a group of Required Actions that need to
be initiated every time Condition C is entered. [For this
facility, the identified supported systems Required Actions
associated with each relief and LLS instrumentation trip
system are as follows:)

Required Action C.2 verifies that all required support or
supported features associated with the other redundant trip
system (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour.
The specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant

(continued)

(continted)

O
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Relief and LLS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.5

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS operations personnel to make this determination. If

(continued) verification determines loss of functional capability,
LC0 3.0.3, must be immediately entered. However, if the
support or supported feature LCO takes into consideration
the loss of function situation, then LC0 3.0.3 may rat need
to be entered.

%

SURVEI'. LANCE the following SRs are required for both Relief and
REQUIREMENTS LS t systems.

NRd(684%wp q

AC,i FUN NAL TEST verifies the trip, interlock, and
alam f the channel. The test inserts a
simuh ted 'ual signal as close to the sensor as
practica Jendver s required trip, interlocks, and
alarms tio input is beyond the trip point.
Where th e provisions for including sensors
in the CH NAL T;ST, the test signal shall be
inserted at that'- t. Nound" and "as left" values for

(~js bistable trip se nnts rded. Bistable setpoints
g' must be found wi 1n wl0 VALUES specified in the

LCO. The differen '
tpointdmu(stin th rrent "as found" and the

previous "as left" within the drift
allowance used in the setpoint an Recalibration of.

the bistable setpoint restores . ILITY of an
otherwise functional compone t at do s not meet these

over a small number of test I(ntervals should be evaluated as
criteria. However, repeated 11ures of the same channel

potentially indicating a deterministic failure which cannot
be corrected by recalibration.

The Surveillance Frequency of 31 days is based on plant
operating experience with regard to channel OPERABILITY and
drift which demonstrates'that failure of more than one
channel of a given function in any 31-day interval is a rare
event.

[SR 3.3.6.5.2]

The calibration of bistable trip units consists of a test to
determine the actual trip setpoints, and recalibration of

(continued)

(continued)

u ;
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Relief and LLS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.5

BASES (continued)
|

SURVEILLANCE the setpoint is necessary to ensure that it reoains more l

REQUIREMENTS conservative than the setpoint and the ALLOWABLE VALUE. The

(continued) channel must be declared inoperable if the setting is
discovered to be less conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE.
If the trip setting is discovered to be less conservative i

than accounted for in the appropriate set)oint methodology ;
'

but is not beyond the ALLOWABLE VALUE, tie channel is still
considered.0PERABLE. Under these conditions, the setpoint
must befreadjusted te be more conservative than accounted
forjalthe"agropriate setpoint methodology.
Tdbrveill ef31%calibr~atien,requency is based upon the assumption of aMnterval in the determination of the
magn 1tude if $pment drift in the setpoint analysis.

SR 3.3.6 '( g
CHANNEL CALIBR6T MN is a c lete check of the instrument
channel including" the The test verifies the.

channel respondi.ta7 ein red parameter with the
s

necessary range a t CHANNEL CAllBRATION leaves.

the channel adjusted t'B oun nstrument drift between
successive tests, to e et instrument channel
remains operational wi e ointhithintheassumptions"

of the plant-specific set srs Transmitter
"as found" and "as lef t" ues rec and used to
verify drift assumptions. For OPERABL els,
CHANNEL CAllBRATION shall find that m pterrorsand
bistable setpoints errors are with asstmptions of the
plant-specific retpoint analysis. surement and setpoint
error determination and readjustmen must be performed
consistent with the assumptions of the plant-specific
setpoint analysis.

Recalibration restores operability of an otherwisa
functional component found to have errors larger than
assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure which cannot be corrected
by recalibration.

Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent
laboratory-calibrated unit.

(continued)

(continued)
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Relief and LLS Instrumentation
B 3.3.6.5

O
V BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE The Surveillance Frequency is based u)on the assumption of
REQUIREMENTS an 18-month calibration interval in t1e determination of the

(continued) magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

IR 3.3.6.5A

Performance of a LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates
t ERABILITY o'f the required actuation logic. The LOGIC

UNCTIONAL TEST tests all logic components (e.g., all
d contact, trip units, solid-state logic elements)

fa c circuit, from sensor up to the actuated device.
A No as en added which modifies the SR to emphasize the

t valve actuation may not be excluded in the
is Surveillance. For this facility, the

sys t testing performed for S/RVs in LC0 3.4.3,
LC 3.6.1.8 overlaps thir, test to provide
com te of the assumed safety function.

The 18- Fr as developed considering it was
prudent illances only be performed during a
plant outa s du o the plant conditions needed
to perform the llan the potential for unplanned

gO plant transients th ance is aerformed with the
reactor at power e ience las shown these
components usually ur lance when performed on
the 18-month Frequen .

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name), "[ Plant-S i Set int Analysis]."
--
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CRFA Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

8 3.3.7.1 Control Room Fresh Air (CRFA) Instrumentation

BASES

The Control Room Fresh Air (CRFA)lly controlled environment
instrumentation isBACKGROUND

designed to provide a radiologica
to. ensure the habitability of the control room for the
r,afetysof operators under all plant conditions. Two

d independent CRFA instrumentation subsystems are each capable
/J by itself of fulfilling the stated function. The

$F instroentation and controls for the CRFA System provide
t warning to(the operators of ony abnormal operating

(transiente,and automatically initiate action to isolate or
press # tite the main control room (MCR) to minimize the
consequences of radioactive material in the control room
environment W

la# ,,,

in the event ofA'leashf-coolant accident (LOCA) signal or
MCR air-ihtaKMgh+adiation signal, the CRFA System is
automatica11y'startaC ThejiCR air is then recirculated
through the charoOITfilter
drawn in through the nomp1" pend sufficient outside air is4take to keep the MCR slightly

O
f

4pressurized with espectile the turbine building. Redundant
differential pressugewitches d' rovided to sense the
differential pressurb between the' and the surrounding
turbine building. When the CRFA is operating in the
pressurization mode, these switc ide an alarm in the
MCR if the differential pres A s-lo t.

The channels and logic circuits for each CRFA subsystem are
physically and electrically separated to preclude the
possibility that a sincie event would prevent operation of i

the system as designed.

APPLICABLE The ability of the CRFA System to maintain the habitability
SAFETY ANALYSES of the MCR is explicitly assumed for certain accidents as

discussed in the FSAR safety analyses (Ref.1). CRFA'

operation ensures the radiation exposure of control room
personnel, through the duration of any one of the postulated
accidents, does not exceed the limits set by GDC 19 of
10 CFR 50, Appendix A.

(continued)

( (continued)

'
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CRFA Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

BASES (continued)

. APPLICABLE CRFA instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
| SAFETY ANALYSES Interim Policy Statement.

(continued)

l LCO The LCO requires OPERABILITY of sufficient CRFA
l instru tion to ensure habitability of the control room
I under t conditions. The OPERABILITY of the
| ind instrumentation function is confirmed
'

suc ful completion of required surveillance
I

: L ECKS, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS, LOGIC
SY N , and CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS. Individual
meas e nd the associated bistable trip units
are considq when the following conditions are
satisfieda1k

1. All channo$albm onen ecessary '.o provide an
isolatioQtgn tional and in service;

2. Channel meas ertai ties are known via test,
analysis, or des nfo to be within the
assumptions of th t lations; and

3. Required surveillan is rent and has
demonstrated perform 'ce witnn ea rveillance
test's acceptance criteria.

ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for CRFA function in the
LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are fled in the plant-
specific setpoint calculations. T ese nominal setpoints are
selected to ensure the setpoint measurements by CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TESTS do not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALVE if the,

l bistable is performing as required. Operation with a trip
i setpoint that is less conservative than the nominal trip

setpoint, but within its ALLOWABLE VALUE, is acceptable
provided that operation and testing is consistent with the
assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint calculations.
Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified is more conservative than the

I analytical limit assumed in the transient and accident
i analysis to account for instrument uncertainties appro)riate

to the function. These uncertainties are defined in t1e
Plant-Specific Setpoint Methodology (Ref. 3).

'

(continued)

(continued)1
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CRFA Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

) BASCS (continued)

LCO The CRFA instrumentation consists of functions with inputs
(continued) from various monitored parameters that cause actuations of

the initiation logic. The Bases for the CRFA
instrumentation functions are:

1. Rejetor Vessel Water level--Low low. Level 2

g) Low reactor vessel water level indicates that the
in ability to cool the fuel may be threatened. A low

Y ctor vessel water-level signal could indicate a
y and will automatically actuate the CRFA System,
s

e essel water level signals are initiated from
fo , transmitters that are arranged on two sets

ar taps that come from two physically
.gftep ed (cations. Four channels of Reactor Vessel

'

Water 4he --Low Low, level 2 function are available;
tw thnels p ip system are required to be

! OP .E that a single failure will not
pre tive action. (For this facility,
the c is c figured as follows:) The
ALLOWABLE for eactor Vessel Water Level--O Low Low, Le 2 be the same as for the

d Emergency C S (ECCS) Level 2
.

initiation in 1, '. CS Instrumentation".

Bases, s

b
ERAB >E in MODES 1, 2, 3,The Reactor Vessel Water Low, Level 2--

function is required to,
. or operations with aand during CORE ALTERA

potential for draining t e reactor vessel (0PDRVs) to
ensure that the control roorn personnel are protected
during OPDRVs for a radioactivity release or for a
LOCA. In H0 DES 4 and 5, at all times other than
during CORE ALTERATIONS or OPDRVs, the probability of
a vessel draindown event 981ng radiocctive
material into the environmeni, or a LOCA is minimal;
therefore, the Control Room Ventilation Radiation--
High function provides adequate protection,

i 2. Drywell pressure--Hiah

High pressure in the drywell could indicate a break
in the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB). A
high drywell pressure signal could indicate a LOCA and

(continued)

(continued)
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CR7A Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

BASES (continued)

LCO will automatically initiate the CRFA System in the
(continued) pressurization mode.

Drywell Pressure--High signals are initiated from
pressure transmitters that sense the pressure at
various different locations in the drywell. The
transmitters are located outside the drywell. Four
channels of Drywell Pressure--High function are
available; two channels per trip system are required

ekt>e 0PF,RABLE to ensure that a single failure will
4 rFor this

'O"piot prevent the protective action.faciljtly2 the channel logic is configured as follows:)
'%y J;v M

'The:ALLOWABL M ALUE for Drywell pressure is set to be
the saas'es the4LOWABLE VALUE for Reactor Protection
System (RP5)sDrpell Pressure-- High scram,

LCO 3:3.1.1)@?llP5 Instrumentation" Bases.+ p
The Drywell Pressure- 4Hgh trip function is required
to be OPERABLE 3(a:MDbE$rl, 2, and 3 to ensure that
control room' personnel?are protected during a LOCA.
In MODES 4 and 5,'t W reactorlis depressurized; thus,
a LOCA will not rpult in/ pressurization of the
drywell. V &, e i %*gk#

3. ControlRonmVentilationRadiitionManitors
41

The Control Room Ventilation Radiatibn%nitors
measure radiation levels exterterto the inlet ducting
of the MCR. A high radiation;)evel may pose a threat
to MCR personnel and thus a detector indicating this
condition automatically signals to initiate the CRFA
System.

Control Room Ventilation Radiation Monitors are
assumed to be OPFRABLE and capable of automatically
initiating the CRFA.

The Control Rcom Ventilation Radiation Monitoring
function uses a system that consists of two
independent monitors and channels. Either channel
will initiate the CRFA System in the pressurization
mode. Two channels of Control Room Ventilation
Radiation Monitors are available and are required to
be OPERABLE to ensure that a single failure will not

(continued)

(continued)
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CRFA Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

,

BASES (continued)

|

LCO arevent the protective action. The ALLOWABLE VALUE is I

(continued) ligh enough to prevent spurious actuation of the CRFA
'

System but low enough to ensure the protection of
control room personnel.

1 The Control Room Ventilation Radiation Monitoring I
function is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, i

> and during CORE ALTERATIONS, OPORVs, and during

[Q vement of irradiated fuel or loads over irradiated
off ' 1 in the primary or secondhry containment to ensure
y protection of control room personnel.

i s, fe"%Ifpr%iredip $111ty, the following support systems areW OPERABLE to ensure CRFA instrumentation

OPERASidTY:)M)Nd
617 W

(fotithisfacility,thoserequiredsupportsystemswhich,
upon theirJfeilure,,de,not result in the CRFA

justificat{ev $ declared inoperable and their
instrumentation,bst

ani pt astWilows:)
hV 3

(for this facill vthe supper.ted systems impacted by the
inoperability of A inst,rbmentation and the justification4

!' of whether or nokjeachisupported; system is declared
; inoperable are as fellews!)y V(.' y x

/ W Q %.
APPLICABILITY Refer to Table 3.3.7.1-1 for the specific Applicabilitys

requirements of each function.' The Bases for Applicability
requirements are discussed ori a function-by-function basis
in the LC0 Section.

A Note is added to provide clarification that for this LCO,
each function specified in Table 3.3.7.1-1 shall be treated
as an independent entity with an independent Completion
Time.

ACTIONS In order for a facility to take credit for topical reports
for the basis for justifying Completion Times, topical
reports should be supported by an NRC Staff Safety
Evaluation Report that establishes the acceptability of each
topical report for that facility.

'

(continued)

(continued)
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CRfA Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A protection function is inoperable when it does not satisfy
(continued) the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function. These

criteria are outlined for each function in the LC0 section
of the bases. The most common cause of channel
inoperability is outright failure or drift of the bistable
or process module sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed

' by the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the
drift is ,found to be small and results in a delay of
actuat ther than a total loss of function.
Det f setpoint drift is generally made during the
p ance a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, when the )rocess
i ument et p for adjustment to bring it wit 11n
s) .icgi . e trip setpoint is less conservative
t1an KLOM UE in Table 3.3.7.1-1, the channel

n able immediately, and the appropriate
must be dec{nt
Condition ({ 1 .3.7.1-1 must be entered imme iately.

In the event a ca n nel's t set)oint is found
nonconservativfwith

'

o tie ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
transmitter,init signal processing electronics,
or bistable is fo le, en all affected functions
)rovided by that chann st ared inoperable and the
C0 Condition entered the. r protection function

affected. .f

Condition A
- k

Condition A is applicable to each of 3.3.7.1-1
functions.

Required action A.1 allows I hour ensure that each
function maintains trip capability for each trip system.

With a channel of the instrumentation inoperable in a trip
system, the trip system is still capable of performing its
intended function, provided the other channel of the same
function is still OPERABLE. [ Note: this assumes a one-out-
of-two actuation logic for each train.)

Required Action A.2 directs entry to all other Conditions
referenced in Table 3.3.7.1-1. The applicable Condition
specified in the table is function dependent. Each time an
inoperable channel is discovered, Condition A is entered and
the Required Action of the appropriate subsequcnt Condition
is taken. The 1-hour Completion Time is sufficient for

(continued)

(continued)
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CRFA Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS plant operations personnel to complete Required Actions A.1
(continued) and A.2.

[ondition B

Condition B applies to the failure of a single channel of
reactor water level 2, a function that is common to the ECCS
fu ton, For this facility, a Completion Time of 24 hours

on the justification provi6ed in Reference 2.

/ equi Action B.1 is the preferred action because it
functional capability of the function.rest ,f

,

e .B.2 allows the inoperable channel (s) to be
placet ri This Required Action is modified by a Note
tha @ Action does not apply if it results in
CRFA%ctua If a channel in one trip system becomes
inoperab en one ore channels in the opposite system
are air in cing the inoperable channel in trip
will ini System. Required Action B.2 is not
intended t ine ary actuation. In this event,
Required Action ul to be met. If the inoperable

O channel (s) are n es ERABLE status or placed in
trip within the ition E should be entered.,

Condition C

Condition C applies to the fai ingle channel of
Drywell Pressure--High, a fu tha is common to the RPS
function. For this facilit Completion Time of 12 hours
is based on the justificatio provided in Reference 4.

Required Action C.1 is the preferred action because it
restores full functional capability to the function.

Alternatively, Required Action C.2 allows the inoperable
channel (s) to be placed in trip. A Note has been added in
the Required Action under C.2 to clarify that this Required
Action is only applicable if placing the inoperable
channel (s) in trip would not initiate the CRFA System.
Required Action C.2 is not intended to force an unnecessary
actuation. In this e'.ent, Required Action C.1 would have to
be met or Required Action E would have to be entered.

(continued)

(continued) ,

|
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CRFA Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition D
(entinued)

Condition D applies to the failure of radiation instrument
functions. For this facility, a Com)1etion Time of 6 hours
is based on the consideration that tie Control Room
Ventilation Radiation Monitor is the primary success path in
DBA or transient analyses. Required Action D.1 is the
preferred / action because it restores the full functional
capabilitytef the fur.. tion. Alternatively, Action D 2
allosthe ipnperable channei(s) to be placed in trip. A
Nop'Ms bees |6dded in Required Action D.2 to clarify that

'

|

thi's Required Action is only applicable if placing the
inoperable'fchannells) in trip would not initiate the CRFA
System.x'Reduired Action D.2 is intended to force an ;

unnecessary.cactuation h in this event, Required Action D.1 I

would havette'beitetcor Required Action E would have to be
entered. V pp V

gg[y.ff)
'

Condition.E
s6n

The associated CRFA'ssbsystem must, be declared inoperable if
Required Actions of Cohditions Ar t, C, or D are not met and
associatedCompletionTisesareestnetwithinIhour. The
Completion Time of immediatelyLrecognited the fact that
Condition F in the limit < address.es cc410te failure of the
CRFA function. V V Q

MN%)Condition F
fy

Condition F is applicable to each enk"of the CRFA
instrumentation functions presented in Table 3.3.7.1-1.

Required Action F.1 verifies that the Required Actions have
been initiated for those supported systems that are declared
inoperable because of the inoperability of the support
channel (s) within a Completion Time of I hour. The
specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant operations
personnel to make this verification.

Required Action F.1 ensures that those identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of channel (s) associated with each CRFA
instrumentation function have been initiated. This can be
accomplished by entering the supported systems LCOs
independently or as a group of Required Actions that need to

(continued)

(continued)

-
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CRFA Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS be initiated every time Condition F is entered. (Forthis
(continued) facility, the identified supported systems Required Actions

associated with each CRFA instrumentation function are as
follows:) !

Required Action F.2 verifies that all required support or
supported features associated with the other redundant
chtspel(s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of I hour.
Dei ~ cified Completion Time is sufficient for plant
f s personnel to make this verification. If

efbeperaerift ion determines loss of functional capability,
k LCO 3 3 must be immediately entered. However, if the

% support opisupported feature LCO takes into consideration
''4the losvof finction situation, then LC0 3.0.3 may not need

to betontered M
SV %?%by

the SR colwteMCFMkhtrumentation function are found in
TheSRsfSURVEILLANCE ny.

ahle/3.3.7.1-1 for that function. AllREQUIREMENTS
functions a M sgW e@D to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TEST,CHANNELCALIWTIONgandLOGICSYSTEMFUNCTIONALTEST.

kjh b ,.

In order for a facijfth 15take'$fedit for Topical Reports
for the basis for ju~stifying'Survet)1.ance Frequencies,

Topical Reports should be supported %[an NRC Staff SafetyEvaluation Report that establishes the ecceptability of each
Topical Report for that faciH tyF

w"
SR 3.3.7.1.1

Performance of the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that a gross failure of instrumentation has not occurred. A
CHANNEL CHECK is a comparison of the indicated parameter for
one instrument channel to a similar parameter on other-
channels. It is based on the assumption that instrument
channels monitoring the same parameter should read
approximately the same value. Significant deviations
between the two instrument channels could be an indication
of excessive instrument drift in one of the channels or
something even more serious. CHANNEL. CHECK will detect
gross channel failure; thus, it is the key to verifying that
the instrumentation continues to operate properly between
each CHANNEL CALIBRATION. The high radiation monitoring-

(continued)

(continued)
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CRFA Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

BASES (continued)
_

SURVEILLANCE instrumentation should be compared to similar plant
REQUIREMENTS instruments located throughout the plant. If the

(continued) radiation monitor uses keep-alive sources or check sources
that are OPERABLE from the control room, the CHANNEL CHECK
should also note the detector's response to these sources.

Agreement criteria are determined by the plant staff based
on a comhination of the channel instrument uncertainties,

cha n$ g16plation, indication, and readability.includie If a

is ide the match criteria, it may be an
i cation i either the transmitter or the signal

essing g ipm nt has drifted outside its limit. If the
chawnels art 'with the match criteria, it is an indication
thatWehanp41F s0PERABLE. If the channels are
normally offJo hle ng times when Surveillances are
required,gthe'CMERCHECK will verify only that they are
off-scale ih theWese> direction. Off-scale low current-loop

rld ed to be ading at the bottom of the
channels are vjai' ed j,range and not .

The Surveillance bout nce every shift, is based
on operating experiene td rates the rarity of
channel failure. Beca 'the ty of two random
failures in redundant n a 2-hour period is low,
the CHANNEL CHECK minimiz bgne loss of protective
function due to failure o eduncMt ch s. Thus,
performance of the CHANNEL CHECK guaran hat undetected
overt channel failure is limited to 1 The CHANNEL
CHECK supplements less formal, but "freq nt checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal ational use of the
displays associated with the LCO required channels.

SR 3.3.7.1.2

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST verifies the OPERABILITY of the
trip, interlock, and alarm functions of the channel. The
test inserts a simulated or actual signal as close to the
sensor as practicable and verifies required trip,
interlocks, and alarms function when the input is beyond the
trip point. Where the design has made provisions for
including sensors in the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the test
signal shall be inserted at that point. The *as found" and
"as left" values for bistable trip setpoints are recorded.
Bistable setpoints must be found to be within the ALLOWABLE,

| VALUES specified in the LCO. The difference between the

(continued)

(continued)
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CRFA Instrumentation l

B 3.3.7.1
l

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE current "as found" and the previous 'as left" setpoints must
REQUIREMENTS be within the drift allowance used in the setpoint analysis.

(continued) Recalibration of the bistable setpoint restores the
OPERABILITY of an otherwise functional component that does
not meet these criteria. However, repeated failures of the
same channel over a small number of test intervals should be
evaluated as potentially indicating a deterministic failure
t scannot be corrected by recalibration,

g the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST, the associated trip
etti s discovered to be less conservative than the

ALLO V UE specified in Table 3.3.7.1-1, the channel
d inoperable. (For this facility, the basis

nce Frequency, once every 31 days, is as
foll

AN in clarifies that this surveillance does not
require adiati tectors to be included in the
CHANNEL Tl because of the difficulty of
injectin signal at the detectors. The
OPERABIL T on de ctors is demonstrated by the
CHANNEL CALIBRA nd red by the CHANNEL CHECK.

V SR 3.3.7.1.3

The basis for a CHA L FU ONA T was previously
discussed in SR 3.3.7.1.2.

If, during the CHANNEL FUNCT EST the associated trip
setting is discovered to be conservative than the
ALLOWABLE VALUE specified in able 3.3.7.1-1, the channel
must be declared inoperable. For this facility, the basis
for the Surveillance Frequency (, once every'92) days, is the

.

!

reliability analysis of References 2 and 4.,

SR 3.3.7.1.4

The calibration of bistable trip units consists of a test to
I determine the actual trip setpoints, and recalibration of the

setpoint is necessary to ensure that it remains more
conservative than the setpoint and the ALLOWABLE VALUE
specified in Table 3.3.7.1-1. The channel must be declared
inoperable if the setting is discovered to be less
conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALUE. If the trip setting,

'

is discovered to be less conservative than accounted for in

(continued)

Q (continued)
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CRFA Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE the appropriate setpoint methodology but is not beyond the
,

REQUIREMENTS ALLOWABLE VALVE, the channel is still considered OPERABLE.
(continued) Under these conditions, the setpoint must be readjusted to be

more conservative than accounted for in the appropriate
setpoint methodology.

For this facility, the Surveillance Frequency is based on
the assumptions of a 92-day calibration interval in the
determination of the magnitude of equipment drift in the
setpoint" analysis,

fD 3 . 3 . T@. f. 5 ,N|$p

h| N ALI ON is a complete check of the instrument
the detector. The test verifies that the

channel including 'eithe measured parameter with the necessarychannebresponds,t
range and accbracy. CHANNEL CAllBRATION leaves the channel
adjusted to, account for , instrument drift between successive

operationel h(tkties:s%|IRAlnstrument channel remains
tests, to can,ure th64t

espe' int within the assumptions of the
pl ant-specific ssetteigt'analysjs. Transmitter "as found" and
"as left" values are.vedordediand used to verify drift
assumptions. For OPERABLF channels, CHANNEL CAllBRATION
shall find that meassfementierrors[4nd bistable setpoint
errorsarewithinthea$sspt(tosdiftheplant-specific
setpoint analysis. Mea ^turement>'and setpoint error
determination and readjustment must be0phrformed consistent
with the assumptions of the plant ,specif%setpoint analysis.

Af
Recalibration restores OPERABIMTrof an otherwise functional
component that is found to have ~ errors larger than those
assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated failures
of the same channel over a relatively small number of test
intervals must be considered as potentially indicating a
deterministic failure that cannot be corrected by
recalibration.

Field transmitters may be calibrated in place, removed and
calibrated in a laboratory, or replaced with an equivalent,
laboratory calibrated, unit.

The Surveillance Frequency is based on the assumption of an
18-month calibration interval in the determination of the
magnitude of equipment drift in the setpoint analysis.

(continued)

(continued)
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CRFA Instrumentation
B 3.3.7.1

'

BASES (continued)
'

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.3.7.1.6
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every
18 months. Performance of a LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST
demonstrates the OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic
for a specific channel. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNC110NAL TEST
tests all logic components (e.g., all relays and contacts,
til trip units, and solid-state logic elements) of a logic

jptecuit,fromthesensoruptotheactuateddevice. (For

P..
th facility, the system functional testing performed in
LC L7.5 " Main Condenser Offgas," overlaps this test to
pp de co,mplete testing of the assumed safety function).

25 r i facility, the Surveillance frequency of 18 months
is.bestd on
f f % ,h-the following:)y

/4- .-

(hl Na5 g
REFERENCES 1. S*ct' " I 1' "I''' *1 "

(p*ImpriBWR Owners' Group's Technical
2. NED

p Specifica . nt Analyses for ECCS
Actuation t g t ,, Part 2," December

Q1988. F*

Methudology) ."(PlantMpeci(Unit Name), etpoint3.

4. NEDC-30851-P-A, "Techa Spec fication
Imp,'ovement Analyses * 'BWR Reactor Protection
Systam," March 1988.
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LOP Instrumentation
B 3.3,8.1

m
B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

;

B 3.3.8.1 Loss of Power (LOD) InstrumentatiOD

BA3ES

i
BACKGROUND Successful operation of the required safety functions of the

Emer ency-Core Coc11ng System (ECCS) is dependent on the
av ability of adequate power sources for energizing the

components such as pump motors, motor-operated
and the associated control components. The LOP i

nstr tation monitors the 4.16 kV emergency buses.
Off po r is the preferred source of power for the

e ncy buses. If the monitors determine that
i er is available, the buses are disconnected

from ipower sources and connected to the onsite
em fgenerator.(EDG)powersources.

Each 4.1 I emerg bus has its own independent LOP
instrum rtion ltage for the division 1 and 2 buses
are moni evels, which can be considered as
three diff olta functions:. loss of voltage,
degraded voltage' anc lant (B0P) . load shed. TheO voltage for the si is monitored at two levels,

V which can be con w fferent undervoltage
functions: loss o n aded voltage.,

Each function is monitored by fo voltage relays whose
output trip centacts are arra 0-out-of-four-twice
logic configuration.

4.16 kV Emeraency Bus Undervoltaoe (Loss of Voltaael
Divisions 1. 2. and 3.

Loss of voltage on a 4.16 kV emergency bus indicates the
inability of the power source to supply sufficient power for
proper operation of the applicable equipment. Therefore,
the power supply to the bus is transferred from offsite
power to EDG power when the voltage on the bus drops
below the ALLOWABLE VALUES loss of voltage function
(loss of voltage with a short time delay). This ensures
that adequate power will be available to the required
equipment.

(continued)

(continued)

v)
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LOP Instrueentation
B 3.3.8.1

BASES (continued)

BACKGR0'JND 4.16 kV Emeraency Bus Undervoltaae (Deoraded Voltaae)
(continued) Divisions 1. 2. and 3

A reduced voltage condition on a 4.16 kV emergency bus
indicates that power may be insufficient for starting large
motors without risking damage to the motors that could
disable the ECCS function. Therefore, power supply to the
bus is transferred from offsite power to onsite EDG power
when thdilvpitage on the bus drops below the ALLOWABLE VALUES
degr.adqd* volt 49e trip function (degraded voltage with a time
dg)p). Thibnsures that adequate power will be available
t(tierequiNdequipment.
4.1 $7 in Undervoltaae--Balance of Plant (B0P)
Load Shed DiwM on Mand 2

QV*A reduced Voltag% J V' tion on a 4.16 kV cmergency busogondi
indicates that power may beminsufficient for starting large
motors within ine' required 14ime limit. Therefore, the loads
on the Division' b o N 4'.;16fkV emergency bus that are not
specifically regtfiredEfq E eration are disconnectad
when the bus voltage drop (s"CCS op?ralue' of the BOP load shedtc the
trip setpoint. This egres that' adequate power will be
available to required ' equi $ 'Q
The LOP instrumentation c rise hre$$jpfunctionsfor
Division 1 and 2, and two trip functionM for Division 3 -s
which represent different voltage levels 2that#cause various

"bus transfers and disconnects. 47
tr

The trip setpoints used in the voltage relays are based on
the analytical limits of References 1, 2, and 3. The
selection of these trip setpoints is such that adequate
protection is provided when all sensor and processing time
delays are taken into account. To allow for calibration
tolerances, instrumentation uncertainties, and instrument
drift, the ALLOWABLE VALUES specified in Table 3.3.8.1-1 are
conservatively adjusted with respect to the analytical
limits. A detailed description of the methodology used to
calculate the trip setpoints, including their explicit
uncertainties, is provided in Reference 4. The actual,
nominal trip setpoint is normally still more conservative
than that required by the plant-specific setpoint
calculations. If the measured setpoint o r not exceed the
ALLOWABLE VALUE the voltage relay is consict M OPERABLE.

(continued)

! (continued)
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LOP Instrumentation
i

B 3.3.8.1
]
1

BASES (continued) |

| BACKGROUND Setpoints that are in accordance with the ALLOWABLE VALUE
; (continued) will ensure that Safety Limits (SLs) are not violated during |
i anticipated operational occurrences (A00s), and the |

consequences of accidents will be acce) table, provided the |
plant is operated within the LCOs at tie onset of the A00 or I

accident and the equipment functions as designed.

APPLICABLE ;, instrumentation is required for the engineered
SAFETY ANALYS pesafet

-power. Its design basis is that of the ECCS. The
atures to function in any accident with a loss of

4 offs <
1els of LOP instrumentation, in conjunction

't systems powered from the EDGs, provide plant
prot in event of any of the analyzed accidents in
Reft 1,6#& and 3 in which a loss of offsite power is

.

asst d.

Accident (dalys' t I tt the loading of the EDG based on the3

loss of off&th epduring a loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA). Th'eVegeMleading
timeassocir.tedytWeacb3E,hasbeenincludedinthedelayfety system component requiring

analysis asst.mes t noa[ i Weiloss of offsite power.EDG-suppliedpowf3foll The!

|,V antstic EDG loading, which does,

not explicitly accontFfoWikch9adividual component of the
loss of power detection andnubsequent actions. The total
actuation time for the limiting systems, low pressure
coolant injection (LPCI), low pressure, core spray (LPCS),

This delay time includes co'tribu(HPCS)('is (35] seconds.and high pressure coolant soraK
n tions from the EDG start,

EDG loading, and ECCS compone'nt actuation. The response of,

the EDG to a loss of power must be demonstrated to fall
within this response time when including the contributions

| of all portions of the delay.
P

The LOP instrumentation channels are required to meet the|

. redundancy and testability requirements of GDC 21 in
I 10 CFR 50, Appendix A (Ref. 5).
.

The LOP instrumentation satisfies Criterion 3 of the NRC
Interim Policy Statement.

(continued),

,
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LOP Instrumentation
B 3.3.8.1

BASES (coritinued)

LCO The LCO requires OPERABILITY of sufficient LOP
instrumentation to ensure 4.16 kV bus voltage protection.
The OPERABILITY of the individual LOP instrumentation
functions is confirmed through successful completion of
required surveillance testing:' CHANNEL CHECKS, CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TESTS, LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTION TESTS, and CHANNEL
CAllBRATIONS. Individual measurement channels and the
associated bistable trip units are OPERABLE when the
follow ditions are satisfied:

,

1 1 ch 1 components necessary to provide a
, start; al re functional and in service;

2. nt uncertainties are known via test,
anal d n information to be within the
ass

.

setpoint calculations; and

3. Required illanchgsting-iscurrentandhas
demonstr p within each surveillance
test's acc a.

Each function must ha equ umber of OPERABLE
channels per 4.16 kV e en each channel's <

setpoints must be with 0 UALUES. The actual
setpoints are calibrated I w plicable setpoint
methodology assumptions, ch c el also respond
within its specified delay time. [For cility,
undervoltage channels are configured ut-of-four
actuation logic.]

Violation of the LC0 could result the delay of safety-
systems initiation when required. _This could lead to the
violation of the SLs during certain A00s or to unacceptable
consequences during accidents.- During the loss of offsite
power, the EDG powers the motor-driven HPCS and LPCI pumps.
Failure of the HPCS, LPCS, and LPCI pumps to start would
leave the turbine-driven reactor core isolation cooling
pumps to mitigate the effects of a'LOCA under conditions
with an increased potential- for loss of decay heat removal
capability.

The ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified for each function in
the LCO. Nominal trip setpoints are specified in the
plant-specific setpoint calculations. the nominal setpoints
are selected to ensure that the setpoint measured by

(continued)

(continued)
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LOP Instrumentation
B 3.3.8.1

O
.

V BASES (continued)
I

LCO CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTS does not exceed the ALLOWABLE
(continued) VALUE if the bistable is performing as required. Operation

with a tri) setpoint less conservative than the nominal trip
setpoint, )ut within the ALLOWABLE VALUE, is acceptable
provided that operation and testing is consistent with the
assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint calculations.
Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified.is more conservative than the
an tical limit assumed in the transit and accident

'is in order to account for instrument uncertainties.

# r ate to the trip function. These uncertainties are
efine b the plant-specific setpoint methodology (Ref 4).

ba r e bus ALLOWABLE VALUES are low enough to
k|Bilnt ent power supply transfer but high enough to

ensur c power is available to the required
eq ime delay ALLOWABLE VALUES are long enough
to vid *for the offsite aower supply to recover to
normal y es, but ort enoug1 to ensure that sufficient
power is il e required equipment.

[For this _ e rel. configuration and trip
q fuaction meets s- -fai - riterion for single-phasing

for the followin as

[For this facility, n her relays (e.g., phase
current differentia is re ired nsure trip in the
event of single phasing. The CPE Y of these relays
affects OPERABILITY of this fu the following
reasons:]

[For this facility, the basi for the loss of voltage,
degraded voltage, and BOP load shed ALLOWABLE VALUES is as
follows:]

| [For this facility, the basis for time-delay setpoints for
the loss of voltage, degraded voltage, and B0P load shed
ALLOWABLE VALUES are as fcilows:)

(For this facility, the following support systems are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure LOP instrumentation
OPERABILITY:]

(contirued)
._.

(continued)

%)'
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LOP Instrumentation
B 3.3.8.1

BASES (continued)

LCO [For this facility, those required sup) ort systems which,
(continued) upon their failure, do not result in tie LOP instrumentation

being declared inoperable and their justification are as
follows:]

[For this facility, the supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of the LOP instrumentation and the
justificationofwhetherornoteachsupportedsystemis
declared 1gop,orable are as follows:]4MF %
%? )? ,

APPLICABILITY Thsd.uP in'strumenthtion functions are required to be

OPERABLEMwhen(tWagg! channels per division of the loss of
ociated EDG is required to be

voltage fus.Thusi fodrctionktheIpegradedvoltagefunctionandtheB0P
OPERABLE.

load shed'Functionlare required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1,
2, and 3, because;ECCS fun.ctions are required to be OPERABLE
in these MODES F LOP inst'rumentation is required to be
OPERABLEinMODES<4'ind>5/oftheassociatedE0Gthatis
required to be OPERABLE perf LC0 3.p.2, so that the EDG can

aerform its function ontadoss of'p%ower to the emergencyAjf A7aus.

/ f$h k\h!

Nr $ Nij
ACTIONS A protection function channel is inope hyhenitdoesnot

satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for. ' hh
Thesecriteriaareoutlinedforeagh$enctio$'pel'sfunction.n in the LC0
section of the bases. The most consen cause of channel
inoperability is outright failure oY drift of the voltage
relay setpoint sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed by
the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the drift
is found to be small and results in a delay of actuation
rather than a total loss of function. Determination of
setpoint drift is generally made during the performance of a
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process instrument is set
up for adjustment to bring it within specification. If the
trip setpoint is less conservative than the ALLOWABLE VALVE
in Table 3.3.8.1-1, the channel must be declared inoperable
immediately, and the appropriate Conditions from Table
3.3.8.1-1 must be entered immediately.

(continued)

(continued)
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LOP Instrumentation
B 3.3.8.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS In the event a channel's trip setpoint is found non-
(continued) conservative with respect to the ALLOWABLE VALUE or the

channel is found inoperable, then all affected functions !
provided by that channel must be declared inoperable and the >

LC0 Condition entered for the particular protection- function
affected.

Condition A
E+L

# Condition A applies to each one of the LOP instrumentation
f ; functions in Table 3.3.8.1-1. A Note is added to indicate-
E that t W Completion Time associated with condition A is on a
kCondition,basisforeachfunction.
% y' gQ

A.1. Affil. anIA.2.2
a s a g4

Req'u'ir"ed Astlon'A.1 allows for the restoration of the
~

the chann]e' LOP instr,umentation channel (s) within I hour.
inoperab If

el cannottbe! restored to OPERABLE status in
complianco yith1 Required Action A.1, then Required
Action A.2.Orequires/that the channel be placed in trip.

O' This places the system in.saltwo-out-of-three logic for a
limited amount of. time.j Thi" Required Action is modified by
e Note that Required Action A.'til. is applicable only if
placing the inoperab1 H hannel(s) fin trip would not result
in an initiation. RequirediAction'A.2.1 is not intended to
force an initiation of the EDG, 4%

/WNp
'

Required Action A.2.2 requiresfreitoridg the channel prior
to the next CHANNEL FUNCTIONALsTEST, which is performed on a
Surveillance Frequency of 31' days. The 31-day Completion
Time for Required Action A.2.2 is sufficient to perform the
Required Action.

If after the required Completion Time has been exceeded, and
the Required Action A.2.1 to-trip the inoperable channel is
completed, then the EDG may be declared OPERABLE, when
determined to be so, and the remainder of Required Action
A.2.2 is complied with.

The 1-hour Completion Time for Required Actions A.1 and
A.2.1 is sufficient for operations personnel to take
corrective actions in an orderly manner and without
challenging plant systems.

(continued)

(continued)
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LOP Instrumentation
B 3.3.8.1

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Condition B
(continued)

Condition B applies to each one of the LOP instrumentation
functions in Table 3.3.8.1-1. If it is not possible to
complete the Required Actions of Condition A or if two
required channels become inoperable, Action B.1 must be
entered R each affected EDG, The affected EDGs and other

upported systems are immediately declared

p%g
assoc

the corresponding LCOs are entered.ino
S'
to d tring"the EDGs OPERABLE, it is not necessary to

ass iated with EDG inoperability, LC0 3.8.1,pePforg,
"AC Source y . ' a " or LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources-

reason for it was inoperability of
Shutdown,f(Gj$eo

"

the LOP i F _ ,a .

,

Condition C e

Condition C is i each one of the LOP
instrumentation f ti Tabg3.3.8.1-1.
RequiredActionC.1vekestMkhkRequiredActionshave
been initiated for tho W s systems declared -

inoperable because of tha taepe 111tyftf the support
channel (s) within a Comple(t~ ion Tof 1 & ur. The
specified Completion Time is sufficien der,Mlant operations
personnel to make this verification. V$
Required Action C.1 ensures that e identified Required
Actions associated with supported systems impacted by the
inoperability of channel (s) associated with each LOP
instrumentation function have been initiated by entering the
supported systems LCOs. [For this facility, the identified
supported systems Required Actions are as follows:]

Required Action C.2 verifies that all required support or
supported features associated with the other redundant
channel (s) are OPERABLE within a Completion Time of 1 hour.
The specified Completion Time is sufficient for plant
operations personnel to make this determination. If

verification determines loss of functional capability,
LC0 3.0.3 must be immediately entered. However, if the

(continued)

(continued)
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LOP Instrumentation
B 3.3.B.1

BASES (continued)
_

ACTIONS support or supported feature LC0 takes into consideration
(continued) the loss of function situation, then LCO 3.0.3 may not need

to be entered.
1

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any particular EDG LOP instrumentation 1

|
REQUIREMENTS a found in the SR column of Table 3.3.B.1-1 for that

. n. Most functions are suojected to CHANNEL CHECK,
FUNCTIONAL TEST, and CHANNEL CAllBRATION.'

!
l , SR 1 .I

r the CHANNEL CHECK once every 12 hours ensures
that s ure of instrumentation has not occurred. A

C a comparison of the indicated parameter for
one nstru einel to a similar parameter on other

is ba <on the assumption that instrument
channels (channels it skme parameter should read
approxim value. Significant deviations
between th ; ment channels could be an indication
of excessive ins nt 'in one of the channels orO. something-even m ' ~ se^ NNEL CHECK will detect<O gross channel fa r ,f '$s key to verifying that the
instrumentation co .' ,op properly between each
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

Agreement criteria are determi plant staff based
on a combination of the chanr stru ent uncertainties,

including isolation, indica , and readability. If a
channel is outside the match riteria, it may be an
indication that either the transmitter or the signal
processing equipment has drifted outside their limit. If

the channels are within the match criteria, it is an
indication that the channels are OPERABLE.

The Surveillance Frequency, about once every shift,-is based
on operating experience that demonstrates the rarity of
channel failure. Thus, performance of the CHANNEL CHECK
guarantees that undetected overt channel failure is limited
to 12 hours. Since the probability of two random failures

(continued)

(continued)
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LOP Instrumentation
0 3.3.8.1

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE in redundant channels in any 12-hour period is low, the
REQUIREMENTS CHANNEL CHECK minimizes the chance of loss of protective

(continued) function due to failure of redundant channels. (TheCHANNEL
CHECK supplements less formal, but more frequent, checks of
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the
displays associated with the LCOs required channels.)

SR 3.3.8.1.2
sts%

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST is performed every 31 days to
enssre'that the entire channel performs its intended
functions wh'eri needed.

% - A"

The $yurveillanceJre
operating exprience%quency of 31 days is based on plantth regard to channel OPERABILITY and
drift whichcdemonstrates that failure of more than one
channel ofia givenf. function in any 31-day interval is a rare

'

event. J3 g
(For this facility W,e 6 ,9 qiV

CHANNEL' FUNCTIONAL TEST consists of
the following anddsHjitstified as3 ollows:]f

#g h.SR 3.3.8.1.3
y tMA #

SR 3.3.8.1.3 is the perfotinahce%f,a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
every 18 months. The CHANNEL CAL'IBRAT10Niverifies the
accuracy of each component within the instrenent channel.
Thiscalibrationincludescalibrt+ionofftha[bndervoltage
relays and demonstrates that the equj ' ent falls within the
specified operating characteristiessd fined by the
manufacturer. For OPERABLE channels, CHANNEL CALIBRATION
shall find that measurement error; and setpoint errors are
within the assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint
analysis. Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an
otherwise functional component that does not meet these
criteria. Repeated failures of the same channel over a
relatively small number of test intervals, however, must be
considered as potentially indicating a deterministic failure
that cannot be corrected by recalibration. Completion of
this test results in the channel being properly adjusted and
expected to remain within the "as found" tolerance assumed
by the setpoint analysis until the next scheduled

(continued)

(continued)
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LOP Instrumentation
B 3.3.8.1

l
\ BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE Surveillance. Measurement and setpoint error determination
REQUIREMENTS and readjustment must be performed consistent with the

(continued) assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint analysis in
Reference 5 For trips that take credit for undervoltage
relay time voltage characteristics CHANNEL CAllBRATION need
only calibrate the time delay at one voltage. [For this
facility, the time delay ALLOWABLE VALUE is specified for-
the;following voltage:] The Surveillance Frequency is based
gasthe. assumption of an 18-month calibration interval in the

ifdeter%in3 tion of the magnitude of equipment drift in the

W[QSRm313.8.lf(s
Metpoihtt analysis.

gy
s v ,n g v v

Perfomance of4 LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST demonstrates
thegCPERASILIJ . f the required actuation logic for a
specific channel. The LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TEST tests
all logicsomponents (i.e., all relays and contacts, alla
trip unitsf solidtstat4) logic elements, etc.) of a logic
circuit, fromin e 4sandr up to the actuated device. For
this facilitynne sy' item functional testing performed in

/Q completetestingf$a,8.2o_vstgpthistesttoprovide
LC0 3.8.1 and LCol

's ) thaiestike(1 safety functions. [For this

justified as followaj)#qssFreqitncy of 18 months is
facility, the Sur%illm

Q$Q
#

REFERENCES 1. (Unit Name] FSAR, Section # ], "[ Title] ."
(UnitName]FSAR,Secti@on[| 2. ],"[ Title)."

3, [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section [15], "[ Title]."

4. (Unit Name], "[ Plant-Specific Setpoint Methodology)."

| 5. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear PowerI

| Plants."

!

!

'

%./
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RPS EPH
B 3.3.8.2

B 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION

B 3.3.8.2 Reactor Protection System (RPS) Electrical Power Monitorina (EPM)

BASES

BACKGROUND RPS EPH will detect any abnormal high- or low-voltage or
low-frequency condition in the outputs of the two
mo generator (MG) sets or the alternate power supply and

energize its respective RPS bus, thereby causing all
nctions normally powered by this bus to de-energize

nd a result cause a half scram and half isolation,

i vided to isolate the RPS bus power from the
ss set or an alternate power i;ource in the

even er ge, undervoltage, or underfrequency. This *

sys e loads connected to the RPS bus against
una epta age and frequency conditions (Ref. 1). It

forms a rtant of the primary success path of the
essenti fet s. Some of the essential equipment
powered es includes the RPS logic, scram
solenoids, isol ion valve logic (e.g., residual
heat removal (R utd oling valves).

Q In the event of 1 . electrical power
,

monitoring assembly o ay experience
unregulated power su ly, end n the deviation from
the nominal, the overvoltage, und ge, or
underfrequency condition can c ial damage to the
scram solenoids and other C1 dev ces.;

|
' In the event of a low-voltage condition for a long period of

time (e.g., [10] seconds), the scram solenoids can chatter
and potentially lose their pneumatic control capability,
resulting in a loss of primary scram action. In the event
of a fault downstream of the circuit breakers, a low-voltage
will be present at the RPS bus, and the RPS electrical power

|
monitoring assemblies will open the circuit breakers and

|
isolate the power source. 1

|

In the event of an overvoltage condition for a long period i

of time (e.g., > [10] seconds), the RPS logic relays and i

scram solenoids as well as the main steam isolation valve :

solenoids may experience a voltage higher than their design

| (continued)

(continued)

O
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RPS EPH
B 3.3.8.2

BASES (continued)

BACKGROUND voltage. If this situation persists for a long time period
(continued) (e.g., > [10] seconds) it may cause equipment degradation

and the loss of plant safety function.

The output current of each MG set is controlled by two
redundant Class IE circuit breakers connected in series
between the RPS bus and the MG set. Each of these circuit
breakers is provided with an independent set of Class IE

'

overvo ' undervoltage, and underfrequency sensing logic.
If tputiof the MG set exceeds the predetermined limits

voltag"ei undervoltage, or underfrequency, a trip coil
,enbyJhtylogiccircuitryopensthecircuitbreaker.
ammy < tb:

! A manuaLtPan 7Nheme is also provided, which permits the
energization tpne'HPS bus from an alternate source of
power if 4tsMhse'sJ3ted MG set is out of service. This
allows both'RPS buses to remain energized even though one of
the MG sets mayrbe''out ofjayvice. The protective relaying
scheme on the Cternategisisse of power is identical to the
two Class IE prbtectMM,heries on the MG sets.

I RPS EPM supports ! ign AN>conformance with
| 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GWC 2 'llh and GDC 23 (Ref. 2),

IEEE-279 (Ref. 3), and 41EEEdh . (ds thbrWystems thatRef(4), GDC RPS EPM
provides protection to thefftPS e o
receive power from the RPS' buses,Nb~ disconnecting the RPSy
from the power-source circuits under spec'ified conditions
that could damage the RPS equipment.jjp" 9)

u:ys

Qi

APPLICABLE RPS EPM is necessary to meet the assumptions of the safety|

SAFETY ANALYSES analyses and provide for the mitigation, and in some cases,
(continued) termination of accident and transient conditions.

RPS electrical power monitoring satisfies Criterion 3 of the
NRC Interim Policy Statement.

LC0 The LC0 requires all instrumentation performing the RPS EPM
function to be OPERABLE. For this facility, there are [ ]
channels of RPS electrical power monitoring per bus.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS EPM
B 3.3.8.2

Ci BASES (continued)
O

LCO Failure of any instrument renders the affected electrical
(continued) power monitoring assembly inoperable and reduces the

reliability of the affected functions.

The RPS electrical power monitoring assemblies shall be
OPERABLE to prevent the. effects of s)ecific, abnormal
voltage or frequency conditions on tie system and components
p d by the RPS power supplies from non-Class 1E sources.

sets of Class 1E relays and circuit breakers in
.etween each MG set and its RPS bus, or an alternate

- sourc : d its bus, provide a redundant protection function
! aga the pecified, abnormal voltage or frequency

y {"
Two er itoring assemblies associated with the
inseiy upply (MG set or alternate power supply)
must4be OP

'

.

A channe OP . en the following conditions are
satisfied 1 1

a. Allchannel onen([6ecessarytoprovideatrip
signal are p ti % service;

V b. Channel meas rt d ies are known (via test,
analysis, or d ~ign irif6rmat' to be within the
assumptions of the setpoint tions; and

c. Required Surveillance te t is urrent and has
demonstrated performan Within each Surveillance
test's acceptance crite ia.

[For this facility, the bases for overvoltage, undervoltage,
and underfrequency ALLOWABLE VALUES are as'follows:] q

ALLOWABLE VALUES are specified in the SR section of the LC0
-

for RPS EPM. For this facility, nominal trip setpoints are
specified.in the plant-specific setpoint calculations
provided in Reference 6. The nominal setpoints are selected
to ensure that the setpoints measured by CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TESTS do not exceed the ALLOWABLE VALUES. Operation with a
trip setpoint less conservative than the nominal tri>
setpoint, but within its ALLOWABLE ~VALUE, is acceptaale
provided that operation and testing is consistent with the

(continued)

(continued),
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RPS EPM
B 3.3.8.2 |

|

BASES (continued)

LC0 assumptions of the plant-specific setpoint calculetions.
(continued) Each ALLOWABLE VALUE specified is more conservative than the

analytical limit assumed in the transient and accident )analysis to account for instrument uncertainties that are
appropriate to the trip function. For this facility, these
uncertainties are defined in the plant-specific setpoint
methodology (Ref. 6).

req ' g'td3Jh1111ty, the following support systems are[For t
p OPERABLE to ensure RPS EPM OPERABILITY:] ;

[ this it those required support systems which,
up

,

1 do not result in RPS EPH being declared
ustification are as follows:)inop !

[For this.;g supported systems impacted by the
inoperabir y o >S EPM and the justification of
whether or not

.

suppor system is declared inoperable
are as follows , ,---g

-
.. g

APPLICABILITY The operation of the R le k wer monitoring
assemblies is essentia o ec ,t,he RPS-powered
components from the MG sei rnal wer source during
the specified abnormal vo' age o frequ conditions.
Since the degradation of a non-Class 1 supplying
power to the RPS bus can occur as a ny random
single failure, the OPERABILITY of PS e ctrical power
monitoring assemblies is required the powered
components are required to be OPE LE. For this facility,
this results in the RPS electrical power monitoring system
OPERABILITY requirements of MODES 1, 2, 3; and MODE 4, or
MODE 5 with any control rod withdrawn from a core cell
containing one or more fuel assemblies or with RHR shutdown
cooling isclation valves open.

A Note is added to inclicate that for this LCO, Condition A
and Condition B shall be treated as an entity with a single
Completion Time.

(continued)
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RPS EPH
B 3.3.8.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A protection function channel is inoperable when it does not
satisfy the OPERABILITY criteria for the channel's function.
These criteria are outlined for each function in the LCO.
section of the bases. The most common cause of channel
inoperability is outright failure or drift of the bistable
or process module sufficient to exceed the tolerance allowed
by the plant-specific setpoint analysis. Typically, the
d is found to be small and results in a-delay of

n rather than a total loss of function,

tion of setpoint drift is generally made during the
rfo ce of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST when the process

inst t set up for adjustment to bring it within
If the trip setpoint is less conservative
LE VALUE in SR 3.3.8.2.2, the channel must

be d ,rable immediately, and the appropriate
Co entered immediately.

In the e a cha s trip set)oint is found
noncons iv pect to-tie ALLOWABLE VALUE, or the
transmit loop, signal processing electronics,
or bistabl noper le, then all affected functions
provided by that nel be declared inoperable and the(n LCO Condition en d ticular protection function

\ affected.

Condition A

If one RPS electric power moni mbly for an
inservice power source (MG s lte ate) is inoperable,
or one RPS electric power m ring assembly on each
inservice power supply is in erable, the OPERABLE asser.bly
wili still provide protection to the RPS equipment undr.r
degraded-voltage or degraded-frequency conditions. TF.e
reliability and redundancy of the RPS EPM, however, is
reduced. In this situation, 72 hours is allowed by Required
Action A.1 to restore the inoperable assembly to OPERABLE
status. If the inoperable assembly (ies) cannot be made
OPERABLE, the associated power supply must be taken out of
service (Required Action A.2) within this 72-hour period.
This places the RPS bus in a safe condition. An alternate
power source with OPERABLE power monitoring assemblies may
then be used to power the RPS bus.

(continued)

(continued)

C
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RPS EPM
B 3.3.8.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note to indicate that
(continued) removal of the power source would be applicable only if it

would not result in a scram or an isolation.

The 72-hour Completion Time takes into account the remaining
OPERABLE power monitoring assembly and the low probability
of an event requiring RPS EPH protection occurring during
this aeriod. It allows time for plant o)erations personnel
to ta(efcorr,ective actions or to place tie plant in the
regttired" Condition in an orderly manner and without

Je6gingg)ntsystems.c

Condition h / h
%/ ff%

If both poyarimonito'r1gg assemblie; for an inservice power
source (MG set'or alt,ernate) are inoperable or both powers
monitorincPassemblies in each inservice power supply arev
inoperable, thef system protective function is lost. In this
situation, I bour is All by Required Action B.1 to
restore at least,ontIasWe ~ to OPERABLE status for each
inservice power sottrcth ernatively, if one inoperable

assembly cannot be made;0PERABLfs[iige,within I hour per
4he associated power

suppliesmustbetakenfestof4r
,

Required Action B.2. An'a den
OPERABLE assemblies may th}eavbe'tte pdher source withWeed tb^ power the one RPS
bus. The 1-hour CompletioW Time'is" suffpcient for the plant
operations personnel to take corrective s.

Required Action B.2 is modified by a fe to* indicate that
removal of the power source wouldMapplicable only if it
would not result in a scram or an isolation.

Condition e

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of
Conditions A or B are not met in MODE 1, 2, or 3 a
controlled shutdown must be initiated. The controlled
shutdown is accomplished by placing the plant in at least-
MODE 3 per Required Action C.1 within 12 hours and in MODE 4
per Required Action C.2 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating
experience, to rear.h the required MODES from full power in
an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS EPM
B 3.3.8.2

3O i

BASES (continued)
,

;
ACTIONS Condition D

If the Required Actions and hssociated Completion Times of
Condition A or Condition B are not met in MODE 4 or MODE 5
with any control rod withdrawn from a core cell containing
one or more fuel assemblies, or with the RHR shutdown; >

cooling valves open the operator must take immediate-
corrective action. The Required Actions require operating <

personnel to initiate action to fully insert all insertable
trobrods in core cells containing one or more fuel

'

d' ,The Ratsired Actions result in the least reactive condition
assemb)ns and to isolate the RHR shutdown cooling line.

fogthe core)nd ensure that the safety function of the RPS
4.~gt, scireitor 1nsertion of control rods) and shutdown1
cooli 11sb1attegarenot-required.% 4,,
E.1 d E.26. F

Requiredl on.EJ fies that the Required Actions have
been initigted M supported systems declared
inoperable becau6e, the inoperability of_the support RPSp electric power m in egmblies within a completion

gNj Time of I hour. , sp es$ompletion Time is sufficient
for plant operatt s _ el $ make this verification.,

RequiredActionE.1hsure hat e-identified Required
Actions associated with supported ms-impacted-by the

-

inoperability of the RPS elect onitoring
assemblies have been_ initiate lis can be accomplished by
entering the supported syst
group of Required Actions th . C0s independently or as aneed'to be initiated every
time Condition E is entered. [For this facility,'the
identified' supported systems Required Actions' associated
with each inservice RPS electric power monitoring assembly
core is as follows:]

Required Action E.1 verifies that all required support or
supported features associated with the other redundant RPS
electric power monitoring assembly are OPERABLE within a
Completion Time of I hour. The specified -Completion Time is

.

sufficient for plant operations personnel to make this
determination. If verification determines loss of
functional capability, LC0 3.0.3 must- be immediately

(continued)

n (continued)
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RPS EPH
B 3.3.8.2

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS entered. However, if the support or supported feature LCO
(continued) takes into consideration the loss of function situation,

then LCO 3.0.3 may not need to be entered.

SURVEILLANCE The SRs for any 3 articular RPS EPH function are found in the
REQUIREMENTS SRs coluan of Ta)le 3.3.8.2-1, for that function. Most--

functi i . subject to CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL
TES 5 EL CAllBPATION.

.3.8 ?
y s,

A CH EST is performed to verify that the
inservice ect power monitoring assemblies actuate
as requir no he equipment from a degraded power
source. HANNI TIONAL TEST verifies the function of
the trip, inte ' , and a m functions of the channel. In
the test, a si te 1 signal is inserted as close
to the sensor as o-verify the required trip,
interlocks, and- ion.w .n the input is beyond the
trip point. Where th gn - . de provisions for'

including sensors in t HAN 10NAL TEST, the test
signal shall be insert a o "As found" and "as..

left" values for bistable iit re recorded.
Bistable setpoints shall founc be hin the ALLOWADLE
VALUES specified in the LCO. The diffe. ,between the

current "as found" and the previous " ' etpoints must
be within the drift allowance used e setpoint analysis.
Recalibration of the bistable set restores the
OPERABILITY of an otherwise functional component that does
not meet these criteria. However, repeated failures of the
same channel over a small number of test intervals should be
evaluated as that potentially indicating a deterministic
failure that cannot be corrected by recalibration.

The Frequency allows the functional test to be performed
while the plant is in a condition in which the-loss of the
RPS bus in which (the power source must be removed from
service to conduct the test) will not jeopardize steady-
state power operation. The 24-hour Condition is intended to
indicate an outage of sufficient duration to allow for
scheduling of the Surveillance and proper performance of the
test. A Note has been added that if the previous

(continued)

(continued)
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RPS EPM j
B 3.3.8.2

1

(Q !

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE performance was within 184 days, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST
REQUIREMENTS is not required in MODE 4 and is censidered current. (For

(continued) this facility, the basis for the 184-day Surveillance
frequency is justified as follows:]

SP. 3.3.8.2.2

A NNEL CALIBRATION is performed to verify the trip
h ts for overvoltage, undervoltage, and underfrequency,

f e ; setpoints are based on (providing a nominal

$, h20 Va !60 Hz, at the RPS logic cabinets, which ensures a
minigg uency of 57 Hz, and [108 to 132] Vac at the

4kfppk"***3
CHANS.y"f4LIBR4T40Nisacompletecheckoftheinstrument
cha ,(pslyd$pgthedetector. The test verifies that the'

channel respomis to measured parameter with the necessary
range anchect:uracy ANNEL CALIBRATION leaves the channel
adjustedMe acc instrument drift between successive
tests, to W '> he instrument channel remains
operationa14eH 'etpo t within the assuniptions of the
plant-specific s nt s. Transmitter "as found"O and "as left" va a d and used to verify drift

V assumptions. Fo P ch _ls, CHANNEL CALIBRATION
shall find that me troi nd bistable setpoint
errors are within t assu lons he plant-specific
setpoint analysis. Measurement a point error
determination and readjustment ,p rformed consistent
with the assumptions of the specific setpoint
analysis.

Recalibration restores OPERABILITY of an otherwise
functional component found to have errors larger than those
assumed by the setpoint analysis. However, repeated
failures of the same channel over a relatively small number
of test intervals must be considered as potentially
indicating a deterministic failure that cannot be corrected
by recalibration.

[For this facility, the basis the Surveillance Frequency is
as follows:]

(continued)

(continued)

O
'
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RPS EPH
B 3.3.8.2

BASES (continued)

SVRVEILLANCE SR 3.3.8.2.3
REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Performance of a system functional test demonstrates the
OPERABILITY of the required actuation logic for a specific
channel. The system functional test tests all logic
components (i.e., all relays and contacts, trip units, and
solid-state logic elements, etc.) of a logic circuit, from
the sensor,up to the actuated device. The system functional
test ofet (Class IE circuit breakers is included as part of
thisftest (provide complete testing of the safety
function. Ifsthe breakers are incapable of operating, the
associated che'nnels would be inoperable.

[F Olh 11 the basis for the Surveillance Frequency

$/ hj$$his as followiQt

|%f a

REFERENCES 1. [ Unit NamejIISAR ,Section [8], "[ Title]."
~ gIQiWQf

2. Title 10, C$devof federal Regulations, Part 50,
Appendix A, "GenepaE DesignLCriteria for Nuclear Power
Pl ants * " W A9 W

ty A M $
3. InstituteofElectiicildEd)ElectYonicEngineers,

IEEE-279,"CriteriafebProtedtion'8$yjy
stems for Nuclear

Power Generating Stations." g4%
| 4. Institute of Electrical and Ele 6tronic Engineers,

IEEE-379, "[ Title] ." if
5. [ Unit Name] FSAR, Section (7), "[ Title)."

6. [Vnit Name), "[ Plant-Specific Protection Setpoint
Methodology) .

|

|
|

|
!

|

|

9
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Acronyas

APPENDIX A

Acronyms
w/

The following acronyms are used, but not defined, in the Standard Technical
Speci fict.tions:

AC alternating current
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
DC .Qdirectcurrent.

FSAR M-PMnal Safety Analysis Report

A [A f<'
Limiting Condition for.0perationLCO

SR Sssteillance Requirement'

GDC Ti-
%sph*sterah0esign Criteria or General Design Criterion

- A
_ jQ

_

, jfQ %
The following acronymmi'he u'4ddIth definitions, in the Standard Technicale
Specifications: J '**
ACOT ANAL CHAMEkf TIONAL TEST
ADS Automatte' ' ' rization System
ADV atmosphiri valve
AFD axial flux d rena

(~T AFW auxiliary f at
'

',V AIRP air intake, c n purification|

ALARA as low as reas y ev
ANS American Nuclear Society -
ANSI American National Standards te
A00 anticipated operational o nc
A0T allowed outage time dp
APD axial power distributiolid
APLHGR AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE
APRM average power range monitor
APSR axial power shaping rod
AR0 all rods out
ARC auxiliary relay cabinets
ARS Air Return System
ARTS Anticipatory Reactor Trip System
ASGT asymetric steam generator transient
ASGTPTF asymetric steam generator transient protective trip

function
ASI axial shape index
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers

(continued)

V
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)

ASTM American Society for Testing Materials
ATWS anticipated transient without scram
ATWS-RPT anticipated transient without scram recirculation pump

trip
AVV atmospheric vent valve

'

BAST boric acid storage tank
BAT boric acid tank
BOPS Borod@ilution Protection System |
BIST b. % ection surge tank
BIT n % ction tank i

BOC apteginni~ of cycle
BOP .balan punt'

BPWS sie$dut withdrawal sequence
BWST d sImrage tank
BTP Branc icaigsition .

ygf '
containmeWt$"lmosphere;411ution !CAO

constant acKa ' esitrolCAOC
CAS Chemical Ac . sap
CCAS containment c00 uatio gnal
CCGC containment combus e gaa 01
CCW component cooling er "
CEA control element as m
CEAC control element asse ca at
CEDM control element drive mechan m
CFT core flood tank
CIAS containment isolation actuation
COLR CORE OPERATINC LIMITS REPORT ,

l COLSS Core Operating Limits Supervi System
| CPC core protection calculator
1 CPR critical power ratio

CRA control rod assembly
CR0 control rod drive
CRDA control rod drop accident
CRDH control rod drive mechanism

| CREHVAC Control Room Emergency Air Temperature Control System
CREFS Control Room Emergency Filtration System'

CREVS Control Room Emergency Ventilation System
CRFAS Control Room Fresh Air System
CS core spray
CSAS containment spray actuation signal

(continued)
'

|

O
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)
O

I

CST condensate storage tank
CVCS Chemical and Volume Control System

DBA Design Basis Accident !
DBE Design Basis Event i

DF decontamination factor
'

DG diesel generator
DIV drywell isolation valve
DNB adeparture from nucleate boiling

8"
departure from nucleate boiling ratioDNBR a
diocytl phthalateDOP

DPIV % drywell purge isol6 tion valve

QtfW, digital,rodpositionindicator
DRPI ' 1,

WS\
EAB s$Nionhaboundary
ECCS aimer Core Cooling System
ECW "essent44 '" chilled water
ECP estiadsd critisAposition
EDG emergency, ? generator
EFAS Emergeasy dwater Actuation System
EFIC emergency er in ation and control
EFCV excess flow kv

(O
EFPDs effective f po ny

f EFPYs effective fu r
EFW emergency feed r
EHC electro-hydraulic cont 1
EOC end of cycle
E0C-RPT end of cycle recirculatio
ESF engineered safety featu
ESFAS Engineered Safety Featu ctuation System
ESW essential service water
EVS Emergency Ventilation System

,

FBACS Fuel Building Air Cle nup Systemi

: FCV flow control valve
FHAVS Fuel litndling Area Ventilation System
FSPVS Fuel Storage Pool Ventilation System
FRC fractional relief capacity
FR Federal Register
FTC fuel temperature coefficient
FWLB feedwater line break-

(continued)

(x
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Acronyms-

APPENDIX A (continued)

HCS Hydrogen Control System; Hydrazine Control System
HCU hydraulic control unit
HIS Hydrogen Ignition System
HELB high energy line break
HEPA high efficiency particulate air
HMS Hydrogen Mixing System
HPCI high pressure coolant injection
HPCS high pressure core spray
HPI high ressure injection
HPSI hi essure safety injection
HPSP r setpoint
HVAC "yentilation, and air conditioning
HZP j ( ot zereipower

Ch yp/ At

ICS I6WTneC tem
IEEE Insti El . ical and Electronic Engineers
IGSCC integ u @ s corrosion cracking-
IRM intern ediat e monitor
ISLH inservice and tatic
ITC isotherma emp , ;, coefficient

,g - ~

K-relay control relay I-

OLCS Leakage Control Syst 4
LEFM linear elastic frecture mecha ics
LER Licensee Event Report
LHGR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE
LHR linear heat rate $
LLS low-low set V
LOCA loss-of-coolant accident

i LOCV loss of condenser vacuum
LOMFW loss of main feedwater,

| LOP loss of power
LOPS loss of power start
LOVS loss of voltage start
LPCI low pressure coolant injection
LPCS low pressure core spray
LPD local power density
LPI low pressure injection
LPRM local power range monitor
LPSI low pressure safety injection
LPSP low power setpoint

(continued)-
'

9
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|

l
Acronyms i

APPENDIX A (continued) l

n
LPZ low population zone
LSSS limiting safety system settings
LTA lead test assembly
LTOP low temperature overpressure protection

MAPLHGR maximum average planar linear heat generation rate
MAPFAC MAPLHGR factor
MAPFAC MAPLHGR factor, flow-dependent component-

MAPFAC'r iMAPLHGRfactor, power-dependentcomponent

7,,[-MINIMUMCRITICALPPiERRATIO
MCPR

me4o control rcomMCR
main control room environmental controlMCREC

MFI .M;s .a6mimuasflaw interlock
MFIV ':+ e Seein.feedwater isolation valve
MFLPD C "masherm fraction of limiting power density
MFRV .me$n feedwater regulation valve
MFW fst~ln'feeduster
MG motor-geMrator
M0C midhof cyclep #
MSIS maiMsteamdselatten signal
MSIV main staan;tsolation valve
MSLB main steamhbreak
MSSV main steam sa M y va

[3 MTC moderator tagerateW%o ient
s;/7#9 -Q #

:1 %
NDT nil-ductility temperature
NDTT nil-ductility transition te e

NI nuclear instrument J
NIS Nuclear Instrumentation 3gptem
HMS Neutron Monitoring Syst*aar'

NPSH net positive suction head
| NSSS Nuclear Steam Supply System
|

ODCM Offsite Dose Calculation Manualr

OPDRV operation with a potential for draining the reactor
i vessel

OTSG once-through steam generator
,

PAM post-accident monitoring
PCCGC primary containment combustible gas control

,

PCI primary containment isolation

; (continued)

O'
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Acronyms )
APPENDIX A (continued)

OPCIV primary containment isolation valve,

PCHRS Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiner System|

PCP Process Control Program
PCPV primary containment purge valve,

! PCT peak cladaing temperature
| PDIL power dependent insertion limit
i

PDL power distribution limit
PF position factor

| PIP position indication probe
| PIV pressure isolation valve
| PORV mer-operated relief valve

| PPS
M.

?lsht P mtective System
PRA probabiMstic risk assessment

| PREACS Pump Re d Exhaust Air Cleanup System; Penetration Room
'

3
EmbausFAia
plaftt'sempM,$$tanupSystemPSW c teker

P/T presstwo!q tengerature
PTE PHYS 18FTE5F ion
PTLR PRESSURE ANDi ERATURE LIMITS REPORT

,4hh *TQA quality ass
| QPT quadrant power t ,

QPTR quadrant power ti' tio
QS quench spray ,-

RACS Rod Action Control System
RA0C relaxed axial offset control

| RAS recirculation actuation signal
RB reactor building
RBM rod block monitor
RCCA rod cluster control assembly
RCIC reactor core isolation cooling
RCIS Rod Control and Information System
RCP reactor coolant pump
RCPB reactor coolant pressure boundary
RCS Reactor Coolant System
REA rod ejection accident
RHR residual heat removal
RHRSW residual heat removal service water
RMCS Reactor Manual Control System
RPB reactor pressure boundaries
RPC rod pattern controller
RPCB reactor power cutback

(continued)

O
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)
'

RPIS Rod Position Information System
RPS Reactor Protection System
RPT recirculation pump trip
RPV reactor pressure vessel
RS recirculation spray
RT reference temperature
RT., nil-ductility reference temperature
R1CB reactor trip circuit breaker
RTD resistance temperature detector
RTM - eactor trip module
RTP * jr ED THERMAL POWER
RTS tor Trip System.

RWCU ca. r tor water cleanup
RWE M, withdrawal error
RWL %5d d awal limiter
RWM >O nimizer
RWP ion k Permit
RWST

~ er storage tank
RWT refue water tank

'

SAFDL specif ' le fuel design limits
SBCS Steam )a rol S em
SB0 station alac
SBVS Shield Buil ystem-

V SCAT spray chemic
_

t

SCI secondary cont nt la
SCR silicon control d rec fi6r
SDV scram discharge volume
SDH SHUTDOWN MARGIN
SER Safety Evaluation Repor
SFRCS Steam and Feedwater Rup Control System
SG steam generator
SGTR steam generator tube rupture
SGTS Standby Gas Treatment System
SI safety injection-
SIAS safety injection actuation signal
SIS safety injection signal
SIT safety injection tank
SJAE steam jet air ejector
SL Safety Limit
SLB steam line break
SLC standby liquid control
SLCS Standby Liquid Control System
SPMS Suppression Pool Makeup System
SRM source range monitor

(continued)
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Acronyms

APPENDIX A (continued)
,

S/RV safety / relief valve
S/RVDL safety / relief valve discharge lin6
SSPS Solid State Protection System
SSW standby service water
SWS Service Water System
STE special test exception
STS Standard Technical Specifications

TADOT trip ~.ictuating device operational test
TCV turtiwcontrol valve
TIP trensversing incore probe
TLD " thermoler'nescent dosimeter.

TM/LP thennal,margk/ low pressure
TS TeeJeletl 500,06fications
TSV ter:tthe step veue

7.:, 4

|U Q |
Ultimile Head Mn}kUHS

{$f . gy? 4
EVCT volume cont ut

VfTP Ventilation N kng? ram
viiPI variable high pow 1p g,
v/o volume percent # 4

VS vendor specific P-

. g

ZPMB zero power mode bypass

--

V

;

|

\ O
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